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Establishment
The Centre for Advanced Engineering was founded
in May 1987 to mark the centenary of the School of
Engineering at the University of Canterbury. It was
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more with the application of research findings to
engineering problems.
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• disseminate findings through documentation and
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forum that facilitates co-operation among industry,
the engineering profession and university research
engineers.

Function
The Centre is managed by a Board of Directors
comprising representatives from industry, the en-
gineering profession and the University of Canter-
bury, and is presently chaired by Mr Gavin Cormack.
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taken by the Centre and approves the level of
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and then to provide overall direction. The Steering
Committee then appoints Task Group Leaders and
a Project Manager.

Detailed work on the project is carried out on a
voluntary basis by the members appointed to each
Task Group. The Centre arranges to bring to New
Zealand, at the appropriate time, several Visiting
Fellows who work with Task Group members and
contribute to the project the latest available infor-
mation from overseas.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The reliability of electricity supply in New Zealand is a national concern. As shown in
Figure 1.1, electricity has a 48% share of the non-transport energy market, making it the
single most important energy source in the country.

The confident expectation that electricity supply will be reliable is the basis for many
investment decisions, business choices and lifestyle options. It impacts on the commercial,
rural, industrial, manufacturing and domestic sectors.

But just how reliable is New Zealand’s electricity supply?
For much of 1992, a multi-disciplinary group of professionals from throughout the

country was considering this question as the annual major project of the Centre for
Advanced Engineering.

The project, whilst giving consideration to the sufficiency of the electrical energy source
at the generation level, focused primarily on the downstream aspects of reliability as it
affects customers, electricity retailers and generators, and transmission and distribution
network operators.

Technically, reliability is considered under the two main aspects of adequacy and security.
Full definitions of terms used in this document are contained in Appendix 2.

Figure 1.1:  Percentage Shares of Non-transport Energy Market
[From the Annual Report of the Electricity Corporation of NZ Ltd, year ending 31 March 1993]
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Adequacy refers to the ability of the electricity system to provide and transport energy to
meet the requirements of customers. It relates to both supply and delivery capacity and is
associated with conditions that do not lead to system disturbances. These are events on the
power supply where the customer is consequently inconvenienced, or suffers loss, or is
otherwise deprived of the ability to continue with normal activities.

Security, on the other hand, relates to the ability of the power system to respond to
disturbances arising from equipment within either the bulk power system or the local
distribution system, and so maintain supply at an acceptable frequency and voltage.

The issue for most customers is the number and duration of supply interruptions they
experience. The fewer and shorter such interruptions, the more reliable the supply.

Traditional measures of reliability used by electricity distributors include:
• SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index) — average duration of supply

interruptions per customer per year;
• SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index) — average number of supply

interruptions per customer per year;
• CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption Duration Index) — average duration of each

supply interruption per customer who experienced an interruption.
The lower these values are, the more reliable the supply.
Supply interruptions may be divided into two categories:

• planned shutdowns due to maintenance requirements, generation shortages, industrial
action etc; or

• unplanned power cuts due to faults on the power system.
Supply reliability depends on many factors, such as:

• the degree to which electrical plant (lines, cables, transformers etc) is duplicated;
• spare generating capacity available at the time of any incident;
• electrical protection equipment used to disconnect a faulty portion of the system;
• ruggedness of design and construction standards; and
• maintenance and operation of plant and equipment.

There are significant cost differences for different levels of supply reliability, and so the
topic impacts on investment decisions for organisations and customers at all levels of the
electricity supply industry. The level of investment depends on the value seen by the
customer of receiving a given level of reliability. Some customers may, for example, prefer
to pay less for a lower supply reliability level and cope internally with supply interruptions,
thereby possibly spending less money overall.

Prior to commencement of this project, there was considerable analytical research
available that needed to be brought together to assist people in understanding the issues
involved. In addition, the project aimed to incorporate current international thinking on
issues pertinent to electricity reliability into a framework relevant to the New Zealand
environment.

1.1 Project Objectives
The objectives of the project were to:

• bring together the knowledge and information currently existing on electricity supply
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reliability, both in New Zealand and overseas;
• document international performance standards for measurement of electricity supply

reliability;
• assess the applicability and implications of this information for electricity supply in New

Zealand from the points of view of both suppliers and customers;
• establish the real and perceived value of different levels of reliability as assessed by New

Zealand customers;
• highlight and provide guidance on the assessment of factors that affect reliability of

electricity supply;
• recommend courses of action relating to the reliability of electricity supply that should

be taken by various participants in the electricity industry;
• assist in the establishment of nationally-applicable measurement criteria that will

facilitate comparisons between electricity distributors, both for legislative purposes and
for use by customers; and

• produce a guide on the subject of reliability of electricity supply generally that will assist
interested parties in deciding upon investment and other criteria from a reliability
perspective.

1.2 Structure of the Project
The organisational structure of the project is shown in Figure 1.2.
The work of the project was carried out by three Task Groups, each of which examined

a particular aspect of electricity supply. These areas of investigation were Customer
Requirements, Delivery (ie transmission and distribution) and Generation. The members of
each group were chosen for their particular knowledge of and/or interest in the topic being
examined. Each Task Group had a leader and a Project Manager coordinated the work of
the groups. Overseeing the project was a Steering Committee made up of representatives
of the various parties involved.

Details of members of the Steering Committee and Task Groups are given in Appendix
1.

1.3 Visiting Fellows
To ensure that the project incorporated the latest international thinking, two visiting

experts were invited to participate in the project and oversee the work carried out by the Task
Groups. They were Professor Ron Allan of the University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology, England, and Dr Roy Billinton of the University of Saskatchewan,
Canada. Both are internationally-acknowledged experts in the field of reliability of
electricity supply.

The Visiting Fellows reviewed the work of the Task Groups as the project progressed, and
in August 1992 participated in a Workshop for Task Group members (and others) in
Christchurch, where the work of the Task Groups was examined in detail. The Task Group
reports were drafted in November 1992, and content was finalised in March 1993.
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While Professor Allan and Dr Billinton were in New Zealand, they were also key speakers
at three seminars, two in Wellington and one in Auckland, on the subject of reliability more
generally. The Auckland seminar and one of the Wellington seminars focused on distribu-
tion and customer matters. The second Wellington seminar was primarily concerned with
generation and transmission matters.

1.4 Structure of Project Reports
The work of the project is entitled “Reliability of Electricity Supply” and is published in

two volumes: a Project Overview and a Project Report.

Project Overview
The Overview is intended to convey the essential elements of the project to a wider audience

than would be interested in the detailed Project Report. This document consists of an
introduction, a brief outline of the work of each Task Group and recommendations for
customers and suppliers of electricity, including details of a proposed National Reporting
Scheme for Reliability Indices. Definitions and Project Personnel are included as appendices.

Centre for Advanced Engineering
Executive Director:  John Blakeley
Projects Director:  John Lumsden

Visiting Fellows
Professor Ron Allan

Dr Roy Billinton

Reliability of Electricity Supply
Project Steering Committee

Chairman:  Geoff Robinson

Figure 1.2:  Project Organisation Chart

Delivery Task
Group

Tom Leong

Generation Task
Group

Robin McKenzie

Customer Requirements
Task Group

Neville Ross

Project Manager
Alistair Robertson
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Project Report
The Project Report presents the work of the project in detail. It brings together the work

of the three Task Groups and includes definitions and other explanatory material that will
assist readers in understanding the material presented.

The three Task Group reports are presented in full, virtually unchanged from the material
produced by each group. For this reason, each has its own style of presentation, although
standardisation of format has been carried out where possible.

The report is not intended as a textbook on the subject of reliability, but is an attempt to
present a summary of the topic as it is practised in New Zealand and overseas. Ultimately,
customers will benefit from this broad overview through an increased awareness of all
aspects of electricity supply reliability and the resulting optimisation of investment in
electrical plant in New Zealand.

The project brought together the efforts of a large number of people and had the support
and active involvement of many organisations. The results of all their efforts will be of
relevance and interest to a wide cross section of readers.

1.5 Interested and Participating Groups
The interests of different groups either actively involved in the project or most interested

in its conclusions vary, but may be summarised as follows:

Electricity is one of the most important factors of modern life. Many
activities that are now an integral part of daily life depend upon a
supply of electricity being available whenever it is required, which in
most cases means all the time. There are many applications of
electricity for which there are no alternative energy forms and, if
availability of supply for such uses was not assured at all times, the
way in which businesses operate and the quality of life for most people
would be adversely affected. It may be cost-effective for some
customers to change their operations or equipment to reduce the
impact of interruptions if their acceptance of a lower reliability level
was reflected in reduced charges.
The Electricity Act 1992 established, among other things, competitive
energy trading. The energy trading part of each power company
(previously known as a supply authority) is now referred to as an
“Electricity Retailer”. Although all electricity retailers are required to
use the same transmission and distribution systems, and will therefore
be subject to the same system reliability parameters, such factors as the
way in which faults are handled, contractual arrangements etc will
influence the relative reliability levels each retailer can offer, and
hence will influence their appeal to customers.
Owners of generating plant will need to ensure that their equipment is
designed, maintained and operated in a way that cost-effectively
provides acceptable levels of reliability. This report will provide a
profile of customer expectations of reliability.

Customers

Electricity
Retailers

Electricity
Generators
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Trans Power NZ Limited owns the very high-voltage transmis-
sion lines that carry electrical energy in bulk throughout the
country. Electricity distributors are the owners of the distribu-
tion systems (lines, cables, substations etc) that carry electrical
energy to individual customers. They are often referred to as the
“network operators” of the power companies that were created
from the old electrical supply authorities and, under the new
legislation, must be separated from other power company activi-
ties. Reliability levels for Trans Power and electricity distribu-
tors are influenced by standards of design, construction and
maintenance. System operators may be required by legislation
to meet specified minimum standards of reliability and will also
wish to meet customer expectations. The report outlines the
appropriate criteria to work to and how these can be met cost-
effectively.
All organisations involved in the electricity industry will wish
to ensure that electricity is seen by customers as an attractive
form of energy. To this end, it must meet customer expectations
of reliability, among other things.
Reliability measures are one of the most important criteria
bodies such as the Ministry of Commerce and consumer groups
will use to monitor the extent to which the various participants
in the electricity supply industry abuse their monopoly positions
or exploit customers in other ways.

Trans Power
and Electricity
Distributors

Electricity Industry

Legislative
“Watchdogs”
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2 PROJECT PERSONNEL

STEERING COMMITTEE
Mr Geoff Robinson ex-Electricity Division, Ministry of Energy, Wellington, Chair-

man
Mr Alan Anderson ECNZ Marketing, Wellington
Dr Chris Arnold Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of

Canterbury
Mr John Blakeley CAE, University of Canterbury
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Mr John Lumsden CAE, University of Canterbury
Mr Kevin Mackey Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
Mr Murray McKenzie Milburn New Zealand Ltd (MEUG representative), Westport
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Mr Bob Simpson Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
Ms Mary Therese Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
   Sullivan
Mr Barrie Wilkinson ECNZ Generation, Wellington
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Mr Roger Wills Electricity Supply Engineers Association, Wellington

TASK GROUPS

Customer Requirements Task Group
Mr Neville Ross Southpower, Christchurch (Electricity Supply Engineers’ Associa-

tion of New Zealand representative), Leader
Ms Catherine Beard Federated Farmers of NZ Inc, Wellington
Ms Barbara Elliston Comalco Power NZ, Wellington (MEUG representative)
Mr Brian Gibson International Technology Group, Wellington (NZ) Ltd (New Zea-

land Computer Society and Information Technology Association of
New Zealand (ITANZ) representative)

Mr Barry Hellberg Retail and Wholesale Merchants Association of New Zealand,
Wellington

Mr Murray Isdale Lever Rexona Ltd, Lower Hutt (NZ Manufacturers Federation
representative)

Ms Molly Melhuish Power for Our Future, Wellington
Mr George Horvath Worley Consultants Ltd, Wellington
Mr Ralph McCorkindale Associates, Wellington
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   McCorkindale
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Delivery Task Group
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Mr Richard Gibbons Mercury Energy Ltd, Auckland
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Dr Chandrashekhar Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
  Kumble
Mr Don Lewell Bay of Plenty Electricity Ltd, Whakatane
Mr Ralph Principal, McCorkindale Associates, Wellington
  McCorkindale
Mr Brian McGlinchy Electricity Supply Association of New Zealand, Wellington
Mr Lindsay McLennan Dunedin Electricity Ltd, Dunedin
Mr Norman Ng CentralPower Ltd, Palmerston North
Mr Jim Pearce Alpine Energy Ltd, Timaru
Mr Bob Simpson Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
Ms Mary Therese Trans Power NZ Ltd, Wellington
   Sullivan

Generation Task Group
Mr Robin McKenzie ex-New Zealand Electricity Department, Wellington, Leader
Mr Gordon Cameron ECNZ Generation, Hamilton
Mr Garth Dibley ECNZ Generation, Huntly
Dr Tom Halliburton ECNZ Generation, Wellington
Mr Colin Winter ECNZ Generation, New Plymouth (part of project only)
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Mr Cliff Lloyd ECNZ Generation, Dunedin (part of project only)
Mr Bill Woods Taupo Electricity Ltd, Taupo
Mr Peter Toynbee ex-Coal Research Association of New Zealand
Mr Ian McBurney Mercury Energy Ltd, Auckland (corresponding member)
Mr John Walsh Dunedin Electricity Ltd, Dunedin (corresponding member)
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Visiting Fellows

Dr Roy Billinton is Professor of Engineering and
Associate Dean, Graduate Studies, Research and Ex-
tension of the College of Engineering, University of
Saskatchewan, Canada. He moved to Canada from
England in 1952 and obtained BSc and MSc degrees
from the University of Manitoba and PhD and DSc
degrees from the University of Saskatchewan. He
worked for Manitoba Hydro in the System Planning
and Production Division, before joining the University
of Saskatchewan in 1964.
He is author of over 400 papers on power system
analysis, stability, economic system operation and re-
liability, and author or co-author of seven books on
reliability. He is a Fellow of the IEEE, the Engineering
Institute of Canada, the Royal Society of Canada and
the UK Safety and Reliability Society, and is a Profes-
sional Engineer in the Province of Saskatchewan.

Professor Ron Allan is Professor of Electrical Energy
Systems in the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Electronics at the University of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology, England. He has an MSc, a
PhD and a DSc. His primary research interests are
concerned with modelling, evaluation and application
of probability techniques to a wide variety of power
systems problems, particularly those related to reliabil-
ity and availability assessments and probabilistic load
flow calculations.
He is the author or co-author of over 120 technical
papers, and is co-author with Roy Billinton of three
books on reliability. He is also co-editor with Roy
Billinton and Luigi Salvaderi of an IEEE Press book
Applied Reliability Assessment in Electric Power Sys-
tems, and has contributed to several other books, ency-
clopaedias, journals and similar publications. As a result
of his work and publications, he has been invited to
lecture and speak at many conferences and courses
around the world.
He is a Fellow of the IEE, a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow
of the UK Safety and Reliability Society (of which he is
currently the President) and a Chartered Engineer in the
UK. He is an active member of several national and
international committees relating to reliability and power
systems.
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3 DESCRIPTION OF THE NEW ZEALAND
ELECTRICITY SYSTEM

3.1 New Zealand Power System
New Zealand is comprised of two main islands, each about 750 km in length, with a total
population of more than three million. Some 25% of the population live in Auckland, in the
northern part of the North Island. The other main population centres are Wellington (the
capital city), Christchurch and Dunedin. The economy is mainly based on farming, forestry
and light manufacturing, although there is an aluminium smelter at the southern tip of the
South Island, a steel smelter south of Auckland and a significant North Island-based pulp
and paper industry.
Of the approximately 32,000 GWh of electricity generated in 1991/1992, 70% was from
hydroelectric power stations. The thermal power stations used geothermal energy, coal, gas,
residual oil and distillate oil to produce the remaining 30%.
The Electricity Corporation of New Zealand generated 96% of the electricity, and the other
4% was generated by small power stations operated by electricity suppliers. The maximum
generating capacity in New Zealand is approximately 7700 MW to meet a maximum
demand of about 5000 MW.
The major types of generation in the North Island are hydroelectric and geothermal, located
in the centre of the island, and natural gas in the west. The South Island contains only
hydroelectric power stations, which are located in remote areas in the centre and the
southwest.
South Island catchment inflows are high in summer and low in winter, which is out of step
with the country’s energy demands. Total energy available from hydro inflows varies from
about +30% to -15% of mean on an annual basis, although individual catchment inflows
vary from 0 to 400% of mean on a monthly basis. Water storage capacity in the hydro lakes
is limited to only about 15% of the annual inflows.
A particular feature of the New Zealand generating system is the distinct steps in operating
costs of the thermal power stations. The two geothermal power stations have very low
operating costs and, therefore, generate electricity on base load. Gas-fired stations are next
in the merit order, followed by the coal-fired station, the residual oil station and, finally, the
distillate oil gas-turbine stations. Operating costs are sufficiently separated from one
another to make the scheduling of the thermal power stations highly predictable as the
demand varies from day to day. The major uncertainty comes from the water available to
the hydroelectric power stations. This does not affect the merit order of the thermal stations,
but can vary the position of the hydro stations in the merit order. This variation generally
occurs slowly, over days or weeks, again making patterns of generation reasonably
predictable over such periods. Predictions beyond a few weeks are not feasible.
The transmission system in New Zealand is currently owned and operated by Trans Power
NZ Limited. The development of the system has been influenced strongly by the location
of New Zealand’s electrical loads in relation to the bulk of its sources of generation. The
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major load centres in the North Island are the Auckland and Wellington areas, which are at
opposite ends of the island. Auckland and the North Auckland region account for
approximately 25% of the total New Zealand annual energy usage and over 40% of the
North Island peak load. The major load centres in the South Island are along the east coast.
With an excess of generating capacity in the South Island and the major load centre at
Auckland, the pattern of load flows over the transmission system is predominantly south to
north.
These aspects of the generating patterns become important when modelling the power flows
on the transmission system to determine the allocation of transmission costs among grid
users.
In 1950, long-range planning forecasts suggested that the limit of North Island hydroelectric
potential would be reached between 1960 and 1970, whereas South Island hydroelectric
resources were considered sufficient to meet the need of both islands for many years to
come. A ±250 kV 600 MW High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission scheme
linking both island networks was commissioned in 1965 in conjunction with the completion
of a 540 MW hydroelectric power station at Benmore, on the Waitaki river. Since 1965,
approximately one quarter of the North Island’s electricity requirements have been met
from South Island hydroelectric sources. The highest annual contribution was 32%, which
corresponded to a utilisation factor of 92% for the HVDC transmission in that particular
year.
Until 1992, the HVDC Link consisted of the two AC/DC converter stations at Haywards
(North Island) and Benmore (South Island), 583 kilometres of transmission line at 250 kV
with three submarine cables across Cook Strait, and a capacity of 600 MW.
In 1992, the link capacity was increased to 1240 MW operating at +270/-350 kV, with the
installation of thyristor converters, additional cables and other upgrade works. The link can
also be operated in a southward mode. During the low South Island lake inflow in 1992, load
levels of 50-60% of the continuous overload rating of 1240 MW were transferred from the
North Island to the South Island.
The transmission links between the generation and load centres comprise relatively long
lines at both 220 kV and 110 kV. Both systems run approximately in parallel (geographi-
cally) for the length of each island. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the North and South Island
transmission systems.
There is a total of 13,005 kilometres of high voltage alternating current transmission lines
operating at different voltages, namely 220, 110, 66 and 50 kV. The predominant
construction is steel tower, but wood pole construction is also common, and some lines use
concrete pole supports.
There are 183 substations and switchyards, most of which are connection points to the
national grid for generators and distributors. The substations and switchyards also regulate
and change voltages and enable switching between different transmission lines.
The communications network serves the operational requirements of the power system and
comprises radio and microwave links, power line carriers, telephone lines, a fibre optic link
and leased circuits.
The Trans Power transmission system fits in with those defined in CIGRE Committee 39
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Working Group 05 — Operational Performance of Power Systems, in particular, System
Size Factor B (1000 to 9999 MW annual peak load) category U3 (not interconnected with
neighbouring utilities).
It is a lightly-meshed system with load centres remote from generators, which creates
inherent difficulties with voltage stability.
Further details of the North and South Island networks are available from Trans Power NZ
Ltd. Details of generation systems are available from ECNZ.
The majority of Trans Power substations are outdoor structures that use overhead strung
busbars. However, where space permits, a low-profile busbar is used. Trans Power also has
a limited number of indoor 220 kV gas-insulated switchgear (GIS) installations. Generally,
transmission circuits terminate at a gantry adjacent to the bay, but where configuration of
adjoining voltage systems causes problems, circuits are cabled to remote termination
towers.
Figure 3.3 shows a simplified single-line diagram of the HVDC link.
Because this equipment has a relatively long service life, the Trans Power system uses many
different types of insulating mediums for circuit breakers, such as bulk oil, air blast,
minimum oil, SF6 and, lately, vacuum for 11 kV and 33 kV station services supply. High
voltage transformers are oil insulated.
Equipment used is designed to the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
Standards. These standards provide a common point of reference and reliability, safety and
interchangeability of equipment manufactured by various companies worldwide.
Schematics of typical generation/transmission/distribution systems are given in Figures 3.4
and 3.5.

3.2 Distribution Systems in New Zealand
Trans Power supplies electricity to the electricity distributors at voltages ranging from 11
kV up to 110 kV, with 11, 33 and 66 kV being the most common.
At a typical zone substation, the voltage of the electrical power from the Trans Power supply
point is reduced to 11 kV for distribution over the local area using a system of feeders. The
11 kV voltage is further reduced to the 400/230 volt utilisation voltage by means using
distribution transformers varying in capacity from 5 to 1500 kVA.
The overhead or underground lines that carry the electricity from the distribution transform-
ers to the customers’ premises are called distribution lines. Mains and meters link the
distribution lines and the customers’ wiring in which the energy is carried to operate lights,
appliances, motors etc. The energy utilised is measured by a kilowatt-hour meter, which
represents the electricity distributor’s “cash register”.
Distribution networks take many forms, some of which are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
Rural distribution systems are invariably 11 kV and 400 volt overhead lines. Urban systems
utilise overhead lines, underground cables or a combination of both.
The ratio of overhead line to underground cable length within New Zealand was 5.2 to 1 in
1991.

continued on page 20
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Under normal conditions, the network is usually operated as a number of radial feeders with
spurs, particularly for rural systems. The customers are serviced by single-, two- or three-
phase mains, depending on the load to be supplied.
An industrial customer may be supplied by its own distribution transformer via a fused tee
configuration, but when more security is required, a loop configuration is recommended,
such as that used on urban underground residential reticulation.
Wherever possible and economical, an interconnected arrangement is adopted. When an
interruption occurs, back-up supply may be achieved by closing the appropriate switch or
disconnector once the faulted section has been isolated. A mesh configuration provides a
number of possible back-feeds, which improves the overall reliability. This is found more
commonly in urban systems.
From more than 100 years of experience, it is known that electricity supply system
equipment can have a long operational life. Some transformers and switchgear are still
giving good service after operating for more than fifty years, and 11 kV cables are still
delivering electrical power after exceeding twice their designed life.

3.3 Equipment, Components and Systems

3.3.1 Transformers
The transformer provides the means of interlinking electrical power systems operating at
different voltages. Thus, voltage levels are progressively reduced by successive transfor-
mations from 220 kV to the utilisation voltage of 400/230 volts. Typical transformations are
220 kV to 33 or 66 kV, 33 or 66 kV to 11 kV and 11 kV to 400/230 volts.
Two main forms of power transformers are used in the transmission system. These are
interconnectors and supply banks/units.
Interconnectors are typically used to link the 220 kV and 110 kV transmission systems, with
power flow possible in both directions. Supply banks provide the link between the
transmission and subtransmission systems, with power normally flowing only from the
higher voltage to the lower. The older transformers on the transmission system are single-
phase units mounted on rails, but current policy is to have three-phase units, ie all cores and
windings in one common tank and the transformer pad-mounted.
On underground systems, distribution transformers are usually ground-mounted. On
overhead systems, they may be mounted on a platform between two poles, or on steel
brackets on a single pole. The smaller-sized transformers are bolted directly to a pole.
Voltage is controlled by a tap changer fitted in the transformer. The tap changer varies the
voltage by steps of, typically, between 1% and 2.5%. The modern, larger transformers
usually have an on-load tap changer, while distribution transformers and the older single-
phase power transformers are fitted with off-load tap changers, which require that the
transformer be switched off before the tap setting can be changed.
When the transformer is energised, energy losses occur in the transformer core and winding,
producing a temperature rise. The heat generated is transferred to the insulating oil in the
surrounding metal tank, where it is carried away by the tank surface and cooled by the
surrounding air. The cooling surface is often increased by the use of radiator fins, and where

continued from page 13
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natural air cooling is inadequate, forced cooling is adopted by the use of fans and oil pumps.

3.3.2 Overhead Lines
An overhead line utilises the air to insulate the bare copper or aluminium (or in some cases
steel) conductors. In recent years, rising copper prices have dictated the increased use of
aluminium as a conductor, but where pollution is a problem copper conductor is still
preferred.
Almost all 220 kV transmission uses either single-circuit or double-circuit steel lattice
towers. At voltages below 220 kV, single-circuit or double-circuit steel lattice towers are
also used, together with single-circuit wooden or concrete poles.
Distribution lines usually have their conductors supported by porcelain insulators mounted
on wooden or steel cross arms bolted onto concrete or wooden poles. Several circuits of
differing voltages are sometimes mounted on the same poles.
Some of the factors affecting the construction cost of overhead lines are:
• exposure to weather hazards
• ease of access for construction and maintenance
• trees
• excessive deviation from straight line
• excessive awkward contours
• choice of conductor size.

3.3.3 Underground Cables
When conductors are buried in the ground, they must be insulated from each other and from
earth. Up until about twenty years ago, oil-impregnated paper insulation was universally
used, but polyvinyl chloride (PVC), for low voltage cables, and cross-linked polyethylene
(XLPE), for 11 kV to 110 kV cables, are becoming more popular as insulating media.
The adoption of the latter insulation type can have cost advantages for a number of reasons,
including lower installation costs, as less skill is required by those installing and terminating
the cables.
Cables may be of single core, three cores or four cores, depending on design and voltage
level.
Cable is usually installed by laying one or more cables in a trench in the ground, covering
them with a layer of sand, and refilling with a suitable backfill (particularly for 11 kV and
higher voltage cables). Low voltage cables are usually protected by lengths of ground-
treated timber (or equivalent), with signal strips about 150 mm above. For 33 kV and higher
voltage cables, concrete slabs, or similar materials, are used to increase mechanical
protection. These are laid on top of the cables before backfilling. Another method, often
used for 400 volt cables, is to place ducts (pipes) in the ground and pull the cables through.
Ducts are often used for road crossings for all voltages.
There is increasing interest by some electricity distributors in the use of 400 volt aerial
bundled conductors (ABC), which are similar to underground cables but are suspended on
poles.
The ratio of underground cable to overhead line costs varies between 3:1 and 8:1, depending
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on labour, material, topography, terrain and ground conditions. Although expensive,
underground cables are preferred for built-up areas, mainly for environmental reasons.

3.3.4 Switchgear
In a power system, it is sometimes necessary to disconnect equipment from the network for
maintenance or fault repair. Switchgear, which includes circuit breakers, auto-reclosers,
sectionalisers, switches, switch-fuses and disconnectors, is used for disconnection.
Circuit breakers, reclosers and sectionalisers can break and make fault current and can be
remotely operated by relays or other input signals. Up until a few years ago, the switchgear
contacts were operated inside a tank filled with insulating oil, but contacts operating inside
vacuum or SF6 gas bottles are now becoming popular as they are practically maintenance-
free and the difference in capital cost is marginal.
A disconnector or isolator is a switching device that isolates certain parts of the overhead
lines when the network carries no load. With special arc-quenching devices fitted, they can
be used for breaking and making normal load current, and these are sometimes used in urban
areas.

3.3.5 Protection System
Protective relays and fuses are auxiliary equipment used to initiate the fault isolation
process, and lightning arresters protect equipment from damage by transferring excess
voltage surge energy to earth when lightning strikes the lines. These are installed at strategic
points in the power system.

3.3.6 Telecontrol Systems
A supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is often installed to enable
remote operation of the various switchgear and transformer on-load tap changers. It can
improve fault clearance time and, thereby, reduce the duration of interruption to customers.
It monitors and records the real-time data on the network to provide information necessary
for better decision making and overall system management. Should automation of the
distribution network be contemplated, its control can be integrated into the SCADA system,
often at minimal cost.
Load management functions can be carried out, in conjunction with load control equipment,
either to reduce peak loads and thereby reduce the output requirements from generation, to
reduce the demands on the distribution system, or to shift load to gain better tariff advantage.
This is accomplished by injecting a coded ripple control signal into the distribution network
that causes the receivers at the customers’ premises to switch the controllable loads, such
as water and space heating, off or on. It can also be used to operate street lighting or to switch
electricity meter registers.

3.3.7 Load Types and Problems
Customers expect an electricity supply of good quality. It is, therefore, necessary to consider
loads that may cause irregularities in the supply voltage and result in interference with
operation of customer or power company equipment. Some equipment, whether large or
small, will require special attention if interference is to be minimised.
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The overall effect of interfering loads on the supply voltage is dependent on factors such
as the magnitude and the rate of change of the currents taken by the load, the frequency of
such load changes and the time at which they occur.
Under the provisions of Electricity Regulation 48 (Quality of Supply), no person is
permitted to use electrical equipment or appliances that unduly interferes with the
satisfactory supply of electricity to any other person. This Regulation refers to the Electrical
Code of Practice ECP 36 with respect to interference from harmonics.
To date, most of the problems encountered are capacitor failures, voltage fluctuations,
interference to ripple control relays and telephone circuits. Unless adequate care is taken in
selecting equipment, an interference problem may be introduced that has serious cost
implications.

Motor Starting
Direct on-line (DOL) starting of an induction motor is the simplest and cheapest method,
and other methods are used only when DOL starting is not acceptable.
The starting current is typically between 4 and 9 times the rated current and causes the
voltage to dip at the customer’s common point of coupling. It can also affect other customers
connected to the same distribution line.
Reduced voltage starting, or other “soft start” techniques, can assist in reducing the starting
current. However, precautions should be taken to ensure adequate torque is available to
accelerate the load. Otherwise, the depressed voltage will last over an unacceptably long
period.

Fluctuating Load
A motor driving a varying load will cause voltage variations. An electric arc furnace
drawing fluctuating load current will, in turn, cause voltage fluctuation during the melt-
down of the scrap metal. A common effect of voltage fluctuation is light flickering, which
is often a source of customer complaints. Voltage fluctuations can also interfere with
computers and other sensitive loads.

Electric Traction
Electric traction locomotives are based on thyristor converters supplying DC traction
motors. They can introduce interference or harmonic distortion into the supply network
unless precautions are taken.

Pumps
Connecting an electricity supply to a pump motor normally causes no problem, but when
it is fed from an alternative supply not designed for the specific purpose (eg back-up feeder),
interference can become excessive for the system.
It has been known for a ‘water-logged’ pump, ie too much water in the bore, to stop-start
the motor, causing voltage spikes large enough to damage other equipment.
Irrigation pumps can cause particular problems, as they are generally installed in rural areas,
often imposing loads on the distribution system for which it was not designed. Significant
voltage drops can occur on long rural lines, and correction of power factor at the load is
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important in minimising the load current. Motor starting can cause particular problems (see
above) in some situations.

Welders
A number of single-phase welders operating in conjunction with other mechanical machin-
ery, such as lathes, metal shearer, metal press, drilling and boring machines, can produce
twice the interference on the distribution system during the day than at night.
A two-phase 400 V spot welder that produces a very high current for a few seconds at
frequent intervals is often required. Such a welder could produce harmonic distortion in
excess of the allowable limits, and could not only cause lights to flicker, but could also
interfere with the operation of the electricity distributor’s load control equipment.

Capacitors
Whilst capacitors are useful in helping to improve the power factor of individual equipment
or the overall installation, they can also create malfunctions of the power company’s ripple
control receivers.
Situations where capacitors are used are:
• power factor capacitors connected to motors
• fluorescent and gas-discharge lighting
• light dimmers
• battery chargers
• photocopiers.
Large harmonic currents generated either internally or externally may cause the power
factor correction capacitor banks to fail. A good standard of engineering is, therefore,
necessary to minimise the need for later replacement.

Miscellaneous Loads
There are also loads that, although individually acceptable on the supply network, can
collectively affect the quality of supply. Examples are electric instantaneous hot water
showers connected to single-phase domestic supplies, thyristor light dimmers and certain
television receiver designs.
Electronic equipment, switching of fluorescent lights and operation of water and space
heating thermostats are sources of voltage spikes that can cause malfunction in sensitive
equipment, such as computer and microprocessor installations.

Power System
The harmonics flowing in the transmission system are generally kept well below the
allowable limits. However, the HVDC link between the North and South Islands has been
known to create particular problems, as the conversion and inversion processes at each end
have the potential to produce high levels of harmonics. The aluminium smelter at Tiwai
Point has, in the past, created some problems in the South Island, as harmonics generated
in its equipment have been known to interfere with the operation of ripple control systems.
In all such cases, modern equipment tends to be much better in this regard.
Measurements made in the distribution system indicate that there is a harmonic peak
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between 6 pm and 10 pm. This is probably attributable to television receivers.
In rural feeders, the harmonics are generally much higher at night. This is probably due to
the number of small lightly-loaded distribution transformers connected, all of which inject
harmonics into the distribution network. Although the slight impurity in the power system
is not yet a source of concern, the electricity supply industry must be vigilant against further
increases in such pollution.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This section of the report summarises some of the findings of the Customer Requirements
Task Group. It was anticipated that customers’ perceptions, values and interests would
provide the criteria for upstream electricity retailers and distributors, Trans Power and
generators to use in their practices for design, operating and customer liaison.
The Task Group’s focus was to document customers’ views through surveys, literature,
research and the knowledge of its members. The brief stipulated that the following be
studied:
• customer perceptions of present reliability levels and trends, causes of interruptions of

supply, interaction with electricity suppliers and other relevant aspects;
• customer needs and values with respect to the consequences of supply interruptions and

with consideration of inconvenience, cost impact, load sensitivities, customer involve-
ment and future expectations;

• customer installation design; and
• performance measurement of electricity supply reliability.
Fifteen people constituted the Task Group, with affiliations as follows:
6 representatives of customer associations — Federated Farmers, Major Energy Users

Group (MEUG), major computer users (referred to by this project as the Information
Technology Group (ITG)), Retail and Wholesale Merchants Association, Manufactur-
ers’ Federation and Power for our Future

2 customer power supplies designers (consultants)
4 electricity supplier representatives
1 economist
1 Trans Power representative
1 ECNZ (Marketing) representative.
This was considered a reasonably balanced group, able to report on customer requirements.
The main steps taken in the course of study were:
• preparation of questions for customer surveys;
• distribution of survey questionnaires to members of customer organisations;
• analysis of 395 responses from 1000 residential customers surveyed via Consumers’

Institute;
• analysis of 285 responses from 800 business customers via Researchaus, a market

research company;
• analysis of 12 responses from 25 Major Electricity Users;
• analysis of 41 responses from 48 NZ electricity suppliers;
• review of published information on reliability-worth; and
• review of practices for reliability performance measurement.
Each of the above resulted in comprehensive reports. The content of this report has drawn
heavily on the results obtained from these.
An important aspect of the work has been to develop a “New Zealand flavour”. While
international publications, knowledge and standards have been helpful, the Task Group has
concentrated on understanding the New Zealand situation. The aim was to provide results
which would be directly applicable in New Zealand.
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2 SCOPE OF STUDY
The subject “Reliability of Electricity Supply” is concerned with the causes and effects of
interruptions of supply. This Task Group was primarily concerned with the effects.
The range of activity undertaken is described in Chapter 1. Customer surveys were carried
out to provide the group with substantiated evidence in relation to the brief. These, together
with the knowledge of the members and use of published results, have determined the scope
of the study and consequent findings.
The way in which customer interests were represented was largely determined by the
customer associations established in New Zealand. Residential customers were not repre-
sented directly, but Consumers’ Institute, under contract, conducted a survey of households.
Business customer groups represented in the survey were:
• farmers
• large computer users
• merchants (retail food chains, general merchandise chains, department stores and some

wholesalers)
• manufacturers
• service organisations (banks, local and central Government, Area Health Boards, SOEs,

transport)
• major electricity users.
Overall, there was a very broad representation of customers.

2.1 Survey Demographics
The demographics and background information on respondents in the surveys are given in
the following sections.

2.1.1 Location
The geographic spread of survey respondents is given in Table A2.1.
The “Business Total” statistics exclude the contribution from MEUG, as they were analysed
separately. “Missing” indicates that the respondent did not answer the question. In the
results that follow in this report, the number that answered the question is given along with
the proportional (percentage) responses out of this number.
For the survey of residential customers, “urban” applied if the respondent ticked “inner city,
suburban or town”. The remainder were regarded as “rural”.
For the survey of business customers, “urban” applied if the respondent’s location was close
to one of the major population centres. The remainder were regarded as “rural”.
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Table A2.1:  Geographic Spread of Survey Respondents

North Island South Island Totals
Group Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Total Urban Rural Missing Total

Residential 323
(82%)

72
(18%) — 395

Business Total 149 54 203
(72%) 45 35 80

(28%)
194

(69%)
89

(31%) 2 285

Farmers 3 25 28
(57%) 1 20 21

(43%)
4

(8%)
45

(92%) — 49

ITG 18 0 18
(90%) 2 0 2

(10%)
20

(100%)
0

(0%) — 20

Merchants 9 3 12
(80%) 3 0 3

(20%)
12

(80%)
3

(20%) — 15

Manufacturers 88 13 101
(73%) 30 7 37

(27%)
118

(86%)
20

(14%) 2 140

Service 31 13 44
(72%) 9 8 17

(38%)
40

(66%)
21

(34%) — 61

MEUG 5 5 10
(83%) 0 2 2

(17%)
5

(42%)
7

(58%) 0 12

2.1.2 Energy Consumption
For the business customers, the reported ranges of annual energy consumptions are shown
in Figure A2.1. Clearly, there was a substantial proportion of large business users in the
survey.

Figure A2.1:  Energy Consumption by Business Customers
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2.1.3 Electricity Cost
The relative importance of the cost of electricity purchase was determined by asking
customers “what proportion is your electricity purchase cost of your total costs?” Results
are shown in Figure A2.2.

Figure A2.2:  Proportion of Electricity to Total Costs
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3 CUSTOMER PERCEPTIONS
Surveyed customers were asked their views on:
• present reliability levels and trends
• causes of supply interruptions
• attitudes of suppliers
• other relevant aspects.
These provide a basis to work from and are dealt with in the following sections.

3.1 Present Reliability Levels and Trends
Results of the Task Group surveys follow. NA = No answer.

3.1.1 Overall
Proportional ratings for reliability are shown in Figure A3.1.

While a clear majority rated their supplies as very reliable, 20-30% indicated that there
could be improvement. The ITG gave a significantly lower rating.
Most business customers consider their electricity supply “very reliable”, although this
does not imply that they expect no supply interruptions. About half of those surveyed had
experienced cuts in the last six months.
The urban/rural differences for residential customers reflect the known lower reliability
levels in rural situations.
Ratings on trends in supply interruptions (interpreted more broadly as “supply distur-
bances”) over the last five years are shown in Figure A3.2.

Figure A3.1:  Present Reliability Levels
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Only a small proportion of respondents considered that supply interruptions had increased,
with the ITG, merchants and MEUG having significantly greater proportions than the rest.
Judging by the comments given, respondents generally include disturbances in their
definition of interruptions.

3.1.2 Residential
The respondents were asked why they gave their rating. Some reasons for “Poor” were:
• many cuts during winter
• normally goes off once a week
• fuses always going due to overloading
• voltage fluctuations and frequent short cuts
• takes over an hour for service people to come.
Some reasons for “average” were:
• quite a few power cuts lately
• not informed
• some failures with no explanations
• seen better in other countries
• way water heating is turned down in winter.
Some reasons for “good” were:
• cannot remember last failure
• little disruption and good service when breaks down
• only cut twice in 26 years
• when off, only 2-3 hours for repairs
• fix quickly and advise over radio.

Figure A3.2:  Trends in Supply Interruptions (Disturbances)
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3.1.3 Business
Some of the reasons given by businesses for the reliability ratings are shown in Table A3.1.

3.2 Causes of Supply Interruptions
Customers were asked what they perceived to be the most common causes of cuts
(unplanned loss of supply). Table A3.1 shows the results for those who answered this
question. These results are compared with the averages of electricity suppliers reported in
Part B:  Delivery.
These results show that perceptions are generally in line with actual causes. The relatively
high rating given by business customers to the national grid as a cause could be due to the
known supply disturbances that emanate from the grid or to recollections of two reasonably
recent major supply interruptions from Islington, Christchurch (28 May 1991) and Wilton,
Wellington (30 May 1991). MEUG is an exception, as this group is generally supplied
directly from the national grid.
Other common causes of cuts given by residential customers were:
• opossums on lines
• earthquakes

Table A3.1:  Reasons Given for Reliability Ratings by Businesses

Unreliable Average Reliability Very Reliable

Farmers — Storms, accident 
Poor notice
Minimal loss

Good authority
Few problems
Quick restore

ITG Power fluctuation
Occasional disruption
Unplanned acts costly

Power fluctuation
Low voltage
Occasional disruption

Occasional disruption
Few problems
Minimal loss

Merchants — Power fluctuation
Occasional disruption
Minimal loss

Minimal loss
Few problems
Bulk purchaser

Manufacturers Power fluctuation
Excessive Outage

Occasional disruption
Power fluctuation
Excessive outage

Minimal loss
Few problems
Good authority

Service — Minimal loss
Few problems
Power fluctuation

Minimal loss
Few problems
Back-up equipment

MEUG — Occasional disruption
Excessive outage
Restrictions
Power fluctuation

Few problems
Logical
Backup equipment
Minimal loss
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Table A3.2:  Perception of Most Common Causes of Cuts (%)

• droughts
• shelter belts close to lines
• new connections being added
• conserving power at stations
• supplier firing engineers in favour of administrators.

3.3 Electricity Supplier Attitudes
Via the surveys, views were obtained from customers on the attitudes of electricity suppliers
on matters relating to supply reliability. Clearly, their attitudes and performance will
influence both the resulting level of reliability and the customers’ perceptions.
Questions asked regarding shutdowns were:
• What could electricity suppliers do to minimise the inconvenience of shutdowns?
• Indicate feelings about four aspects of shutdowns.
Questions asked regarding cuts were:
• What could the electricity supplier do to minimise the effect of cuts?
• Rate performance of electricity suppliers in restoration after cut.
Business customers were also asked:
• How well-informed was the customer of the shutdown?
• What aspects of supply could the electricity supplier improve on?
• What attitude does the electricity supplier have towards accommodating special needs?

3.3.1 Overall
Table A3.3 and Figures A3.3 and A3.4 summarise the responses about how customers felt,
overall, about shutdowns.

Customer Group Storm
(incl Trees)

External 
Damage 

(Vehicles, 
vandalism)

Overloads 
(Blown Fuses)

Electricity 
Supplier 

Equipment 
Problems

National Grid Other 
(Shortages, 
Industrial 
Dispute, 

Interference, 
Customer 

Equipment)

Residential (261) 37 37 7 7 6 6
Business Total (264) 27 25 5 24 17 3
Farmers (43) 55 12 9 16 5 5
ITG (17) 24 41 — 35 — —
Merchants (15) 20 27 7 27 13 7
Manufacturers 
(131) 18 26 4 27 24 2

Service (58) 29 29 5 17 17 2
MEUG (12) 8 8 — 8 75 —
Averages of four 
electricity suppliers 
reported by Delivery 
Task Group

17 20 5 34 8 16
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Figure A3.3:  Residential Customer Feelings about Shutdowns

A very consistent pattern is apparent amongst all customer groups, with similar proportions
of satisfaction expressed for all questions. There is also a consistent trend of declining
satisfaction, with the least satisfaction being expressed regarding the notice given, as
illustrated in the charts following. This aspect is covered in more detail later in Section 4.3,
“Inconvenience to Customers of Supply Interruptions”.
Figure A3.5 summarises the proportional ratings given for electricity suppliers in restoring

Customer Group Residential
(395)

Business Total
(285)

Farmers
(49)

ITG
(20)

Merchants
(15)

Manufacturers
(140)

Service
(61)

How
Often
They
Occur

Satisfied 74 81 80 80 87 81 82

Unsatisfied 20 7 8 10 7 8 5

NA 6 12 12 10 7 11 13

How
Long
They
Last

Satisfied 68 75 80 85 60 76 71

Unsatisfied 28 11 10 5 27 9 13

NA 4 14 10 10 13 15 16

Timing

Satisfied 65 67 80 70 60 65 61

Unsatisfied 26 19 8 20 33 16 21

NA 9 15 12 10 7 16 18

Notice
Given

Satisfied 55 63 80 55 73 62 64

Unsatisfied 39 22 27 35 20 21 20

NA 6 15 10 10 7 17 16

Table A3.3:  Customer Feelings about Shutdowns
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supply after a cut. A similar pattern amongst customer groups prevails here as well, with
about 30% indicating they consider that there could be some improvement. Note that the
farmers, who are generally in the more remote locations, give about the best ratings,
presumably because they understand the circumstances. The converse could be stated about
the merchants, but the consequences of a cut are much more severe for them, as discussed
in Sections 4.3 to 4.5 of this report.

Figure A3.5:  Ratings of Suppliers in Restoring Power

Figure A3.4:  Business Customer Feelings about Shutdowns
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3.3.2 Residential
Some suggestions given by residential respondents on what the supplier can do to minimise
the inconvenience caused by shutdowns were as follows:
• advise people
• do night maintenance
• give time estimate over radio
• keep them short
• shorter, more frequent shutdowns
• upgrade equipment.
Some suggestions given by residential respondents on what the supplier could do to
minimise the effects of power cuts were as follows:
• answer phone explaining the problem
• have other lines bringing power into area
• investigate alternative technologies
• maintain equipment — separate poles and cars
• pray for rain
• underground power lines.

3.3.3 Business
Business customers were asked how well informed they were of the last shutdown that
occurred. Of those that answered, their responses are shown in Figure A3.6.

While the proportions are high for “adequate notice”, the other proportions are significant.
The latter have most likely influenced the lower ratings given regarding notice, as reported
in Section 3.3.1.
Some repeated suggestions given by business customers on how electricity suppliers could
minimise the inconvenience of shutdowns and the effects of cuts were as follows:

Figure A3.6:  Notice of Shutdowns — How Well Informed?
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Minimise Inconvenience Minimise Effects
of Shutdowns of Cuts

Farmers
(9) Avoid work/trading hours (7) Nothing
(7) Nothing (7) Trim trees
(5) Adequate notice (5) Better equipment
(4) Written notice (5) Proper maintenance

ITG
(6) Avoid work/trading hours (5) Backup equipment
(3) Adequate notice (4) Proper maintenance
(3) Backup equipment (3) New transformer, line
(2) Consultations (3) Avoid interruption

Merchants
(8) Adequate notice (4) Proper maintenance
(2) Avoid work/trading hours (2) Consultations
(2) Written notice
(2) Weekend, non-trade

Manufacturers
(34) Avoid work/trading hours (27) Proper maintenance
(17) Adequate notice (16) Nothing
(15) Consultations (12) Underground cable
(11) Weekend, non-trade (11) Quick restore
(7) Few problems (11) Backup equipment
(6) Adequate information (7) Consultations
(5) Nothing (7) Adequate information

Service
(20) Adequate notice (13) Proper maintenance
(8) Avoid work/trade hours (12) Nothing
(5) Weekend, non-trading (5) Quick restore
(4) Adequate information (4) Backup equipment

MEUG
(4) Adequate notice (6) Proper maintenance
(2) Few problems (2) Avoid interruption
(2) Good authority (1) Nothing
(1) Quick restore (1) Back-up equipment
(1) Avoid work/trading hours (1) Upgrade facilities
(1) Consultations
(1) Factory shutdown

Similar multiple responses were given by business customers to the question addressed to
those with significant data processing operations (80% of sample) “Are there any aspects
of the supply of power to your installation which you consider should, or could, be improved
upon by your electricity supplier?” as follows:

(56) Nothing (9) Backup equipment
(9) Avoid interruptions (8) Adequate notice
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(8) Less fluctuations (8) Power fluctuations
(6) Few problems (5) New transformer, line
(5) Reliable (5) Underground cable
(5) Proper maintenance (4) Guaranteed supply
(3) Low voltage (2) Avoid work/trading hours
(2) Better equipment (2) Adequate information
(2) Good authority

The four responses of “guaranteed supply” were from manufacturers (2) and ITG (2).

3.4 Other Aspects
Reliability performance measures generally refer only to complete breaks in supply, and the
economic assessment of the subject concentrates on these as well. However, there are other
aspects of quality of supply that customers are concerned about. Many come within the Task
Group’s definition of Supply Disturbance: “an event on the power supply where the
customer is consequently inconvenienced, or suffers loss, or is otherwise deprived of the
ability to continue with normal activities”. Therefore, customers were asked “Apart from
supply interruptions (power loss), do you have any other problems with your power
supply?”. Responses are summarised in Figure A3.7.
The “crisis” referred to is the 1992 winter electricity shortage, and the survey responses
were divided into before and after the start of June, when the crisis became public
knowledge.

Figure A3.7:  Other Problems with Power Supply

3.4.1 Residential
A clear majority of residential customers did not have any other problems, but a larger
proportion perceived problems after the energy shortage crisis began. These would most
likely relate to shortage of hot water and the uncertainty of blackouts. There were no
perceived differences between urban and rural respondents. The full list of other problems
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stated were as follows:

Reliability Problems
• reduced power
• brown-outs
• power cuts due to overload

Noise Problems
• power surges
• interference on TV/Radio
• noise on power lines
• noisy

Voltage Problems
• fluctuations of power
• fluctuations — blowing bulbs
• low voltage
• variations in voltage
• fade of pressure at milking time
• low power when using multiple appliances
• power doesn’t seem strong, microwave takes longer than elsewhere
• flickering off and on of power.

3.4.2 Business
The proportional views of business customers were reasonably consistent, except for
farmers, who perceived a significantly greater number of “other problems”. The explana-
tions of “other problems” from those who answered “yes” are shown in Table A3.4.

Table A3.4:  Other Problems Relating to Reliability Identified in the Survey

Customer Group Power
Fluctuation

Low
Voltage

Power
Costly

Single
Phase

Farmers (20) 7 4 2 3

ITG (4) 4 2 — —

Merchants (4) 2 — — —

Manufacturers (27) 15 6 7 —

Service (19) 13 4 2 —

Business Total (74) 41 16 11 3

MEUG (3) 2 1 — —
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4 CUSTOMER NEEDS AND VALUES
This section attempts to quantify the needs and values of customers in order to provide the
basis for upstream decisions relating to investment, maintenance and operation.

4.1 Important Aspects of Shutdowns
Electricity suppliers can control some aspects of shutdowns, such as the amount and form
of notice and the timing. These are important to customers and their preferences were
obtained via the surveys.

4.1.1 How Much Notice is Preferred?
The amount of notice preferred by residential and business customers is shown in Figure
A4.1.

There is a wide variation in preferences here, which electricity suppliers should note.
General trends that show in these results are:
• Business customers prefer longer advance notice than residential customers.
• Substantial advance notice is preferred by ITG, manufacturers and MEUG.

4.1.2 Best Way to Advise?
Responses from those who stated a view are shown in Table A4.1 (all results in percent-
ages).
Once again, there is a wide variation in expressed preferences here, which electricity
suppliers should note. Residential were not given the “personal” choice, since this was
considered impractical in general. General trends that show in these results are:
• There is a strong preference for notification by letter, especially by business customers,

excluding MEUG, where personal notification is strongly preferred.

Figure A4.1:  Notice Preferred
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Table A4.1:  Preference for Advising of Power Shutdowns

• Rural residential show a greater preference for notification by newspaper than urban
residential. This trend is compensated for via the opposite trend in preference for
notification by letter.

• Apart from the clear preference for notification by letter for business customers, the other
significant preference is personal notification.

Respondents were also invited to suggest other ways to advise, but none did so.

4.1.3 Preferred Timing
Table A4.2 and Figure A4.2 summarise the preferences stated for timing shutdowns. These
should also be noted by electricity suppliers. Residential were not given a choice of season.
The most striking difference is that residential customers have a strong preference for
weekdays, whereas business customers have a strong preference for weekends, especially
Sundays. The time of day is not too important and, while there are not strong seasonal
preferences, autumn and spring are less preferred.

4.1.4 Reported Timing
Respondents were also asked when the last shutdown occurred. Some customers had not
experienced any shutdowns recently, but those that had reported timings as shown in Table
A4.3.

4.1.5 Preferred vs Reported Timing
Figure A4.2 illustrates that the preferences by the different customer groups tend to be
recognised. Most residential shutdowns are on weekdays and most business customer
shutdowns are on weekends, with a significantly greater number on Sundays.

Customer Group Newspaper
Enclosure 

with Power 
Account

Personally Radio Letter

Residential Urban (291) 18 24 — 9 50
Residential Rural (59) 32 20 — 10 37
Residential Total (350) 20 23 — 9 48
Farmers (48) 21 4 15 2 58
ITG (18) 0 0 17 0 83
Merchants (15) 0 7 27 0 67
Manufacturers (138) 1 1 41 1 57
Service (60) 3 5 25 3 63
Business Total (279) 5 3 31 2 61
MEUG (11) — — 73 — 27
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Figure A4.2:  Timing of Shutdowns
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Table A4.3:  Reported Timings of Shutdowns

Time of Day Day of Week
Customer Group am pm both Wkday Wknd Sat Sun

Residential (89) 58 43 - 64 36 - -

Business Total (172, 147) 51 37 12 36 - 28 36
Farmers (40, 32) 38 48 15 56 - 6 38
ITG (9, 9) 56 33 11 56 - 11 33
Merchants (11, 9) 55 36 9 44 - 11 44
Manufacturers (78, 68) 60 31 9 25 - 41 34
Service (34, 29) 41 41 18 31 - 31 38
MEUG (4, 3) 25 25 50 33 - 33 33

4.2 Impacts of Supply Interruptions to Various Loads
The impact of a supply interruption often depends on the type of load interrupted. Business
customers were asked “When supply is interrupted, which items of your electrical
equipment, when shut down, have the biggest impact on your business?” The main
responses were:
Farmers Merchants Service
(19)  Milking machine (11)  Computer (43) Computer
(14)  Pumps (3) Freezer (20) Pumps
(10)  Freezers (3) Till (9)Phones
(6) Electric fences (2) Machinery (7)Lights
(3) Grain silo (2) Light (3)Lifts
(2) Shearing (2) Security alarm (2)Cooking
(2) Welders (2) Air conditioning (2)Security alarm
(2) Computers (2) Phones (2)Life support
(2) Stock water (2)Medical equipment

(1)Diagnostic
(1)CT scanner

ITG Manufacturers MEUG
(16) Computer (120) Machinery (11) Machinery
(6) Phones (46) Computer (3) Computer

(5) Lights (1) Pumps
(5) Phones (1) Phones
(4) Freezers
(3) Pumps

The above lists are not exhaustive or comprehensive, but key items of electrical equipment
for which interruption in supply has a significant impact are:

(135) Machinery (20) Milking machine (5) Electric fence
(121) Computer (18) Freezers (5) Lifts
(38) Pumps (17) Lights
(23) Phones (13) Shearing
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These are also items that run only on electricity. Other crucial loads, not canvassed by the
survey, would be traffic lights, public transportation and entertainment appliances (TV,
VCR, stereo).

4.3 Inconvenience to Customers of Supply Interruptions
The surveys sought how much and the nature of inconvenience from customers for both
shutdowns and cuts.

4.3.1 Shutdowns
Proportional responses on inconvenience of shutdowns from those who had an opinion are
shown in Figure A4.3.

Figure A4.3:  Inconvenience of Shutdowns

In answer to the question “In what way did shutdowns cause you inconvenience?” responses
were:

Residential
• re-set clocks
• wanted to watch test on TV
• lack of use of appliances
• came back on later than stated
• heating food and water

Farmers Manufacturers Service
(1) Shearing (26) Lost production/service (11) Alter schedule
(1) Farm hosting (14) Alter schedule (8) Lost production/services
(5) Lost production/services (13) Total shutdown (7) Computer
(4) Alter schedule (5) Re-start machines (2) Own generators
(4) Water storage (2) Re-set timers and equipment (2) Lights
(3) Few problems (2) Few problems
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ITG Merchants MEUG
(1) Lost production/services (3) Lost production/services (2) Alter schedule
(1) Equipment failure (3) Computer (1) Lost production
(1) Total shutdown (1) Customer goodwill (1) Financial loss
(2) Alter schedule

4.3.2 Cuts
Proportional responses on inconvenience of cuts from those who had an opinion are shown
in Figure A4.4.

There are clear differences here. Significant major inconvenience occurs with MEUG,
manufacturers, ITG and merchants. Residential are similar to farmers, with relatively little
inconvenience.
In answer to the question “In what way did cuts cause you inconvenience?”, responses were:

Residential
• no JK scoring in the corner
• clock radio alarm flashed and woke me
• bathing and getting kids to bed difficult
• light and water
• part-way through evening meal

Farmers Manufacturers Service
(7) Lost production/services (69) Lost production/services (19) Computer
(7) Disrupted home (41) Total shutdown (8) Lights
(4) Milking (20) Re-start machines (5) Lost production/services
(3) Re-start machines (14) Stock spoiled (4) Alter schedule
(1) All-electric home (11) Computer (4) Pumps

(6) Lost data (4) Total shutdown
(2) Fire danger

Figure A4.4:  Inconvenience of Cuts
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ITG Merchants MEUG
(5) Lost production/services (2) Lost production/services (9) Lost production
(2) Computer (2) Lights (3) Total shutdown
(2) Total shutdown (2) Tills etc (2) Re-start machines

(4) Computer (2) Computer
(1) Alter schedule
(1) Telephones
(1) Effluent discharge

4.4 Costs to Customers of Supply Interruptions

4.4.1 Literature Review

General
Since the mid- to late-1970s, there has been increasing interest in the use of supply
interruption costs as part of the optimisation of reliability of electricity supply. While the
cost of increasing the reliability of the power system can be readily calculated, the value of
the benefits of doing so is less readily determined.
The interest in supply interruption costs as a measure of the benefit received was initially
academic, with limited practical application to the planning and operation of the power
system. However, this interest has developed from the increased pressure internationally on
power system operators to become more efficient and to provide better value to their
customers at a lower cost.
Many papers have been published, which tend to fall into three groups:
• those which discuss the concept and derivation of a supply interruption cost (generally

these are the earlier papers);
• those which discuss the application of supply interruption costs to the planning and

operation of power systems; and
• those which report the results of surveys undertaken to measure supply interruption

costs.
In this Chapter, we focus on the results of surveys to measure supply interruption costs. We
comment on those surveys carried out, to our knowledge, in New Zealand, comment on the
results of a number of surveys carried out overseas and discuss the ramifications of those
results.

New Zealand Surveys
Four surveys have been undertaken of the cost of supply interruptions to customers in New
Zealand. Three of these were undertaken by Arthur Young (now Ernst and Young) for
ECNZ and its predecessor organisation. The fourth was completed in March 1992 by V M
Mendelssohn as part of her degree requirements at Waikato University. In addition,
questions on costs of supply interruptions were included in two surveys (of residential and
business customers respectively) to obtain the perceptions of customers on a wide range of
reliability-related issues.
The first of the cost of non-supply surveys was conducted in 1986 and reported in January
1987. This was a pilot survey, the main objective being to test and gain familiarity with
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survey techniques for estimating the cost of non-supply (or “value of reliability-worth”). A
considerable amount of research was undertaken into questionnaire design, based on
experience of overseas practitioners. From this research, questionnaires were designed and
tested for residential and for a range of commercial and industrial customers, using
techniques of direct cost estimation by the respondent, and bidding processes, based on the
willingness to pay more (to avoid interruptions) and willingness to pay less (ie accept some
form of discount) and thereby incur interruptions.
The survey covered both energy shortage and supply failure scenarios, with a range of
combinations of times, frequencies and durations.
This survey demonstrated that survey techniques could produce what appeared to be the
supportable cost of non-supply estimates. The costs of non-supply derived from these
surveys were of the same order as those derived from similar surveys overseas (recognising
that there is a significant margin of uncertainty in all cost of non-supply estimation), and the
patterns of cost estimates (eg by interruption duration and customer type) were also
consistent with trends from overseas surveys. Most importantly, experience with the pilot
survey led to small but significant refinements being made to subsequent survey designs,
and the “willingness-to-pay” technique was abandoned in favour of a “willingness to accept
discounts” technique of structured bidding for residential customers. This technique proved
particularly successful in quantifying inconvenience costs.
The first full survey was undertaken following a major supply interruption at 9 pm on
February 6 1987 (the evening of Waitangi Day holiday). The interruption affected the
northern half of the North Island, a load which at that time was estimated as between 620
and 760 MW, for about one and three-quarter hours.
Direct cost estimation for residential customers proved particularly successful. Eighty-four
percent of residential customers incurred some cost, the majority being relatively small
amounts for alternative lighting. A relatively small proportion of respondents (about 5%)
incurred significantly higher costs individually for personal injury, damage to property,
spoiled food and entertainment activities curtailed.
The direct costs correlated relatively well with the results from structured bidding to reveal
customers’ willingness to accept compensation in return for a similar interruption.
The majority of business customers were not operating because of the holiday weekend.
However, costs were still incurred by this sector for those businesses that were operating
at the time and for special needs (eg to check security or additional costs incurred on start-
up the next morning). As is typical in surveys of this type, the lowest costs of non-supply
on a per kW load interrupted basis were found to be those with the greatest energy intensity,
eg large manufacturing industries.
The total cost of this interruption was estimated as being in the vicinity of $6m to $8m (in
$1987).
A further interruption occurred in Wellington on Friday 20 November 1987 at around 1 pm
in Wellington after a helicopter collided with high voltage power lines. An estimated load
of 66 MW was interrupted for around two hours.
Because of the timing of this interruption, only 2% of residential customers incurred a direct
cost. However, the costs incurred still led to a cost of non-supply estimate for residential
customers as a whole of greater than $2.00 for the interruption (around $1.80/kWh).
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Significant costs were incurred by a small number of people working with computers at
home, by a person unable to continue working because he could not obtain petrol and by
people who had food spoiled.
However, because this incident covered a major commercial area in the middle of a week
day, nearly all of the estimated $4m ($1987) total customer cost of the incident was incurred
by commercial customers. As is typically found in other surveys, the highest costs per unit
of electricity were incurred by professional and consulting firms, whose output value is
relatively high in relation to their electricity use. Manufacturing firms had the lowest of the
business non-supply costs, while retailers, banks and government departments were in
between.
The most recent study of non-supply costs is a survey of commercial customers only in the
Bay of Plenty. The survey used a direct cost estimation technique using hypothetical
scenarios of interruptions of different durations. The results are presented only on a per
customer basis, rather than per kW or kWh load interrupted, and range from an average of
$137 per customer for a five-second interruption to $528 per customer for a four-hour
interruption.
Finally, as part of this project, two reliability surveys have been conducted; one of
residential and one of business customers. Both surveys cover a wide range of information
in which a relatively simple polling of the cost of supply interruptions is included.
The business survey produces an estimate for the “last unplanned power cut” recalled of just
over $13,000 per customer for those customers affected and reporting a cost. Applied to
customers surveyed who incurred cost, this suggests a non-supply cost of $6773 per
customer. This is within the range of the Arthur Young survey of the Wellington
interruption, in which the average costs per customer ranged from around $1600 to $7000
over the different customer groups surveyed.
A similar question asked of residential customers revealed that only 4% had incurred a
financial cost as a result of a power interruption, and not all of these were prepared to
quantify the cost. However, even taking only the reported costs produces an average cost
of just over $21 per customer. It should be stressed that this result should not be taken as
a valid assessment of the cost of non-supply, since this was only one question asked in a
comprehensive survey not rigorously designed to estimate the cost of non-supply. How-
ever, it does indicate that costs of non-supply do occur and can be relatively significant for
residential customers as a group, even though the distribution of costs amongst individual
customers is highly skewed.
More detailed results of these surveys are presented in Section 4.4.2.

Overseas Surveys
A significant number of surveys to determine the cost to customers of an interruption of their
electricity supply has been carried out overseas since the mid-1970s. The results of many
of these have been summarised (Woo and Pupp 1992) via a comprehensive table of results.
Their table has been used as the basis, with the addition of New Zealand survey results, of
the tables presented in Supplement 1.
Analysis of these results is presented both by Woo and Pupp and by Caves, Herriges and
Windle (1990). Their conclusions will not be canvassed in detail here, although their
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conclusions are similar to those made below.
Many of the comments made above on the New Zealand surveys apply equally to the results
of the overseas surveys.
Estimates of interruption costs determined by survey can range widely for supposedly
similar groups of customers, both within a survey and between surveys. It is not uncommon
to find that the distribution of interruption costs for a class of customer is highly skewed with
a number of extreme values.
Interruption costs vary both in the underlying methodologies and in the reporting proce-
dures used. These vary from reporting:
• dollars per event;
• dollars per kW interrupted or kW maximum demand; and
• dollars per kWh where the kWh basis might be that actually interrupted, an average for

the customer class or an average annual consumption.
The units used to report the outcome of the survey generally relate to the specific purpose
of the survey and the use to be made of the data. Care must be taken to ensure that the units
are consistent with the use to be made of the data. However, the range of units available
makes a comparison of survey results difficult without making further assumptions.
The cost of non-supply for a specific interruption is typically of the form of a significant
initial cost, with a linear or near-linear increase in cost with duration of the interruption. The
cost of non-supply is typically expressed on a per kW or per kWh basis, for several reasons:
• This is the form in which cost of non-supply estimates are typically required for

application in supply planning (ie to answer, for a supply point or distribution feeder
supplying a given MW demand, what is the cost of an unplanned outage of x minutes).

• The total cost of an interruption for a given customer is typically related to the size of the
load. Particularly for business customers, where loads vary over several orders of
magnitude, it is convenient to be able to normalise costs of non-supply by calculating
them on a per kW or per kWh basis.

There is a major difference between the results of those surveys that determine interruption
costs ex ante (ie before any interruption) and those that determine them ex post (ie after a
specific interruption). The data appear to suggest that those responding to ex ante surveys
have little experience on which to base their response, while those responding to ex post
surveys have a more solid base of experience. This applies particularly to surveys of direct
costs incurred. Nevertheless, when comparing the results of a number of ex post surveys,
a range of interruption costs are again found that may depend as much on the nature of the
interruption surveyed (ie duration and time) as on anything else.
Similarly, interruption costs determined on a willingness-to-pay and a willingness-to-
accept basis will diverge widely, based on respondents’ perceptions of their “rights”, in
relation to acceptability of existing price levels and interruption levels.
It might be noted that proxy methods of estimating interruption costs (as opposed to
surveys) were popular in the 1960s and 1970s, probably due to the dearth of data then
available. These used methods such as “lost production” as measured by the Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) divided by the national electricity consumption to get a dollars per
kWh figure for energy not supplied. Other measures used wage bills divided by electricity
consumption to get industrial costs of non-supply or the cost of avoidance being the cost of
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stand-by generators. These have been shown to be generally unsatisfactory as they provide
upper or lower bounds and not actual interruption costs, a deficiency of which their
proposers were generally aware.

4.4.2 CAE Survey
In the surveys conducted, customers were asked:
• If they suffered any financial loss as a consequence of the last shutdown and, if so, how

much.
• If they suffered any financial loss as a consequence of the last cut and, if so, how much.
• For those with significant computing and data communications equipment (80% of

business respondents), what was the typical monetary cost to the organisation of a
disruption from power supply interruptions or disturbance, including recovery of lost
data and contingent processing.

The results shown in Tables A4.4, A4.5 and A4.6, while not inconsistent with specific cost
measurement surveys, should be treated as indicative only. Customer interruption cost
survey design is complex and the CAE surveys were not specifically designed for this.
The results in Table A4.4 are not very conclusive because of the small sample providing
data. A wide range of values could be expected, such as the minimal cost to residential and
farmers, but the $19,416 for ITG is skewed severely by one respondent stating a cost of
$200,000. MEUG had a similarly large skew with one respondent stating a cost of $20
million. The last column is obtained by applying the proportion suffering financial loss (first
column) to the reported cost per shutdown.
From the recent New Zealand study (Mendelssohn 1992) of commercial customers at Bay
of Plenty Electricity, the result for a shutdown was $73 per hour. The average length of
shutdown reported in the CAE business survey was 2.4 hours, suggesting a cost of $73 x
2.4 = $175 per shutdown.

Table A4.4:  Last Shutdown Costs

Financial Loss? Reported Costs Av. Cost
per

Customer Group Yes
(%)

N o
(%)

Number
Reporting

Total
Cos t

Cost per
Shutdown

Shutdown
per

Customer

Residential (114) 4 95 2 $302 $151 $7

Business Total (242) 26 74 34 $394,800 $11,612 $3,019
Farmers (48) 6 94 1 $100 $100 $6
ITG (16) 38 63 4 $207,100 $51,775 $19,416
Merchants (15) 33 67 1 $5,000 $5,000 $1,665
Manufacturers (110) 36 65 23 $177,100 $7,700 $2,734
Service (53) 19 81 5 $5,500 $1,100 $208
MEUG (6) 17 83 1 $20M $20M $3M
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Table A4.5:  Last Cut Costs

Financial Loss? Reported Costs Av. Cost per  
Customer Group Yes

(%)
No
(%)

Number
Reporting

Total
Cost

Cost per
Cut

Cut per
Customer

Residential (180) 4 92 4 $2,185 $546 $21

Business Total (273) 51 48 94 $1,250,750 $13,306 $6,773
Farmers (47) 6 94 2 $750 $375 $24
ITG (19) 42 58 5 $272,100 $54,420 $22,911
Merchants (15) 53 47 6 $13,700 $2,283 $1,217
Manufacturers (136) 77 22 79 $961,000 $12,165 $9,391
Service (56) 27 71 2 $3,000 $1,500 $552
MEUG (11) 91 9 8 $943,500 $117,938 $107,205

The results in Table A4.5 are also inconclusive because of the small sample, although the
expected result of greater costs than for shutdowns is apparent, except for MEUG. Farmers
again show a similar result to residential, and the result for ITG is heavily skewed, with one
respondent stating a cost of $250,000 per cut. The MEUG result is interesting in that more
customers are affected by cuts, with the costs more evenly spread between them, than is the
case for shutdowns, but the cost of shutdowns to a customer is extremely high.
Mendelssohn (1992) reported that the result for a cut was $137 + $73 per hour. The average
length of cut reported in the CAE business survey was 3.2 hours, suggesting a cost of
$370.60 per cut.
The typical costs of a disruption to computing activities shown in Table A4.6 are greater
than the reported total costs of the last power cut. This is likely due to the hypothetical nature
of this question, with not all respondents having reported the cost of their last power cut.

Table A4.6:  Typical Computing Disruption Costs

Adversely Affected? Reported Costs Av. Cost
Customer Group Yes

(%)
No

(%)
Number

Reporting
Total
Cost

Cost per
Shutdown

per Event
per

Customer

Business Total (229) 83 17 80 $1,616,550 $20,207 $16,772
Farmers (10) 10 90 2 $300 $150 $15
ITG (19) 79 21 6 $283,200 $47,200 $37,241
Merchants (15) 93 7 6 $13,300 $2,217 $2,068
Manufacturers (125) 85 15 54 $1,035,250 $19,171 $16,257
Service (60) 90 10 12 $218,500 $18,208 $16,388
MEUG (10) 40 60 3 $52,000 $17,333 $7,000
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4.4.3 Conclusions to Date
The results of the New Zealand surveys, given their differing preconditions, tend to indicate
a reasonable range of interruption costs. There are three components to the interruption cost:
• a dollars per event cost;
• a dollars per kW cost, which might be a normalised version of the “dollars per event

cost”; and
• a dollars per kWh cost, which recognises both the load interrupted (kW) and the duration

of the interruption (hours).
Any attempt to restrict the interruption cost to one component alone will restrict the
application of the survey results from being generalised for application elsewhere.
It is difficult to summarise results, given the wide range of factors on which the cost of non-
supply is dependent, differences between survey populations and survey methods and
difficulties in comparing results of surveys at different times and in different countries.
Therefore, the summary results noted here necessarily cover a wide range.
In broad terms, results show a cost of non-supply for residential customers of typically $1.50
to $5.00/kWh, and sometimes up to $10/kWh. The cost can vary considerably, depending
on the time of day (meal time versus mid morning or middle of night) and the season. For
business customers, the cost of non-supply is typically higher, ie of the order of $10/kWh
to $70/kWh. The higher end of the range is typically for the least energy-intensive
commercial premises, where interruptions affecting ability to use equipment with relatively
low energy loads, such as computers and electronics, can have high costs in disrupting the
business’s ability to continue operating.
Some of the most electricity-intensive industries can have the lowest costs of non-supply
on a per kWh basis (of the order of 10 cents to $1.00/kWh). This applies particularly where
the load is thermal and where an interruption for up to a certain threshold time does not harm
the product being processed or lead to significant restart time. However, it also partly
reflects the fact that, by definition, their value-added per kWh energy use is lower than less
energy-intensive businesses. These businesses can, therefore, be low-cost candidates for
short-term interruptible contracts.
Within ECNZ, these results have been interpreted as suggesting that the cost to the customer
of a power cut lies within the range of $5 to $15/kW load not supplied for an interruption
of up to two hours.

4.5 Impacts Of Supply Interruptions On Computing and Communications
Customers were asked if they had significant computing or communications operations.
Responses are shown in Figure A4.5.
The prevalence of the use of this equipment by customers is very significant in this survey,
except for the farmers.
Subsequent questions in this section applied only to those who answered “yes” to the first
question, which was 80% (239) of the total sample, including MEUG. Responses to the
question “Is your business adversely affected by loss of computing or data communications
facilities due to power supply interruption or disturbance?” are shown in Figure A4.6.
Only the small number of farmers were not adversely affected.
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To obtain an understanding of how often disruptions occur, the next question asked was “In
the last six months, how often has your business suffered loss of computing or communi-
cations facilities due to disruption from power supply interruption or disturbance?”
Responses are shown in Figure A4.7. This result seems to suggest that ITG and manufac-
turers are more sensitive to disruption from “imperfections” in the power supply.
Responses to the next question, “How long, on average, does it take your organisation to
recover to a normal state of business operation following such a disruption?”, are shown in
Figure A4.8.
Average supply interruption durations in urban environments are typically 50 to 80 minutes.
This result shows that recovery times can be significantly longer, especially amongst ITG
(30%), merchants (40%), manufacturers (40%) and MEUG (40%).
Data processing users were then asked “Are there any other adverse effects on your business
caused by such disruption in computing and/or data communications operations? (For
example, danger to personnel, time delays, loss of goodwill)”. Responses are shown in
Figure A4.9.

Figure A4.6:  Business Adversely Affected?

Figure A4.5:  Significant Computing or Communications?
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Figure A4.7:  Number of Times Disrupted in the Last Six Months

Figure A4.8:  Average Time to Recover

Figure A4.9:  Other Adverse Effects
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Those who stated “yes”, were asked to explain. Multiple responses are given in Table A4.7.
This section has quantified the impacts of supply interruptions on data processing. Clearly,
this equipment is very commonly used, customers are adversely affected, recovery times
can be quite long, cost implications are high (Section 4.4.2) and there are significant “other
adverse effects”.

Lost Orders &
Loss of Production Invoicing Lost Data

Customer and Processing or Alter
Customer Group Goodwill Services Disrupted Trading Schedule

ITG (14) 8 4 4 - 1
Merchants (11) 6 5 1 4
Manufacturers (73) 26 19 23 12 5
Service (36) 11 6 3 4 5
MEUG (4) 1 2 2 - 1
Total (138) 52 36 33 20 12

Table A4.7:  Adverse Effects of Power Supply Interruptions on Businesses

4.6 Opportunities/Measures Available to Customers
There are opportunities for a number of measures that customers can take to prepare for
shutdowns or cuts to reduce their impact. In the surveys, customers were asked about
measures that they had taken, and these are reported in the following sections.

4.6.1 Shutdowns
Residential customers were asked “What, if anything, did you do to prepare for the last
shutdown?”. They were given multiple choice boxes to answer and their proportional
responses were: (%)

got candles/torches 29
pre-cooked meals 11
made other cooking arrangements 27
went out during the shutdown 27
did extra clothes washes 3
had showers or baths 4
other 10
made no preparations 28

Preparations given for “other” were:
battery radio firewood
changed work was doing pre-boiled water
collect water reserves of water for drinking
did work not needing power uncooked meal
filled thermos used log fire
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Business customers were asked the same question without multiple choices. Responses are
shown in Table A4.8. Some other “preparations” mentioned were few problems (14);
weekend, non-trade (5); and consultations (5).

4.6.2 Cuts
Residential customers were asked “What, if anything, have you done to minimise the effect
of power cuts?”. They were given multiple choice boxes to answer and their proportional
responses were: (%)

keep a stock of candles/torches 86
have a battery/mechanical clock 63
have alternative means of cooking food 55
other 10
made no preparations 9

Preparations given for “other” were:
battery TV and radio
wood burner for space heating, water heater and cooking
gas space heating, water heating and cooking
gas light
installed header tank for water
keep bottles of drinking water

Business customers were asked the same question, without multiple choices. Responses are
shown in Table A4.9.
Some other “preparations” mentioned were:

back-up equipment (7)
alter schedule (7)
few problems (3)
complained (3)
staff training (3)

4.6.3 Stand-by or Back-up Plant
Some business customers will provide an alternative source of electricity themselves if this
is considered cost-effective. This aspect was surveyed via the question “Do you have

Group Alter Switch Own Total Frequent
Schedule Nothing Off Generator Shutdown Backup

Farmers (49) 10 22 1 1 - -
ITG (20) - 1 5 4 1 -
Merchants (15) - 5 4 2 - -
Manufact (140) 35 21 18 3 11 5
Service (61) 13 3 12 6 - 3
MEUG (12) 2 1 - - 2 -
Total (297) 60 53 40 16 14 8

Table A4.8:  Business Preparations for Shutdowns
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Table A4.9:  Business Preparation to Minimise the Effects of Power Cuts

Customer
Group

Nothing

Own
Generators/

Battery/
Regulator

UPS Consultation
Emergency
Procedure

Frequent
Backup

Farmers (49) 18 2 - - - -
ITG (20) 4 3 6 - 1 -
Merchants (15) 3 3 - 1 1 -
Manufact (140) 51 7 6 5 4 3
Service (61) 15 20 11 3 2 4
MEUG (12) 3 1 1 2 - -
Total (297) 94 36 24 11 8 7

equipment, such as a stand-by generator, to alleviate the impact of a supply interruption?”.
The proportional responses are shown in Figure A4.10. Those who stated “yes” were asked
to explain. Responses are given in Table A4.10. One MEUG member had a hydro generator
and one manufacturer hired generators.

4.6.4 Computing and Communications
Via the survey, users of computing and data communications facilities (80% of sample)
were asked “What measures have you taken to minimise the effects of power supply
interruption or disturbance on your computing or data communications operations?”.
Responses are given in Table A4.11. Other measures mentioned were:
• filters for spikes (7)
• considered UPS or generator (6)
• power conditioner (6)
• costly (5)
• have smoother (2).
Overall, it is clear that many business customers have met their needs themselves by having
appropriate back-up equipment and measures.

Figure A4.10:  Stand-by Equipment
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Own Civil Emergency
Group Generators UPS Battery Defence Lights

Farmers (4) 3 - - - -
ITG (11) 6 8 4 - -
Merchants (5) 4 - - - -
Manufacturers (15) 8 5 2 - 2
Service (39) 36 6 2 5 1
MEUG (5) 5 1 - - -
Total (79) 62 20 8 5 3

Table A4.10:  Equipment Available for use in Supply Interruptions

Table A4.11:  Measures Taken to Minimise Effects of Power Supply Interruptions

Frequent Backup Own Battery
Group UPS Nothing Backup Equipment Generators Regulators

Farmers (9) - 4 1 - - -
ITG (19) 13 2 - 2 3 1
Merchants (15) 1 5 2 - 2 2
Manufact (125) 36 27 25 15 2 7
Service (60) 26 5 7 6 13 7
MEUG (10) 5 1 - 3 1 -
Total 81 44 35 26 21 17
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5 CUSTOMER INSTALLATION DESIGN
Designs of customer installations are determined by:
• safety requirements
• the quantity of electrical power required
• financial resources of the customer
• geographical location
• consequences of interruption (short- and long-term)
• policy of the electricity supplier in the area.
Residential or small commercial installation requirements are normally met by a range of
standard solutions. Larger or more complicated systems are individually designed by
electrical design consultants, who usually operate as part of an integrated design team
involved in the design and construction of a total facility.
The designer’s aim is to meet the customer’s electrical service requirements using the
available power supply. It is important for both the designer and the client to appreciate the
nature and limitations of the power supply at the particular location where the installation
is built.
It is also important that the designer is involved at the earliest stage of planning an
installation so that the appropriate electrical supply conditions can figure in all of the
decisions made concerning that installation. Failure to consider the suitability of the power
supply can result in considerable unforeseen capital cost or a recognition that nothing
practical can be done to achieve the full potential of plant. In such cases, the local electricity
supplier has often in the past assisted by improving the supply conditions at the location,
at short notice and at no cost to the particular industry concerned. Present indications are
that this will no longer be the case and costs of future improvements will need to be met by
the customer who benefits from the improvements.
Design of electrical systems within the clients’ premises recognises the differing require-
ments for reliability of each user. A wide choice of designs are available to meet reliability
criteria in many different ways.

Safety
The Electrical Supply Regulations, Electrical Wiring Regulations, associated codes, New
Zealand Standards, Supplier Bylaws and Standard Practices set mandatory safety standards.

Quantity of Electricity
The quantity of electricity required for a customer’s installation will influence the selection of:
• means of connection to the reticulation
• the complexity of the technology used
• the means of distribution within the customer’s premises.

Reliability
The end-use supply reliability is determined by the following factors:
• the supply system reliability
• the means of connection to the installation from the distribution system
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• the customer’s internal distribution system reliability
• alternative sources of electricity available to supply the installation.

Financial
An appropriate investment in electrical equipment and cabling that is above the bare
minimum required to achieve supply can bring dividends in increased reliability. Reliability
is increased by the addition of redundant circuits and supply points.

Supplier Requirements
Individual electricity suppliers have their own variations in requirements for supply,
distribution and reticulation. These are determined in “Bylaws” and “Terms and Conditions
of Supply” and most often in direct discussions with the supplier concerned. Variations
from the “Bylaws” and “Terms and Conditions” may be negotiated for special require-
ments, such as:
• duplicated incoming power lines
• additional transformers
• larger than necessary transformers.
It is important for the designer to understand the particular and specific requirements of each
client. Inadequate appreciation of customer requirements by the designer will result in an
installation that is either inadequate for its purpose or over-designed. In addition, an
inadequate design will not provide sufficient reliability and will lead to reduced utility.
Over-design represents capital investment that earns no income.

5.1 Equipment Characteristics
Appropriate reliability is a concern at every level of system design. The design of each
component of the system is subjected to rigorous testing and review by the component
manufacturer. The objective of this effort is not to eliminate failure, but to ensure that the
product meets market expectations for the class of product and gains wide acceptance based
on an acceptable and predictable reliability. The system designer’s objective is to combine
such components of known service potential to achieve installations that provide acceptable
levels of reliability for each application and are predictable in their performance and failure
modes.

5.1.1 System Components

Overhead Lines
Individual current-carrying conductors are separated from each other and from ground
potential, relying on the insulation provided by the natural atmosphere. The conductors are
supported above normal access level and insulated at the points of support.
Overhead lines are not considered highly reliable because of their exposure to the
environment and damage from a range of causes. However, they are relatively cheap to
construct and easy to repair.

Cables
Individual current-carrying conductors are separated from each other and from ground
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potential by relatively thin layers of solid insulating material, which might be oil-
impregnated paper, PVC, cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) or other specialised types. The
cable’s internal structure is protected by an external cladding to prevent environmental or
mechanical damage.
Cable systems are considered more reliable than overhead lines, especially if additional
environmental protection is provided by direct burial or other forms of mechanical
protection.
Faults on cable systems are relatively more difficult to locate and repair than faults on
overhead systems, and cable systems are much more expensive than overhead systems.

Transformers
A transformer efficiently converts electricity from one voltage to another. This allows high
voltages to be used for transmission (for economy of line construction and reduction of
losses). Voltage is reduced near the point of consumption to a lower voltage suitable for use
by a customer, usually at 230 volts or 400 volts. Only geographically isolated installations
and those with large power needs (typically above 300 kVA) have dedicated transformers.
The majority of installations share transformers.
Transformers are inherently reliable. With minimal maintenance, such as an oil change
every 15 years, transformers will typically operate for 30 to 50 years without fault.

Switchgear
For customers’ installations, switchgear can be divided into the two broad categories of high
or low voltage (above or below 650 volts).
• High voltage switchgear provides isolation and protection in installations for voltages

of 3300 V, 6600 V, 11,000 V and, sometimes, 33,000 volts. The types used are:
— open fuses (on insulated bases)
— air break switches (open contacts on insulators, limited load break capability)
— oil switches (switch immersed in insulating oil)
— fused switch (oil-immersed fuse)
— oil circuit breakers
— air blast circuit breakers
— SF6 circuit breakers
— vacuum interrupters
Modern designs of all the above components have achieved extremely high levels of
reliability. Problems are usually due to extraneous damage, inadequate maintenance or
the requirement to handle currents that exceed the rated duty. Systems requiring higher
reliability will employ circuit breakers rather than fuses, because supply can be restored
immediately with circuit breakers, whereas the process of replacing fuses is more
involved and error prone. Fuse cartridges are destroyed in operation and need to be
replaced with new cartridges after each fault interruption event.
High voltage switchgear has a long life (25 - 40 years) and will operate satisfactorily
provided the recommended maintenance is carried out and prescribed service duties are
not exceeded.

• Low voltage switchgear provides isolation. The types used are:
— rewirable fuses:  Coarse protection, cheap, open to abuse. Fault rating unpredictable.
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— HRC fuses:  Fine protection, can be abused (incorrect rating inserted). Accurate
fault rating.

— fuse switches:  Used on three phase supplies and incorporate three HRC fuses. Fine
protection, accurate fault rating and visible isolation.

— Miniature Circuit Breakers (MCBs):  Single or three phase, reuseable after a fault.
Reasonably accurate. Calibrated for one value. Modest fault rating, limited number
of operations.

— Moulded-Case Circuit Breakers (MCCBs):  Usually three phase, higher fault
rating, variety of overload settings and types, can withstand a reasonable number of
operations.

— Air Circuit Breakers (ACBs):  Three phase, defined fault and load rating, variety
of overload settings.

Low voltage switchgear also has a long life (25 - 40 years) and requires virtually no
maintenance.
Low voltage switchgear is the main means of sectionalising or isolating parts of a
customer’s supply system. Substantial improvements in function and reliability have
been achieved in recent years, greatly simplifying customer reticulation design.

5.2 Protection
Automatic protection is required in power systems and, because overloads and faults
develop almost instantaneously, very fast action is required to isolate the problem from the
rest of the power system so that excessive damage or danger to life is prevented.
The function of protection is to monitor the power system and to act in a timely fashion to
isolate the faulted section of the system while retaining the rest of the system in operation.
The “settings” (or “ratings”) of all protective devices are the current/voltage values at which
the devices will operate to isolate the protected equipment from the power system. The
settings are chosen to ensure that the load and/or fault endurance capability of the protected
equipment is never exceeded. While the settings of most protective devices are difficult or
impossible to adjust, some are readily adjustable, although no protective device setting
should ever be altered without first obtaining the advice of a suitably qualified person. The
consequences of incorrect settings can range from inadequate performance of the protected
facility, to destructive damage or severe consequential damage as inadequately protected
devices can catch fire in the event of overload.
Particular care needs to be taken in replacing fuses to ensure that the replacement cartridge
(or fuse wire) is identical to that being replaced.
When several protective devices are located in series throughout a power system, it is
important that their operating characteristics are chosen to ensure selective or discrimina-
tive isolation of faults. For example, if a fault occurs in one of the circuits supplied from a
distribution board, it is expected that the protective device (fuse or MCB) within the
distribution board will operate to shut off the circuit rather than the circuit breaker in the
main switchboard which supplies the entire distribution board. Selective operation ensures
that the maximum number of circuits can be maintained in operation when a fault occurs.
Most electrical faults occur as a short circuit of a live conductor to ground, which may be
the chassis of some electrical appliance or metal plumbing or just contact with the ground.
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In order to have selective clearance of the faulted component, there must be fault current
flowing. To ensure this occurs, most electrical systems are connected to the mass of the
ground at the point of supply. This allows a circuit to be formed when a ground fault occurs.
A special type of protection, earth leakage protection, is used to detect ground faults. As the
name suggests, the amount of phase current that “leaks” to the ground and does not return
through the neutral conductor is measured. When this leakage exceeds a very small amount
the earth leakage circuit breaker operates to disconnect the faulted circuit. Because the
contact with ground within faults is often not very good, the earth leakage protection is
usually extremely sensitive.
There is a further range of protection that should be considered because it has a high impact
on the perceived system reliability. This protection is installed to protect healthy subcircuits
from abnormal or unsafe power supply conditions. Examples are:
• motor protection
• under-voltage trip
• over-voltage trip.
Equipment likely to be damaged or that may cause damage due to unsafe or unpredictable
operation is switched out by automatic protection when unsound system electrical condi-
tions occur. Many short duration system disturbances cause unnecessary operation of these
devices, often leading to much debate over the reliability of the supply system. Special
solutions must be sought in instances where this is a problem. The solution must, invariably,
be sought within the customer’s own system, because totally fault-free supply systems
cannot be built.
Voltage limit protection is used in more sophisticated installations where there is an
investment in plant and machinery that makes it worthwhile protecting that equipment from
excessive voltages or low voltage. Under/overvoltage relays trip contactors or circuit
breakers to protect the plant and machinery. The effect of voltage transients can be guarded
against by protection relays, but most are too slow to operate.
Transient line voltages, such as spikes or voltages induced by lightning, can be guarded
against by installation of surge diverters or arresters. This type of protection is especially
appropriate where an installation is supplied from an overhead distribution line. Surge
diverters are generally connected to the overhead line at the same point as the cable
supplying the installation.

5.3 Reliability Achieved Through Appropriate Design
The system design must meet the duty expected of it and cope with the environmental and
power supply conditions available at the customer’s location. Examples of this follow.
If a system has inadequate capacity to meet the load demand, then protection designed to
prevent damage to the system will operate, cutting off supply.
Equipment chosen for an installation must be suitable for the demands made on it by the
environment, be it human factors (such as destructive damage or heavy usage) or physical
factors (such as chemical pollutants or adverse weather). Many industrial systems rely on
the presence of full supply voltage at all times for their continued operation. A sag in the
voltage can cause these processes to perform below specification resulting in lost or spoiled
production. Many processes, especially those relying on an extensive array of motors, tend
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to cut out or interrupt partially (in some haphazard mode) resulting in lost or spoiled
production.

5.3.1 System Capacity
An installation must be designed in such a way that it meets the maximum demand of the
connected load under all supply conditions. In addition, components must be sufficiently
robust to withstand the effects of short circuit faults to the maximum level expected at the
location, without undue damage or the need for a long interruption of supply.
Properly designed facilities will accommodate a degree of expansion in an orderly way by
the addition of more circuits without ratings being excessive. The usefulness of marginally
rated equipment can be extended by the appropriate use of load management and power
factor control. Load management can be implemented by using:
• ripple relays
• radio or telephone links
• energy management devices
• Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC)
• dedicated computers.
The control of load can be managed by the supplier or the customer via energy management
systems. In each instance, there is likely to be a financial reward to the customer, either by
qualifying for a more attractive pricing option or by taking advantage of a given pricing
option.
Load control is used by both the supplier and the customer to delay investment. For example,
a short-term overload due to a temporary increase in production may be avoided by using
a PLC to shed load to keep the system within its capacity limits. The ability of the supplier
to shed peak load delays the need to reinforce the distribution system and the need to build
additional generation capacity.
Power factor correction can also be used to minimise investment by reducing the current
drawn, thereby allowing the use of a smaller main switch/transformer.
With some large installations, the customer may contract with the supplier to having less-
essential sheddable load connected to an under-frequency relay so that should the system
become unstable, the load will be shed automatically to assist recovery of system stability.
The supplier load management is carried out by ripple relays and, in some cases,
communication links.

5.3.2 Environmental Factors
Pollution, adverse weather, heat, solar radiation, animals, trees and earthquakes are
examples of the diverse physical issues that must be considered. Human factors of
operability, user understanding, work and maintenance habits, aesthetics and exposure to
interference or damage are components that must be taken into account by the designer.
The balance between capital and maintenance costs and the benefits of reliability must be
determined in the light of the environmental risks. The example of electrical reticulation is
one where the widest range of considerations apply. A comparison of the advantages and
disadvantages of overhead and underground reticulation illustrates this point.
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Overhead Lines
• Advantages

There is a lower capital investment involved in the installation of overhead lines. They
can be altered easily (ie route changed, transformers added or changed) and can be
inspected easily and faults identified. Restoration time is less than that for cables.

• Disadvantages
Their service life is shorter (20 to 40 years) and they are more vulnerable to damage from
vehicles, storms, trees, kites and wilful acts than are cables. Under storm damage
conditions, they can become a safety hazard and minimum clearances must be observed
at all times.

Cables
Generally, the most significant impact on supply reliability comes from the mains.
Underground reticulation is much more reliable than overhead.
• Advantages

They have a longer service life (25 to 100 years) than do overhead lines, they are less
vulnerable to damage, are better aesthetically, constitute less of a hazard and are easier
to terminate safely on switchgear, transformers and in enclosed spaces.

• Disadvantages
There is higher capital investment involved (3 - 10 times) and it takes longer to identify
faults and costs more to repair them.

5.3.3 Supply Factors
The designer must consider the supply constraints in the locality when designing the
customer’s system and take appropriate steps to meet the customer’s needs. Expectations
of power systems performance are frequently unrealistic and performance is often predicted
for customer’s equipment that is not realised because of problems in the supply system.
Much can be done to improve the customer’s plant reliability if sufficient design effort is
permitted to take place at the appropriate stages in the project.
Motorised processes in particular suffer from power system transients and the sensitivity
to even these brief power disturbances is to some extent unavoidable. The levels of power
involved make it difficult to provide uninterruptible power supplies (UPS) for these
processes. Within an installation, disruptions can be minimised by adequate sizing of
individual supplies. Proper thought must be given to segregation of supplies and controls.
Interruptions must be allowed to take place to prevent damage to the plant if inadequate
supply conditions persist. The designer must coordinate with the process specialists to
design an appropriate shut down and restart strategy. Most processes will still require a
degree of manual operator intervention to restart. However, more and more computer
supervision and control is being introduced to facilitate automatic restart or computer-aided
restart.
It is important that customers appreciate that it is not practical to have a power system totally
free from short duration interruptions. Furthermore, there is often little that can be done to
avoid some disruption to processes. Good design will minimise disruption and process
restoration time. However, this level of design often costs more than clients are prepared
to pay and there is generally a lack of understanding of different depths of quality design
and the difference in performance that results.
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The sensitivity of customers’ equipment to supply system borne temporary overvoltages,
surges, harmonics and similar events are currently inadequately regulated and generally
poorly understood.

5.4 Reliability Achieved Using Fault-prone Equipment
This is the most familiar aspect of reliability engineering. The objective is to minimise the
consequences of a spontaneous randomly occurring failure of any individual component.
Two main techniques are used, segregation and back-up.

5.4.1 Segregation
A system is segregated (ie separate electrical circuits) into a number of interconnected
components, each of which can be isolated automatically in the event of it becoming faulty.
Another means of segregation is to physically separate components of the system so that,
for example, the blast of an arcing fault can be contained within the faulted component that
can be repaired while the rest of the plant is maintained in continuous operation.

5.4.2 Backup Supplies
No matter how reliable electrical supply is, there is still some failure. If the consequences
of failure are unacceptable to the process under consideration then a second, back-up,
system needs to be provided. This provision can take many forms depending on the nature
of the perceived risk. An important consideration is how long the customer can tolerate an
interruption.
Reliability is dramatically improved by the provision of an independent back-up supply, as
can be appreciated from the following calculation. If a single power supply with a history
of being out of service for one day in a hundred on average is backed up with a separate
independent power supply with the same reliability, then the chances of the installation
being without power decline to:

1/100 x 1/100 = 1/10,000 or one day in ten thousand
which is very tolerable compared to one in a hundred. If the same supply is backed up by
an alternative source of supply, say a stand-by generator which has five times the failure rate
of the main supply then:

1/100 x 5/100 = 5/10,000 or one in two thousand
which is still a great improvement over one in one hundred.
However, the supplies must be totally independent to achieve this sort of improvement. If
an improvement in reliability is sought by connecting duplicate transformers, each with a
failure rate of one in 5000 days (approximately 14 years), between a system with a failure
rate of 1/100 and the load, then the overall reliability is not significantly improved as can
be seen from the overall failure rate, which is approximately:

1/100 + 1/5000 x 1/5000 = 1/100
The concern that motivates duplicate transformer installation design is not the inherent
reliability but the expected long outage time if a transformer needs to be replaced. This
concern is often not justified for even medium to large customers, provided they are
supplied from a size and type of transformer that is common and for which spares are held
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in the region. The duplication is justified for electricity suppliers and the largest customers
who use equipment for which spares are not readily available.
A wide range of service is available from back-up power arrangements. Each one needs to
be chosen specifically to fit the client’s needs.
In a customer’s installation, redundancy refers to excess plant provided as back-up that is
not normally required. Small users (typically up to 150 kVA) have few or no redundancy
options. Any duplication or investment in the security of their power supply system is done
on their behalf by the supplier. Redundancy is provided in some larger installations where
the value of the benefit of higher reliability exceeds the cost of providing the redundancy.
Some options for redundancy, at high or low voltages, are:
• At least two cables from different points of supply are provided on the distribution

system to different halves of the main switchboard or to transformers that supply each
half of the main switchboard.

• Duplicate cables from each half of the main switchboard provide duplicate power supply
to key parts of the installation.

• Transformers may be duplicated and joined together on the secondary (output) side
through a busbar and bus tie. Either transformer is capable of supplying the load.

• On-site generation, such as a diesel generator, may be provided to supply lifts, lights and
essential services in the event of a power failure.

These configurations are illustrated in Supplement 2.

5.4.3 Customer’s Own Power Generation
The requirement for alternative power supplies on a customer’s premises can be met from
Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS), generators and battery supplies.

UPS
Uninterruptible power supplies are derived from a DC battery source, the battery being
charged while mains are available, while at the same time the battery drives an inverter
(which creates AC power). Should the mains fail, the load will be supplied for as long as
the battery lasts, typically between five and thirty minutes. UPS size varies from 200 VA
up to 500 kVA. Most are used in the computer industry, where momentary power failures
can be catastrophic in terms of lost information and damage to computers.
Small UPSs provide viable options for customers who have medical problems and require
a reliable power supply to run dialysis, feeding and dosing machines. In addition, the small
UPS also provides a useful back-up for personal computers, giving time for an orderly
shutdown.
Larger installations use UPS to maintain power for computers, giving time for a stand-by
generator to start up and stabilise when a power failure occurs.
UPS can also provide power to operate fire dampers and other fire alarm/protection devices.

Generators
Stand-by generators are standard features in buildings, plants and industrial premises where
power failure has serious consequences.
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• Buildings
— lifts
— fire sprinklers
— lighting, including emergency lighting
— drainage pumps
— computers

• Plants
— pumping stations for sewerage and water treatment

• Industrial premises
— process equipment
— special processes such as toxic fume extraction
— special material such as paint agitation
— fire fighting

Small portable petrol-driven units are used on construction sites or in remote locations for:
• test equipment
• drainage pumps
• portable electric tools
• battery charging.
Petrol generators are generally 500 watts to 3 kilowatts, and have coarse voltage and
frequency regulation. In most cases, they are not suitable for automatic starting and running
in stand-by situations unless attended.
Diesel engine-driven generators are available for use in sizes ranging from 3 kW to several
MW. Containerised generators are available up to 1 MW. As they are portable, they can be
taken to critical locations and connected in an emergency.
Permanently-installed diesel generators start automatically, unmanned, and take up load
within 5 seconds (smaller units) to 30 seconds (larger units).
While a majority of installations use diesel generators, several use different fuels that are
locally available, such as natural gas (from reticulation), methane (from sewerage, rubbish
dumps) or the by-product of a process (eg fertiliser works).

Battery-backed Systems
Battery systems are used in commercial and industrial premises for emergency power
supply during mains power failure for:
• egress lighting
• orientation lighting
• fire systems — damper operations, alarm systems
• security systems — alarm systems, access
• control systems — valve shutdown
• communications systems.

5.4.4 Layout and Cabling
The need for reliability of supply in the case of certain essential services often dictates a need
for back-up wiring as well as an alternative source of electricity generation. The design of
cable routes and choice of supply cable physical protection, as well as cable type, all
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contribute to the reliability of the overall installation. Critical back-up cabling is run in a
separate fire compartment from the main cabling. Cable protection through undergrounding
and the use of conduit and cable ladder are common.
It is often not practicable to put electricity supply underground on some industrial sites
because of the risk of damage from construction and maintenance activities. Recording
cable locations is not a solution because records tend to get mislaid or out of date. Instead,
it is preferred to run cables on supports (ladders) and in conduit or trunking that keeps cables
accessible, but concealed and protected from mechanical damage. The inherent vulnerabil-
ity of overhead reticulation usually precludes its use except for, perhaps, the main. If the
distribution reticulation is overhead, the customer may prefer the cheaper overhead main,
but if security of supply is important, the customer would be wise to install an underground
main.
Larger industrial clients are particularly concerned with sustained interruptions due to
equipment damage caused by major fires or faults which are perceived to take a long time
to repair and result in long periods of lost production. They feel secure when alternative
sources of bulk power are available throughout their site from a ring feeder, which allows
alternative supplies from either direction on the ring and may be fed from two or more
supply points, each having fully redundant duplicate transformers. The source of supply
will usually be manually selected by site electrical maintenance staff under the direction of
a plant engineer. The duration of the interruption will depend on the level of response
available from site staff.
The large power requirements of industrial sites mostly preclude the provision of total
stand-by generation, although some processors have the ability to sustain a level of
generation from on-site waste energy and this can go a long way towards self sufficiency.
Essential loads such as freezers, for example, would be provided with stand-by power.
A range of options is sometimes necessary to satisfy the total requirements of the one site.

5.5 Investing in Reliability
A considerable body of accepted practice has built up around the design of reliable power
supplies and often insufficient analysis of requirements is sought by the customer or is
undertaken by the designer. If the basis for the provision of a particular system is left
undefined and untested by analysis, then the consequences can be significant in terms of
misspent capital and poor performance.
For the concerned and informed customer, the opportunity exists to analyse reliability
requirements rigorously and provide a statistically satisfactory result. The amount of capital
that should be invested in achieving an appropriate reliability of supply can be determined
from examining the cost to the client’s business of various interruptions, the rate of
interruption and the average time taken to restore supply. The amount of finance that should
be invested to promote a satisfactory level of reliability can be determined and ranked
against other options in terms of the client’s own investment criteria.

5.5.1 Investment Options
Customers wishing to improve their supply reliability have a range of investment options.
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The supplier’s most significant investment is in the distribution grid. These costs are passed
on to the customer through a variety of charges. When charging for capital costs such as
transformers or switchgear, different suppliers recover the costs in different ways. For
example:
• direct charge at time of installation
• recovery of costs in tariff
• combination of the above
• guaranteed consumption (take or pay arrangement).
The customer also has investment options with regard to:
• redundancy
• on-site generation
• overhead or underground supply.
Residential customers usually treat power failure as a matter of inconvenience. Mitigating
options available are:
• wetback fireplaces
• solar panels
• energy efficient homes
• gas
• UPS battery backing for life support systems.
Commercial customers must weigh the cost of loss due to a power interruption against the
investment required to provide alternative power sources to maintain the system for the time
required. In addition to economic considerations, there are statutory requirements in
buildings over a certain size in respect to:
• egress lighting
• orientation lighting
• fire alarm power
• fire fighting — sprinkler/rising main pressure supply.
There are minimum legal investment levels, such as those outlined in the New Zealand
Building Code. Investment above this level is determined on loss of business or revenue due
to power interruption. The options commercial building owners or tenants have available
include:
• installation of a diesel stand-by generator
• UPS
• battery-backed systems (for lighting).
In power supply reliability design, as in all fields of engineering where work is carried out
to meet a user requirement, the best results are achieved when the work is carried out by
properly trained and experienced practitioners who are in direct communication with the
end user and where the proper balance is maintained between analysis, design and
pragmatism.
For examples of configurations appropriate to different investment options, refer to
Supplement 2.
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6 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
This Task Group has considered reliability performance measurement from the customer’s
point of view. Supplement 3, “Comparison of Reported Reliability Performance Indices”,
provides comparisons between reported results in New Zealand and overseas, and Supple-
ment 4, “Practices and Market Research Reported by New Zealand Electricity Suppliers”,
provides a useful summary. Furthermore, business customers were asked, via survey, about
their view on the commonly used measures. The results are given in this Chapter.

6.1 Viable Measures
The three traditional customer-oriented measures (SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI) were de-
scribed to business customers in the survey. They were then asked “Do you consider these
measures to be appropriate?” Responses are given in Figure A6.1.
The ITG are noticeably less favourable towards these measures than the others.

Figure A6.1:  Reliability Measures Satisfactory?

Respondents who stated “no” were asked to suggest alternative measures. Responses are
given in Table A6.1.

Measure Measure Duration, Measure
Group Power Low Time of Day Financial Dislike Too

Fluctuation Voltage Important Loss Averages Lenient

Farmers (7) - - 1 - - -
ITG (14) 4 3 1 - 1 -
Merchants (4) 1 - 1 1 1 -
Manufact (28) 11 4 1 2 1 2
Service (14) 4 3 2 2 1 -
MEUG (3) 2 - - 1 - -
Total 22 10 6 6 4 2

Table A6.1:  Alternative Measures of Reliability
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Some other suggestions were:
• differentiate between planned/unplanned (2)
• monitor high risk users (2)
• measure short outages (1).
Clearly, these customers consider that other attributes of supply quality should be measured
(ie fluctuating and low voltage) and that the timing of supply interruptions should be
measured. Measurement of financial loss would be difficult and impractical to implement.
The dislike of averages could be addressed by monitoring extremes of performance, such
as the maximum duration of supply interruption for any customer.

6.2 Responsibility for Measurement
Business customers were asked “Who do you consider should be responsible for measuring
reliability performance?”. Suggestions made are shown in Table A6.2.

Table A6.2:  Who Should be Responsible for Measuring Reliability Performance?

Other suggestions were:
• 3 for Manfed and Ministry of Energy.
• 2 for Regional Council, Government body, Trade and Industry and Energy Commission.
A clear majority are confident that the supplier can sensibly measure reliability perform-
ance. Some direct input from customers should be included.

6.3 Publication of Results
Business customers were asked “Who do you consider should publish results, and how
often?”. Responses are given in Tables A6.3 and A6.4. A clear majority favour annual
publication by the electricity supplier.

Customer Electricity Independent Consumer
Group Supplier Customer Authority Body ECNZ

Farmers 20 15 7 4 1
ITG 13 5 2 - -
Merchants 10 - 1 1 -
Manufacturers 99 26 8 3 4
Service 43 13 10 - 1
MEUG 12 4 - - 2
Total 197 63 28 8 8
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Table A6.3:  Who Should Publish Reliability Performance Measurements?

Interval (months) Every As
Customer Group 1 2 3 4-6 12 3 years req'd

Farmers (19) 5 0 5 16 53 5 16
ITG (11) 27 0 18 46 0 9
Merchants (8) 25 0 38 13 25 0 0
Manufacturers (84) 13 0 18 24 43 0 2
Service (32) 16 3 25 3 50 0 3
Total (154) 14 1 19 20 42 1 5
MEUG (8) 0 0 25 38 38 0 0

Customer Independent Consumer
Group Supplier Authority Customer Body ECNZ Manfed

Farmers 18 4 1 3 2 -
ITG 11 2 3 - - -
Merchants 7 1 - 1 - -
Manufacturers 89 7 6 3 4 6
Service 42 8 1 - - -
MEUG 9 - - - 2 -
Total 176 22 11 7 8 6

Table A6.4:  How Often Should Reliability Performance
Measurements be Published (%)?
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7 CUSTOMER/SUPPLIER INTERACTION
AND ACCOUNTABILITIES
In its deliberations, the Task Group briefly considered the possible scope for trade-offs
between customers and electricity suppliers with regard to the quality of services provided
and the price paid. This had to be done in an objective way, recognising the practicalities
of the established systems and the better understanding of the electricity supply business
that is emerging from the current energy sector reform. Experience with such trade-offs is
limited to date, but is increasing rapidly as a result of the developing market orientation of
the industry in New Zealand. Before the possibilities can be discussed, it is necessary to state
the present position, which is done in Sections 7.1 to 7.3.
A reliable electricity supply requires sufficient generating, transmission and distribution
capacity to meet the demands put upon it. The incentives for installing sufficient capacity
have changed greatly during the transition from a planned to a market-driven electricity
system.
Under the planned system, electricity requirements were forecast and sufficient generation
capacity was planned to enable forecast demand to be met when annual hydro flows were
subject to a 1-in-20 year drought. Over-generous forecasts led to a large surplus in
generating capacity.
A surplus of generating capacity still exists nominally. In 1991, ECNZ reported that its
generating capacity would be in surplus until around the turn of the century. However, a
drought reported as a 1 in 100 year event led, in mid 1992, to a need to substantially curtail
electrical energy sales to both business and residential customers. A variety of methods was
used, including TV and newspaper advertisements calling for voluntary savings, hot water
cuts, street lighting cuts and negotiated substitutions or shutdowns with business.
ECNZ described the new market system for coordinating pricing and planning as follows:
under market pricing, the need for new capacity would be signalled by price rises. These
rises may occur before a new power station is needed.

7.1 Services Provided
In the supply of electricity, two main services are provided, production (generation) of
electrical energy and delivery. The costs of these are about equal at present. Averaged
nationally, the cost split is approximately:
• energy production 50%
• transmission 20%
• distribution 30%
A few percent within distribution is also attributable to “energy trading”, which covers the
commercial part of contract negotiation, customer services, billing, credit control etc.
Currently, pricing to the customer does not reflect this cost breakdown. The electricity
supplier bundles all costs together and charges by rates generally varying according to
market segment (residential, business etc) which are predominantly per unit of energy
supplied. Fixed charges (prices) are low compared to the large fixed costs involved,

} Delivery
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principally for delivery (transmission and distribution). In the past there has also been a
substantial cross-subsidisation from business to residential customers.
Competition in electricity supply commenced on 1 April 1993. From that date, all costs,
prices and revenues for the “natural monopoly” delivery functions have been required to be
disclosed. Distribution costs are beginning to be recovered via “line charges” and transmis-
sion costs are being recovered via “transmission charges”.
Any price/reliability trade-offs must relate to the costs of the various services provided.

7.2 Quality of Supply
The quality of supply is a broader issue which surfaced in the questionnaire responses and
in the project generally. This issue arises more often now as a result of the introduction of
electronic controls and appliances and, particularly, personal computers. Hence, some
explanation is appropriate.
Quality of electricity supply can be described under four main headings:
• reliability
• frequency
• voltage
• interference.

7.2.1 Reliability
Reliability, from the customer’s point of view, is affected by adequacy and margin.
Adequacy refers to the sufficiency of the electrical energy source, generated by gas, coal,
diesel, water (hydro) or geothermal. It refers to the availability of the energy source (fuel)
that gets converted into electrical energy via the generator. Clearly, an interruption of
supply will occur if the availability of the energy source is insufficient.
Margin relates to equipment in the electricity system that is over and above that which is
needed under normal operating conditions. It is used in generation (eg spinning reserve) and
delivery (eg tie lines between feeders or duplicated transformers or lines) to provide a
backup or alternative if equipment (eg line or generator) fails. The costs of having this
“extra” or “redundant” equipment must be paid for by the customer, and the severity of
interruptions of supply is often quite dependent on the size of the margin.

7.2.2 Frequency
The relevant characteristics of frequency, in this context, are the average value and the
magnitude of fluctuations.
The average, or nominal, value of the power system frequency in New Zealand is 50 Hz
(cycles per second), although this is permitted to vary by +1.5%, except for “momentary
fluctuations”. These limits are set by the Electrical Supply Regulations. Hence, during
normal operating conditions, the frequency will be between 49.25 Hz and 50.75 Hz.
However, normal operating practice endeavours to keep the frequency between 49.8 Hz and
50.2 Hz if possible and it is usually closer to 50.0 Hz than that.
However, larger fluctuations will occur whenever there is a fault in the power system and
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generation or load is shed. When this imbalance between the generation and load occurs,
the frequency may swing further. At present, these fluctuations are usually limited to
between 48 Hz and 52 Hz.
Due to the small size of the New Zealand power system, frequency fluctuations up to these
levels may occur many times a year. Past experience suggests that larger frequency
fluctuations than these may also occur about once every two or three years on average,
although it is possible for a larger frequency fluctuation to occur more than once in any one
year.
If the frequency should drop below 47.5 Hz, supply to available load is disconnected in
stages to protect customers’ equipment and to restore stability to the power system.
Priorities are determined by electricity suppliers and, generally, residential load is discon-
nected first. Customers’ equipment, particularly motors, can be damaged if a low frequency
is sustained, and large computer systems may experience disruption to their disk and tape
drives. Similarly, if the frequency should rise above 50.5 Hz, generation is shed rapidly to
correct the frequency.
In general, such frequency fluctuations last less than 20 seconds.

7.2.3 Voltage
Voltage has three main attributes of standard value, variation and balance. These are
attributes that persist over long time periods of hours or more, known as “steady-state”
conditions.
The standard (or average or nominal) value of voltage at the customer’s installation in New
Zealand is usually 230 volts or 400 volts, although business customers may take supply to
large loads at a contracted higher voltage for greater efficiency.
Variation in voltage occurs with loading. As the customer’s load increases, the supply
voltage decreases. The current Electricity Regulations prescribe limits on allowable voltage
variation at the customer’s installation (main switchboard) of +5% of the standard voltage.
The electricity supplier must, therefore, have enough capacity in the supply system to
ensure that the supply voltage does not go below the lower limit.
Sustained high or low voltage can cause damage and/or shutdown of electrical equipment,
depending upon its tolerance towards abnormal voltages, while sustained high voltages will
also reduce the life of incandescent light bulbs.
Voltage balance refers to how even the voltage magnitudes are on a three-phase supply.
Ideally, all three voltages are equal. If the balance is poor, uneven wear can occur on some
devices, such as three-phase motors.

7.2.4 Interference
Interference has six main attributes of flicker, voltage sags, voltage surges, spikes,
harmonic distortion and electrical noise. These are attributes that generally persist over
short time periods of less than one hour, known as “transient” conditions. They all describe
“distortions” in the voltage. In a perfect supply, the voltage would be purely sinusoidal.
Flicker describes a regular form of interference that is often caused by industrial plant, such
as electric arc welders. This becomes apparent with incandescent lighting that appears to
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“flicker”, hence the name. The eye can see the effects of voltage changes of as little as 2%
and is most sensitive to flicker at about 8 Hz. Flicker can cause visual annoyance and can
also upset some control systems.
Voltage sags are momentary (less than a few seconds) decreases in voltage below the
normal limit. These may be caused by lightning strikes to power system equipment, power
system faults or sudden starting of large electrical loads. Voltage sags may cause some
computers or control systems to momentarily shut down or lock up, may cause disk and tape
drives to slow down, causing read errors and disk crashes, and may also shut down large
electric motors.
Voltage surges are momentary (less than a few seconds) increases in voltage above the
normal limit. These are caused by the sudden loss or turn off of large loads and, if large
enough, may damage equipment by breaking down its electrical insulation. Typically,
sudden surges may blow the fuse protecting video recorders, TVs, microwave ovens, etc.
If voltage sags or surges last for more than a few seconds, they are most likely caused by
poor voltage regulation within the power system, overloaded circuits, or an intentional
voltage reduction by the electricity supplier.
Spikes, also known as impulses or glitches, are high-magnitude, split-second voltages one
millionth to one thousandth of a second in duration. Like voltage surges, these may be
caused by lightning strikes to power system equipment, often many kilometres away. More
commonly, they are caused by the every day switching of inductive loads in the power
system or in customers’ installations. Although readily protected against, spikes can cause
damage to electronic equipment and to the insulation of transformers and motors. They can
also cause corrupted data, printer or terminal errors and data processing errors in computer
systems.
Harmonic distortion is a periodic distortion of the ideal sine voltage wave form. Harmonics
are generated by many items of equipment, ranging from domestic light dimmers,
computers, copiers, facsimile machines, gas discharge lighting and variable speed motors
to arc furnaces and the inter-island HVDC link converter stations. Unduly high levels of
harmonic distortion may cause computer communications errors, over-heating of motors
and transformers, incorrect operation of relays and insulation breakdown. The maximum
permissible levels of harmonics in the New Zealand power system are prescribed by a
Gazetted Notice under the Electrical Supply Regulations.
Electrical noise is a collective term for various kinds of high frequency random impulses
that ride on the ideal sine wave form of normal electrical power. These noise impulses are
very much smaller than spikes and range from a few millivolts to several volts in magnitude.
Noise can have many different causes, such as poor contacts in wiring and switches,
equipment power supplies, improper earthing of the customer’s installation and radio
equipment.
Apart from its noticeable effect on television pictures and on the quality of television and
radio sound, electrical noise may also cause incorrect operation or erratic behaviour of
electronic equipment, computer processing errors, incorrect data transmission and printer
or terminal errors.
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7.2.5 Summary
The context of reliability within the broader subject of quality of supply, as described above,
is shown via the headings and attributes in Figure A7.1.

7.3 Contractual Arrangements
As is usual commercial practice, contractual arrangements apply between the customer and
electricity supplier. As electricity suppliers have thousands of customers, standard terms
and conditions for supply and sale are usual. These deal with matters such as pricing, terms
of payment, metering, disconnections and liabilities. Sometimes, usually for larger users,
specific contractual conditions are negotiated and agreed upon.
Standard terms and conditions do not usually refer to reliability, except that there is no
guarantee of continuity of supply and that the electricity supplier takes no responsibility for
consequential costs or damages resulting from interruptions of supply. However, the
electricity supplier does undertake to comply with all relevant regulations that prescribe the
required standards, as described in Section 7.2, for harmonic levels, voltage standard value
and variation, and frequency average value and fluctuations. There is also another general
regulation on quality of supply that states that one customer’s load may not interfere with
another, and if it does, the electricity supplier is obliged to do something about it.
Contractual arrangements are generally short-term in that a customer undertakes to give a
few days notice of intention to discontinue taking supply, being liable for all amounts owing
up to that date, and electricity suppliers undertake to give at least one month’s notice of price
changes. Some larger users have yearly contracts and some major users have longer term
contracts. These contracts may also refer specifically to reliability. In the future, longer term
contracts are expected to be used more frequently, particularly for delivery.

7.3.1 Future Reliability-Performance Contracts
In the survey of business customers, the question was asked “Would you anticipate
contractual arrangements with your supplier relating to the level of reliability with
provision for financial transactions depending on performance?”. Responses are shown in
Figure A7.2.
As shown, about double the proportion of North Island respondents had this expectation

QUALITY OF SUPPLY

Reliability Frequency Voltage Interference
Adequacy Average Standard Flicker

Margin Fluctuations Variation Voltage Sags
Balance Voltage Surges

Spikes
Harmonic Distortion

Electrical Noise
Figure A7.1:  Quality of Supply Attributes
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Figure A7.2:  Future Reliability — Performance Contracts? (Business Responses)

than did South Island respondents. Those who stated “yes” were asked to explain.
Responses are given in Table A7.1.
A significant minority of business customers favour contractual arrangements depending
on reliability performance. They consider that these contracts should be “performance
oriented” or have a provision for “compensation”, presumably for poor performance.

7.3.2 Accommodation of Special Needs
Another question asked in the CAE survey was “Have you found your supplier willing to
accommodate special needs for higher levels of supply reliability?”. Responses from those
who had experience are shown in Figure 2.23. Explanations given for their “yes” answers
are given in Table 2.22.
Explanations given for their “no” answer indicated mostly that there was no need because
they considered that their supply was reliable and they had few problems. A few individual
negative answers were:
• complained
• contentious issue
• need three-phase.
The overall conclusion was that customers, by and large, found their electricity suppliers
willing to accommodate special needs.

BUSINESS

North Is South Is Overal l Fmrs ITG Merc Manuf Serv ice MEUG
1 9 9 7 7 2 7 8 4 8 2 0 1 5 1 3 6 5 9 1 2

No 70% 86% 75% 88% 45% 73% 76% 71% 58%
Yes 30% 14% 25% 13% 55% 27% 24% 29% 42%
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Performance Competitor Price
Customer Group Oriented Compensation Environment Consultation Savings

Farmers (6) 1 2 1 - -
ITG (11) 8 4 - 1 -
Merchants (4) 1 2 - - -
Manufacturers (33) 13 16 1 1 2
Service (17) 11 2 1 1 1
MEUG (5) 1 2 - - -
Total (76) 35 28 3 3 3

Table A7.1:  Contractual Arrangement Options
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BUSINESS

Overal l Fmrs ITG Merc Manuf Serv ice MEUG
1 4 9 2 4 1 1 6 7 6 3 2 1 2

No 31% 37% 27% 68% 29% 25% 18%
Yes 69% 63% 73% 33% 71% 75% 82%

0 %
1 0 %
2 0 %
3 0 %
4 0 %
5 0 %
6 0 %
7 0 %
8 0 %
9 0 %

1 0 0 %

No

Yes

Figure A7.3:  Supplier Willing to Accommodate Special Needs? (Business Responses)

7.4 Specifications for Connected Equipment
There must be a compromise between what the customer’s equipment or system can cope
with and what the electricity supplier can provide with respect to the quality of supply. This
can be managed by having specifications with which any connected equipment must
comply.
At one extreme, the equipment can be completely unprotected, assuming a continuous and
perfect quality electricity supply. At the other extreme, the equipment can be fully protected
and unaffected regardless of what happens on the electricity supply. Both of these extremes
are unreasonable and a compromise is required.

7.4.1 General
A wide variety of equipment must operate successfully on the power system. The role of
the regulating authorities is to ensure that a balance is struck between the degree of
disturbance generated and the need to provide equipment capable of operating with the
degree of disturbances present.
The degree of standardisation needed to achieve compatibility on power systems is further
advanced overseas than it is in New Zealand.

New  Back-up Good
Customer Group Trans, Line Equipment Consultations Authority Reliable

Farmers (15) 5 1 - 3 3
ITG (8) 3 - 1 1 -
Merchants (2) 2 1 - - -
Manufacturers (54) 32 10 8 8 2
Service (24) 6 8 6 1 1
MEUG (11) 1 3 3 3 -
Total (114) 49 23 18 16 6

Table A7.2:  Ways in which Suppliers Willing to Accommodate Special Needs
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The predominant international standards organisations affecting New Zealand’s electricity
industry are of European origin:
• IEC — International Electrotechnical Commission
• ISO — International Standards Organisation
• CCITT — Consultative Committee of International Telephoning and Telegraphy.
Standardisation is dealt with in a large number of organisations. IEC deals with most
electrical products and CCITT prepares recommendations for the limitation of interference
on telecommunication lines.
To ensure that the customer’s plant will not degrade the quality of electricity supply, the IEC
have introduced a set of standards to prescribe equipment performance. As it is understood
that not all disturbances can be eliminated and some are purposely introduced, the
committee also recommends levels of immunity of equipment to the acceptable level of
disturbances. In their recommendations, acceptable test methods and measurement meth-
ods are also defined.
There is recognition within New Zealand industry, the Ministry of Commerce and the
Standards Association that much is to be gained by harmonising New Zealand’s standardi-
sation with international codes, and these are progressively being adopted.
The development and refinement of international standards relating to power systems
supply quality issues is far from complete.
In New Zealand, the Electrical Wiring Regulations 1976 and Electrical Supply Regulations
1984 have specified a limit of variation for voltage, frequency and harmonic levels.
Equipment that does not comply with the Regulations or is known to cause disruptions that
affect any of the legislated supply conditions is not permitted to be introduced into the
electricity supply network. The Regulations refer to New Zealand and international
standards to specify the characteristics and quality of equipment, where these are consid-
ered to adversely affect the quality of supply or the safety and reliability of the equipment.
The New Zealand system of regulations is not fully developed in the area of rights and duties
of the various parties managing and using the network. The management of the customer’s
right to connect has, until now, been on the basis of the authority and technical insight of
the various electricity supplier engineers.
It is expected that with the increasing commercialisation of the electricity suppliers there
will be a need to become more explicit and definitive in the requirements that each party has
in respect to the other across the supply connection boundary.
The responsibility to maintain quality of supply lies with the electricity suppliers in the first
instance, with Regulations as a code of reference.
Through these powers the customer is limited to using equipment that does not interfere
unacceptably with the specified operation of any other equipment connected to the
electricity supply network. The equipment may, however, be utilised when steps are taken
to limit the disturbances emitted to within the limits prescribed by the Regulations or the
electricity supplier.
The responsibility for the fitness of equipment for use with the electrical supply rests with
the owner of the equipment. Both the definitions about the intended quality of electrical
supply services delivery and the restrictions on customers wishing to connect plant are only
loosely defined.
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It is expected that in line with overseas trends, and fuelled by the increasing commerciali-
sation of the electricity suppliers, the specifications determining these aspects of electrical
supply will be increasingly defined in documents in the near future.
Refer to Supplement 5 for further technical aspects.

7.5 Reliability/Price Trade-offs
Having established the context and facts of the situation, opportunities for reliability/price
trade-offs may be considered.
Power surges and low voltages were noted by a significant proportion of respondents, which
often led to financial loss, especially from computer or communications breakdowns.
Computer firms and manufacturing firms suffered the greatest losses from power interrup-
tions, and large users have put the most effort into contracting with electricity suppliers for
improved reliability.

7.5.1 Energy
Relevant points:
• Energy represents about 50% of today’s electricity costs.
• Energy relates principally to the availability attribute of supply reliability.
• Residential users have been subsidised by business users in most cases.
• Future energy costs are likely to be much higher than today’s average.
• Electricity suppliers and, principally, ECNZ do not guarantee continuity in energy

supply, although customer and political pressures force their best endeavours. The
economic consequences on the country are otherwise severe.

During times of energy shortage, residential customers may suffer shutdowns to hot water
supply and are shut down in preference to business customers, where necessary, to balance
a shortage in generation.
At present, under normal lake inflows, there is more generation capacity to supply electrical
energy than needed. Estimates of how long this situation will continue vary between three
and 10 years. The need for new power stations will be signalled by an increase in
interruptions caused by energy shortage. This occurred in 1992 when a drought reduced
hydro flows beyond planning guidelines.
Further energy sources are scarce and all have significant environmental impact. There is
strong public and industry support for the improvement of efficiency of energy use as a
means of slowing growth in electricity demand.
One means of reducing demand growth that has received widespread support is “progres-
sive pricing”. In this system, some electricity is supplied at a low price, and remaining units
are supplied at a higher price that reflects the cost of electricity from new power stations.
Since energy shortages will be observed initially in years when hydro flows are reduced,
special tariffs could encourage use of alternative fuels in case of shortage. Tariffs with this
objective are now being trialed in Scandinavia.
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7.5.2 Delivery
Relevant points:
• Delivery represents about 50% of today’s electricity costs.
• Delivery relates principally to the margin attribute of supply reliability.
• Full disclosure of costs, prices, revenues and methods of assigning costs has been

required since 1 April 1993.
• Residential users have been subsidised by business users in most cases.
• The contractual arrangements do not guarantee any standard of quality of supply

(including continuity) except for regulated attributes.
• Many business customers suffer from noise on their power supplies.
To cope dynamically with abrupt generation imbalances arising from faults in generation
or transmission, frequency-sensitive relays are used which disconnect plant within a
fraction of a second if the frequency drops below a set-point value, such as 48 Hz. These
are employed by large electricity users who have special contractual arrangements,
including financial reward, for their implementation. This is an established practice.
At Trans Power Bulk Supply Points, similar frequency-sensitive relays and devices are
used. In system emergencies of generation shortfall, feeders are turned off to reduce load.
Priority, determined by electricity suppliers, is usually given to business users and critical
loads. No financial arrangements apply to these emergency load reductions.
Pricing structures under consideration for distribution line charges (ESANZ 1992) reflect
the use of assets employed and the way that costs are influenced. Hence, a considerable
portion of the proposed charges are fixed, since most of the costs are fixed. There are,
however, demand charges and variations in fixed charges that reflect the cost impact of the
maximum loading (ie the maximum rate of delivery of energy). The rationale for this is that
cost depends on investment, which depends on capacity provided, which depends on the
maximum loading. An increase in maximum loading requires more capacity to be installed,
and the cost will increase as a result of the investment required.
Line charges do not explicitly account for duplicated plant needed for reliability (margin),
except in a few instances where customers specifically contract for enhanced supply
arrangements, such as extra supply points. The level of duplicated plant in the networks is
determined by engineering judgment, taking performance targets and customer expecta-
tions into account. Furthermore, about 80% of interruptions of supply occur due to problems
within the distribution networks.
There is currently no practical way to provide varying reliability levels to customer
installations in similar situations, such as within a given street, because they are connected
to a common part of the network. Only extraordinary measures could be taken to provide
a higher level of reliability (margin), such as a separate duplicated feeder, and the cost would
generally be prohibitive.
Rural installations generally experience a lower level of reliability than urban installations
because the rural network is sparse and has fewer alternative supply routes. However,
because of the lower loading density, the cost per installation to provide a rural network is
much higher than it is for an urban network. Generally, the urban customers provide some
support to the rural customers, so that the latter do not have to pay the full costs to provide
the rural network. Since the pricing must relate principally to the cost, it does not make
economic sense to have lower line charges in rural situations because the reliability is lower.
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In conclusion, pricing today is not sensitive to reliability for the delivery component of
electricity supply except in the special cases of some major users whose installations can
be interrupted automatically.

7.5.3 Expectations of Future Reliability
Business customers were also asked “In future, what do you expect to happen to supply
reliability?”. Responses are shown in Figure A7.4. A significant minority expect reliability
to get worse.

7.5.4 Willingness to Pay for Better Reliability
Business customer responses to the question “Would you wish to pay more for a higher level
of reliability?” are shown in Figure A7.5.
A consistent pattern of responses resulted, with the service organisations and MEUG being
slightly more prepared to pay more for higher reliability than the others. This result indicates

Figure A7.4:  Expectations of Future Reliability

Figure A7.5:  Pay for Higher Level of Reliability?
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that business customers are rather price sensitive, but are also fairly satisfied with present
reliability levels. This was confirmed in Section 3.1.
Although fewer than 5% of businesses, excluding MEUG, would pay more for a higher level
of reliability, 25% would anticipate some kind of contractual arrangement for reliability
(Section 7.3.1). Of the MEUG respondents, 16.7% would pay more and 42% would
anticipate contractual arrangements for reliability.

7.6 Opportunities for Market Response to Constraint
There are a few cases where rewards are offered to customers who are willing to reduce
consumption when signalled that either energy or delivery is constrained.
At least one direct supply customer of ECNZ, BHP New Zealand Steel, can, and does, drop
large amounts of load at very short notice via a “Hydro Saver” or “Spinning Reserve”
scheme to provide assistance with abrupt generation imbalances, as described in Section
7.5.2. This is implemented via under-frequency relays. A special contractual arrangement
applies where the customer receives financial reward for providing this assistance. ECNZ
benefits by having to commit less hydro plant to stand by in case of generating plant failure.
One electricity supplier has a commercial tariff that signals higher delivery costs with
“traffic lights”. A yellow light signals a warning and a red light indicates a higher price
during that period. This allows a customer to respond by reducing load.
Another electricity supplier, during the hydro crisis, offered cash rebates to customers who
used less energy than in the same period the previous year. This electricity supplier
subsidised up to 60% of the cost of stand-by diesel generation during the crisis period where
it replaced the normal electric load. During an energy shortage in 1991, the electricity
supplier paid some commercial users to use diesel or LPG instead of electricity.
Experimental tariffs are being offered overseas, particularly in Scandinavia and the United
States, to customers who are prepared to reduce space heating or air conditioning when
energy or delivery is constrained.
The metering technology which enables such tariffs to be used is becoming widely available
in New Zealand, and the market philosophy of electricity suppliers indicates that customers
will soon be given opportunities to participate actively in adjusting demand to supply, thus
reducing overall costs of electricity supply.
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8 VIEWS OF CUSTOMER ASSOCIATIONS
This Chapter summarises the views of customer associations of the reliability of electricity
supply.

8.1 Federated Farmers
The farmers who responded to the survey were geographically spread from Kerikeri at the
top of the North Island to Invercargill in the South Island. With regard to the type of farming
they undertook, representation was in proportion to the actual mix in New Zealand, with
meat and wool the largest sector, followed by dairying and arable.

8.1.1 Reliability Ratings
The farmers who responded gave an “above average” rating to the reliability of power they
receive, with three-quarters feeling their power supply is reliable. “I have lost two days work
in 10 years of farming due to electricity supply interruption and this was due to weather
related line damage,” said one. “Never been unable to milk cows and have no back-up
supply,” another responded.

8.1.2 Impact
When supply of electricity is shut down or interrupted, the big areas of impact to farmer’s
electrical equipment are:
• milking machines
• water pumps
• shearing plant
• refrigeration plant
• electric fences
• welding
• computer
• grain silo
• stove water.

8.1.3 Future
Farmers tend to be more optimistic about future supply reliability than the sample as a whole.
Sixty-nine percent thought it would stay the same and 22% thought it would improve.
On the question of whether they would pay more for a higher level of reliability the
overwhelming response was “no”. This is not too surprising given the farmers surveyed
thought the existing level of reliability was “very reliable”. It follows, therefore, that most
farmers surveyed would not contemplate contractual arrangements with electricity suppli-
ers where the level of payment depended on the level of reliability.

8.1.4 Supplier Attitudes
On the question of whether electricity suppliers were willing to accommodate special needs
for higher levels of supply reliability, the majority thought this was not applicable. Most
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respondents said “not applicable” because there were few problems and the supply was
reliable. Those who had had extra service most commonly cited new transformer/line.
Replies included, “Have improved the single line earth return system to satisfy supply
reliability”, and “Haven’t asked for anything. However we have been offered a portable
generator after storm damage.”

8.1.5 Shutdowns
With regard to preparing for a planned shutdown, the majority would take no action, while
some would alter their schedule. This would probably apply most to dairy farmers who milk
twice a day. The inconvenience that planned shutdowns created was rated major by only
2.1%, while 56.3% said it caused “some inconvenience” and 41.7% said “none”. The major
inconvenience occurred during shearing and farm hosting, while those who suffered some
inconvenience rated loss of production and altering schedules as highest on the list.
On the whole, advice of a planned shutdown was considered adequate.
On the question of what the electricity supplier could do to minimise the inconvenience of
power shutdowns, the comments indicated that timing is important to farmers, such as avoid
milking time if possible, winter rather than summer time, give plenty of notice so people
are aware of the planned shutdown. If shutdowns are unavoidable, the preferred time was
in the afternoon.

8.1.6 Power Cuts
In the main, the actual cause of the last unplanned power cut was due to storm/weather
conditions and the inconvenience caused was a loss of production, disruption to the home
and preventing the use of milking machines.
Relatively few farmers suffered financial loss from power cuts.
The majority of the sample rated the performance of the power supplier as good when it
came to restoring supply after a power cut.
Most farmers do nothing to minimise the effect of unplanned power cuts, probably as few
farmers reported suffering financial loss.

8.2 Information Technology Group and Service Organisations

8.2.1 Introduction
Information Technology (IT) today is a close relationship between computing and commu-
nications, covering the whole spectrum of information storage, processing and interchange
with the effect of distributing a very high proportion of the information services activity
away from the closely controlled environment of “mainframe computer centres” and
telephone exchanges out into the business, commercial and home workplaces.
Many computer installations are not subject to any environmental control and depend
entirely on the local electricity supplier to provide a clean and continuous mains supply.
Information technology has become pervasive throughout the developed world and is now
an accepted element in the operation of all public, private and social sectors of most
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countries. This is equally true in New Zealand and without IT many essential activities
would quickly come to a halt. Thus, any interruption to the use of IT has a widespread effect
on the operational aspects of many of our society’s establishments.
The revolutionary pace of IT development shows no sign of slowing and communication
within and between organisations by way of the electronic medium is rapidly becoming an
essential aspect of business to the extent that nationally and internationally, electronic
“paperless” trading has become the accepted standard method of doing business. Within the
past year, a significant number of our overseas trading partners have informed New Zealand
authorities and business organisations that failure to meet their requirement for “paperless”
trading by 1995 may seriously jeopardize our trading relationships with them.
Already within New Zealand, some of our major retail sector businesses are committed to
electronic document interchange (EDI) whereby they send orders for goods and exchange
other trading and financial documents electronically. This is the background against which
we must examine the requirement for a clean and consistent, mains-based, electricity
supply.

8.2.2 Effects of Power Supply Disturbances on IT Services
Electronic equipment, such as that used in information technology services, is prone to the
effects of electrical supply interruptions and disturbances.
Computer power supply units, which convert the mains power to that required by the
electronic circuitry, have some degree of regulation built into them. However, most
computers are designed and built in countries that enjoy a high level of integrity in the
consistency and continuity of their electric power supply and it is assumed by them that the
level of regulation provided in their designs is appropriate to the New Zealand power supply
environment.
Thus, to enable the machines to operate correctly, there is a necessity for our electrical mains
to have a minimum of voltage fluctuations, harmonics, transients, switching spikes and
frequency variations. Dropouts, which may be measured in seconds or minutes, are death
to an IT service that is without the benefit of an Uninterruptible Power Supply unit in its
mains supply.
The loss of a single cycle (20 milliseconds) is not acceptable to many installations with
power supply units incapable of holding up the voltage “rails” for this length of time. Some
units take a single cycle loss as a signal to close down the machine in an orderly fashion in
an attempt to avoid corruption of data held internally.
A single fast-rising “spike” may elude the regulation of the machine’s power supply unit
and cause permanent damage to the electronic circuits which will entail taking the machine
out of service. Other effects can corrupt data within the machine during processing or in
storage.
Harmonics on the supply line may cause variations to the “rail” voltage levels within the
machine and induce transient errors within the computational processes.
With the establishment of widespread computer networks, the loss of a single component
within a properly designed network is unlikely to disable the total capability of the network
to perform unless the loss is due to a vital unit failure for which no resilience has been
installed. Nevertheless, the recovery from the loss of an essential component of a network
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can be a time consuming process that may be both costly and disruptive.
The major suppliers of bureau-based information services, and some of the larger organi-
sations, have their processing and communications units installed in computer centres
equipped with no-break power supplies backed up by diesel generators that have the
capacity to provide power to the building services as well as to the computer units.
However, the trend in both public and private sector organisations to “down size” their
computer installations to more cost-effective in-house units is creating problems in the
maintenance of continuous service in the event of power supply unreliability. It is costly,
and provides yet another maintenance problem, to provide UPS no-break supply to each
individual network unit. There is little likelihood of maintaining the building services at
satisfactory levels for any prolonged power supply interruption unless the whole building
is provided with an alternative electricity supply.

8.2.3 Consequences of Loss of IT Services
As indicated by the survey, information technology has become a fundamental element of
business life throughout the community. Therefore the loss, however temporary, of IT
services due to electric power supply unreliability, or for that matter any other reason, will
become an unacceptable liability.
A study carried out over the past five years by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and the Sloan School of Management, “Management in the 90s Programme”, has shown
that business will be transformed by restructuring and the integration of information
technology into much more efficient and competitive units and these criteria will apply
equally well to other organisations, including central and local government.
The implication of this is that all organisations will rely more heavily on the use of
information technology to provide all of their management, administration, information
and communication services and much of their operational requirements. The corollary to
this statement is, significantly, that businesses at all levels will be dependent for their
competitive survival on a highly reliable electric power supply.
Even at the present level of development of the information services industry, working in
support of business (in its widest possible sense), the removal of the computing element in
many enterprises causes inconvenience, through disruption, to chaos.
The commercial sector is vitally dependent on IT to service its point-of-sale terminals,
pricing and accounting. The removal of electric power from a supermarket will force it to
close its doors as there is no longer any mechanism by which check-out clerks can price and
charge for goods.
Banks and service stations both rely heavily on IT to service their customers.
The New Zealand Stock Exchange relies entirely on its computer system to run its
settlement and trading system and when the computer system is down the stock market is
down.
Transport services also depend entirely on IT to provide their booking, scheduling, control
and safety requirements. Many of the traffic control lights at busy intersections are
computer controlled.
There are many similar examples and the cost to the companies providing IT services, as
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well as those using those services, can be counted in hundreds to many thousands of dollars
when they are unable to perform because of the loss of electric power, even for a short period
of time.
Looking to the immediate future, there is the movement of paper records systems to
electronic imaging and use of this technology is well illustrated at the present High Court
case in Auckland where all of the thousands of relevant documents have been scanned into
a computer system and are accessible to the court by means of computer screen access.
Another example of widespread use of IT is that of “tele-learning”. This state-of-the-art
technology is being developed at Victoria University of Wellington through the Department
of Communications working in close collaboration with Telecom. Tele-learning involves
using telecommunications to hold the same class at different sites simultaneously and uses
computers and wide-band communications to transfer images and voice in a simultaneous
two-way (many way) interchange of information. This technology is seen as a major leap
forward in education and training, providing the best tutors available to widely dispersed
recipients.
From these few examples, it is possible to begin to understand how information technology
has already become such an essential element of our national infrastructure that its integrity
must be maintained. Any failure can have the potential to be a disaster and the provision of
a reliable supply of electric power to drive the technology is essential.

8.2.4 Action Available to Avert Crises from Supply Interruptions
The obvious course is to install uninterruptible power supplies at every installation.
In some cases, this is a viable proposition, even though the cost may well equal or exceed
that of the computer equipment itself. However, the sheer size of the problem in dispersed
networks (cost, plus maintenance) makes this option unlikely to be acceptable in most
circumstances.
Another option that could be considered is that of providing an alternative source of power
to the computer installations on a building-by-building basis. Perhaps one of the possibili-
ties could be to have roof-mounted, environmentally clean wind and solar (hybrid) systems,
possibly with small stand-by generator sets to provide for the IT needs of the building, thus
isolating this essential set of services from the vagaries of the power distribution system.
There would be cost and maintenance problems associated with such a course, but these
could be overcome if the cost/benefit is favourable, taking the cost of loss of service into
consideration.
Certainly all options for the provision of reliable electric supply to information technology
installations must be examined in order to ensure that the integrity of their services to
business and the community are maintained.

8.2.5 Key Points from Survey
The group concerned comprised IT industry and those from other business sectors who had
significant data processing services within their business operations.
Nearly 70% of the total group surveyed considered that their electricity supply was very
reliable, but the Information Technology Group reported a lower rating for supply
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reliability with only 45% indicating satisfaction that the supply was very reliable. In
particular, the IT group was more concerned with the effects of power supply fluctuations,
such as low voltage, frequency variation and transients, than was the business group as a
whole.
The perception of the trend in reliability varied between the two groups, with the IT group
reporting increasing supply interruptions over the past five years, whereas the business
users considered that the incidence of interruptions over the same period was decreasing.
A possible reason for this disparity of perception is that many of the IT group have binding
agreements with their major customers on continuity and quality of service that carry
financial penalties for failure to perform. Customer dissatisfaction can also lead to loss of
good will and consequent loss of business.
Apart from manufacturers, who are reliant on machinery for their production, the highest
impact of a power cut was reported by the whole group to be the loss of their computer
service. The time taken to recover from this loss of service, the cost of the recovery and loss
of service time was variously estimated as between five minutes and more than five hours,
with the largest number reporting the time taken to be between five and thirty minutes.
The estimated cost of a disruption varied between $100 and $500,000, with a probable
average cost being in the region of $1000 to $20,000.
As a consequence of the lower than required level of reliability of electricity supply, a
greater proportion (55%) of the IT group provide equipment such as uninterruptible power
supplies and stand-by diesel generators than do the business group as a whole (26%).

8.3 Merchants

8.3.1 Introduction
The maintenance of a regular and consistent supply of electricity is of crucial importance
to the viability of every retail and wholesale merchant throughout New Zealand. Most
businesses not only require adequate lighting for their internal operations as well as for
display purposes, but also for the operation of their computers and cash registers. Any
disruption, whether intentional or otherwise, can have a detrimental effect upon the
profitability of a particular trader and, in the case of the food chains, any cuts or shutdowns
for more than one hour in duration can result in the spoiling of frozen or chilled merchandise.

8.3.2 Methodology
As part of its involvement in the Task Group, the Retail and Wholesale Merchants
Association circulated questionnaires to 60 of its members who comprise the major and
multiple stores group within its overall membership. The firms in this group include the
large food chains, general merchandise chains and department stores. A limited number of
wholesalers are also included.
Fifteen responses were received from respondents of the questionnaire, which represents
a response rate of about 25%. This is considered satisfactory for this sort of survey and
clearly illustrates the importance that many of the recipients attached to the Task Group’s
deliberations.
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8.3.3 Customers’ Perceptions
The majority of merchant respondents considered the power supply they receive to be very
satisfactory and experience few problems with the reliability of supply. Perhaps surpris-
ingly, a considerable number of respondents to the survey stated that supply interruptions
had decreased in the past five years. However, the majority of respondents stated that they
had no problems with power supply other than supply interruptions.
Most respondents did not have stand-by equipment to alleviate the impact of a supply
interruption. The exceptions are probably the food chains for the reasons stated. However,
more companies may need to address this aspect, particularly given the increasing use of
sophisticated cash tills and the associated use of product numbering, bar coding and
electronic data interchange. Disruptions in supply also adversely affect internal lighting and
security alarms.
Most merchants did not expect that changes would occur in the reliability of energy supply.
Furthermore, the respondents to the survey were totally united in their view that they would
not pay more for a higher level of reliability.

8.3.4 Shutdowns
Most merchants indicated that they made preparations for a planned shutdown. About half
of the respondents stated that adequate notice could minimise any inconvenience to trading.
However, opinions varied on the amount of notice that should be given. Most respondents
stated that the morning would cause less inconvenience, that Sunday would be the best day
and the summer was the preferred time of the year. However, the incidence of increased
weekend shopping and consumer preference for the family to go shopping at the weekend
as a family outing could question the meaningfulness of this particular result of the survey.

8.3.5 Cuts
Not surprisingly, the majority of respondents stated that they incurred some financial loss
as a result of cuts. However, respondents gave varying assessments of the level of that
financial loss. Further details are included in other parts of this report.

8.3.6 Needs and Values
Given that the merchant’s role is to serve the consumer, it is not surprising that downtime
in computer use was cited as the most inconvenient effect of both shutdowns and cuts. Other
items that clearly have a marked effect on the retail industry (as evidenced from the survey
and from our own observations) would include problems over perishable stock, “till
downtime” and problems associated with security breaches. Such concerns have come to
the fore during the current problems over continued energy supply throughout the winter
of 1992.

8.3.7 Conclusions
As stated, most merchants are satisfied with the power supply they receive and experience
few problems with the reliability of supply. As such, they would not be prepared to pay any
more for a higher level of reliability.
The spirit of consultation engendered by the Task Group is seen to be of considerable long
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term benefit not only to the supply industry representatives but equally, and perhaps more
importantly, to members of the customer associations. Some of the associations had
considerable difficulty in communicating with the appropriate representatives of the
generating and supply industry during the 1992 power crisis to discuss their particular
points of concern and, therefore, make a strong recommendation for the channels of
dialogue to be kept open and developed further once the Task Group completes its report.

8.4 Manufacturers

8.4.1 Introduction
The question of power supply for a manufacturer is quite crucial. When the power goes off
the plant stops, with resultant loss of process control, a non-productive work force, spoilt
batches etc. The Manufacturers’ Federation represents some 2100 businesses who employ
approximately 100,000 workers. Electricity is the life blood of the manufacturing process,
reaching into every corner of every operation undertaken to provide process energy,
transport, light, climate control, process control and data processing.
Survey questionnaires were sent out to a group of 400 members with 50 or more staff
extracted from New Zealand Manufacturers’ Federation database. Replies were received
from 140. Perusal of the survey data indicates a wide geographic spread, both in main
centres of the North and South Islands and strong provincial representation. Some replies
were received from smaller businesses as well, ie staff numbers below 50, possibly
subsidiaries of larger groups.

8.4.2 Perceptions
The overriding view of manufacturers was that supply was reliable, with 68% rating it as
very reliable and 29% rating it as of average reliability.
Of those who saw supply reliability as average, 24% cited voltage fluctuation, with 26%
citing occasional disruptions as the reason for holding their view. Those who rated supply
as very reliable described the supply as having “minimal loss, few problems, reliable”.
Of 19% of manufacturers who cited other supply problems, 46% mentioned power
fluctuation as an issue.
Of the 16% who claimed major inconvenience, 45% cited lost production or service, while
of those who claimed some inconvenience, 36% lost production and 27% had to alter
schedules.

8.4.3 Needs and Values
Very few manufacturers have stand-by generation equipment. This is to be expected, given
the perception of a reliable power supply and an unwillingness to invest capital in idle plant.
This indicates a strong need for a reliable power supply. Supply interruptions impact most
heavily on machinery and computing.
There is a decided unwillingness to pay more for higher reliability, with 95% not prepared
to pay.
For a planned shutdown, 71% of those who claimed inconvenience suffered financial loss.
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Notice of shutdowns was an issue, with 70% of the sample preferring notice of more than
one week and 97% of respondents requiring some form of individual notification, personal
(41%) or by letter (56%). Sunday was the preferred day, with no real clear preferences for
time of day or season.
Satisfaction levels with the way planned shutdowns were handled were generally high.
For unplanned power cuts, 71% caused “major” inconvenience, 59% some and only 6 no
inconvenience, 35% cited loss of production or service, 41% total shutdown.
Ninety percent of manufacturers said they have significant data or communications, and of
these 85% said power cuts created significant effects or supply interruption or disturbance.
Recovery time varied, but 32% said it took from 1 - 4 hours to recover. Some 44 respondents
who indicated costs averaged some $22,180. Other hidden costs mentioned included
goodwill, lost invoicing and production losses. To minimise effects, 28% have UPSs, 25%
do frequent back-ups, 27% do nothing. Most (35%) believe the electricity suppliers can do
nothing to improve supply reliability.

8.4.4 Performance Measurement
The measurements quoted as appropriate in the survey questionnaire provide a reasonable
view of time-based reliability measurement, but do not, however, measure disturbance or
quality, an issue raised many times and by significant members in the survey. Clearly, there
is a need for a measure in this area. Sixty-one percent believe the supplier should be
measuring performance and reporting results to users. Only 24% believed that supply
contracts could include a reliability component, and of that group 37% believed some form
of compensation would be appropriate.
With Total Quality concepts gaining wide acceptance and a focus on quality brought about
by ISO 9000 registration, the future will see the building of pressure on electricity suppliers
to perform, and electricity supply will come under increasing scrutiny.

8.4.5 Conclusions
Manufacturers generally have a high reliance on power for operations and are reasonably
happy with the present supply reliability. The cost of unplanned supply interruptions are
high, and the inference can be drawn from the level of acceptance of planned shutdowns
(with adequate notice) that preventative maintenance would be accepted if the end result
was improved reliability. A lack of stand-by generators in this group indicated a high degree
of reliance on power supplies for operations, particularly machinery, computers and process
control.
Although most manufacturers do not believe the supply companies can do much about
shutdowns, there is clearly a challenge in the reliability area, and appropriate contracts with
a reliability component could become a possibility at a later time.

8.5 MEUG
The Major Electricity Users Group consists of members who use about 35% of New
Zealand’s electrical energy requirements annually. The membership ranges from co-
operatives of small customers, such as dairy companies, through to the largest electricity
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users in the country.
The users have the common characteristic that electricity is a major input into their
processes and tend to represent a significant, if not the largest, cost component. The
significance of electricity to these businesses means that the reliability of supply is of vital
concern to them. On this basis the users, as a group, see supply reliability as an integral part
of the electricity product.

Key Points:
• Reliability should be high, as of norm. Major users expect the system to be designed to

a “world-best” practices standard.
• If users require a reliability beyond that, this should be paid for by those users.
• Specific reliability provisions should be available for special users.
• Users look for redress from electricity suppliers.
• Commercialisation/accountabilities need to be much more clearly delineated in the

electricity supply industry.
• Electricity arrangements should be no different commercially and legally from other

contractual arrangements for supply of goods.
• There needs to be continual incentive for Trans Power and any distributor to act better

than “best endeavours”. They need to be more performance-based and accountable to
their customers.

• There needs to be a specified level of reliability that users can rely upon and litigate on
if necessary.

• Given contractual arrangements for supply reliability, major users will be able to make
better business decisions regarding investments to meet their own requirements and to
better manage electricity supply risks.

8.6 Residential Customers

8.6.1 Introduction
Residential customers account for close to 40% of the country’s usage of electrical energy.
Collectively, they are a very significant sector of the electricity market, although individu-
ally they are extremely small. The influence of the residential sector is even more important
than mere consumption figures would suggest, as the decision-makers of most business
customers will also be residential customers in their own right and perceptions arising from
their roles as residential customers will invariably be carried into their workplaces.
As an adjunct to a survey they were carrying out for their own purposes, the Consumers’
Institute distributed 1000 questionnaires to its members on the subject of electricity supply
reliability. Some 395 responded. Of these, 72 were from rural locations and 323 from urban
areas. The “energy crisis” of 1992 occurred part-way through the survey, with 251
respondents replying before the crisis became public.
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8.6.2 Survey Results
Residential customers in general felt satisfied with the level of reliability they received from
their electricity suppliers, and it is possible that this influenced the low response rate from
the survey. Eighty-one percent of respondents expressed satisfaction with the reliability of
their power supplies, and this was not affected by the crisis. However, energy shortages
were obviously more on respondents’ minds after the water situation became publicised as
the number citing energy shortages as a perceived cause of loss of supply jumped from a
pre-crisis figure of 11% to 30%. Nineteen percent of post-crisis respondents reported
problems with their supplies compared with 10% pre-crisis.
As may be expected, rural customers were less likely to rate their supplies as good as their
urban counterparts, with average and poor supplies about three times as likely to be reported
from the rural areas as from urban areas.
Thirty percent of respondents reported having experienced a planned power shutdown in
the last six months, with 45% having experienced unforeseen power cuts. These figures rose
to 50% and 75% respectively in the rural areas, with urban customers correspondingly
lower. Both shutdowns and cuts caused some inconvenience to the customers, with cuts
predictably being more inconvenient. Most customers took some precautions to minimise
the levels of inconvenience, although the most common preparation was simply to have
torches or candles and/or alternative means of cooking on hand.
Only 4% of those who had experienced loss of electricity supply in the last six months
reported suffering any direct financial loss as a result, principally from damage to
appliances. The figures quoted varied greatly from customer to customer.
The survey findings report:

“People expect some losses with reliable power as is shown by the numbers who
reported shut downs and cuts in the last six months but still rated their supply
as good.”

Customers felt that on the whole, their electricity suppliers performed well, both in terms
of providing a reliable supply of electricity and in restoring supply after it had been lost.
There are, however, some messages for electricity suppliers in the survey results. For
example, nearly 40% of those who reported a planned shutdown were unhappy with the
amount of notice they had been given. This point showed both in the reasons for
dissatisfaction and in suggestions for measures electricity suppliers could take to minimise
the effects of shutdowns. Interestingly, although they receive a significantly higher level of
reliability than their rural counterparts, urban customers were considerably less happy with
the notice periods. Most customers wanted up to one week’s notice, but 40% would accept
up to 3 days. By far the most popular method of notification was by personal letter, this
option registering more than twice as much support as the currently most common method,
advertising in newspapers. Customers also reported that they are often unaware of the
causes of power cuts, although, interestingly, the improved levels of communication
between customers and electricity suppliers during the crisis appeared to remedy this
situation to some extent, as awareness was higher among the post-crisis respondents.
A variety of reasons for their views were given by respondents who considered their supply
to be of low reliability. These included concerns about water heating cuts, power cuts
generally, frequency of power cuts, overloads, voltage fluctuations etc. Those who felt that
their supply was of only average reliability echoed some of these concerns and added
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additional concerns relating to poor communication from their electricity supplier. Such
points, although overshadowed by the favourable comments from those who were happy
with the reliability of their supplies, are of significance to electricity suppliers as they
indicate areas of sensitivity that could have the potential to grow in overall importance if
performance levels are permitted to drop in future.
The comments on possible measures for minimising effects of power cuts offered advice
for electricity suppliers on a number of measures ranging from maintenance policies to
system design philosophies and, presumably as a result of the energy crisis, included
comments on the desirability of having alternatives to hydro generation, incentives for
power saving, improving forward planning and “praying for rain”.

8.6.3 Conclusions
Residential customers are generally happy with the levels of reliability of their electricity
supplies, to the extent that the subject is not an issue for the vast majority. Had reliability
levels been lower, it is possible that a higher percentage of those surveyed would have
responded. However, the response was adequate to provide a valuable insight into how this
very important group of customers feels about both their electricity supply and their
electricity suppliers. The most common negative comments about electricity suppliers
related to communication with their customers, and it would appear that if electricity
suppliers were seeking a message from this survey, it would be that they need to get closer
to their customers and keep them better informed.
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10 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This report covers the work undertaken by the Task Group on Customer Requirements.
Most of it is original, as surveys of residential and business customers were undertaken in
order to obtain a substantiated statement of customers’ views and requirements. Published
literature relating to “reliability-worth” — the value that customers place on an interruption
of supply — is also reported on. The report includes considered views of Task Group
members, particularly in regard to customer/supplier interaction and accountabilities.
The outcome of the work, apart from this report, is a set of recommendations to customers,
electricity suppliers and Trans Power, and recommendations regarding reliability-worth,
and for further work (see “Recommendations”).

10.1 Customer Perceptions
While most customers rated their present supplies as very reliable, 20 - 30% indicated that
there could be improvement. The main reasons for the few poor ratings were:
• regular interruptions from winter cuts and overloading
• power fluctuations and excessive outages.
Generally customers’ perceptions of the causes of supply interruptions reflect actual causes.
Customers’ feelings about shutdowns noticeably got worse in regard to the questions “How
often they occur”, “How long they last”, “Timing”, “Notice Given”. Only about 60% were
happy with the notice given, but 80% were happy about how often they occurred.
Regarding cuts, about 70% of customers regarded their electricity supplier’s performance
in restoring supply after a cut as “good”, with hardly any rating this as “poor”. Some
suggestions given to minimise the effects of cuts were:
• answer-phone explaining the problem
• trim trees
• proper maintenance.
Thirteen percent of residential customers and 26% of business customers stated that they
had other problems with their power supply, apart from supply interruptions. Examples
given were:
• brown-outs
• noise on power lines and interference on TV/radio
• variations in voltage (low voltage and power fluctuation)
• cost of electricity.

10.2 Customer Needs and Values
Regarding shutdowns:
• Business customers prefer longer advance notice (1 - 2 weeks) than residential customers

(3 days), with Major Electricity Users Group (MEUG) preferring longer than 2 weeks.
• All customers prefer notification by letter (50% residential, 60% business). Alternative

strong preferences were by newspaper for rural residential (32%), by power account for
urban residential (24%) and in person by business (30%). MEUG preferred personal
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contact (73%) to notification by letter (27%).
Regarding timing of shutdowns:
• Residential customers prefer weekdays (64%), whereas business customers prefer

weekends (21% Saturday, 52% Sunday). The reported timing showed that customers’
preferences are generally being recognised by electricity suppliers.

The key items of electrical equipment for which a supply interruption has a significant
impact were reported as production machinery, computers, pumps, phones, milking
machines, freezers, lights and shearing machines.
Inconvenience from shutdowns was similar for business and residential customers overall,
but significant major inconvenience was reported by ITG and manufacturers. Their main
concerns were loss of production and services, need to alter schedules and the necessity for
a total shutdown.
Inconvenience from cuts was much more pronounced for business customers (34% major),
with ITG and manufacturers being most affected, but merchants and service organisations
were significantly affected as well. MEUG reported 46% major inconvenience. Similarly,
main reasons reported were loss of production and services, computer problems and the
necessity for total shutdowns.
Reported costs to customers of supply interruptions showed considerable variation, as
shown in Table A10.1.

Most (83%) of those businesses (excluding MEUG) with significant computing or commu-
nications operations (80% of sample) reported that their business was adversely affected by
power supply interruption or disturbance. The time taken to restore normal business
functions was reported to be significantly longer than typical supply interruption durations
for urban customers. From the 60% who reported other adverse effects, main reasons given
were loss of customer goodwill, loss of production and services and disruption of orders and
invoice processing.
Although MEUG had a similar proportion with significant computing or data communica-
tions operations (83%), they reported a much lower proportion (40%) being adversely
affected by the loss of such facilities due to interruption or disturbance. Nevertheless,

Average Cost per Customer per Supply
Interruption

Customer Group Last Last Typical for
Shutdown Cut Computing

Residential $7 $21

Business Total (excl MEUG) $3,019 $6,773 $16,772
Farmers $6 $24 $15
ITG $19,416 $22,911 $37,241
Merchants $1,665 $1,217 $2,068
Manufacturers $2,734 $9,391 $16,257
Service $208 $552 $16,388

Table A10.1:  Reported Costs to Customers of Supply Interruptions
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recovery times after such a disruption also tend to be longer than typical supply interruption
durations.
Customers reported opportunities or measures available to them to alleviate the impact of
supply interruptions as follows:
• Shutdowns — have candles/torches

went out during shutdown
made other cooking arrangements
altered schedule
switched off

• Cuts — keep stock of candles/torches
have battery/mechanical clock
have alternative means of cooking food
own generators/battery/regulator
Uninterruptible Power Supply

Twenty-six percent of business customers, excluding MEUG, reported that they had stand-
by or back-up plant, which was mainly their own generators, UPS or batteries. Forty-two
percent of MEUG had these facilities. Those with computers reported similar preparations
and significant additional measures taken were frequent back-ups, power conditioners and
“none”.

10.3 Customer Installation Design, Maintenance and Operation
Since reliability of supply to a load depends on all that is upstream of the load, Chapter 5
addresses “Customer Installation Design”. This explains how a customer’s electrical
distribution equipment influences reliability, attributes of different configurations, invest-
ment options and other considerations of reliability in design.

10.4 Performance Measurement
Business survey customers were asked via the survey for their views on the measurement
of reliability performance. A majority favoured measurement of performance and annual
publication of results by the electricity supplier. The majority also agreed that the
international measures of SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI were appropriate, but a significant
minority asked for measurements of voltage level and voltage fluctuations. This reflected
concerns by the large numbers of customers who use more sensitive electronic equipment,
such as computers.

10.5 Customer/Supplier Interaction and Accountabilities
Very few business customers would be willing to pay more for a higher level of reliability.
While most business customers expect future reliability to improve or stay the same, a
significant minority (17% overall) expected it to get worse.
In general, there is an opportunity for overall electricity system costs to be reduced via
customers who respond to appropriate pricing signals and also via specific contractual
arrangements, mainly relating to system emergencies. In order to exploit this opportunity,
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customers need to be informed and must be able to respond by shifting or shedding load at
appropriate times. For this, the customer must receive some financial reward. There is a
further need for considerable further research in this area, followed by education of both
customers and electricity suppliers.
What customers pay for the energy and delivery components of electricity will become clear
in the future. This separation of charges is important in relating the resulting cash flows to
the various attributes of quality of supply.
Payments for energy (ie generation or production) relate to:
• aspects of reliability relating to availability
• average value and fluctuations of frequency.
Direct price signals appear to be the only practical way to enable customer participation and
response. The pricing needs to signal the relatively high future energy costs and the value
of assistance needed during system emergency contingencies. “Progressive Pricing”
provides a means of acknowledging the former, while the continuing use of under-
frequency relaying on deferrable loads caters for the latter.
Payments for delivery (ie distribution and transmission) relate to:
• aspects of reliability relating to margin or redundancy
• voltage — standard and variation
• interference — flicker, voltage sags, voltage surges, spikes, harmonic distortion,

electrical noise.
Differential pricing is currently under development to signal investment implications in
distribution and transmission networks. The result will be broad signalling, including some
cross-subsidisation (eg urban to rural). Consequently, it will not be practical to signal
varying levels of supply quality to individual customers via line or transmission charges.
In special cases, customers can buy an “enhanced supply” via a direct capital contribution
towards an extra supply point or duplicate line in order to secure greater reliability. This
would generally only be appropriate for business customers with large loads.
In regard to contractual arrangements, a significant proportion (about 25%) of business
customers “anticipate contractual arrangements with their supplier relating to the level of
reliability with provision for financial transactions depending on performance”. They
consider that these contracts should be “performance oriented” or have a provision for
“compensation”, presumably for poor performance. Electricity suppliers will be wary of
making specific undertakings. Since most causes of interruptions to supply are beyond their
control, they are likely to accept liability for negligence only. However, as long as electricity
suppliers show a willingness to “accommodate special needs for higher levels of reliabil-
ity”, as indicated by about 70% of business respondents, customers should largely be
satisfied. There would also appear to be an opportunity to develop insurance schemes to
cover risks of interruptions to supply.

10.6 Conclusions
• Most customers rate the present level of electricity supply reliability favourably, but 20

- 30% considered that there could be some improvement. The present reliability level is
not an issue.

• Customers also rate electricity suppliers’ performance favourably, such as in restoring
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supply after a cut, in accommodating special needs for extra reliability and in the
frequency of shutdowns. There is, however, some room for improvement with shut-
downs regarding the notice given. Most customers prefer notice by letter, 3 - 7 days
beforehand for residential and 1 - 2 weeks beforehand for business.

• The costs to customers of interruptions to supply vary widely. The average cost per
customer per supply interruption, as reported in our survey, ranged from $6.30 (shut-
down for farmers) to $37,241 (computing interruption for Information Technology
Group). This excludes an exceptional $3 million stated by one Major Electricity User.
The cost depends on the time of day, day of week, time of year, nature of enterprise and
how well prepared the customer is.

• Through sophisticated techniques, the variation in reliability-worth can be used to help
make decisions on investment by the customer and/or the electricity supplier. Note that
most interruptions of supply result from problems within power distribution systems.

• Power supply reliability is important to customers. Most people expect supply to be there
most of the time, which is not surprising since the average time over which supply is lost
per year per customer is typically only about 100 minutes. Customers are just as
concerned about other attributes of quality of supply, such as voltage variations and
interference. Electronic equipment is used a lot now, particularly computers. Eighty
percent of surveyed business customers had “significant computing or communications
operations”.

• There is some scope for reliability/price trade-offs, but the pricing must be predomi-
nantly determined by the cost of the basic power system investment. This is an area in
need of further research.

• Customers can take steps themselves to minimise the impact of shutdowns or cuts. These
include having torches, candles, alternative means of heating and cooking, installation
of back-up generators or an uninterruptible power supply, and good design, operation
and maintenance of their own installation.

• Contractual arrangements between customers and electricity suppliers that relate to
reliability are likely to be more common in the future.

• The importance of reliability varies by customer group. Residential customers and
farmers have low costs of interruption and suffer mainly inconvenience. Merchants,
manufacturers and computer users are very vulnerable to supply disturbances and can
incur considerable costs, especially for a cut during normal working hours. The Major
Electricity Users are characterised by having electricity as a major component of their
costs, and hence supply disturbances are generally very disruptive to their business.

• There is scope for considerable further research and application of results. Power system
reliability is a major topic of study, with considerable international interest in reliability-
worth and the consequent optimisation in power system investment.
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SUPPLEMENT 1
Tables of Reliability-Worth Values from Literature

This Supplement borrows heavily from the survey article by Chi-Keung Woo and Roger L Pupp,
“Costs of Service Disruptions to Electricity Consumers”, which appeared in Energy, Vol 17, No.
2, 1992. Many of the surveys reported in this Supplement and the reporting structure have been
used with permission.
The results of all surveys have been converted to March 1992 New Zealand dollars.
The term ex ante means responses were given before any particular interruption of supply and the
term ex post means that responses were given after a particular interruption of supply event.
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Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Direct Cost
 
 Arthur Young 
 (Sell & Farrier for ECNZ),
 1987 
 New Zealand

Ex Post Summer/
Evening/
Holiday

1.75 6.93 3.96 4.83

Willingness To Accept

Customer
Survey/
Ex Post

Summer/
Evening/
Holiday

1.75 5.69 3.22 3.96

Willingness To Accept

Ex Ante Winter/
Evening

1.75 7.80 4.46 5.32

Direct Cost

 Arthur Young 
 (Sell & Farrier for ECNZ),
 1988 
 New Zealand

Ex Post Summer
Midday/

Weekday

2 2.39 1.19 1.79

Willingness To Pay
 Arthur Young 
 (Maxwell & Sell for 
 ECNZ), 1987 
 New Zealand

Ex Ante Autumn/
Evening/
Weekday

1/6
1
4

10.60
2.21
1.33

Willingness To Pay
Ex Ante Autumn/

Morning/
Weekday 1 1.47

Willingness To Pay

 Munasinghe(1980)
 Cascavel, Brazil

Proxy-Wage 
Rate/Ex Post

Not Studied/
Evening

Not Studied 1 0 5.40 5.40 3.05 - 3.63

Willingness To Pay
 
 Sanghvi (1983)
 Wisconsin, USA

Consumer
Surplus/
Ex Post

Summer/
12 noon

Not Studied 1
2
4
12

0
0
0
0

0.65
1.32
2.89

34.00

0.65
0.65
0.72
2.82

0.30
0.32
0.37
1.36

Summer/
8 am

Not Studied 1
2
4
8

0
0
0
0

0.65
1.36
3.25
9.62

0.65
0.67
0.81
1.20

0.41
0.42
0.49
0.71

Summer/
4 pm

Not Studied 1
2
4
8

0
0
0
0

1.38
3.62
8.01

12.83

1.38
1.82
2.01
1.59

0.55
0.56
0.67
0.65

Direct Costs (a)

 Wacker, Wojczynski, 
 & Billinton (1983)
 Canada

Customer
Survey/
Ex Post

Winter/
Evening

Monthly
Monthly
Weekly

1
4
4

0
0
0

2.61
25.92
40.09

2.58
6.48

10.02

Willingness To Pay

Monthly
Weekly
Daily

4
4
1

0
0
0

11.56
17.59
17.61

2.89
4.39

17.61

Willingness To Accept

Domestic:
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Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of 

Day
Frequency Duration 

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Direct Costs (b) 
 Doane, Hartman & Woo   
 1988
 California, USA

Customer 
Survey/
Ex Post

Winter/
Evening

1
4

0
0

21.44
39.70

21.44
9.93

28.57
10.73

Winter/
Morning Not Studied 4

12
0
0

24.09
80.85

6.02
6.74

7.64
8.24

Summer/
Afternoon Not Studied

1
4
12
1

5(c)

0
0
0
1
0

7.31
27.10
75.82
5.56
5.05

7.31
6.28
6.32
5.56
1.02

9.72
8.47
7.57
7.41
0.00

Anytime Not Studied Momentary 3.32

Willingness to Pay (d)
Winter/
Evening Not Studied 1

4
0
0

5.88
9.53

5.88
2.40

7.83
2.58

Winter/
Morning Not Studied 4

12
0
0

5.96
18.02

1.50
1.50

1.89
1.84

Summer/
Afternoon Not Studied

1
4
12
1

0
0
0
1

3.26
7.18

17.35
1.96

3.26
1.80
1.45
1.96

4.34
2.26
1.69
2.59

Anytime Not Studied Momentary 0.32
Bill Increase (e)

 Goett, McFadden & Woo  
 1988
 California, USA

Customer 
Survey/
Ex Ante

Winter/
Morning 1 1 0 37.69 (f) 37.69 (g) 47.89 (h)

Bill Decrease (i)
1
2
4
4

4
4
1
4

0
0
0
0

166.61

37.69
139.86

83.30
34.06
37.69
9.99

105.78
43.23
47.89
12.70

Bill Increase (j)
 Doane, Hartman & Woo
 1988
 California, USA

Customer 
Survey/
Ex Ante

Not Studied 2 1 0 79.44 19.85 28.43

Bill Decrease (k)
5
5
15
15

2
4
2
4

0
0
0
0

22.62
79.44
22.62
32.08

11.31
11.35
11.31
7.13

16.20
8.13
16.20
10.22

Bill Decrease (l)
 Keane, MacDonald & Woo 
 1988
 California, USA

Customer 
Survey/Ex 

Ante

Summer/
Afternoon 1 4 0 32.52 8.13 3.25

Willingness to Pay

 Sanghvi, Balu & Lanby  
 1990
 Sth East USA

Survey/
Ex Ante

Winter/
Weekday/
Morning
Morning

Various
1
4

0
0

5.78
9.75

Willingness to Pay
Summer/
Weekday/
Evening 

Afternoon 
Afternoon

1
8
4

0
0
0

6.89
12.74
9.20

Domestic (cont'd):
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Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per 
Interruption

$ per Hr 
Unserved

$ per kWh 
Unserved

Willingness To Accept
 Sanghvi, Balu & Lanby
 1990
 Sth East USA (contd.)

Winter/
Weekday/
Morning 
Morning

1
4

0
0

13.98
18.81

Willingness To Accept
Summer/
Weekday/
Evening 

Afternoon 
Afternoon

1
8
4

0
0
0

11.85
25.70
15.87

Willingness To Accept
 Ericson, Hallman & Hook 
 1991
 Sweden

Survey/
Ex Ante

0.9/year
1 0 7.13

Willingness to Pay (m)
 Doane et al. 
 1990
 New York, USA

Customer 
Survey/
Ex Post

Summer/
8 am

Not Studied 1
4
8

0
0
0

7.82
11.29
17.63

7.82
2.82
2.21

9.53
3.33
2.65

Summer/
2 pm

Not Studied 1
4
8
1
4
1
4

0
0
0
1
1
4
4

6.26
8.61

12.93
6.26
8.61
6.26
8.61

6.26
2.15
1.62
6.26
2.15
6.26
2.15

7.73
2.58
1.71
7.73
2.58
7.73
2.58

Summer/
6 pm

Not Studied 1
4

0
0

6.83
9.44

6.83
2.36

6.56
2.26

Winter/
8 am

Not Studied 1
4
8

0
0
0

11.84
15.81
23.61

11.84
3.95
2.95

12.60
4.06
3.05

Winter/
2 pm

Not Studied 1
4
8

0
0
0

10.78
14.20
21.28

10.78
3.55
2.66

11.59
3.65
2.44

Winter/
6 pm

Not Studied 1
4
1
1
4
4

0
0
1
4
1
4

12.88
17.20
12.58
11.65
16.76
15.37

12.88
4.31

12.58
11.65
4.20
3.85

10.73
3.55
10.48
9.71
3.46
3.18

Domestic (cont'd):
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Notes:
(a) Based on the costs of the actions taken to mitigate the effect of an outage. Actions examined include

the purchase and use of candles, an emergency lantern, and/or an emergency stove; purchase or
rental of a small or large emergency generator.

(b) Based on the costs of the actions taken to mitigate the effect of an outage. Actions examined include
using candles, flashlights, a propane gas stove or grill, a kerosene heater or wood stove, and/or a
battery operated radio; going out to eat, shop, visit friends; staying home and doing activities which
do not require electricity; using a home generator.

(c) A partial outage resulting from a customer's voluntary response to the utilities public appeal 4 - 6
hours before a capacity shortage.

(d) The amount a customer is willing to pay for the service of a backup generator.

(e) Amount of annual bill increase that a customer is willing to pay to move from the current reliability
level of two one-hour winter outages per year to a higher reliability level.

(f) The change in the annual bill divided by a change in frequency relative to the current reliability level.

(g) The change in the annual bill divided by a change in hours unserved relative to the current reliability
level.

(h) The change in the annual bill divided by a change in kWh unserved relative to the current reliability
level.

(i) Amount of annual bill decrease that a customer is willing to accept to move from the current
reliability level of two one-hour winter outages per year to a lower reliability level.

(j) Amount of annual bill increase that a customer is willing to pay to move from the current reliability
level of three two-hour outages per year to a higher reliability level.

(k) Amount of annual bill decrease that a customer is willing to accept to move from the current
reliability of three two-hour outages per year to a lower reliability level.

(l) Amount of annual bill decrease that a customer is willing to accept to tolerate the loss of air-
conditioning due to voluntary participation in a programme.

(m) What is the most you would be willing to pay as a lump sum increase in your annual electricity bill
to prevent this outage from occurring?

Domestic (cont'd):
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Commercial and Small Industrial:

Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Small Industrial
 Arthur Young (Sell &
 Farrier for ECNZ), 1987
 New Zealand

Direct Cost/
Ex Post

Summer
Evening/
Holiday

1.75 736 427 22.68

Other Commercial
Summer
Evening/
Holiday

1.75 59 34 14.29

Retail
 Arthur Young (Sell &  
 Farrier for ECNZ), 1988 
 New Zealand

Ex Post Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 1552 776 53.72

Manufacturing
Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 2746 1373 11.94

Professional Services
Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 2626 1313 74.01

Banks
Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 4536 2268 20.29

Government
Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 7162 3581 45.36

All Commercial
Summer
Midday/

Weekday
2 35.81

Other Industrial

 Arthur Young (Maxwell &
 Sell for Electricity Division,
 January 1987

Autumn/
Morning/
Weekday

1/6
1
4

10.31
8.40
8.25

Commercial

 Mendelssohn, VI
 Unpublished report
 University of Waikato
 1992, New Zealand

Ex Ante Autumn/
Morning/
Weekday

Momentary
1/6
1
4

137
179
226
528

894
226
132

Other Industrial
 Ericson, Hallman & Hook
 (1991) Sweden

Survey/
Ex Ante 0.9/year 1 0 28.51
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Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Customers Without Standby System

 Billinton, Wacker &
 Subramaniam (1986)/
 Canada

Cost Survey
Ex Post

Winter/
Morning

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

140
590

1462
5357
14400

8318
1768
1461
1339
1800

Customers With Battery Standby 
System

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

30
385

1228
5190
14169

1853
1155
1228
1299
1770

Customers With Engine Standby

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

4
1505
3863
10344
25249

215
4515
3863
2587
3157

Wholesale

 Fisher (1986)
 Massachusetts, USA

Cost Survey/
Ex Post

Summer/
Afternoon

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

3727
10961
22194
45022

7455
10958
11099
11256

12
25
29
34

Retail

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0

 0

517
1371
2146
4270

1032
1371
1073
1069

27
30
23
18

Finance, Insurance & Real Estate

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

11552
16409
27349
49081

23109
16409
13675
12271

47
28
30
36

Services

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

16017
23594
39817
66100

32035
23594
19908
16523

15
15
16
16

Services

 Woo & Train (1988)
 California, USA

Cost Survey
Ex Post

Summer/
Afternoon

1
1
4
4
8
8

1
4
1
4
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

7644
24912
5091
16587
4403
14346

7644
6227
5091
4145
4403
3586

15

Large Manufacturing

Commercial and Small Industrial (cont'd):
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Commercial and Small Industrial (cont'd):

Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Small Industrial

 Ontario Hydro (1977)
 Ontario, Canada

Momentary
1/3
1
4
8

227.20
30.47
20.80
14.41
13.28

Office Buildings

 Ontario Hydro (1979)
 Ontario, Canada

Momentary
1/3
1
4
8

615.48
63.51
45.28
36.86
32.06
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Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

 Arthur Young (Sell &
 Farrier for ECNZ), 1987
 New Zealand

Ex Post Summer
Evening/
Holiday

1.75 22280 12749 4.58

 Arthur Young (Maxwell & 
 Sell for Electricity Division,  
 January 1987
 New Zealand

Autumn/
Morning/
Weekday

1/6
1
4

10.60
2.50
1.03

 Bental & Ravid (1982) 
 Israel  & USA

Proxy-Cost
of Backup 
Generation

Ex-Ante

Not Studied Not Studied 70 (a)
10 (b)

0
0

0.55
2.96

 Gilmer & Mack (1987) 
 Tennessee, USA

Producer 
Surplus/
Ex Ante

Not Studied 0.1/year
0.5/year

4
4

0
0

2354004 (c)
2254713

588502
563678

2.93 (d)
3.62

Customers Without Standby System

 Subramanian, Billinton &
 Wacker (1985) Canada

Cost Survey/
Ex Post

Winter/
Morning

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

572
3637
7332
17584
44285

34352
10908
7332
4397
5535

Customers With Battery Standby 
System

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

9280
20179
31592
68336

100913

556840
60536
31592
17084
12613

Customers With Engine Standby

Not Studied 1/60
1/3
1
4
8

0
0
0
0
0

19188
24730
40269
68923

100142

1151311
74190
40269
17229
12518

Notes:
(a) Estimated annual outage in Israel in 1980.

(b) Estimated annual outage duration in the USA for 1980.

(c) Total costs per year for an unspecified number of small apparel manufacturing firms divided by the
expected number of outages per year.

(d) Total costs per year divided by the expected unserved energy per year.

(e) Includes all large users with monthly billing demand over 1000 kW.

Industrial:
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Industrial (cont'd):

Study/
Country

Method/
Cost Type

Season/
Time of Day Frequency Duration

(Hours) Notice $ per 
Interruption

$ per Hr
Unserved

$ per kWh
Unserved

Machinery

 Fisher (1986)
 Massachusetts, USA

Cost Survey/
Ex Post

Summer/
Afternoon

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

10187
20081
27160
36179

20372
20081
13578
9045

42.16
40.13
28.50
33.23

Electronic & Electrical Machinery

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

1142
2426
4703
8495

2285
2426
2350
2123

20.96
16.09
15.07
14.70

Measuring Analysis & Control 
Instruments

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

8960
16724
47560
66100

17919
16724
23779
16523

47.03
33.72
45.10
31.69

Other Manufacturing

Not Studied 1/2
1
2
4

0
0
0
0

16017
23594
39817
66100

32035
23594
19908
16523

34.23
27.84
26.82
23.77

 Woo & Gray (1987)
 California, USA

Cost Survey/
Ex Post

Summer/
Afternoon

1
1
4
4
8
8

1
4
1
4
1
4

1
1
1
1
1
1

25498
83543
11607
38024
8230
26959

25498
20887
11607
9507
8230
6739

102.18

 Doane et al. (1980)
 New York, USA (e)

Cost Survey/
Ex Post

Summer 
9am

Summer 
2pm

Not Studied 

Not Studied

8

1
8
8

0

0
4

24

87155 

18457
4811
30447

10894

18457
6014
3806

7.78

12.86
4.71
3.33

Winter 8am Not Studied 8 0 109515 13689 9.83

Winter 2pm Not Studied 4
4

0
1

35404
33699

8855
8426

6.69
6.37

Winter 6pm Not Studied 1 0 13818 13818 11.45

 Ontario Hydro (1976)
 Ontario, Canada

Customer
Survey

NA NA Momentary
1/3
1
4
8

NA 216.38
25.73
13.86
7.87
5.79 
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SUPPLEMENT 2
Examples of Customer Installation Designs

1. Simplest Investment Option

11kV 400V
f

Transformer

11kV cable

Oil Immersed
Fuse Switch

Over boundary
cable

Customers cost
Customers costCosts negotiable

Battery

Customers load

To Emergency System
(Lights)

Main
Switchboard

Figure S2.1:  Basic System Option for Minimum Investment

The basic investment option for a business installation will depend on the supply voltage.
For 400 volt 3 phase installations the costs incurred by the customer are for:
• supply cable (from network connection point)
• switchboard (with isolator/main switch)
• rising main/s or submain/s
• distribution board/s
• submains.
Larger installations taking supply at 11 kV will incur additional costs to the customer for
high voltage cables, switchgear and a transformer, for example, are shown in Figure S2.1.
The simple system above is the minimum investment option which has minimum reliability,
and so power will fail if a failure occurs in:
• supplier’s system
• 11 kV cable, fused switch or transformer
• any of the joints on the above
• the 400 volt main cable
• main switchboard.
A higher supply reliability is achieved with two incoming 11 kV cables, each terminated
with a circuit breaker or switch and then providing a common input to the above 11 kV oil-
immersed fused switch. The additional cost would be between $10,000 and $40,000.
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2. Duplicated Supply

Figure S2.2:  Dedicated Supply System

11kV 400V

Transformer

11kV cable

Over boundary
cable

Customers cost
Customers costCosts negotiable

Main
Switchboard

400V
Bus tie

O

11kV cable

Oil Immersed
Fuse Switch

Oil Circuit
Breaker

O f

f

Oil Switch I

11kV 400V

Transformer

Oil Circuit
Breaker

Oil Immersed
Fuse Switch

This configuration, shown in Figure S2.2, has two supplies from the supplier, ideally from
different zone substations.
The supply can quickly be restored if:
• supplier power failure in one zone
• either 11 kV supply cable fails
• failure of one OCB, fused switch or transformer
• failure of cable to main switchboard.
Costs for this type of supply could be of the order of $150,000 to $200,000.
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3. Alternative Supply System

Rather than invest in additional cables, switchgear or transformers, an alternative is to
incorporate a generator, as shown in Figure S2.3.
A budget cost for a 500 kVA diesel generator would be $160,000 to $200,000.
This option provides improved reliability over the duplicated supply at approximately the
same cost. If a no break supply is required to a critical load, such as a computer, additional
costs will be incurred (eg 50 kVA UPS estimated at $100,000).

11kV 400V
f

Transformer

11kV cable

Oil Immersed
Fuse Switch

Over boundary
cable

Customers cost
Customers costCosts negotiable

Main
Switchboard

G

UPS

Diesel
Generator

Set

Customers
Load

(Optional)

Figure S2.3:  Alternative Supply System
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4. Enhanced Supply

Figure S2.4:  Enhanced Power Supply

A sophisticated supply suited to a large computer is outlined in Figure S2.4.
Where financial losses can be put in millions, even the loss of the total system for two weeks
or more can be covered.
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Table S3.1 lists customer-oriented reliability performance indices as reported in the survey of
New Zealand Electricity Suppliers and by overseas publications.
To enable reasonable comparisons to be made, Electricity Suppliers or Utilities are grouped by
customer densities in categories of Urban, Mainly Urban, Mainly Rural and Rural in recognition
of the inherent differences expected in reliability performance depending on customer densities.
While comparisons from this table can only be approximate, since the data has not been collected
rigorously on a common basis and the criteria and methods used for collection of data tend to vary,
the trend of decreasing level of reliability performance from top to bottom (urban to rural) is
apparent. The results reported from New Zealand Electricity Suppliers are generally similar to
those from overseas.

SUPPLEMENT 3
Comparison of Reported Reliability

Performance Indices
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SUPPLEMENT 4
Practices and Market Research

Reported by New Zealand Electricity Suppliers

Of the questionnaires sent out to all 48 electricity suppliers, 41 returns were received. The
following gives a summary of the results of the survey.

1. Market Research
Nineteen indicated they have carried out some form of customer survey, mostly undertaken
by consulting companies on their behalf. Seven of them considered the surveys to be
confidential and did not include any information in the returns (Table S4.1).
Surveys that were carried out are as follows:
1. Telephone survey for domestic customers to investigate the nature of faults and

customer service.
2. Customer interface study to investigate customer service and reliability of supply.
3. Household energy survey to investigate preference of type of energy sources and

rating of energy sources with respect to different factors.
4. Survey on power cuts, shutdowns and customer service.
5. Survey on efficiency, supply reliability, fair prices and clear power accounts.
6. Survey of business customers on reliability of supply.
7. Survey on cuts and shutdowns and problems caused by them, extent of businesses

to pay more for less frequent interruptions and patterns of communication regarding
planned shutdowns.

8. Survey of both domestic and non-domestic customers on reliability of supply and
speed of repair.

9. Survey of domestic customers on response time of fault repair and adequate
warning on shutdowns.

10 . Survey of customers regarding adequacy of present level of supply, adequacy of
communication, consequences of interruption of supply, significance of time of day
and advance preparations customers make to cope with a shutdown.

11. Survey on reliability of supply and its importance.
12. Survey on overall opinion of the electricity supplier’s performance.
Of the twelve electricity suppliers that included results of their surveys in their returns, six
considered reliability. A summary of these results is listed as follows:
• From survey No. 2, both domestic and commercial customers regard prompt action to

attend to faults, handling enquiries and connecting and disconnecting supplies as being
important. They also regard a reliable supply with minimum fluctuation as being
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important. An ideal supply would be one with no ripple control and no interruptions.
Some customers were concerned that electricity suppliers were their sole supplier of
electricity and therefore power failures must be kept to a minimum.

• From survey No. 5, about 94% of both domestic and commercial customers were either
satisfied or very satisfied with the reliability of supply.

• From survey No. 6, the average score was 7.5 on a scale of 9 that commercial customers
were satisfied with the present level of reliability they were enjoying.

• From survey No. 8, 92% of both domestic and commercial customers rated the electricity
supplier’s supply as reliable. Fifty-two percent of domestic customers and 49% of non-
domestic customers rated the speed of repair as good. The highest priority services
required by customers were 24-hour fault service and supply reliability.

• From survey No. 9, 65% of domestic customers agreed that supply was reliable. Ninety
percent of domestic customers agreed that power was restored promptly after unex-
pected cuts. Eighty-two percent of domestic customers agreed that they received
adequate attention when power was cut off. Eighty-eight percent of domestic customers
agreed that faults outside office hours were attended to quickly.

• From survey No. 11, 88% of major customers agreed that the supply was reliable.
Seventy percent of domestic customers agreed that supply was reliable and 62% agreed
that supply was restored quickly after a failure. Sixty-eight percent of the commercial
customers agreed that supply was reliable and 60% agreed that supply was restored
quickly after faults. Seventy-four percent of commercial customers agreed that shut-
down notices were adequate and shutdowns were handled satisfactorily.

Table S4.1:  Market Research on Reliability by Electricity Suppliers
Number of

 Electricity Suppliers Percent
Survey carried out, enclosed 12 29
Survey carried out, but confidential 7 17
No 22 54

Total 41 100

2. Other Relevant Researches
Twelve electricity suppliers indicated that they were aware of some studies being conducted
(Table S4.2), these being:
6 Auckland Electric Power Board (now Mercury Energy) study (ESEANZ Conference

mid June 1990)
3 ECNZ cost of non supply (the upper North Island (6/2/87) and Wellington (20/11/88)

interruptions)
2 ESANZ study (Colmar Brunton, July 1991)

ESANZ study (Robert Hutton)
1  Others (overseas research):

• Dailliet, A (Oct. 25/27, 1989), “Industrial Consumers’ Views of the Electricity
Suppliers”, 2nd UNIPEDE Conference.
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• Tete, J P (Oct. 25/27, 1989), “Needs and Expectations of Users”, 2nd UNIPEDE
Conference.

• Lecoq, M and C Moreau (Oct. 25/27, 1989), “Measuring Indicators of Electricity
Product Quality and Customer Relations”, 2nd UNIPEDE Conference.

• Bergamini M, E Colucci, V Cualandi and P I Noferi (Oct. 25/27, 1989), “The
Relationship between the Price of Electrical Energy and Quality of Service”, 2nd
UNIPEDE Conference.

• Wong, F H “Towards Excellence in Customer Service”, 8th CEPSI Conference.
• Fung, K Y and D K Y Leung “Power System Disturbance Monitoring and

Recording”, 8th CEPSI Conference.
• Pragenberg, W “Customer Satisfaction Polls”, 4th CIFACES Conference.

Table S4.2:  Knowledge of Other Relevant Researchers
Number of Electricity

Suppliers Percent
Yes 12 29
No 29 71

Total 41 100

3. Performance Standards
Twenty of the electricity suppliers that replied indicated they had performance standards
(either stated or unwritten) with respect to interruption duration (Table S4.3).
The following were some of the standards used by electricity suppliers:
1. Average restoration time was 1 hour in urban areas, 2 hours in rural areas and 3

hours for remote rural areas.
2. Restoration time was 50 minutes in urban areas and 90 minutes in rural areas.
3. A standard for both urban and rural areas was 30 minutes for restoration time.
4. It was noted that the switching times vary according to the time and location of

fault. Normally, it was expected to restore load by switching within 30 minutes for
urban, 1 hour for rural in normal working hours and 1 to 2 hours after hours.

5. It was envisaged that restoration time for 90% of the load was less than 2 hours.
6. Some electricity suppliers targeted no more than 4 hours for restoration time.
7. There should be no more than 2 hours per interruption on the distribution system

and no loss of supply for one fault on the subtransmission system.
8. A standard that was used is 10 minutes per customer per month for all faults.
9. Another standard that was used is 20 minutes average interruption time per year.
10. It was expected that the average time that a customer with load sized 250kVA or

greater was without power due to faults is one hour and the average time that smaller
customers were without power due to faults is 2 hours.

11. The maximum time permissible for shutdowns was 2.5 hours and never during
lunch time.
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12. Loss of supply was not to exceed 30 minutes per customer.
13. Ninety-five percent of all customers would experience less than 4 interruptions per

year.
14. Initial response to all faults would be less than 2 hours.
15. A very general standard was to restore supply as quickly as possible.
Annual targets were established which were converted to monthly targets. The duration and
areas involved were then considered individually.
Some performance standards were based on planned and unplanned interruptions across the
total area of supply. In the future, it would be subdivided into urban and rural areas,
transmission and distribution interruptions.
It was commented that each interruption should be judged individually. The restoration time
for two similar interruptions could be very different, depending on circumstances such as
whether the interruption was made upon the request of customers and whether the supply
was required to be restored as soon as possible.
Except for one reply, no mention was made on whether the restoration time included
interruption on the LV network.

Table S4.3:  Existing Performance Standards for Interruptions
Number of Electricity

Suppliers Percent
Yes 20 49
No 21 51

Total 41 100

4. Communication with Customers
One electricity supplier had live interviews on radio and attended telephone communication
consoles. For commercial/industrial areas, phone or personal contact was used. For small
shutdowns, notices were delivered. For large areas, paper and radio advertisements were
used to inform the customers. In conjunction with these, displayed notices were installed
in local stores, post office notice board, poles etc. Some customers on “ring lists” were
contacted personally. Initially, the customers were contacted on the phone and then
confirmed by cards. In the case of an emergency shutdown, local commercial radio stations
would be used to inform customers. Some customers were advised individually.
One electricity supplier placed a card on every fourth pole for shutdowns affecting domestic
customers and also advertised in the local newspapers. A card would be delivered by hand
if the number of customers affected by the shutdown was below 50. Commercial and
industrial customers were notified individually and they were given the choice of nominat-
ing their preferred time of shutdown.
The method of communication depended on the number of customers affected:
Number of Customers Method

1-10 verbal
10-40 mail drop
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40+ newspaper advertisement minimum of 24 hours prior to
shutdown

or 0-300 shutdown notices by post
300+ newspaper advertisement

One electricity supplier hand delivered all its shutdown notices and the costs of this method
were being monitored. Another electricity supplier advertised on the radio for weekday
shutdowns and on radio and in newspapers for weekend shutdowns. Commercial customers
were individually approached.
The common forms of communication channels for electricity suppliers to inform their
customers of planned shutdowns were (Table S4.4):
• newspaper advertisements
• shutdown notices delivered to customers
• radio announcements
• telephone calls
• personal contacts/visits.

Table S4.4:  Communication with Customers
Number of electricity suppliers

Newspaper 35
Shutdown notices 22
Radio announcements 21
Telephone calls 11
Personal contacts or visits 17

5. Stand-by Generators
About half (23) of the electricity suppliers that responded provided generators during
planned shutdowns (Table S4.5).
Electricity suppliers gave advice to customers on where to hire stand-by generator sets and/
or install them.
A stand-by generator would only be provided if it was critical to the customer.
If the shutdown period was longer than four hours, portable substations would usually be
installed if there was an 11/6.6kV supply nearby.
The generators available were both single phase and three phase generators and they have
limited loading capacities. The number of generators available was also limited.

Table S4.5:  Stand-by Generators for Pre-arranged Shutdowns
Number of Electricity

Suppliers Percent
Yes 20 49
No 21 51

Total 41 100
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SUPPLEMENT 5
Technical Specifications for Connected Equipment

Electricity Supply Standards

Standards that prescribe limits on the disturbances connected plant may introduce can also
be used to define the conditions that connected plant must withstand. These disturbance
levels are generally well-considered and of a value that can only just be tolerated because
the general intention is to be as unrestrictive as possible. Some examples of appropriate
standards follow.

1. Electricity Supply Association of Australia
Guidelines endorsed at Section 2 conference, 1984:
• Guidelines for Quality of Electricity Supply
• Supply Agreement Guidelines for Customers with Disturbing Loads
• Procedures for Measuring Electromagnetic Interference on Power Supply Networks
• Assessment of Customer Installations and Supply System Compatibility

2. Electricity Council (UK) Engineering Recommendations
G22 Superimposed Frequencies on Supply Networks
G36 Procedure for Dealing with Complaints of Radio and Television Interference

3. International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
IEC 555 Disturbances in Supply Systems Caused by Household Appliances and Similar
Electrical Equipment:

Part 1 — Definitions
Part 2 — Harmonics
Part 3 — Voltage Fluctuations

4. USA
IEEE Standard 241-1983 — IEEE Recommended Practice for Electric Power Systems in
Commercial Buildings
IEEE Standard 587-1980 — IEEE Guide for Surge Voltages in Low Voltage AC Power
Circuits

5. Joint Australian/New Zealand Standard (pending)

DZ6126 Disturbances in Mains Supply Networks
Part 1 Limitation of harmonics caused by household and similar electrical appliances
Part 2 Limitation of harmonics caused by industrial equipment
Part 3 Limitation of voltage fluctuations caused by household and similar electrical

appliances
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Part 4 Limitation of voltage fluctuations caused by industrial equipment
This Standard provides for observation of the voltage disturbance when an appliance is
supplied at its rated voltage. The resultant voltage fluctuations are compared with the
voltage fluctuation curve in Figure S5.1.

This curve was derived from subjective tests conducted overseas and is based on the
observations by large numbers of people in environments with varying degrees of flicker
from incandescent light bulbs.
Provision is made in the Standard for the use of a “flickermeter” (when a suitable one
becomes available) or the calculation of voltage drop as appropriate for the type of
appliance. The philosophy behind the procedure is that if an appliance satisfactorily
complies with the fairly stringent test situation, then it would not cause problems in supply
networks irrespective of the numbers that are ultimately connected or their locations on the
system.
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Equipment Supplier Standards
Responsible equipment suppliers manufacture equipment to a high standard and then
stipulate the supply conditions that are appropriate. Some examples of UK standards
follow.

Computer Electrical Power Supply Requirements

Mainframe Computer
type of supply three phase and neutral
voltage ranges 380 V minimum, 415 nominal, 480 maximum
frequency range 50 Hz (-2% +1%)

Transient Energy Loss
The input voltage on any one phase to neutral should not fall below 50% of nominal for more
than 10 milliseconds, more than once, during any period of 8 hours. The voltage on any or
all phases should not fall below 80% of nominal for more than 600 milliseconds, more than
once, during any period of eight hours.

Harmonics
The harmonics on the supply are not to exceed the following: 3% for individual harmonics
and 5% for the total of all harmonics.

Midrange Office System
type of supply single-phase, neutral and earth
voltage 208 V to 240 V with protective earth
frequency nominal 50 Hz, 49 to 50.5
harmonics not to exceed 3% individual, 5% of total

Transient Energy Loss
In any period of eight hours the mains supply must not be less than:
• 86% of its nominal value for more than 30 cycles.
• 50% of its nominal value for more than one half cycle.
These conditions must not occur simultaneously.

Personal Computer
type of supply single-phase, neutral and earth
voltage 180 V/264 V

Electronic Equipment
Test voltages applied to 230 V supply:
spikes 1.0 kV (12 MHz wavefront)
bursts down to 1.0 kV (10 cycles)

up to + 1.0 kV (3 cycles)
lightning 1.2/50 microsecond impulse with amplitude 1.5 kV.
HF noise 4.5 V p-p
voltage limits up to 246 V, down to 200 V
neutral ground impulses 1.5 V
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Delivery Task Group report was prepared by 13 professional electrical engineers from
Trans Power and the electricity distribution industry, each of whom has a thorough
understanding of the subject and an interest in the project. The Task Group was responsible
for investigating aspects of reliability of supply in the transmission and distribution
systems. The group’s brief included:
• establishing consistent definitions and terminology;
• preparing descriptions of various components of delivery systems and commenting on

the way in which these components influence reliability;
• categorising causes of interruptions to supply;
• documenting design, operation and maintenance practices and their influences on

reliability;
• assessing trade-offs between cost and reliability; and
• assessing appropriate methods of measuring reliability.
The Task Group met on several occasions in Wellington. From these meetings a preliminary
working draft was prepared, based on the Delivery Task Group’s brief. This was used for
the workshop held in Christchurch in August 1992. All members of the three Task Groups
attended the Workshop, together with a number of interested people from the electrical
industry.
This report is based on the preliminary draft used at the workshop, with a number of
amendments and additions following comments by the Visiting Fellows and the research
and studies on this subject currently being carried out in Canada and England.
In the early stages of the project, the Customer Requirements and Delivery Task Groups
jointly sent a questionnaire to all electricity suppliers in New Zealand (via the Electricity
Supply Engineers’ Association) with questions on various aspects of reliability of electric-
ity supply. Results from the questionnaire relevant to the delivery sector are given in
Chapter 7 of this part of the report.
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2 OPERATING PRACTICES

2.1 Transmission

2.1.1 Operating Philosophies
The day-to-day operation of the national transmission grid is managed from a control centre
in each of the North and South Islands. Each control centre also provides a despatch service
for generators. The inter-island HVDC link is controlled by arrangement between the two
control centres.
The operational control of specified grid equipment may be delegated to the local operator.
Generally, this will allow the local operator to carry out certain operations independently
at the operational boundary between Trans Power and the electricity distributor(s).
However, the control centre can withdraw this at any time to enable the central coordination
of essential operations. For example, restoration of supply following an incident involving
Trans Power equipment may require such coordination.
Trans Power operates the main transmission network, which includes all main grid
transmission, regional transmission and certain sections of subtransmission, in such a way
that customers experience no loss of supply in the event of a transmission circuit trip.
Scheduled outages for maintenance of circuits are programmed for an appropriate duration
and time so that the above objective can be met, and if this cannot be achieved by the timing
and duration of maintenance, generation may be rescheduled and network power flows
redistributed. Voltage conditions and network stability under “circuit out” conditions are
also checked as required.
If the cost of rescheduling generation is excessive, the risks associated with the outage and
cost consequences of non-supply are examined, and a decision, perhaps to take the risk, is
made.
In some areas of the grid where the above criteria cannot be met, maintenance is carried out
in order to minimise customer impact.
Supply to a region may be dependent on distributed interconnecting transformers, and loss
of one of these banks can curtail supply to the region, particularly during high demand
periods. This risk must be allowed for in operating the grid, and particular attention is given
to determining the maintenance periods when the transformers can be removed from
service.
At substations where there are multiple interconnecting transformers, outages of a single
bank are scheduled to avoid interruptions to supply, but no additional precautions are taken
unless it is known that one of the transformers has a poor history of performance.
Busbar designs vary significantly throughout the grid, and equipment connections at
substations are configured to maximise security in the event of a bus fault. An exception to
this is during maintenance of bus, bus isolators and selectors, when the bus sections may
be reconfigured.
Occasionally, work that does not itself require grid equipment to be out of service may
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involve a risk of tripping grid circuit breakers. For example, work such as drilling on a panel
may cause vibrations that can operate sensitive relays on that or adjacent relay panels. While
every effort is made to do this work while equipment is out of service, work under a “risk
of trip” may be accepted if the possible repercussions for grid security and continuity of
service are considered acceptable.
Bypassing circuit breakers can introduce risks of more severe outages if a tripping occurs.
If a grid circuit breaker is bypassed, its protection must be transferred to another circuit
breaker and the station reconfigured so that this circuit breaker performs the same
operational function as the bypassed circuit breaker. Bypassing a circuit breaker with a
disconnector downgrades the protection system and, under fault conditions, can lead to
widespread loss of supply.
A feeder circuit breaker may be bypassed when approved alternative protection is not
available, provided the electricity distributor accepts the risk of supply interruptions.
Following faults, the grid is restored under the control of Trans Power’s control centre(s)
in a systematic manner that provides the best overall service to all customers. The control
centre(s) plan, coordinate and set priorities for restoration while observing the operating
limitations of equipment. After a fault tripping, grid circuit breakers must only be reclosed
on instructions from the appropriate control centre. If equipment is a known hazard to
personnel or requires repair, it must remain disconnected until it is safe or has been repaired.
Following an analysis of relay flaggings and identification of likely cause of the tripping,
the control centre may, in some cases, instruct that equipment is returned to service.
However, this analysis may show the need for further inspection before restoration. Certain
transmission lines are always patrolled before restoring to service and, for the majority of
transformer faults, a visual inspection of the equipment is required before restoring to
service.
Transformers, reactors or synchronous condensers with suspected internal faults must be
checked by specialist maintenance staff before being restored to service.
Equipment must be restored in a systematic manner to avoid further trippings and other
problems.
As switching always involves some risk of error (and therefore circuit breaker trippings and
possible damage to equipment), operating orders setting out the actions to be taken are
completed and checked before carrying out any switching. In some cases, where a large
number of circuit breaker operations are planned, prearranged switching sequences may be
used.
Certain prescribed checks may be made on main equipment and associated equipment, such
as protection, before putting into service, both after maintenance and after faults.
Circuit breakers must be operated at least once a year to prove the equipment’s reliability
of operation. A fault tripping counts as an operation. If there is a history of unreliable
operation, or for some specific types of circuit breakers, operating checks may be carried
out more frequently.

2.1.2 Load Management
Load is managed at the control centres by matching generation with the load requirements.
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The power system is operated to maintain the frequency of the system at 50 Hertz. If the
frequency decreases, generation is increased, and if the frequency increases, generation
must be reduced. Load demands are also anticipated to ensure that sufficient generation is
connected and available to satisfy load changes, especially around morning and evening
peak load periods.
To provide protection for the sudden loss of generation, spinning reserve generation is
maintained. Spinning reserve policy is to cover the largest credible single contingency (risk)
without requiring emergency under-frequency load shedding. To ensure this, a target
minimum frequency, following the loss of the chosen risk, of 48.0 Hz has been set. Because
of continuing changes in the load and generation pattern, the spinning reserve required is
a “moving target” rather than an absolute measure. Spinning reserve is generally considered
to be the spare MW capacity available to arrest the decline in frequency before reaching 48.0
Hz following the loss of a significant amount of generation. Spinning reserve does not
include fast-start generating plant that is stationary at the time, such as hydro and gas turbine
plant.
Generally the largest single credible contingency would be the loss of:
• South Island generation from Pole 2 (the thyristor pole) of the HVDC link;
• the gross output of the largest generator in service; or
• the loss of a group of generators linked to the rest of the power system by a single piece

of transmission plant (eg a single circuit or transformer).
Spinning reserve is held on rotating generators, although up to 50% may be held on motored
(through tailwater depressed) generators. Interruptible load is considered as “instantaneous
reserve”, rather than spinning reserve. The amount of interruptible load available does,
however, reduce the amount of spinning reserve required.
If a serious breakdown (greater than the single contingency allowed for) occurs on the grid
and the frequency or voltage then falls below specified levels, load may be shed. This is
necessary to maintain the integrity of the grid, as far as possible, and to minimise the risk
of damage to customers’ apparatus from abnormal frequency and/or voltage. Where
installed, automatic under-frequency load-shedding relays are set to operate if the fre-
quency falls to 47.5 Hz. These will shed approximately 20% of the installation’s maximum
load after two seconds, and a further 20% after 20 seconds if the frequency does not recover
sufficiently within that time. Where such relays are not installed, operators will shed load
manually if the system frequency falls below 47 Hz.

2.1.3 Use of SCADA and Telemetry Systems
Grid operation and control using SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) is
used extensively. SCADA systems permit the operation and control of remote equipment
from a central point. In effect, they provide more data directly to the control centre
controllers, rather than through operators on-site, and enable remote switching of equip-
ment to remove from, or return to, service. While more data may accelerate the assessment
of faults and cuts, this is still dependent on the quality of information available, and site
inspections are still necessary in some cases.

2.1.4 Protection
Design of protection systems can often be a compromise between speed of action of
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protection equipment and its ability to discriminate between faulty and sound sections of
the delivery system. Issues to be considered include the protection needs of the equipment,
system integrity, which may require fast fault clearance, and the effect on supply if a
widespread outage occurs due to poor discrimination.
Special protection schemes, such as busbar protection (often called bus zone protection),
may be installed to provide fast fault clearance of bus faults. This is important, as long fault
durations can increase the probability of system instability and risk of equipment damage,
especially if fault levels are high and can, therefore, increase the possibility of wider
repercussions from certain types of faults.
Many faults that affect transmission circuits are transitory (eg lightning strikes). In these
cases it is possible to restore the equipment to service very quickly after the circuit has
tripped and de-energised the fault. Auto-reclose, which will restore the circuit within a few
seconds of tripping, improves the reliability of supply to customers whose equipment is
unaffected by transient variations, but may not improve supply reliability to customers with
sensitive equipment.

2.1.5 Communications
As power systems become larger and more interconnected, fast and correct fault clearance
becomes increasingly important. Communications links that signal from one end of a line
to another to ensure coordinated trippings play a vital role. The loss of a communications
link may result in the loss of the more sophisticated protection systems and, therefore, slow
fault clearance or a loss of discrimination. In cases where this is not acceptable, transmission
lines may be removed from service during such failures, or alterations made to settings to
make protection more sensitive, although perhaps with reduced discrimination.
Speech communication between station/area operating/control centre operators is impor-
tant so that operating instructions and details of faults or other problems can be quickly
reported to the appropriate people. Trans Power uses a mixture of its own and Telecom
communication networks and has VHF radio available for emergencies.

2.1.6 Operating Staff
Operating staff strive to plan and carry out operating actions in a safe and disciplined manner
to minimise the possibility of spurious trippings. Such operations may be required to release
and return equipment for scheduled outages or to restore equipment after faults. Operating
staff are trained in the procedures to use during both routine and emergency work.

2.2 Distribution

2.2.1 Operating Practices
Once the distribution system is designed and built, reliability of supply will be influenced
by maintenance and operating practices. As maintenance is considered in Chapter 5, this
Chapter concentrates on operating practices.
To improve overall system performance, the number and duration of faults must be reduced.
The number of faults will generally depend on system design and maintenance, though
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operations will control system releases for planned maintenance.
Operating will, therefore, concentrate on reducing the duration of outage for any group of
customers. This then gets back to the basics of fault identification, isolation and restoration.

2.2.2 Fault Identification
Protection systems isolate faulty sections of the distribution system. Operating staff will
then know of the fault from some SCADA system or a simple “no power” telephone call.
Customer or public reports are often helpful for rapid fault identification. Sometimes line
patrols and sectionalising may help identify the location of the fault.
When there is more than one fault, the operator will prioritise work to reduce the overall
“customer minutes lost”. In general, larger groups of customers or loads are restored first.

2.2.3 Fault Isolation
Once identified, the faulty section of the system is further isolated by manual switching,
remote switching, or physical disconnection to reduce the number of customers on the faulty
section, with account being taken of the overall restoration time. For example, if the fault
can be repaired in five minutes, there may be no need for further isolation.

2.2.4 Fault Restoration
After isolation, the faulty section is repaired before the system is restored to normal. Repairs
may be permanent or temporary and location and availability of maintenance staff with
appropriate plant and equipment, including spares, will affect the restoration time.

2.2.5 Operating Factors Affecting Reliability
Any electricity distributor who invests in operator resources and supervisory systems
should produce superior reliability. This will result in rapid reaction to faults, assisted by
quick, accurate intelligence to focus on the faulted equipment without undue loss of supply.
Specific operating factors affecting reliability include:
• operator availability Some distributors have 24-hour control rooms, others

have various combinations of control room/fault room/
after-hour services.

• full control 24-hour control provides immediate customer response
and best possible reliability.

• partial control Less than 24 hours, plus after-hour call-out procedure.
(a) operator call out — diverted communication
(b) faultman call out — diverted communication

• partial control + answer service As above, including contracted-out telephone answer-
ing service and prearranged responses to standard
operating conditions.

• fault staff availability The availability of fault staff can be a major factor in
reliability — a rapid response to a fault will directly
reduce the “loss of supply” time.
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Each electricity distributor has a different arrangement for call-out, which ranges from
being immediately available and on duty at the time of the fault, to being available the next
working day. Availability of fault response depends on:
• roster/stand-by arrangements;
• communication systems;
• duty/stand-by arrangements (call-out priority schedules);
• work/safety-related aspects/arrangements;
• deployment of staff — a rapid response depends on the positioning and availability of

staff already in the field;
• priority of committed work — low priority work will not be actioned if other important

“high loss” work is identified; and
• technology — a distributor with a good control and indication system available will have

a greater ability to know and understand what is going on within the “system” and will
be able to direct fault response to better advantage.

There is no “standard” SCADA arrangement. Various arrangements of SCADA systems
exist throughout New Zealand and, to some extent, each arrangement is the result of the
operating requirements of the distributor (See also Section 2.2.10, “Use of SCADA and
Telemetry Systems for a Distribution Network”). SCADA system history will reduce
restoration times because loads are known and can be transferred with confidence.
Management of controlled load can also be used to extend restoration areas when there are
voltage or current constraints on the system.
Automatic reclosers can be used to restore supply following a transient fault. They can be
part of the protection system with a feeder circuit breaker or stand-alone reclosers further
out in the distribution system. In general, reclosers are used on rural overhead lines.
With long lines or branches, a combination of reclosers and sectionalisers may be used. The
sectionaliser “counts” between recloses to minimise the area isolated. Modern equipment
from North America has proved to be cost effective in these areas.

2.2.6 Control Management Systems
A distributor with a good control management system (coordinated to produce clear
directives based on accurate switching instructions), accurate system records and standard
operating procedures will produce improved availability/reliability.
Such systems require supervision and co-ordination at various levels to ensure all aspects
are considered and appreciated at each decision point. Good training is essential at all levels
to ensure staff respond safely and correctly under “no power” situations.

2.2.7 System Records
System records are an important factor contributing to reliability of supply that is often
forgotten — except when a problem has occurred. Considerable time and effort can be
wasted if accurate records are not available to controllers and fault staff.

2.2.8 Communications
It is essential that customer contact is made in an expeditious manner and that relevant
information is transferred (both from customer to controller and vice versa) in minimum
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time. Each electricity distributor should provide sufficient incoming lines for customers to
use, and extra operators/call processors will be required during periods of emergency. It is
then a major exercise to “filter” the calls to obtain “useful” information.
Provisions must also be made for all fault staff to have radio contact with controllers in order
to enhance the transfer of information. Full area coverage is an important factor, and new
technology, such as cell phones and “intelligent” pagers, mean that more flexible commu-
nication systems are available.

2.2.9 System Configuration
In general, protection settings do not need to be adjusted when loads are transferred from
one feeder to another on a distribution system. The normal configuration generally
considers both operating costs (reducing losses) and the size of the load/area lost if a fault
occurs.
The optimum setup for economics and security should maintain supply for both planned and
unplanned outages. Live-line working techniques will, of course, reduce planned outages
and are commonly used on 11 kV and above.
Release of lines should be scheduled to minimise the risk of outages if other unplanned
faults occur. Load control can also be used to manage loads during fault conditions.

2.2.10 Use of SCADA and Telemetry Systems for a Distribution Network
All SCADA systems perform the following basic processes:
• gather field information at remote locations — Remote Terminal Units (RTUs, data

terminals etc);
• communicate information to/from the main station (control room/controller) by:

— VHF/UHF radio links;
— telecommunication landlines (leased direct circuit or pilot cables);

• process information within a main computer system;
• main station processors — complete with operating software or 2 CPUs (mainframe/

mini/PC base), with or without stand-by and uninterruptible power supply;
• display information in various forms (operator interface equipment):

— VDUs colour/black and white;
— printer logging, graphic, report;
— mimic displays;

• provide field commands at the remote location at the RTU to execute the command as
required by an operator or in accordance with an operating programme.

The components of a basic SCADA system are shown in Figure B2.1.
SCADA systems permit the control and operation of numerous outstations (switching
stations, zone substations, supply point substations, ripple control plants, major customer
installations etc) from the one central Control Room. They provide rapid control of a
distribution system to carry out switching, respond to alarms, monitor load and be in a
position to make the most effective operational decisions.
SCADA systems improve reliability of electricity supply by:
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Figure B2.1 SCADA System Basic Layout

• indicating the faulted area, such as:
— 33 kV or 11 kV feeders tripping
— Trans Power outage
— protection operations
— security access location

• enabling rapid deployment of staff to faulted area; and
• enabling rapid subtransmission switching to restore major supplies (to the extent of

SCADA application).
The SCADA system adds an extra dimension to control management to enable the operator
to overview and understand the status of the distribution system and expedite the return to
service of any faulted equipment.
The overall reliability of an electrical distribution system will be enhanced by a SCADA
system.

MEMORY HARD DISK
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3 POWER SUPPLY INTERRUPTIONS

3.1 General
The supply of electricity to customers in New Zealand is subject to disruption from a variety
of causes. The frequency of the power supply disruptions and their duration vary, as they
are dependent on a wide range of factors, such as:
• cause of disruption
• investment in distribution system
• location of customer (eg urban, rural, remote).
Internationally, it is estimated that about 90% of customer interruptions to supply are caused
by problems in the distribution systems operated by the local power companies, about 10%
in the transmission system, and fewer than 1% are caused by the generation component.
Reliability of electricity supply can be enhanced by investment in the distribution network.
However, the degree to which reliability can be improved compared to the cost has to be
balanced with the financial returns and consequences of loss of electricity supply. The
causes and case studies of incidence are examined.
Most of the electricity distributors in New Zealand operate a form of fault reporting system
that gathers data on the causes of faults, equipment involved and other factors relevant to
the distribution network. This is examined in more detail in Chapter 6, “Measurement of
Reliability”.
Performance for each electricity distributor varies due to their particular network charac-
teristics. These factors include:
• underground or overhead reticulation
• overhead lines exposed to coastal salt spray
• overhead lines exposed to snow and ice
• overhead lines exposed to trees or shelter belts
• age of equipment.

3.2 Categories of Electricity Supply Interruptions
There are two categories of power supply interruption:
• planned shutdowns
• unplanned power cuts.

3.2.1 Planned Shutdowns
Electricity distributors periodically need to carry out essential work that involves planned
shutdowns. Typical of the types of work requiring planned shutdowns are:
• realignment of power lines
• tree cutting
• removal of hazardous items
• connection of additional lines/cables
• substation/switchgear repair, testing, etc
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• replacement of poles, transformers, crossarms, insulators or lines.
The approach taken by electricity distributors to having planned shutdowns varies from area
to area, as does the duration of the interruption.
In making comparisons between electricity distributor figures for the incidence and
duration of planned shutdowns, it is necessary to take into account:
• investment in the reticulation system, the redundancy available and the isolation points

available;
• suitability of reticulation (both construction and voltage) to live-line, gloved-hand or

bare-hand procedures;
• policy laid down by the electricity distributor for shutdown (season, time of day and

duration of the shutdown); and
• seasonal factors.
Where electricity distributors have made an investment in redundancy (ie HV and/or LV),
lines are constructed to enable customers’ loads to be supplied from more than one direction
(more common in cities and urban areas) and the duration of a shutdown and the number
of customers affected can be greatly reduced. This can, typically, result in interruptions of
an hour to an hour and a half or less, often at intervals of five years or more.
In rural areas, this redundancy may not exist, even on feeders. Consequently, a planned
shutdown may affect a wide area, and, depending on the customer density, the number of
customers affected may be large.
Although maintenance may need to take place only once in twenty years, when it is carried
out (eg pole replacement, crossarm/insulator replacement, binding in conductors etc), it
may be necessary to have interruptions during the working day, staged to minimise the
inconvenience to customers.
Where there are commercial customers, the timing of shutdowns is often negotiated to
minimise the effects on the commercial activities. This often results in weekend interrup-
tions.
A comparison of the number and duration of planned shutdowns for electricity distributors
selected at random are summarised in Table B3.1. It is interesting to note the different
methods of presentation of data.

3.2.2 Unplanned Power Cuts
The broad reasons for unplanned cuts are:
• environmental conditions
• external factors impacting on the distribution system
• equipment failures
• operational errors
• substandard workmanship.

Environmental Conditions
Lightning affects power supply reticulation by inducing voltages in overhead power lines
through cloud-to-cloud discharges, cloud-to-ground strikes, or direct lightning strikes on
the system. In the latter case, the result is usually catastrophic, requiring major work,
including renewal of major components. The consequence can be a lengthy loss of power
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in the immediate vicinity, as well as secondary damage to other installations, including
customers’ premises. Induced lightning voltages cause additional voltages to be superim-
posed on the distribution voltages. This can cause flashovers and damage, or result in
standing oscillatory waves being set up at junctions between overhead lines and cables (or
transformers). These can result in overvoltages at that junction, often resulting in destruc-
tion of the cable junction or pothead. While surge diverters are used to limit damage, not
all electricity distributors favour their use.
Ice tends to build up on conductors and poles, increasing the weight and the windage. Both
factors add to the mechanical stresses in the conductor, the binding securing conductors to
insulators and the poles supporting the line. Poles and anchoring systems at changes of line
direction are vulnerable, as are some transformer poles. In severe blizzard conditions, these
stresses often cause failure, especially on older lines.
Natural disasters, such as floods, slips and land subsidence caused by heavy rainfall, can
impact on the electrical supply system. Usually, however, the items most affected are the
links between installations, such as pole lines and underground cables, although in extreme
conditions power stations, substations and other critical installations can be affected.
Electricity distributors are usually careful to ensure that vital installations are well clear of
any potential threats. However, if the only line into an area is damaged, or if access to operate
switchgear or check the safety of the line is denied or difficult, there can be delays to the
restoration of power supply.

Table B3.1:  Number and Duration of Shutdowns for Electricity Distributors A and B
Electricity Distributor A
Planned shutdowns amount to 30% of total interruptions:

11 kV feeder 87.0%
Distribution substation 6.5%
LV distribution 6.5%

Planned feeder interruptions (per annum)
Number of customers 49,437
Number of customers affected  7,860
Load lost (kWh) 6,576
Duration of interruption (min) 3,816
Number of interruptions 45
Average time to restore last customer (min) 85
Average time to restore affected customer (min) 23
Average minutes off (all customers) 3.6
Number of interruptions/customer 0.16
Number of interruptions/100 km 11 kV circuit 4.77

Electricity Distributor B Urban Rural
Number of customers 129,298 14,079
Number of shutdowns per annum 147 504
Customer minutes lost/customer 22.8 202.1
Customers affected (%) 16.8 16.22
Average restoration time (min) 154 131
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Earthquakes can create an interruption to the supply of electricity through the operation of
protection equipment associated with lines, transformers and switchgear. In more violent
earthquakes where the accelerating forces exceed the design strength of the equipment and/
or are accompanied by severe ground movements, poles, transformers and switchgear may
be shaken from their mountings resulting in disconnection and a power interruption.

External Factors
Power supply can be interrupted by a range of factors outside the control of the electricity
distributor, such as vehicles colliding with power poles and either bringing down wires or
requiring power to be shut down for safety reasons. Often, large areas are affected in the first
instance, and time is needed to isolate the fault so that it continues to affect only the smallest
possible area.
Large trucks and cranes often contact power lines in the course of construction work, despite
the best efforts of training and publicity. Similarly, yacht masts sometimes come into
contact with lines near marinas and in navigable waterways.
Trees blowing in the wind or being trimmed often make contact with power lines, causing
the protection relays to disconnect the power supply to the line.
Power supply from overhead lines is also vulnerable to vandalism, especially the throwing
of lengths of wire over lines and insulator damage from rifle fire, as well as misadventure
from recreational uses such as kite flying, ballooning, parachuting and aircraft (full size or
model), including helicopters. Large birds, such as swans, seagulls and hawks, are
frequently killed when they make contact between wires or to ground, as are nocturnal
animals, such as opossums.
Underground cables are most commonly damaged by contractors digging, either by hand
or with machines, such as backhoes, posthole borers, bulldozers rippers etc.
Units such as transformers and switchgear get damaged when cats and other animals come
into contact with high voltages on open-bushing ground-mounted equipment, resulting in
flashovers.

Equipment Failures
There is a multiplicity of equipment in the electrical reticulation system that is part of the
distribution system and other equipment that is part of the necessary protection and
metering elements. All are potential sources of failure and require regular maintenance.
In many major components, such as transformers and switchgear, high voltages dictate the
use of insulating materials. SF6 gas or mineral insulating oil are often used to reduce the size
and increase the effectiveness and reliability of the units. The use of oil is very common,
but brings with it particular problems. For example, as the oil takes in water (ie it is
hygroscopic), great care must be taken to exclude water when the equipment “breathes”
during its duty cycle because of the expansion and contraction associated with heating and
cooling. Failure to do this results in water build-up and could lead to flashover if not
detected. Corrosion, aging and vibration tend to contribute to the entry of water into
insulating oil.
The life of electrical insulation is reduced when the unit is subject to consistent overload and
resultant overheating. Equipment can be subject to considerable stress in overload condi-
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tions, often resulting in failure of the unit. The impregnated paper used in conjunction with
mineral insulating oil is particularly prone to premature aging through overheating.
Overloads can arise from climatic conditions such as cold spells, and in some areas where
air-conditioning loads are high, the overload can also occur during warmer weather.
Equipment can also be stressed and damaged when heavy fault currents flow into the
system, such as when lines fall to the ground after a vehicle accident.
Protection devices ranging from fuses to sophisticated electronic relays are installed to
safeguard vital components from becoming overstressed. However, they are themselves
sometimes the cause of interruptions when loads exceed the settings, settings are not
appropriate, or maintenance staff trip them accidentally during routine checks.
Maintenance must be carried out on elements in the system such as circuit breakers,
switches, transformers, poles, crossarms, insulators etc. To carry out this work, power
supply interruptions must be arranged to allow the equipment to be de-energised for
personnel to work on. The number of customers and the area affected will vary according
to the redundancy in the system and number of points of supply. Some small townships have
only one point of supply and as a result are without power for three to four hours once or
twice a year while routine maintenance is carried out. Rural power lines are similarly
affected for line and supply-point maintenance. Planned shutdowns for maintenance are
generally advertised in advance so customers have a chance to make arrangements to cope
without power for that period.

Operational Errors
In the course of going about routine isolating operations, there is a potential for error due
to operation of the wrong equipment, mistakes in the instructions, or equipment failing in
the course of operation, all of which can turn a routine operation into an unplanned
interruption for some customers.
In underground areas where many cables are situated, the cable to be worked on is often
“spiked” beforehand to prove that the correct cable has been selected. If the wrong cable has
been identified, an unplanned interruption of supply to customers results.

Substandard Workmanship
The connection interfaces, such as joints of cables to switchgear, or cable-to-cable or
switch-to-switch, especially where there are older types of compound joint, are likely to fail
due to entry of moisture or tracking of electrical discharge across the insulating surface.
Often, these result in explosions and are quite damaging. Poor workmanship greatly
increases the possibility of premature failure from such causes.
On overhead lines, workmanship is also important, especially where joining conductors,
binding conductors to insulators and ensuring that dissimilar metal interfaces cannot
corrode.

3.2.3 Interruption Percentage Time Attributed to Major Distribution Components
Interruptions to supply are caused by many varied factors but can be broken down into the
various supply levels as listed in Table B3.2. For example, one particular electricity
distributor gives relative causes of interruption in percentage terms based upon the 1991
customer minutes as shown in Table B3.2.
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Table B3.2:  Relative Causes of Interruption (% of total) for 1991 Customer Minutes)
Unplanned Power Cuts: % Planned Shutdowns: %

Trans Power supply point 1 11 kV feeders 26
33 kV sub transmission 3 Distribution substations 2
Zone substation 1 LV distribution 2
11 kV feeders 60 30
Distribution substations 2
LV distribution 3

70

The most interruption time by far arises from the 11 kV feeders where, due to radial layouts
with limited back up, outages are required in order to maintain the network or repair it after
faults.

3.2.4 Typical Interruption Incident Causes by Frequency
In a fault reporting system, the causes of each interruption can be attributed to various
primary or contributory factors. Table B3.3 shows the average percentage based upon one
distributor’s eleven years of fault records.
The electricity distributor category is relatively large and includes all those over which the
distributor has some measure of control. It can be broken down further into various sub-
categories (see Table B3.3).

3.2.6 Equipment Involved in Faults
The item of equipment involved in the fault should also be identified so that trends can be
analysed. Typical incident levels for the major items of equipment are shown in Table B3.4.

3.2.7 Permanent Faults versus Transient Faults
The duration of a supply interruption is also dependent on the nature of the fault. Many
weather or animal-related faults are of a transient nature and the circuit can be reclosed
within a very short period. This is particularly so for overhead line faults where up to 60%
of fault trippings can have the supply restored by reclosure, with no other action necessary.
Intermittent faults can be a particular problem as identification of the faulty component may
not be obvious when the line is patrolled. An example of this is a cracked insulator that
breaks down when moisture is present, but is adequate in dry conditions.

3.3 Incidence of Faults
The reliability of the electricity distribution system and the incidence of faults will depend
on a range of criteria and their appropriateness for the service conditions, such as:
• route design
• design elements and criteria
• construction standards
• maintenance standards
• replacement investment policy.
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Table B3.3:  Typical Incident Percentages for Primary Factors
%

Weather 9 Lightning, wind, ice
Environment 6 Falling trees, salt spray
Birds, animals 4 Opossums, swans
Third party 9 Vehicle accidents
Trans Power 7 Faults affecting the bulk supply point
Electricity distributor 47 See below
Manufacturer 1 Faulty assembly
Unknown 17 Usually transient faults, no cause found

Electricity Distributor %
Aging or wear of equipment 11
Operational or safety restrictions 12
Load current higher than planned 9
Operating error 2
Testing or commissioning error 1
Incorrect protection or unsuitable protection settings 2
Protection maloperation 2
Other miscellaneous categories 8
Total 47

Table B3.4:  Typical Fault Incident Levels for Major Items of Equipment
%

Overhead lines 40 Conductor, insulators, poles
Switchgear, fusegear

and busbar systems 17 HV fuses, airbreak switches
Cables 13 Cable joints
Transformers, regulators

and earthing transformers 4 Transformer bushings/internals
Ripple control 0.4
Protection 4 Relay, pilot circuit
Transformer LV fuses 12 Overload, aging
Miscellaneous 0.6 DC supplies

3.3.1 Route Design
Overhead line routes near the sea are likely to suffer build-up of salt deposits during windy
periods with low rainfall. Damp misty weather following such a period will provide a path
for electricity to leak across insulating surfaces that may be sufficient to ionise the airpath,
causing a flashover, or generate enough heat to set fire to the material, such as a pole or
crossarm. Dust deposited over a dry period can cause similar problems. Similarly, in areas
where snow and ice can form on components and add to the weight and windage of
conductors, stressing of supports and conductors must be considered.
From a restoration point of view, accessibility to the elements in the distribution network
is important and applies equally whether in the country or in towns. In the latter case,
problems can be caused by traffic or access to properties where key items such as switchgear
are housed.
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3.3.2 Design Elements
The choice of transmission medium (underground cable or overhead line), type of
conductor (copper, aluminium, steel), use of switchgear, surge diverters, route design,
construction methods (eg wooden or concrete poles, method of staying and blocking, choice
of insulator, type of conductor etc) are important factors that contribute to reliability. The
design aspects also include consideration of the amount of duplication and redundancy
warranted for the application/installation.

3.3.3 Construction Standards
Good construction standards, and supervision to ensure compliance, are an important aspect
in achieving reliability from a distribution system. Other important factors include:
For overhead line installation
• material selection
• quality control
• clearances
• tensions
• procedures for pole installation.
For cables
• cable laying and jointing procedures
• pulling tensions
• choice of bedding material
• cover
• protection
• correct as-laid records.

3.3.4 Maintenance Standards
Regular and appropriate maintenance to standards evolved within the industry and adapted
to meet the needs of the area and the local environment and staff (both numbers and degree
of training), affect reliability and the duration of interruptions to power supply. Some
distributors use maintenance techniques that allow repair of the reticulation while it is alive
using live-line techniques, such as hot-stick, gloved-hand or bare-hand methods.

3.4 Duration of Interruptions
The duration of supply interruptions will depend on three main factors:
• origin of the interruption
• redundancy in the system
• type of distribution network.
Each electricity distributor has a different mix of underground and overhead lines in the
distribution network and varying types of reticulation systems, each incorporating their
own strengths and weaknesses. Underground systems are generally not as prone to wind,
rain and vehicle damage, and such electrical supply is not as likely to be interrupted as in
overhead line areas. Most overhead line faults can be located and repaired within one or two
hours, given reasonable weather conditions and access. Underground cable faults (unless
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there is redundancy provided) may take four to eight hours to isolate and locate, and a further
four to eight hours to remedy, depending on the cause. In general terms, it can be said that
the likelihood of a supply interruption arising from within an underground system is much
lower than from within an overhead system. However, should a fault occur in the
underground system, it is likely to take much longer to remedy.

3.5 Further Interruption Statistics
The interruption data for the examples is presented in various formats and over different
periods as different distributors use different methods. It is, therefore, difficult to make
direct comparisons. However, it is useful to be able to consider the trends for each electricity
distributor.

3.5.1 Electricity Distributor A
Statistics for electricity distributor A are given in Table B3.5.

3.5.2 Electricity Distributor B
Table B3.6 shows outages due to faults, area impacted by faults, origins of outages and
equipment failure for electricity distributor B. A breakdown of fault causes is given in Table
B3.7. Interruptions to rectify potential fault conditions, such as tree-cutting and faults not
causing outages, are included.

3.5.3 Electricity Distributor C
Table B3.8 shows an analysis of feeders (6.6 kV - 110 kV) for one of the larger more
diversely populated areas of New Zealand, covering a widespread area with urban,
industrial and commercial customers and some rural customers. The data includes only
faults occurring on feeders and does not include loss of supply due to a fault elsewhere.
Whole or part substation outages are counted as single faults. ECNZ interruptions are
counted as one fault for each outage, and they are not counted as faults on the affected
feeders. Subtransmission and distribution feeders are also included.

Table B3.5:  Electricity Distributor A — Unplanned Power Cuts (per annum)
Total number of customers 49,430
Number of customers affected 30,264
Energy not supplied (kWh) 25,728
Average interruption time (min) 96
Number of interruptions 98
Total interruption time (min) 7284
Number of HV Faults 76
Average minutes to restore last customer 76
Average minutes to restore affected customers 24
Average minutes off for all customers 14.87
Number of interruptions per customer 0.61
Number of faults per 100 km (HV) 6.86

continued on page 161
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81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86 86/87 87/88 % of
Total

Whole Area 7 12 1 1 2 6 7 7.0
33kV feeders & transformers 8 19 17 14 8 6 7 15.5
11kV feeders & sw. board 9 21 14 20 8 15 6 18.4
Distn. subs & switchgear 9 9 8 11 7 4 8 11.0
LV mains & control box 43 37 54 48 15 20 28 48.1

81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86 86/87 87/88
Whole System
Trans Power 1 (41) — 1 (24) — 1 (0.3) — 2
Other Supplier — 8 (138) 3 (153) 1 (65) 1 (35) 2 3
Own Planned — — — — — — —
Own Unplanned 2 (30) 5 (36) — — — — 2

Distribution
11kV feeders 17 (449) 14 (330) 8 (269) 7 (341) 4 (55) 11 (310) 5 (158)
11kV subs 8 (260) 4 (225) 3 (78) 4 (11) 4 (117) 1 (<1) 7 (34)
Note:   Figures in brackets are outage times in minutes

(a) Outages Due to Faults:

(b) Area Impacted by Faults:

Table B3.6:  Electricity Distributor B — Interruption Statistics

Probable Cause 81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86 86/87 87/88 % of
Total

Trans Power 1 1 1 3 1 - 2 0.5
Other Supplier 8 14 7 4 6 2 3 2.5
Insulation failure 5 11 14 16 10 10 12 4.5
Flashover/tracking 18 12 11 11 8 7 13 4.6
Human error 23 47 17 36 15 15 9 9.3
External (car, tree etc) 43 21 28 38 12 22 32 11.3
Equipment failure 52 74 25 24 21 13 18 13.1
Other 34 24 81 177 151 84 46 34.4
Not known 56 80 62 45 35 27 36 19.7

(c) Origin of Outages:
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(d) Equipment Failure:

81/82 82/83 83/84 84/85 86/87 87/88 88/89 % of
Total

Pole fuses 22 6 6 11 11 — — 9.8
HRC fuses 19 10 14 20 22 6 10 17.7
O/H terminations 5 3 0 2 4 7 27 8.4
Olympic/triple service 1 1 0 3 1 2 5 2.3
Broken pole 3 1 1 8 2 — — 2.6
Insulator failure — 5 2 22 23 1 — 9.4
U/G cable failure 13 13 6 5 4 10 18 12.1
U/G joint failure 1 4 4 39 29 4 9 15.8
Cable termination failure 16 14 9 36 18 8 24 21.9

Table B3.7:  Electricity Distributor B — Causes of Faults
Type of Fault Number of Faults % of Total
Pole hit by vehicle 119 26.4
Contractor damaged O/H Line 5 1.1
Tree 61 13.5
Fuse Isolator 50 11.1
Air Break Switch 6 1.3
Bird 8 1.8
Animal (inc. vermin) 3 0.7
Lightning 7 1.6
Wind 21 4.7
Broken Wire 18 4.0
Faulty Insulator 11 2.4
Broken Crossarm 3 0.7
Broken Pole 1 0.2
Other O/H line fault 19 4.2
Contractor damaged U/G cable 5 1.1
Cable Joint 6 1.3
Cable pole box 25 5.6
Other cable term. 9 2.0
Other cable fault — —
Transformer 25 5.6
Protection failure — —
Own switching error 1 0.2
Inadvertent trip 2 0.4
Accidental contact 2 0.2
Vandalism 1 0.2
Unknown operation 1 0.4
Cause not found 30 6.7
Trans Power 6 1.3
HV Customer — —
Other causes 6 1.3
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Table B3.8:  Electricity Distributor C — Faults Occurring on Feeders
Total number of faults 459
Number faults affecting customers 435
Total fault time (min) 46,147
Average time/fault 106
Average faults/day 1.265
Longest time without supply (min) 1,640
Number of OCB fault clearances 303
Average minutes without power per customer 23.1
Average Number of interruptions per customer 0.42
Average duration of outage in minutes 54.3

%
Number of distribution faults 417 90.9
Number of subtransmission faults 35 7.6
Number of transmission faults 7 1.5
110 kV faults 2 0.4
33 kV faults 29 6.3
22 kV faults 6 1.3
11 kV faults 402 87.6
6.6 kV faults 20 4.4

1/4/91
to

30/6/91

1/7/91
to

30/9/91

1/10/91
to

31/12/91

1/1/92
to

31/3/92
No. % of

total
No. % of

total
No. % of

total
No. % of

total
Feeders with no faults 536 92.4 530 91.3 541 93.2 518 89.3
Feeders with one fault 32 5.5 40 6.8 35 6.0 47 8.1
Feeders with two faults 9 1.5 8 1.3 2 0.3 8 1.3
Feeders with three faults 2 0.3 2 0.3 0 0 4 0.6
Feeders with four or
more faults

1 0.1 0 0 2 0.3 3 0.5

Table B3.10:  Electricity Distributor C — Frequency of Feeder Faults

Table B3.9:  Electricity Distributor C — Feeders With Four or More Faults

Substation Feeder ocb no. Faults Total Minutes
A 9 5 500
A 1 8 2227
A 11 6 1210
B 13 4 141
C 19 4 481
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Tables B3.9 and B3.10 show frequency of feeder faults and feeders with four or more faults
respectively.

3.5.4 Electricity Distributor D
This electricity distributor covers a wide geographical area and has a total of 143,380
customers. Of these, 129,300 are urban and 14,080 are rural. Urban 11 kV lines total 1930
km and rural 11 kV lines total 2570 km. Power cuts and incidents and customer minutes lost
are given in Table B3.11.

3.6 Loss of Supply — Trans Power Substations
Figures B3.1 and B3.2 show causes and loss of supply over 1990/91, 1991/92 and 1992/93.
Included under each heading are:
• equipment failure of equipment caused by wear and tear, design, maintenance

problems etc
• environment environmental factors such as storms, earthquakes, trees, birds, ani-

mals, vibration, pollution etc
• generators loss of supply due to generator tripping
• human human interference from contractors, TP staff, connected users,

general public (eg car hit pole), maintenance errors
• misc miscellaneous
• not known cause not known

Table B3.11:  Electricity Distributor D — Power Cuts and Incidents and Customer
Minutes Lost by Cause

Power Cuts and Incidents Urban Rural
Power cuts per annum 123 385
Unplanned incidents per annum 214 621
Mins. lost/customer 64.8 272
Customers affected 117 446
Average restoration time (mins) 85 101
Faults/100 km 6.4 15

Customer Minutes Lost from Various Causes
Trees 830,000
Vehicles 750,000
Cable faults 350,000
Insulators 160,000
Transformers 50,000
Fuses 10,000
Cross arms 80,000
Line down 130,000
Opossum 100,000
ABS 40,000
Birds 60,000
Storm 130,000
Unknown 570,000
Other 500,000

continued from page 157
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Figure B3.1:  Trans Power — System Minutes Lost by Cause

Figure B3.2:  Trans Power — Causes of Loss of Supply (%)

Note:  One system minute is equivalent to 5000 MW for one minute.
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4 DESIGN FEATURES AND RELIABILITY
IMPLICATIONS

4.1 Transmission — National Grid Standards

4.1.1 Substations — Historical Development
From the mid 1920s, small bulk supply point substations used single busbars supplied by
two transmission line circuits with two supply transformers. The lines were connected to
either the same bays as the transformer bays or bays outside the two middle transformer bays
when the lines continued to other stations. The two centre bays were separated/joined by
double bus-section disconnectors for maintenance purposes, with outer bays having single
bus disconnectors. Bypass disconnectors between the bus and lines, or transformers, were
provided to bypass each circuit breaker with its associated current transformers and
disconnectors. In the 1970s, the bypass disconnectors were removed because of protection
discrimination and system security, except at remote stations with single lines or transform-
ers where system security would not be jeopardised by their retention.
Supply busbars at 11 kV and 22 kV were normally indoor double-bus cable-entry
switchgear. The double bus was provided for maintenance purposes and, more importantly,
to enable switchgear extensions. Bus couplers were provided at stations with significant
loads and bus-section circuit breakers at only a few of the major points of supply.
Double busbars at system voltage were introduced at major 110 kV substations in the 1930s.
This occurred as additional power stations were connected to the network, and the
transmission networks of the various parts of the two islands became interconnected.
In the 1950s, 220 kV with double bus switchyards and low level “main” busbars and strung
“transverse” busbars were introduced. The two busbars were operated with one in service
and the other available for maintenance. Haywards Substation at the South of the North
Island was the exception having a single bus as it was considered to be at “the end of the
line”, and on a site restricted by hilly terrain.
Single bus 220 kV substations were established for system extensions during the late 1950s
and 1960s. These were generally at 110 kV stations requiring transmission reinforcement.
At the time it was assumed and envisaged any critical maintenance for double contingencies
could be carried out for at least 10 years by a complete 220 kV station shutdown. Normal
maintenance would require a half-station outage. This assumption proved to be correct, but
created some problems after 20 years in service.
The early 220 kV single bus substation had single-bus section disconnectors between
adjacent bays (Figure B4.1). This created some maintenance problems by the 1970s
because of the difficulty in getting outages for maintenance of the single-centre bus-section
disconnector.
Ring bus 220 kV substations were introduced in the late 1960s to early 1970s, with two bus-
section disconnectors between adjacent bays to overcome the maintenance problems being
encountered with single bus substations, while allowing two circuits per bay instead of the
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one circuit in a double bus bay.
In the early 1970s, the one-and-a-half circuit breaker arrangement was introduced (Figure
B4.2). The main reason for this arrangement was to maintain through-flow under transmis-
sion faults, thereby improving grid reliability. This has not been used as a “standard”, but
only for particular situations. An example of this arrangement is the Twizel 220 kV
switching station.
In the early 1980s, a number of supplies for important new industries resulted in the
reintroduction of double bus 220 kV substations (Figures B4.3, B4.4 and B4.5) and “wrap
around” station designs involving three busbars, with bus-coupler circuit breakers. Bus-
section circuit breakers were associated with two of the three busbars, the third bus being
for maintenance, thus increasing security (Figures B4.6 and B4.7).
Busbar protection was also introduced for the new stations and major 220 kV switchyards
in the 1980s to limit the fault duration and improve system stability at a time when thermal
power stations with larger machines of lower inertia were of increasing importance. The
electrical impedance of the closely-meshed network did not give enough time for busbar
backup protection to operate without the system becoming unstable, a problem which the
addition of local busbar protection overcame.
At the same time, three 220 kV and one 110 kV substations using SF6 gas-insulated metal-
clad switchgear were built to supply important loads at coastal locations and a confined city
location. The first of these used a double bus design with a bus-coupler, and subsequent
stations used four sections of busbar, with each circuit selectable to two sections and the four
sections connected by bus-section circuit breakers. This arrangement was adopted to ensure
that no loss of supply occurred for any single bus fault, and that not more than 50% loss
occurred for a double bus fault.

Figure B4.1:  Single Busbar Arrangement

Legend for Figures B4.1 to B4.7
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Figure B4.2:  Circuit Breaker and Half Arrangement

Figure B4.3:  Double Busbar with Bypass Switch
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Outdoor and gas-insulated switchgear is rated for 550 kV and 1050 kV basic insulation level
(BIL) for the 110 kV and 220 kV systems respectively. This is to comply with the standard
practice that disconnector ratings be based on the unearthed system voltage ratings to
British Standards (BS). Transformers connected to the 220 kV system, by comparison, are
rated to the lower basic insulation standards of 950 kV to BS. The higher rating for
disconnectors is for personal safety reasons, which, for outdoor disconnectors, ensures the
breakdown voltage across the disconnector’s open gap is greater than across the insulators
to earth.
In the late 1980s, triple bus designs were introduced for high security supplies associated
with important generation sources and for the High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
transmission stations at Haywards and Benmore. The design enables one bus to be out for

continued on page 168
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Figure B4.5:  Double Busbar with Bypass Busbar
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Figure B4.4:  Double Busbar with Bus Coupler Circuit Breaker
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Figure B4.6:  Wrap-around Bus

Figure B4.7:  Multi-section Wrap-around Busbar
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maintenance with no supply restrictions, and two busbars to be out for maintenance plus
fault conditions with a 50% restriction on through transmission. This scheme is costly but
gives higher reliability.

4.1.2 Switchyard Numbering
The switchyards are designed with a standardised numbering system. Busbars are labelled
A, B and C, where parallel and selectable to a circuit and interconnected by bus coupler
circuit breakers. Where in series with bus-section circuit breakers or double bus-section
disconnectors, the busbars are labelled A1, A2 or B1, B2 etc.

4.1.3 Age
A design life of 55 years was adopted for all primary substation plant. It is considered that
after 55 years, all electrical plant is either redundant due to subsequent system reinforce-
ment or land use, or is obsolete due to:
• safety considerations
• high cost of maintenance
• unavailability of spares and technical service.
Overall ages of substations from date of first commissioning are shown in Table B4.1.
Individual parts of substations require special treatment for the following reasons:
• the progressive nature of expansion of substations as loads and the system network

change; and
• major items of plant, such as transformers and circuit breakers, are relocated around the

system as loads and fault levels change and can be newer or older than the substation
itself.

4.1.4 Transmission Lines

Single Circuit vs Two Circuit Supply
All transmission lines require periodic maintenance and occasional special maintenance. In
addition, lines come out of service due to faults.
Where a load is not large enough or not growing fast enough for two-circuit supply to be
justified, supply must be interrupted occasionally to permit maintenance work to be carried
out.
The level at which it is considered that two circuit supply is warranted is difficult to
establish. The following aspects must have some influence:
• the frequency and duration of the interruptions to supply;
• the size of the load for which the supply is interrupted; and
• the distance from grid to load.
Interruptions to supply inevitably cause inconvenience and, often, a loss of production.
Loss of production has a more tangible cost value, and attempts have been made in some
countries to arrive at figures for this. In a smaller number of specific instances in this
country, where a transmission line supplies a large industrial load such as a cement works,
it is reasonably easy to assess the cost of supply interruptions. In the past, at least one attempt
was made to do just this. Unfortunately, this involved asking the manufacturer for certain

continued from page 165
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cost information the company was not prepared to divulge. Lack of such data makes it
difficult to justify improved reliability through double circuit configuration1.
Earlier grid design practice was to supply up to about 13 MVA over a single 50 kV line and
up to 20 to 25 MVA over a single 110 kV circuit.
Because lower voltage lines have smaller phase clearances, are often located along roads
and near hedges where they are more vulnerable and generally have lower standards of
construction, they tend to be subjected to more frequent outages (both planned and
unplanned) than higher voltage lines. It is, therefore, reasonable to set the level for two-
circuit supply at a lower level for 33 kV and 50 kV lines than, say, for 110 kV lines.

Transmission Line Reinforcement
With the normal load pattern, there are some six months between spring and autumn when
the load does not exceed 75% of the winter peak. On the basis that maintenance on one
circuit of a double circuit line can be carried out with the other circuit alive, and that all
normal maintenance can be carried out in summer months, the national grid practice was
to add further transmission capability when 75% of the winter peak load cannot be carried
with one circuit out of service. For this, the 30˚C ambient (summer) rating for conductor
current carrying capacity is used.

Limit of One-line Route
By using relatively heavy duplex conductors, it is possible to transmit up to 500 or 600 MVA
to a substation at 110 kV in the winter, and up to about 1000 MVA to 1200 MVA at 220 kV,
over single double-circuit lines using winter ambient ratings. These figures are applicable
for short lines and when not transmitting high levels of reactive power.
Allowing for the 75% peak load maintenance line-out criterion, these lines are suitable for
supplying loads that have winter peaks of about 300 MVA at 110 kV and about 600 MVA
at 220 kV (ie applying 75% of the winter peak load to the summer conductor rating).
Most line faults involve only a single circuit of a double-circuit line. The application of the
above maintenance line-out criterion (based on summer temperature ratings) usually
provides sufficient capacity. If the load is higher than 75% peak in single-circuit fault
conditions, the ambient temperatures will probably be lower, and hence the conductor
current-carrying capacity will be higher than the 30˚C ambient rating.
It is however possible, though relatively infrequent, to have double circuit line faults due
to events or external causes, such as lightening flashovers and an aircraft flying into the line.
Where supply to a load is over only one line route, such as one double circuit line, the whole

1 Part A:  Customer Requirements makes further comment on the cost of interruptions.

Table B4.1:  Age of Substation from First Commissioning
Substation Age Number of Substations

 Category as % of Total
0 — 20 years 30
20 — 40 years 37
40 — 60 years 20

60+ years 14
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supply would be interrupted for this type of fault. The probability of these faults occurring
is not great, and it would be just as uneconomic to provide against these outages for
moderate size loads as it would be to provide two circuit reliability for small loads.
Historically, national grid practice was to consider about 150 MVA to be the largest load
that should depend on supply over a single line (single or double circuit), and that when the
load reaches this level, supply up to at least 50% of the peak should be available over an
alternative route. This should permit all essential supplies to be maintained and much of the
costly industrial outages to be avoided.

4.1.5 Protection Standards
In the past, New Zealand Electricity (NZE) provided one main protection on each circuit
and relied upon remote back-up in the event of any failure of the main protection. This policy
proved inadequate as the main transmission system became more intermeshed, and it was
eventually determined that, in many cases, the remote back-up protection had become
ineffective due to the effects of multiple infeeds on distance protection relays. The
protective coverage was, therefore, returning to the minimum of having only one protective
system capable of detecting each fault condition. Failure of this one and only system would
then require manual intervention to isolate a faulty part of the network.
Proposed new designs are discussed in Section 4.1.8.

4.1.6 Communication Standards
The communications network was developed initially because telephone and communica-
tion services were not available to the remote areas of power generation and, where they
were available, were not of adequate reliability.
The original network consisted of open-wire telephone lines and power line carrier. This
was later supplemented with underground cable networks in some areas and low capacity
radio circuits.
With increasing communications needs, multichannel microwave systems were developed
in some areas, and more recently, fibre optic cables have been erected on transmission lines.
Voice communication up to the mid 1970s was by manual telephone circuits between
stations. By 1990, these conductors were fully automatic.

4.1.7 Current Standards
It is Trans Power’s intention to at least maintain the present standards of supply, security,
safety and reliability. Trans Power generally aims to have a performance comparable with
that of other utilities in the developed world.
The intention is to provide details of the planning criteria used and to modify them in
response to comments from the users of the national grid, provided that:
• a consistent standard can be maintained throughout the grid, so far as is possible; and
• the criteria required by the users will allow Trans Power to achieve the required rate of

return through the transmission charges and other mechanisms.
The basic standard of security to which the national grid is designed is that there should not
be a loss of supply to customers for any single credible contingency when the transmission
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system is fully in service and generation patterns are normal. Credible contingencies are
defined as:
• the loss of single transmission circuit;
• the loss of a single generator or valve group;
• the loss of a single busbar; or
• the loss of a single interconnecting transformer.
Normal generating patterns can be defined as those configurations that can be predicted as
a result of the management of the energy resources. It is not the intention to secure the grid
system at all times when multiple generator outages have occurred (eg due to a fuel shortage
or industrial action). Increased security can be provided, but it would be expected that the
user would be required to contribute to the cost.
The grid system is also designed such that maintenance can be carried out at appropriate
times without prolonged violations of the standard. The precise level of redundancy varies,
depending on the consequences of a contingency occurring, its likelihood and the cost of
reinforcement. At present, each situation is treated on its merits and is subject to rigorous
financial analysis.
The standards of security appropriate to the supply end of the grid must be developed in
conjunction with the electricity distributors. The exercise is necessary to allow predictions
of future capital works to be made rather than as a rigorous standard application, because
the costs are likely to be borne by the user.

4.1.8 Proposed New Design Standards
New design standards became effective on 1 April 1993. Various aspects of them are as
follows:

Substations
On the main 220 kV grid, major substations incorporate either the 1.5 circuit breaker or
double bus layouts or triple busbar, with minor substations using single bus with multiple
bus-section isolators. On the 110 kV network, double bus is used extensively for major
substations. It is considered that 1.5 circuit breaker is appropriate for major 220 kV stations,
but more use could be made of the simpler single bus layout elsewhere, thus keeping
equipment on busbars to a minimum.
Recent 220 kV and 33 kV designs are “cleaner” than older designs, enabling better
accessibility for maintenance, and elimination of “stacking” busbars. However, more
economic bulk supply substation design usually uses transformer-ended feeders or three
circuit breaker substations.
The use of multiple bus isolators is not favoured in most locations (except some generator
busbars) because of reduced bus security, difficulty of bus maintenance and operational
restrictions. The single bus folded into the U format is considered the ideal for all medium-
sized substations for bulk supply involving a balance of feeders on both sides of the busbars.
The use of single-phase transformers is not considered necessary except for special
transport situations or in very light load situations where only one bank is provided with
limited low-voltage tie capacity. For the same cost as one single-phase bank with a spare,
two three-phase banks can be provided, thereby doubling the normal available capacity and
availability. Additionally, two single-phase banks with a spare, comprising seven single-
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phase units, can be replaced with two three-phase units at a saving of over 40%.
The adoption of standard size banks will eliminate many of the multitude of sizes now on
the system.
Shunt capacitors are recommended as a normal source of leading reactive power. Location
should be as close to the load as possible, preferably at the 11 kV or 33 kV busbars.

Transmission Lines
The current proposal for transmission line and transformer security guideline is given in
Table B4.2. Loads requiring higher than normal reliability, such as a central business district
and certain process industries, should have special consideration.

Transformers
The proposed transformer security guideline is given in Table B4.2. In general, seven
single-phase transformers or two three-phase units are used. Allowable cyclic overload to
supply any short-term overload capability will be used in an emergency.
The present policy of “user pays” with respect to reinforcement for electricity distributors
should result in economic cost/benefit decisions for situations similar to the above criteria.

Protection
The policy of installing “local back-up” protection was introduced with the new standards.
Local back-up is more costly than remote because duplicate equipment is required at each
station. However, it offers the distinct advantage of providing the fastest possible fault
clearance times, even in the event of failure of one item of equipment.
The provision of local back-up protection (on the Trans Power system) includes the
following equipment:
• duplicate distance relays for each overhead line/circuit protection;
• separate current transformer cores — one for each distance relay;
• separately fused VT circuits to each relay. The same line VT is used for each pair of

distance relays since VT failure rate is low and VT failure may not incapacitate
protection;

• separately fused DC supplies for each relay (this requires the use of separate trip coils
in the breaker for each relay unless special arrangements are made);

• circuit breaker failure (circuit breaker fail) protection, so that if a breaker fails, the other
breakers connected to the same section of bus will be tripped. This scheme is used rather
than duplicating circuit breakers, which would be unacceptably expensive. Restoration
is greatly accelerated;

• separate signalling systems between the line ends where it is considered necessary to
guarantee a high speed trip for system security;

• bus bar protection — CB failure protection requires a trip of all other breakers connected
to the section of bus supplying the faulty breaker. Bus bar protection contains the trip
circuits required for this purpose and, therefore, the two normally go hand in hand; and

• separate trip circuits and trip circuit supervision. Separate communication links should
be used for major grid duplicate feeder protection.
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Table B4.2:  Security Guidelines for Transmission Equipment

Present Trans Power policy is to fit local back-up protection at all new major 220 kV
installations on the grid. In order to maintain system stability, the fault clearance times
generally need to be kept to less than 0.2 sec.

Communications
Communication systems meet the needs of Trans Power in the following areas:
• speech
• supervision
• remote control
• data acquisition
• computer interconnection
• protection signalling alarms.
Trans Power communications standards ensure that there is an automatic voice connection
between every Trans Power site independent of the public network and existing traffic
conditions. Most sites also have a telephone connected to the public switched network.
Communication bearers designed to meet availability requirements based on CIGRE
standards are provided at each Trans Power site. These standards are currently:
• 99.99% for command intertrip protection signalling
• 99.9% for permissive acceleration protection signalling
• 99.98% for remote control of power stations
• 99.99% for operational speech circuits.
All communication systems are connected to protected battery power supplies capable of
maintaining communications with no AC power for between three and four hours. These
supplies are duplicated at most important sites, and some sites have stand-by generator sets.
Trans Power ensures that all transmission lines and substations receive mobile radio

LOAD (MW) BASIC 
SECURITY 

LEVEL

TRANSMISSION 
CIRCUITS

BUSES TRANSFORMERS

Less than 10

n One circuit One bus or bus section

4 x 1-phase units or 
1 x 3-phase unit, 

if backed up from 
alternative supply point

10 to 40, if more than 40km 
remote & local generation can 

limit load shed to 20%

10 to 300 n-1 circuits Two circuits Two buses or bus 
sections

7 x 1-phase units or 
2 x 3-phase units. 

Firm supply of peak 
demand using any short 
term overload capability

More than 300 n-2 circuits
n-1 lines 

Three circuits on
at least two routes

One redundant bus or 
bus section, such that 
supply not lost after a 

single contingency while 
one bus out of service 

for maintenance

As for 10 — 300 MW

More than 600 n-1 stations Supply into a region should be diversified across more
than one major terminal substation
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coverage on exclusive Trans Power channels by a mixture of Trans Power and Telecom
transmitters. A choice of channels at many sites and overlapping coverage protects against
the loss of any single transmitter.
To ensure communications are possible in a major disaster, major substations and offices
can communicate via a HF SSB radio network.
Trans Power’s standards ensure that power system communications meet internationally-
accepted standards and have been designed to be largely independent of any public
communication system.

High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) Hybrid Link
The Hybrid HVDC system has a hierarchic structure in order to permit independent
operation of the two poles of the bipole.
The DC system control and protection equipment is organised to segregate bipole level
functions (the highest level) from pole level functions and from valve group level functions
(lowest level).
Control and protection are segregated and assigned to the lowest possible hierarchic level
to ensure a fast and efficient response.
For equipment associated with bipole level functions, redundancy and/or fail-safe equip-
ment design are provided such that any first contingency circuit fault will not result in a
disturbance to more than one of the poles. In practice, however, most critical functions are
also redundant on a pole basis.
Design of the control and protection equipment are such that:
• Circuit faults and measuring equipment faults associated with one pole are not trans-

ferred to the other pole through interfaces for signal exchange between poles, signal
exchanges between other hierarchic levels and through the equipment power supplies.

• Outages for maintenance of equipment of one pole do not impose operating restrictions
and do not result in unavailability of any control modes or features on equipment of the
other pole that remains in operation.

• Power supply for functions at the various levels of the hierarchic structure contain an
element of redundancy.

The forced outage rate for the new thyristor pole is anticipated to be about six outages per
year, and less than three outages per year for the mercury arc pole, as each half-pole provides
some redundant features, with bipole outage of one or less in ten years.

4.1.9 Seismic Standards
Trans Power is bound, by gazetted amendment to the Electricity Regulations 1993, to
comply with the seismic design requirements of NZS 4203:1984 “Code of Practice for
General Structural Design and Design Loadings for Buildings” and NZS 4219 “Specifica-
tion for Seismic Resistance of Engineering Systems in Buildings”. The Electricity Regu-
lations, however, allow the use of other design options if, in Trans Power’s opinion, the
above standards are not appropriate.
Since 1984, all new Trans Power facilities have been designed to withstand, without
damage, an earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of 0.4g. This level of acceleration
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is similar to the maximum ground acceleration in the Bay of Plenty earthquake of 1987 and
is more onerous than the statutory requirements. An earthquake of this size has a differing
probability of occurrence in different parts of the country, depending on the seismicity of
the local region. For the Wellington area, such an event has a return period of between 67
and 220 years, while in Auckland, the return period is greater than 1400 years. Older sites
are being progressively upgraded to comply with the new standard.
The size of an earthquake is often defined by its Richter magnitude. However, this is merely
a measure of the energy released at the epicentre and doesn’t quantify the intensity of ground
shaking at a distant site. The Modified Mercalli index (see Part C:  Generation, Table C4.5)
is a subjective measurement of felt intensity and descriptions of varying levels are given
MMX labels where:

X = I too small to be felt
X = VIII damage to masonry buildings
X = XII damage nearly total

Further details are given in Part C:  Generation.
The Trans Power design level is equivalent to approximately an MM VIII or MM IX event.
Equipment is designed to survive these loads and any amplification of this load due to
resonance with the earthquake input. Safety factors for equipment are dependent on the
inherent reliability of the equipment and its ductility. For glass and porcelain insulators,
which fail in a brittle manner, safety factors of 2.5 to 3.0 are required, while factors as low
as 0.75 are often specified for steel.

4.1.10 Grid Reliability Criteria
Transmission reliability standards and criteria must be specific to local energy sources,
maintenance and manpower resources, environmental conditions and customer needs and
expectations. For example:
• live-line maintenance techniques can reduce transmission line scheduled outages to

negligible proportions;
• SCADA can expedite emergency switching;
• earth movements can require special easement separation;
• exceptional weather conditions (thunder storm, ice and wind) require consideration; and
• prolonged drought can reduce generation reliability in an energy-constrained hydro

system.
The distributed rapid start and loading rate generation, high generation reserves (recognised
to be energy limited), relatively lightly-loaded plant, abnormally high number of 220 kV
bulk supply substations and live line maintenance practices are factors for high reliability.

Interconnected Generation Transmission Network
The CIGRE “Power System Reliability Analysis-Application Guide”2 sets out both
deterministic and probabilistic methodology for main transmission system reliability. The
procedure simulates network generation and line flows for normal and dry years and
subjects these base cases to the more probable single and multiple incidents established
from outage statistics, checking overloads and voltage stability. Single transmission

2 Prepared by Working Group 38.03, 1987
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network contingencies should not result in plant emergency ratings being exceeded (after
SCADA controlled switching and generation rescheduling). Double or multiple contingen-
cies can result in load shed, but the more probable events should not result in major system
collapse.

Radial and Semi-Radial Networks
For the radial and semi-radial sections of the network, international practice is followed3,
modified to suit New Zealand conditions. For typical bulk supply step-down substations,
the criteria used will allow for local hydro, overload cyclic plant ratings, lower voltage tie
capacity and minor load shedding in the few years preceding a high-cost reinforcement.
Whilst each reinforcement should receive individual consideration, particularly with
respect to special reliability requirements, interruption rates and durations, typical reliabil-
ity criteria should be as outlined in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 below.
Practices that are known to degrade reliability are:
• elimination of earth wires from many feeders;
• few lightning arresters on transformers;
• low reactance of many 220/110 kV transformers causing through-fault vulnerability;
• protection practices, especially the lack of bus zone and generation;
• snow and ice problems on certain feeders; and
• generation-load imbalance on loss of the heavily-loaded HVDC link.

4.1.11 Restoration Time After Interruption
A sample extract of one overseas utility practice with similar criteria (Ontario Hydro) is
given in Table B4.3.

4.1.12 Deterministic vs Probabilistic Criteria
Transmission reliability criteria can be either deterministic or probabilistic.
The deterministic approach requires that the system continues to supply a load in the event
of loss of one or more elements. When applied to design, a deterministic approach considers
whether a component is in service or out of service. If an “n-1” design is adopted, the system
will withstand the loss of one component. A deterministic approach does not take into
account the likelihood that the component will come out of service.
A probabilistic approach adds further information to the deterministic approach and can
have two or more of the following attributes:
• frequency of events;
• durations of events; and/or
• severity of events.
The majority of transmission networks adopt a deterministic approach (based on n-1) that
ensures supplies are not interrupted on a single outage contingency, although a small
number are now choosing the use of probabilistic tools now that more appropriate analytical
tools are available.
Deterministic indices are calculated using load flows to simulate the effect of chosen

3 As reported at a meeting of CIGRE Study Committee 37 — System Planning, Oslo 1983
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outage(s), while probabilistic indices are calculated by state enumeration (selective
analysis) or Monte Carlo simulation.
State enumeration recognises that the majority of system outages do not adversely affect
reliability. The approach systematically selects and evaluates disturbances and classifies
each according to failure criteria and accumulates reliability indices.
The Monte Carlo technique uses a random number generator to select disruptive events
rather than selecting outages. The approach results in a significantly greater number of
simulations than the state enumeration approach.
Trans Power planning criteria is presently based on single credible contingency with the
transmission system fully in service and normal generation patterns; that is, it is determin-
istic. The grid is designed to allow maintenance without prolonged outages. Spur asset
planning criteria are developed in conjunction with the appropriate electricity distributor,
and economic principles are applied to technical options determined by single credibility
contingency.
In order to improve quality of supply and ensure equitable treatment, Trans Power is
adopting a probabilistic approach in addition to deterministic tools.
Supplement 1 gives an example of using probability techniques to determine transmission
line reliability.

Table B4.3:  Interruption Restoration Time (Ontario Hydro)

Type of Fault or Outage Load Level of Station or Group 
Affected by Fault or Outage (MW)
16 - 40 41 - 75 76 - 150

Transformer R2* RS** RS

Overhead Circuit R8 R8 RS

Cable Circuit X R8 RS

Bus R2* R2 R2

Breaker R8 R2 R2

Maintain an element Same as for fault

Double Circuit Outage (minor) R8 R8 R8

Double Circuit outage (catastrophic) X X X

Notes
*     Up to 15 MW can be R8
**   Up to 40 MW can be R2
RS  Restorable by switching (30 mins)
R2  Restorable in 2 hours by travelling operator
R8  Restorable in 8 hours by maintenance crews
X    No special provision
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4.2 Distribution System — Design

4.2.1 Design Practice
The purpose of an electrical distribution system is to distribute energy to a multiplicity of
points for diverse applications. The system should be designed to deliver this energy both
reliably and economically. As these two requirements are largely opposed, it is instructive
to look at the relationship between the reliability of a system and its cost and value to the
customer (Figure B4.8). The system is viable only between the cross-over points A and B.
The diagram illustrates the significance of reliability in design, and the necessity of
achieving sufficient reliability.
Design on its own is the greatest contributor to the reliability of a system. Decisions made
at this stage of distribution system construction or expansion impact on ease of mainte-
nance, operation, fault detection and ease and duration of repair. These factors, on their own,
contribute significantly to the reliability of the system.
The majority of electricity distributors already use some form of reliability criteria in
network design. In the light of the more commercial approach, designs would have to be
tested against economic/investment criteria. Generally, the rule was to minimise costs while
at the same time maximising reliability. The cost/benefit consideration should include the
dollars per kWh loss incurred by customers.
A combination of overhead and underground ringmain feeds were used in central business
and residential areas, and automatic reclosers were installed where feasible. Networks were
designed for reliability, versatility, ease of access (where possible) and economy. Network
design was also dependent on expected asset life. Some networks were designed to
minimise interruptions by the use of strategically placed lightning arresters, alternative
feeders, sectionalisers and remote control of feeders.
Some features of network design used by one electricity distributor to minimise interrup-
tions are:

B

A

VALUE

COST

Reliability

Cost
or

Value

Figure B4.8:  Reliability Cost/Value Curves
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• duplication of subtransmission lines and cables and zone substation equipment;
• radial 11/6.6 kV distribution feeders from each substation with inter-tie capabilities,

especially in urban areas (the loading on each feeder is typically limited to 67% of
maximum cable ratings);

• the load on 11/6.6 kV spurs typically limited to 1000 kVA;
• use of ring main switchgear for commercial and industrial loads (restoration was

normally less than 2 hours);
• load either transferred to adjacent substations via LV linking or a portable substation

used for faults on domestic and small non-domestic customers;
• the number of customers where there was no LV linking normally less than 10;
• lines relocated away from the flight paths of large birds;
• overhead lines put underground to avoid vehicles hitting poles; and
• 11 kV and 6.6 kV lines configured so that about 10 MVA and 6 MVA could be transferred

respectively to non-faulted cables within two hours.
Networks have been designed in accordance with the Electrical Supply Regulations current
at the time. These regulations have now been superseded by the Electricity Regulations
1993.
Design is seldom ideal and must address factors such as geography, load density and, most
of all, cost.
The two controllable aspects that impact to the greatest degree are the individual component
specification and the designed redundancy.
Customer expectation must drive the degree of investment in reliability components.

4.2.2 Specification
The individual reliability of all components impacts on the overall reliability of the system.
Identification of specific contributing factors must take place during the design process to
ensure equal risk-sharing among components.
For example, an over-investment in the basic impulse level of a cable is wasted if it is done
at the expense of mechanical protection, particularly if physical damage is more likely to
occur than over voltage.
A balance may also need to be made between reliability expectations and the restoration
times following a fault. An example would be a comparison between an overhead bare
conductor network and a cable network.
In most cases, good industry practice has led to a balance in specification requirements for
network components. Component selection must be matched to customer expectation. For
example, the use of quick-disconnect plugs on the high voltage connections of distribution
equipment will enable quicker restoration times, but will not reduce interruption frequency.
Such design consideration may reflect an appreciation of the time-variable component of
reliability worth.
Adaptation needs to take place to offset dominant influences. For example, shelter belts are
very common in New Zealand and tree-related outages are, therefore, more common than
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in other countries. Good design must counteract this influence with specification changes
as appropriate.

4.2.3 Redundancy
The principle of redundancy relies on the premise that a supply system’s reliability is greatly
enhanced when components of that system are duplicated in an arrangement that will allow
the failure and isolation of that equipment without interrupting the supply system function.
Single contingency redundancy (often referred to as n-1) allows for the failure of a single
item without supply interruption. In a distribution system, it is extremely rare to find any
design redundancy that would cater for more than a single contingency situation. If a higher
level is required, it is usually obtained by installing customer-specific equipment, such as
cogeneration or uninterruptible power supply (UPS) units.
Good design involves a balance of component duplication and risk assessment. Individual
reliability of components must be known to assess the need for duplication. For example,
in a dual transformer situation fed from a single busbar, the inherent reliability of a static
busbar arrangement should match the assessed reliability of the two-transformer arrange-
ment.
Redundancy involves a complexity of design much greater than that for a system catering
for no contingency. The design must not only consider component reliability but must also
allow the removal of faulted items before the whole system is affected. A compromise needs
to be made between the substantial economic costs of redundancy and the frequency and
duration of interruptions.
A “catch 22” situation often arises where redundancy design increases the exposure of the
system to fault situations.
Some redundancy may be installed to provide support and operational flexibility in
reducing the duration of a supply interruption.
A good example is the extra capacity that may be installed in an 11 kV feeder cable to enable
support to be given to an adjacent faulted zone substation. Included may be the supply of
automatic or remotely-controlled isolators that would enable this operation to take place
within a short time.
Cognisance must be taken of past practice, generally based on performance, in the
formulation of good design.

4.2.4 Philosophy of Design
It must be borne in mind that there is no such thing as a right or wrong way, and if supply
system design practice throughout New Zealand is examined, a multitude of ways of
addressing specific problems will be found. However, a thread of consistency does exist,
based on overseas and local experience that is modified as needed and where technology
allows. Figure B4.9 details a decision process that will result in a design sensitive to quality,
reliability and cost.

Standards
A summary of design practices found in New Zealand is as follows:
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• Insulation requirements — Typical basic impulse insulation levels (BIL) adopted are:
— 33 kV subtransmission system:  175 kV
— 11 kV distribution system:  95 kV
Higher BIL levels may be chosen if high lightning or pollution levels are encountered.

• Underground cables — At all voltages, cables are generally laid using methods that
minimise damage during installation or from other interference. Some form of mechani-
cal protection is always provided, either integral in the cable construction or as an extra
consideration. For example timber, plastic or concrete slabs may be placed immediately
above a cable to provide protection from damage by excavators, shovels etc. If speed of

Figure B4.9:  Distribution Design Procedure
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repair or replacement is a likely to be a consideration in future, the cable may be laid in
duct pipes or cable ways. Ducts may also be used for road crossings or other locations
where there may be constraints on timing of excavation work that necessitate its being
carried out in advance of the actual laying of the cables. Cable joints are kept to an
absolute minimum.

• Overhead lines — Lines are constructed in line with the following considerations:
— ease of access for installation and maintenance;
— compliance with statutory requirements on minimum cross sectional area, clear-

ance above ground and from other structures, clearance for safe working and
supports;

— compliance with the requirements of the latest amendments of the Electrical
Supply Regulations 1984 (now the Electricity Regulations 1993);

— appropriate animal or bird protection is provided;
— overvoltage devices installed as required in those areas of greatest risk;
— an adequate number of isolation points provided, either automatic or manual, to

enable ease of segmentation for fault finding, maintenance or repair.
• Structural design — Consideration must be given in the support or design of components

to relevant structural codes. Wind, seismic activity, snow, dead and live loads must be
considered.

• System configuration — Examples of various typical configurations of parts of a
distribution network are shown in Figures B4.10 to B4.13. Note that isolators marked *
are normally closed, except where otherwise stated.

• Protection:
— Subtransmission circuits:  If line circuit breakers installed then directional overcurrent

and earth fault protection provided;
— Transformers:  Buccholz gas trip and alarm. Differential and/or restricted earth fault

protection for transformers of 10 MVA and above. Winding and/or oil temperature
trip and alarm;

— Tap change fail and out of step alarm;
— Tap change undervoltage and fail alarm;
— Overcurrent and earth leakage trip;
— 11 kV Switchgear:  For incomer and feeder circuit breakers, non direction two- or

three-phase overcurrent and earth leakage trip;
— Battery charge fail alarm;
— Protection and tripping battery(s) low voltage alarm; and
— Loss of local low voltage supply alarm.

• Civil and mechanical design — In all cases relevant structural codes must be followed
to ensure compliance with seismic, weather and loading requirements. Consideration
must be given to the restriction on access to unauthorised persons or animals and to
minimise vandalism opportunities.

4.2.5 Reliability Cost/Reliability Worth
System reliability investment decisions impact greatly on design.
The further back into the system’s design you go from a customer’s connection point,
generally the higher the investment required to achieve increased reliability levels.
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Loss of supply incidence or loss of supply duration sensitivity may dictate the investment
location. As an example, an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) on a computer may address
the first, but not the second.
In all cases, the customer must receive sufficient information regarding the costs and
advantages of the various options available to provide the required level of reliability to
enable cost versus worth decisions to be made.

Disconnector

Earth Switch

Circuit Breaker
CB

Legend for Figures B4.10 to B4.13

RecloserR

Fuse

Transformer

Distribution
Transformers

CB
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Substation

* *
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R

Figure B4.10:  Rural Distribution Spur Line (11 kV)

• No interconnection between low voltage systems of adjacent transformers.
• Automatic reclosers (R) used, or disconnectors operated in conjunction with circuit

breaker (CB), to isolated faulted section of spur.
• Air Break Switches (ABS) strategically placed to speed fault finding and minimise

disruption during repair.
• Islands of low voltage reticulation at each distribution transformer location.
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Distribution Transformer
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Figure B4.11:  Rural Distribution Meshed Network (11 kV)

• Closing of Tie Switch T enables alternative supply from either adjacent zone substation
or an alternative feeder from same substation.

• Spur lines may be protected by fuse graded with protection of circuit breaker or reclosers.
• The transfer capacity of the main circuit may be constructed to provide substantial support

between adjacent zone substations.
• Low voltage system as for Figure B4.10 above.
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Figure B4.12:  Urban Distribution Meshed Network (11 kV)

• The tie switch position T may vary in the mesh depending on load flow or operational
requirements.

• Some less critical supply areas may have a number of transformers gang fused.
• Support may be provided from adjacent feeders or mesh networks fed from the same or

adjacent zone substation.
• The transfer capacity of the main components of the mesh are designed to enable support

between adjacent systems.
• The low voltage networks of distribution transformers are usually, where load density and

geography allow, operated as an open meshed network providing support between adjacent
transformers.

• The isolators are generally oil, vacuum or SF6 switches which enable load or parallel
feeder breaking facilities.

• Some use of automatic or remotely controlled circuit breakers may be included in the
network to provide added protection to the network or enable faster fault isolation and repair.

Note: Various combinations of normally open (N/O) and normally closed (N/C) isolators are possible,
depending on load flow. Hence, no indications of N/O or N/C are shown.
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Figure B4.13:  Zone Substation Configuration

• Two or more subtransmission supply circuits, each capable, as a minimum, of total
substation load.

• In some situations, only one incoming circuit is provided where support is available
within the 11 kV system.

• Line circuit breakers may not be provided, dependent upon supply and operational
configuration of subtransmission circuits.

• A single high voltage bus with provision for segmentation for maintenance.
• Dual transformers each unit capable of total designed substation load.
• High voltage bus isolators provided on incoming circuits and transformers to enable

greatest operational flexibility.
• 11 kV bus circuit breaker provided to break parallel between transformers. May be

provided with its own protection to give isolation following a bus fault.
• 11 kV circuit breakers can be withdrawn to provide isolation and ease of maintenance.
• 11 kV feeders are usually configured in the field to provide support to a feeder or feeders

fed from the opposite bus section if not supported from an adjacent zone substation.
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5 MAINTENANCE PRACTICES

5.1 Transmission System

5.1.1 Philosophy of Maintenance
Maintenance is generally undertaken to maintain the value of the investment in assets and
to maintain adequate levels of reliability.
From a reliability perspective, the purpose of preventative maintenance is to keep equip-
ment in good serviceable condition to avoid unplanned power cuts, which are likely to have
a more disruptive effect than planned shutdowns. This can be done by replacing equipment
or components at set intervals or when a certain deterioration has occurred. In either case,
it is necessary to monitor the condition of equipment and, based on this, replace or maintain
the equipment to avoid failures in service.
A consequence of this is that components are not allowed to deteriorate to the extent that
they are no longer able to satisfactorily and safely perform their intended function. This
requires the setting of replacement criteria, which must be specified in standards used by
maintenance personnel to monitor equipment and ensure it is replaced before deteriorating
too far.
Such criteria may be established by equipment manufacturers’ recommendations and by
industry codes of practice. These are then modified according to local experience based on
actual failure rates. For example, a particular circuit breaker may have a known character-
istic problem, but with regular maintenance the likelihood of that characteristic causing an
interruption may be averted. If regular maintenance is not carried out, the only alternative
may be the total replacement of the circuit breaker.
At the subtransmission and zone substation level, most maintenance is of the preventative
type as an actual fault will usually be more difficult and expensive to repair and more of an
inconvenience. Moving closer to the customer connection point on the distribution network,
via the 11 kV network, the distribution transformers, and finally the LV network, the level
of preventative maintenance decreases slightly because in most cases fewer customers are
affected if a single component fails. If a certain component or item has a known failure rate,
regular maintenance can be carried out or the system design can be modified to take the
failure rate into consideration.
As a result of experience, it may be decided to phase out components known to cause
problems. This can result in economic savings, as well as improving reliability by reducing
maintenance effort, increasing life and ensuring better performance by reducing possibility
of failures in service.
It is assumed in planning and carrying out maintenance that, unless specifically stated
otherwise, equipment is required for service indefinitely. If it is known that equipment is
to be replaced or decommissioned in the near future, maintenance may be relaxed.
Even during maintenance, the system should be operated so that customers experience no
loss of supply in the event of a transmission circuit trip. This may involve rescheduling
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generation. If the cost of this is excessive or this aim cannot be met for some other reason,
some risk must be accepted, but maintenance is always carried out so as to minimise
customer impact. For transformer bank maintenance, an increased risk to reliability must
be accepted in some cases.
At the zone substation or subtransmission level in the distribution network, most mainte-
nance can be carried out without loss of supply to customers, although there may be an
increased risk of supply loss. For maintenance work at the 11 kV feeder and distribution
substation level, loss of supply to some customers is almost unavoidable, unless this has
been catered for at the initial design stage.

5.1.2 Preventative Maintenance
The purpose of preventative maintenance is to maintain equipment in good condition to
reduce risk of forced outages, such as in-service equipment failures. Such failures are
inevitably more expensive and disruptive for both supplier and customer.
As part of preventative maintenance, regular in-service visual inspections of equipment are
undertaken. Checks are typically made for such things as decay or splits on wooden poles
or crossarms, earth movement affecting foundations, corrosion, leaking oil and damage to
porcelains, earth connections and earthquake clamps.
As a further step, regular minor (non-invasive) servicing, such as condition monitoring
diagnostic tests, lubrication and minor mechanical checks and adjustments may be
undertaken. Minor cleaning and repainting work may also be carried out.
The final element of preventative maintenance is regular major (invasive) service, where
equipment is dismantled. This may consist of visual checks, cleaning, repairs and adjust-
ments and replacement of defective parts. Diagnostic tests and operational checks are
carried out before returning to service.

5.1.3 Corrective Maintenance
While the ideal is to prevent unplanned power cuts, it is, realistically, impossible to avoid
them entirely, even with the best preventative programmes. Consequently, there will be a
need for corrective maintenance after failures. Alternatively, routine inspection or test, or
even major maintenance, may reveal that the condition of the equipment is such that it
cannot remain in service or be returned to service without additional maintenance or
replacement of components.
The purpose of corrective maintenance is to:
•  ensure equipment has been returned to a suitable condition to return to service, either

after a fault or discovery of a serious defect;
• return equipment to acceptable condition (ie to within acceptable standards) and/or

tolerances to prevent further forced outages; and
• prevent further deterioration of equipment until regular servicing can be carried out.

5.1.4 Frequency of Maintenance
Inspections are an important element of maintenance, but their use must be carefully
controlled to be effective in improving reliability. Elements considered are the frequency
with which they are carried out and their scope, what equipment is to be checked and what
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is to be checked for. Standard “check lists” are necessary to ensure consistency, and that
items are not overlooked. It is particularly important to record and report what was found
as a result of the inspections so that work required can be scheduled.
At times, regular inspections or maintenance, or even an analysis of a fault outage, will
reveal a problem with an aspect of some equipment. In these cases, it may be necessary to
do follow-up checks on other similar equipment for potentially widespread problems.
Furthermore, special investigations may be carried out after fault trippings, perhaps even
at a later planned shutdown, to determine if a need exists to carry out further maintenance
or repair. Such investigations may be required before equipment can be returned to service,
perhaps after a serious fault, explosion or earthquake.
Preventative maintenance is usually done at predetermined intervals that take manufactur-
ers’ recommendations, fault history, functional and diagnostic tests, and age, type and
history of plant into account.

5.1.5 Timing of Maintenance
Operating an electric power system requires the interconnection of different types of
equipment to achieve a path for the electricity from the generator to the customer. By
coordination of line and station (terminal) maintenance work, it is possible to reduce the
number of interruptions needed. The improvement of equipment availability also improves
reliability, as the system is in a stronger position to withstand the effects of fault outages
when as much equipment as possible is in service.
Other matters that must be taken into account are weather and loading constraints. During
periods of adverse weather, fault trippings are more likely. Removing equipment from
service during peak-load times of the day/week or in cold weather when demand is high
leaves the system more vulnerable to overloads and, therefore, unplanned power cuts.
On certain parts of the system, there may be system configuration constraints.
Some plant requires more frequent or more lengthy maintenance outages. This may
influence the timing. The timing of maintenance outages is also discussed with the customer
where practicable. This ensures allowance is made to avoid the most disruptive times for
interruptions and may allow the coordination of Trans Power and electricity distributor
maintenance to further reduce the number of interruptions needed. In some cases, such as
for customers supplied over a single transmission circuit or by a single transformer, any
maintenance work will result in a loss of supply. These, in particular, are discussed with the
customer.
It has been the practice to schedule maintenance interruptions so that they cause the least
interference with the affected customers. Typically, this would occur in the weekday
afternoon for domestic customers and in the weekend for non-domestic customers.
However, as customer work patterns and business extends to seven-day operation, this is
becoming more difficult.

5.1.6 Component Replacement Criteria
Some maintenance may involve work on equipment such as cleaning insulators, resetting
gaps or timing of circuit breakers, or painting equipment tanks. However, even with such
regular care, equipment or components will eventually deteriorate to the point where they
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need to be replaced.
There is a set minimum criteria that equipment/components must meet, namely that they are
reasonably expected to survive until the next scheduled inspection. If this criterion cannot
be met, then the equipment/component must be replaced. This, of course, assumes that
regular inspection intervals and deterioration rates have been determined in advance.
Where diagnostic or condition tests are carried out acceptable test results must be set.

5.1.7 Inspections
An important aspect of inspections is a thorough documentation of what work has been done
and details of test results/problems found.
Proper documentation allows a plant history to be built up that contains a history of plant
performance, defects, test results and work done. Such records can provide feedback to
designers, alert staff to particular, perhaps widespread, problems requiring special work to
rectify, allow replacement criteria to be determined/reviewed and allow maintenance
frequencies to be determined/reviewed.

5.1.8 Other Maintenance Factors

Establishing Priorities
Once the work required to maintain equipment in a serviceable condition has been
identified, it must be prioritised. Inevitably, there will be more work than can be done
immediately. Furthermore, some equipment can only be released without disrupting service
at certain times. All work required, therefore, must be prioritised. Factors to consider are
the importance of the site, the urgency of the work and what other releases may be planned.

Control of Work
It is important to ensure that all scheduled/necessary work is carried out during the
equipment outage to avoid problems being missed and future unplanned power cuts. All
problems must be identified before they can be overcome. Some methods used to achieve
this are:
• maintenance/inspection check lists
• standardised forms/reports
• documentation of what is found.
On transmission lines, it is usual to separate the inspection and identification of defects/
work required from the actual repair/maintenance work, even to the extent of using different
contractors.
Procedures for switching equipment in/out of service and handing over control need to be
in place to ensure alternative circuits will not cause an overload, equipment damage or
personnel injury.

Removal of Vegetation
Trees near lines can cause problems by growing or falling into the lines. Trans Power policy
is that any tree likely to cause a transmission circuit tripping under “worst case” conditions
(ie maximum sag and maximum deflection) must be removed or trimmed so that the risk
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of tripping is eliminated. This may be relaxed if the circuit is of secondary importance and
the tree concerned is of particular significance, but only with express permission from Trans
Power. However, all maintenance activities are carried out to cause least practicable
disturbance to the environment surrounding each line. The environment is maintained in as
natural a condition as possible consistent with reliable operations of the line, cost of
effective maintenance of lines and the reasonable wishes of individual landowners.
A similar policy is followed by electricity distributors, as they have extensive lengths of 11
kV lines following public roads and adjacent to hedges or trees. In some parts of New
Zealand, these aspects are a major problem, particularly where shelter belt trees are
concerned.

Security of Sites/Equipment
Many substations are in remote areas, and many sites are unattended at least for part of each
day. Few are attended 24 hours per day. Such sites are, therefore, vulnerable to damage from
intruders, resulting in equipment trippings then or at a later time. There is also the danger
of injury to people. Systems are put in place to prevent unauthorised access.

People
People may endanger themselves as well as reliability of supply by interfering with power
system equipment. Every transmission structure is fitted with a line name/structure number/
danger warning sign and circuit/phasing identifications signs. All distribution line poles
have a Danger Warning sign.
Lattice steel structures situated in locations likely to be frequented by and readily accessible
to school children, particularly those in the 11 - 15 year old age group, in specified locations
are fitted with anti-climbing guards and an additional danger warning sign.
All Trans Power installations have security fences around structures and are equipped with
intruder alarms. Electricity distributor installations have security fences and some have
intruder alarms.

Animals
Many animals, such as opossum and cats, may attempt to enter substations sites, either over
or under fences. Such intrusions can cause trippings as well as damage to equipment if the
animal shorts out live conductors. Fences may have an electric wire at the top and are set
in concrete at the bottom. Gaps through which animals may enter are avoided wherever
possible.
Birds often nest in structures inside substations, such as buswork or on transmission
structures. Bird droppings, bird nesting material and the birds themselves can, potentially,
cause problems.
All vulnerable items must be checked periodically, and additional preventative measures,
such as nesting guards, may be employed if a particular problem is evident.

Access Roads
In New Zealand, generation sources, particularly hydro sources, are usually in areas remote
from loads. It is, therefore, necessary to transmit electricity over long distances. Good
access roads to reach transmission towers and distribution lines are vital to enable
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maintenance or fault repair and vegetation control. Good relations with landowners are
essential to avoid any access difficulties. Access roads in poor condition may only be an
inconvenience and extra work during routine maintenance, but can be a source of major
delay during corrective maintenance following a fault.

Spares
Stocks of spares must be held for use during routine maintenance and for fault repairs.
However, purchasing and maintaining the spares in good condition is expensive. Long
delays may be involved in obtaining new components, especially if they have to be
manufactured or imported (eg wooden poles). The quantity of each type of spare held can
have a significant impact on reliability, and the determination of optimum inventory levels
can be very complex. While some minor spares will be stored on-site, the majority will be
held in bulk warehouses for easier inventory control.
Generally, each electricity distributor will have a central location to hold spares for its
equipment. If the spares are particular to a certain piece of equipment, however, they may
be held at that location.

Protection
Protection equipment is a vital part of the operation of the system to protect equipment and
to maintain system integrity. The system configuration and key parameters may change
when certain equipment is removed from the system for maintenance. It is therefore
necessary in some cases to alter protection while equipment is out of service for mainte-
nance (eg bypass CBs).

5.2 Distribution System Components
The key points outlined above apply equally to the distribution part of the network.
Maintenance philosophies and practices are built up over a long period of time, taking into
account historical failure rates, manufacturers’ recommendations, inspections and avail-
ability of spares.

5.2.1 Equipment Life
The life of each equipment component will depend upon many factors, such as:
• its age and date of purchase;
• its environment (eg temperature cycles);
• its preventative maintenance programme; and
• workmanship at time of original installation (eg cable jointing).
Typical lives for each equipment item associated with overhead lines are as follows:
• poles — 30 to 60 years, dependent on climate, soil, pole type (wood, concrete);
• crossarms — 30 to 50 years, as above;
• insulators — 40 to 60 years;
• conductors — 30 to 60 years; and
• cables — 30 to 60 years.
The rate of deterioration for a pole will vary tremendously according to local conditions.
A significant portion of New Zealand was reticulated with wooden poles from 1920 to 1960,
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and many long lengths of overhead line are requiring increased levels of maintenance as
components near the end of their useful lives.

5.2.2 Preventative Maintenance Tasks and Intervals
The following are typical tasks carried out on each component in the distribution network
and the typical maintenance period:
Subtransmission
• Overhead lines Inspect condition of crossarm, insulators, conductor and

pole every 5 to 10 years, frequency dependent on pole type
and age.

• Underground cables Monitor pressures (oil, gas) weekly. Check alarms (oil,
gas) six-monthly. Sheath tests annually (where appropri-
ate).

Zone Substations
• Switchgear Minor overhaul every one to two years, frequency de-

pendent on the type of switchgear.
• Protection Check and confirm all settings and operation every one or

two years. Electronic relays are checked less frequently
than mechanical protection relays and checks may be up
to four years apart. Check tripping functions annually.

• Transformers Test oil and check voltage control equipment annually.
• Tapchangers Set by number of operations, but at least every two years.
• Alarms Test annually.
• Batteries Check monthly. Voltage and specific gravity test each cell

six-monthly. Discharge test every two to five years,
determined by age.

• Ripple Control Equipment Check of injection equipment and contactors annually.
For static equipment period may be up to five years.

• Airbreak Switches Check every two to five years.
11 kV Feeders
• Reclosers Check five-yearly.
• Overhead Lines Inspect poles and visual inspection of equipment from

ground every five years.
• Voltage Regulators Set by number of operations, but at least every two years.
• Earths Tested every three to five years. Interval determined by

level of maintenance required.
Distribution Substations
• Transformers Inspect every one to two years.
• Switchgear Inspect every one to two years. ten year maintenance

check.
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6 MEASUREMENT OF RELIABILITY

6.1 Introduction
A number of parties have an interest in measuring both grid and distribution network
reliability. They include:
• Shareholders who are the owners of Trans Power and electricity distributors wish to

protect their capital and earn a reasonable rate of return on their investment. They will
also wish to see that the value of their business is maintained and that their assets are
effectively managed.

• All customers who desire a safe and reliable transmission and distribution service, with
quality matching cost.

• Managers of grids will need tools for their day-to-day management of the network assets
to improve efficiency and effectiveness of their operation.

• The Ministry of Commerce, as representative of the public of New Zealand, will require
disclosure of performance information. The exact form is presently being developed.

• There are others who are indirectly interested in network performance measurements.
These parties range from external bodies that monitor and regulate performance to the
New Zealand public.

Measurements of performance must therefore be available in a broad range of formats to
satisfy the many numerous demands and expectations required of them.

6.2 Transmission

6.2.1 Grid Performance
There are two main overall performance measures adopted by most utilities:
• system minutes interrupted
• circuit availability.
The term “system minutes”1 is used by Trans Power to describe the severity of an
interruption to supply, and Trans Power keeps statistics on system minutes lost each year.
The impact of the actual interruptions might occur simultaneously to all supply points or
may affect only part of the system. In New Zealand, one system minute is defined as the
equivalent loss of 5000 MW for one minute; that is, if the whole system shut down for one
minute, this would be classed as one system minute. Similarly, the loss of 500 MW for one
minute would be classed as a 0.1 system minute interruption.
Trans Power further divides system minutes into:
• main grid (main core); and
• sub transmission (spur or customer-specific assets).
Overseas utilities also consider system performance categories, excluding major events

1 See Appendix 2 for a definition
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such as those with a system minute impact greater than 1.0. This provides the ability to
closely monitor long-term trends, as all utilities suffer major events once every two or three
years that significantly distort long-term trend analysis.
Carrying out international comparisons is difficult as no two networks are exactly the same.
Trans Power’s network has significantly more sub-transmission than other similar works,
and international comparisons need to be done on a one-to-one basis.
In carrying out international comparisons, the disadvantage of using system minutes is that
it does not provide specific actions to take to modify a particular performance, although it
does gives a good measure of overall good performance. There is no link directly to design,
operating or maintenance practices. Specific equipment performance monitoring is re-
quired to determine contributions to individual bus performance.
Circuit availability is also used as a comparative measure. While helpful, it provides only
comparative measures and does not give any corrective action. It reflects when circuits are
available, but does not indicate if the circuit is available when power transfer is required.
For this reason, the system minutes for the amount of energy unsupplied or unserved
customers is of more relevance.
The New Zealand system is different to those of most developed countries, as it has most
generation remote from the load centres. This needs to be considered when making
international comparisons. Sources for international comparison include:
• CIGRE
• United Kingdom national grid study of grid performance
• Ontario Hydro and similar bodies
• other published studies.
Recommended measures for overall performance are:
• main grid system minutes
• subtransmission system minutes
• main grid system minutes excluding major events above 1.0 system minutes
• subtransmission system minutes excluding major events above 1.0 system minutes
• international bench marks
• expected bounds for each of the above
• contributing element performance.
Average system minutes range is 5 to 10 minutes (main grid) and 10 to 15 minutes
(subtransmission) per annum, although this is subject to volatility due to major incidents.

6.2.2 Bulk Supply Point Performance
The bulk supply point performance represents the transmission grid performance as seen
from individual supply points. There are a number of indicators presently available from the
data that Trans Power collect. These include transmission supply point losses by cause,
interruption indicators and point of supply performance.
Transmission supply point losses by cause would examine losses over all supply points due
to environment, equipment failure, human error, and generators. The equipment failure
categories can be further broken down into transformers, circuit breakers, protection and
transmission lines.
Dates and trends under each of these categories enable performance to be monitored and
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specific areas to be targeted for improvement where their contribution to the overall
performance is significant.
Monitoring historical performance of individual busbars is being extended by Trans Power
to calculating future probability of energy unserved. This would be used as a planning/
operating tool to complement existing n-1 type criteria adopted. Probability analysis can
also take into account current system configuration/operating conditions, whereas histori-
cal data has embedded performance relating to previous equipment conditions.

Interruption Indicators
Interruption indicators for transmission networks can be monitored in terms of average
number of interruptions per point of supply per year as follows:
• average number of interruptions per point of supply per year (typically 1 - 2 per year);
• average fault duration per year (typically 10 - 60 minutes); and
• number of faults against duration plotted on an annual basis.
The percentage energy unserved at each point of supply can also be measured, which
enables relative performance of individual buses to be calculated. When considering this,
electricity distributors could decide whether they wanted a performance greater or less than
others. Absolute values are difficult to quantify when comparing on an international basis.
Typical percentages range from 0.001 to 0.05.

6.2.3 Information Disclosure Requirements (Transmission)
Legislation under the Electricity Act 1992 provides for public disclosure of information by
Trans Power (or its successor) concerning:
• transmission prices, terms and conditions;
• pricing policies and methodologies;
• costs;
• cost allocation policies and methodologies;
• performance measures, or information from which performance measures may be

derived; and
• audited financial statements.
The Ministry of Commerce has produced the necessary regulations to implement the
information disclosure regime.

6.3 Distribution

6.3.1 Distribution System Reliability Evaluation 2

Reliability of service is of prime importance to electricity distributors. There are many
overseas publications which describe the various levels of activities and application3. These
activities can be divided into two fundamental segments of measuring past performance and
predicting future performance. Both applications involve the collection of system interrup-
tion data.

2 Distribution System Reliability Evaluation, CAE Seminar (University of Canterbury NZ.), Auckland 1992.
3 Reliability Evaluation of Power Systems, R Billinton, R N Allan, Plenum Press New York, 1984.
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The level and complexity of the data collection system depends upon the use to be made of
the data. Some of the more popular applications are as follows:
• provide performance data regarding the quality of customer service on the electrical

system as a whole and for each voltage level and operating area;
• provide data for an engineering comparison of network performance among consenting

electricity distributors;
• provide a basis for individual electricity distributors to establish service continuity

criteria. Such criteria could then be used to monitor network performance and to evaluate
general policies, practices, standards and design;

• provide data for analysis to determine reliability of service in a given area (geographical,
political, operating etc) to determine how factors such as design changes, environment,
maintenance methods and operating practices affect performance;

• provide reliability histories of individual circuits for discussion with customers or
prospective customers;

• identify substations and circuits with substandard performance and ascertain the causes;
• obtain the optimum improvement in reliability per dollar expended for design, mainte-

nance and operating programmes; and
• provide performance data necessary for a probabilistic approach to reliability studies.

This can be done by comparing and consistently evaluating the effects of varying the
configuration, protective methods, equipment, structural design and operating and
maintenance practices on a network’s performance.

The purpose is to determine the design, operating and maintenance practices that provide
optimum reliability per dollar expended and, in addition, to use this information to predict
the performance of future transmission and distribution system arrangements.
A wide range of indices is used to assess past performance.

6.3.2 Distribution System Performance
Distributors provide the interface between the generators/transporters of electricity and the
final customer. As a result of this day-to-day interaction with the end users, there has been
a general preference for electricity distributors to adopt indicators that are immediately
understandable by customers. In the reliability area, three related figures have become the
most common, and they are included in the proposed performance monitoring scheme
required under the Electricity Act 1992.
The three indicators and their definitions are4:
• SAIDI — Average duration of supply interruptions per customer per year;
• SAIFI — Average number of supply interruptions per customer per year; and
• CAIDI — Average duration of each supply interruption per customer who experienced

an interruption.
When gathering statistics, it is important to define the terms and ensure that all parties report
on the same basis. For example, in collecting the number or times of interruptions, it is
necessary to decide what is to be recorded (eg loss due to HV interruptions only, or including

4 See Appendix 2 for more detailed descriptions.
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LV interruptions, or including individual pole fuses). Normal practice is to record HV
statistics only, as the effects of the LV interruptions have been found to be smaller than the
errors in the HV figures. It is also normal practice to exclude the operations of auto-reclosers
when a successful reclose occurs. Only interruptions resulting in lock-out are usually
included.
It is also appropriate for the electricity distributor to collect the same data for planned
interruptions as for fault conditions.
Consideration must be given to the accuracy of the results. Currently, most electricity
distributors are unable to produce an accurate list of customers affected by each incident,
although the situation will change as improved computer systems (eg AM/FM systems) are
introduced by electricity distributors. At present, most electricity distributors work on a
mathematical allocation of their total customer numbers over zone substations, and then
over individual 11 kV feeders. In using this method, there will be a built-in error that may
affect inter-distributor comparisons. However, for time-series comparisons within an
electricity distributor, the overall effect is less important provided the allocations are
consistent. The results are affected by the partial restoration of circuits when further
allocation of customer numbers is required.
The above factors must be borne in mind when using data generated by performance
indices. In particular, inter-distributor comparisons need careful examination to ensure like
is compared with like. It is uncommon for all conditions (eg weather, percentage of circuits
overhead, demographics etc) to be sufficiently close to enable meaningful direct compari-
son of indices. A good approach is to accept that each distributor is effectively unique,
compare indices, and then ascertain if differences are explainable by the known variable
factors. If the differences are greater than expected, a detailed study is warranted.

6.3.3 Distribution Equipment Performance
It is also necessary to gather data on the failures of individual pieces of equipment and to
identify the cause and circumstances of every interruption in order to enable a distributor
to target expenditure and thereby improve reliability in the most effective manner. This will
then allow a quality control system to be applied over all matters relating to outages,
including operational practices and staff (training) problems. At this time, there is no
national fault reporting scheme and this is seen as a major problem in identifying common
failures with particular items. However, some information is shared on an ad hoc basis
between authorities, and this has helped target a few common equipment failure problems.
Some commonly used indicators for assessing performance of distribution equipment or a
system of equipment include:
• average component failure rate l  (in failures per year);
• average repair time of component r  (in hours per failure); and
• unavailability of the componentu  (in hours per year the component is unavailable for

service).
The relationship between unavailability, average component failure rate and average repair
time is given by:

u =  l x r
For a series of components, the unavailability of the system can be assessed by using the
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relationship:
u =  l x r
=  l1 r1 +  l2 r2 +  .  .  .

For components arranged in parallel, the resultant unavailability of the parallel system is:
u =  u1 u2 .  .  .

=  l1 r1  x  l2 r2  x  .  .  .

The performance of a system can be assessed and compared against that of other systems
by collecting data on individual components. It must be noted that the comparison is on a
probability basis rather than an absolute basis.

6.3.4 Information Disclosure Requirements (Distribution)
The Electricity Act 1992 provides for public disclosure of information by electricity
distributors concerning:
• distribution prices, terms and conditions;
• pricing policies and methodologies;
• costs;
• cost allocation policies and methodologies;
• performance measures and information from which performance measures may be

derived; and
• audited financial statements.

6.3.5 Application of Probabilistic Techniques
This section is based on the theories and techniques of Roy Billinton, and in particular a
1992 paper entitled “Distribution System Reliability Evaluation”5.
Probability theory has wide applicability in the electricity distribution industry, and once
understood, is a reasonably simple but extremely useful tool for the system designer.
In a distribution system, there are large numbers of identical components that have common
types of failures and that usually take a similar time to find, isolate and repair. Equipment
relevant to this example are kilometres of line and transformers where failures are
reasonably frequent and predictable in nature. Line faults arise from a relatively small
number of causes and generally take a similar time to repair once the fault has been found
and isolated. The examples given in this report assume a common repair time, but in
practice, more than one type of fault could be incorporated if the line manager wished.
Similarly, it is possible to categorise faults into “storm” and “normal” conditions and
analyse a network in these two modes.
In probability theory, a simple series network is either in service, (U = Uptime) or out for
repair (D = Downtime), as shown in Figure B6.1.
The probability of being in state U, plus the probability of being in state D is 1.0

P(U) + P(D) = 1.0
Therefore, if over a long period of observations the time that the equipment is in either state
U or state D is known, some simple equations can be developed. If the state of any piece of

5 CAE 1992
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equipment is monitored over time it can be represented graphically, as shown in Figure
B6.2.
This can be aggregated to give cumulative times when the plant is up (U) or down (D), as
shown in Figure B6.3. Thus by dividing the totals of each by T, the total time of the sample
and the average up- and down-time per year (or other interval) can be computed (Figure
B6.3).
Since faults can generally be repaired in a few hours in normal distribution engineering,
there is no need to make a precise calculation of uptime; it is only necessary to record the
number of faults and the down time for each.
From a reasonably-sized data base, it is possible to produce statistics on the average number
of faults per unit of equipment that can be expected in a year and the expected repair or
replacement time for each. It is also necessary to know the time taken for faults staff to get
from their base, carry out switching operations and get to the scene of the fault.
The other important statistics that form part of the information base for an electricity
distributor relate to customers and the interruptions they experience.
Dr Billinton’s paper outlines how network managers can use this data for a wide range of
purposes to help measure, quantify and improve reliability.

The Value and Uses of Reliability Studies
Three practical examples, taken from real distribution systems in New Zealand, are given
in Supplement 2. In the first two, the technique is used to help decide if further investment
in the system is justified. The third evaluates a highly-interconnected urban system.
Distribution network operators have always placed great importance on having a highly
reliable supply.
Probabilistic techniques have not been used to compare reliability within a distributor’s area
or between distributors in New Zealand to any extent. The method depends on having a

AVAILABLE

OUT FOR REPAIRU D
Figure B6.1:  Simple Series Network

Figure B6.2:  State of Equipment over Time

U = uptime
     (available)
D = downtime
     (out for repair)
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D = downtime
     (out for repair)
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database of outage data on which to base the techniques. Benefits of applying these
techniques include:
• Furnishes management with performance data regarding the quality of customer service

on the electrical system as a whole and for each voltage level and operating area.
• Provides data for an engineering comparison of electrical system performance among

other similar distributors.
• Provides a basis for individual suppliers to establish service continuity criteria. Such

criteria can then be used to monitor system performance and to evaluate general policies,
practices, standards and design.

• Provides data for analysis to determine reliability of service in a given area (geographi-
cal, political, operating, etc) to determine how factors such as design differences,
environment or maintenance methods, and operating practices affect performance.

• Provides reliability history of individual circuits for discussion with customers or
prospective customers.

• Identifies substations and circuits with substandard performance and to ascertain the
causes.

• Obtains the optimum improvement in reliability per dollar expended for design,
maintenance and operating programmes.

• Provides performance data necessary for a probabilistic approach to reliability studies.
This can be done by comparing and consistently evaluating the effects on a system’s
performance of varying the configuration, protective methods, equipment, structural
design and/or operating and maintenance practices. The purpose is to determine the
design, operating and maintenance practices that provide optimum reliability per dollar
expended and, in addition, to use this information to predict the performance of future
transmission and distribution system arrangements.

Figure B6.3:  Cumulative Up- and Down-times

TOTAL UP TIME TOTAL
DOWN TIME

U

D
T TIME

U = uptime
     (available)
D = downtime
     (out for repair)
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6.4 Relationship Between Transmission and Distribution Performance
Indices
The indices adopted for monitoring the performance of the transmission system allow for
ready comparison with overseas systems. However, they do not provide information in a
format that is meaningful to the final customer (ie the end user).
Some electricity distributors, though, are already collating data on the performance of their
systems using performance indices meaningful to the final customer. It does not appear to
be a significant burden to the transmission system operator to collate data in the same format
for the non-availability of supply at a supply point (see Section 6.2.2 “Bulk Supply Point
Performance”).
It will then be possible to provide the end user with a series of performance indices based
on planned and unplanned interruptions giving:

• the performance due to the generation/transmission composite system;
• the performance due to the distribution system; and
• the overall performance as seen by the end user.

This should permit the interested customer to plan for the overall situation and to monitor
the performance of each organisation.
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7 ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTOR
PERFORMANCE PROGRAMME

7.1 Introduction
One of the outcomes from discussions of the Delivery Task Group’s work at the project
workshop was to establish a National Reporting Scheme for electricity distributors’
reliability data. From this data, recommended performance indices would be determined
and reported annually.

7.2 Questionnaire to Electricity Distributors
In the early stages of the project, the Customer Requirements and Delivery Task Groups,
via the Electricity Supply Engineers’ Association, jointly circulated to all electricity
distributors a questionnaire on the topic of a national reporting scheme. Of the question-
naires sent out to 48 electricity suppliers, 41 returns were received. The following gives a
summary of the results of the survey.

7.2.1 National Reporting System
The majority (32) of electricity distributors considered it desirable to have common grounds
on reporting (Table B7.1), provided that the rules were clearly spelled out and strictly
observed. The costs of providing such information should also be considered.
Two references relating to reliability of electricity supply were suggested. They are:
• Reliability Concepts by K R Mooney; and
• Distribution Reliability by B Nicholson.
A national reporting scheme would serve a number of purposes:
• It would provide a benchmark to compare the performances of different electricity

distributors.
• It would provide a useful measure of relative network reliability and information that

would enable customers to form perceptions.
• The data could be used to improve performance levels in areas of system development,

planning and design. It was suggested that a relevant standard could be set.
Some suggestions as to the categories in the reporting system were:
• forced/planned interruptions; and
• urban/rural (classify via loading density in terms of metered installations per km).

Table B7.1:   Should a National Reporting System be Established?
Number of Electricity 

Distributors Percent

Yes 32 78
No 9 22

Total 41 100
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Some suggested performance measures were:
• average minutes of interruption per customer per year;
• average number of interruptions per customer per year; and
• average interruption duration per year (to restore supply to 90% or 95% of customers

affected).
Other suggestions were to collect national statistics of causes of interruptions and failure
rates of network plant items.
It was commented that Coopers and Lybrand carried out a competitive assessment on some
electricity distributors to provide some reliability data. It was also suggested that informa-
tion on the reliability of Trans Power and ECNZ be collected. A reporting scheme used in
the United Kingdom has proved advantageous, especially in locating potential equipment-
failure type problems.
It was noted that Government, as part of its light-handed regulation regime in the energy
sector reform, would require measuring and reporting of electricity distributors’ system
statistics as performance measurement.

7.2.2 Other Considerations for the Reporting System
Some practical compromises to be considered when gathering statistics on interruptions
were:
• All interruptions on the LV system should be excluded due to the relatively insignificant

effect on the results and the effort required to record and analyse them.
• Blown LV pole-fuses on mains due to overloads should be excluded.
• A formula used to obtain the number of customers affected by the interruptions until a

database was set up to obtain more accurate data/estimates.
• Results of auto-recloser operations should be excluded.
• It is almost impossible to collect reliable and accurate data on reliability under storm

conditions.
A dollar value could be assigned on an interruption to a typical domestic customer. For
instance:

A + B x minutes interrupted
where A = dollars and

B = dollars per minute of interruption

Table B7.2:  Other Considerations Relating to Reliability?
Number of Electricity 

Distributors Percent

Economic factors 9 22
Geographical 4 10
Customer's requirements 2 5
Differentiate ECNZ's and 
electricity distributors' statistics

2 5

No 24 58
Total 41 100
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It was envisaged that electricity distributors would allocate their resources to satisfy
customers’ needs, provided they were willing to pay.
The main factors electricity distributors used to judge reliability of supply to customers
were:
• frequency of interruptions
• duration of each interruption
• the cost of non-supply of electricity.
The Delivery Task Group considered that certain standards needed to be established, such
as:
• permitted duration for particular types of interruption;
• minimum response times for each type of reported interruption;
• minimum design standards of connection to network of services;
• minimum conductor sizes on services to reduce losses; and
• standard policies on protection devices.
All system developments must be justified on economic grounds. Reliability starts at the
initial design stage, followed by construction, and is affected by the quality of subsequent
maintenance. There is a trade-off between reliability and initial costs. It is necessary to
group networks (such as rural, urban, densely populated etc) to obtain some reliability
information on each of these groups.
It would be worthwhile to consider the relative impacts of interruptions caused by ECNZ,
Trans Power and electricity distributors. It would also be desirable to distinguish between
the impact of unexpected interruptions and planned shutdowns due to prearranged work.
Consideration must also be given to ramifications associated with remote rural areas having
major geographical and topographical problems.
The following factors affect reliability 1,2,3:
• good system design to avoid overload failures in cold weather;
• low voltage interconnection to permit maintenance of transformers in summer;
• flexibility of 11 kV and 33 kV networks that can be switched alive;
• live line work;
• the preventative maintenance programme;
• good overhead line design; and

1 “Reliability Theory and Calculations — Basic Techniques” by N Y Ng.
2 ESA Proposed Performance Measures Circular dated 4 May 1990, items 17 and 18 indices.
3 ESA — Trans Power Incident Report.

Table B7.3:  Design Network to Minimise Outages?
Number of Electricity 

Distributors Percent

Yes 23 56
Yes, but with 
economic restraints 14 34

No 4 10
Total 41 100
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• tolerance of customers to supply interruptions that affect businesses, comfort and
pleasure.

It has been suggested that some information on reliability from other countries be used,
provided that the conditions conform to those of New Zealand.
Besides design, operating practices carried out to minimise both duration and number of
outages were:
• control room staffed 24 hours per day.
• controllers have complete up-to-date knowledge of all open points.
• full radio telephone coverage for all faultmen and controllers for the entire area.
• minimise stress on all network plant.

7.2.3 Records of Interruptions
The majority of electricity distributors kept records of arranged shutdowns (37) and faults
(41) (Table B7.4), although the forms and details of the records varied significantly.

7.3 National Reliability Performance Reporting Scheme

7.3.1 Existing Practice
The survey of New Zealand electricity distributors carried out by the Customer Require-
ments and Delivery Task Groups in April 1992 produced a range of responses regarding the
use of reliability indices.
Twenty-eight of the 41 respondents reported that reliability indices of some kind were
recorded. The principal use of the indices was reported to be for internal comparative
purposes.
The indices reportedly used are listed in Table B7.5, along with the frequency of each of the
responses. Suppliers have adopted a variety of indices which suit their needs for internal
reporting. These indices are generally unsuitable for inter-supplier comparisons because of
the variations in the means of compilation.

Number of Electricity 
Distributors

For pre-arranged interruptions
Yes 37
No 4

Total 41

For faults
Yes 41
No 0

Total 41

Table B7.4:  Records Kept of Network Interruptions?
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7.3.2 Customer Survey
Surveys of residential and business customers were commissioned by the Customer
Requirements Task Group in 19924.
The business customers were asked whether they considered the three traditional customer-
oriented measures SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI appropriate. Seventy-five percent of the 268
respondent business customers stated that they considered these appropriate. Fifty-one
percent of the 67 business customers who did not consider these measures appropriate stated
that measures that reflect fluctuations and/or low voltage incidents are needed.
There is a clear customer requirement for indices that reflect the “quality” of the electricity
supply, as well as those that reflect the “quantity” (continuity) of supply. It is recommended
that further investigation is carried out into measures that reflect the “quality” of supply to
customers, with a future view to incorporating these into a national reporting scheme.
Business customers were also asked who they considered should be responsible for
measuring reliability performance, who should publish the results and how often they
should be published. A clear majority favoured measurement and annual publication by the
electricity distributor.

7.3.3 Recommended Indices
The three recommended indices are SAIDI, SAIFI and CAIDI5.
The measuring period used for these indices is one year, and the interruption durations are
defined in minutes6. These indices are widely used internationally.
The Electricity Supply Association of Australia Ltd (ESAA) and the Bureau of Industry
Economics (Australia) have standardised on these three indices for inter-utility compari-
sons. Similarly, the Canadian Electrical Association (CEA), uses these indices (along with

Table B7.5:  Indices Used by New Zealand Electricity Distributors

Index
Number of 
Electricity 
Distributors

Average annual interruption duration per customer (SAIDI) 10
Number of interruptions 7
Average interruption duration (AID) 6
Energy not supplied 5
Average interruption frequency per customer (SAIFI) 4
Number of faults per unit line distance 3
Customer minutes or hours lost 3
Index of reliability 1
System minutes lost 1

4 Details are given in Part A:  Customer Requirements, Chapter 6.
5 Full descriptions of these are given in Appendix 2.
6 Note that SAIDI = SAIFI x CAIDI
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a fourth index, ASAI) to record the reliability of all Canadian electricity utilities. These
indices are also used in the United Kingdom, Europe, North America and Japan.

7.3.4 Other Indices
Other indices were considered but are not recommended for use in a National Reporting
Scheme. They are:
• Average Interruption Duration (AID)

AID =  sum of interruption durations
number of interruptions

This index is used by some New Zealand electricity distributors and is similar to CAIDI
in that it reflects the overall restoration time of each interruption. It does not, however,
take into account the number of customers affected by each interruption. This index is
sometimes modified to show the restoration time for only 80% to 100% of the interrupted
customers.

• Average System Availability Index (ASAI):

ASAI =  total number of customer hours of service available
total number of customer hours demanded

This index is used by the Canadian Electrical Association, along with SAIFI, SAIDI and
CAIDI. It is of limited worth, as it is typically between 0.9994 and 0.9999.

• Average Load Interruption Duration Index (ALIDI) or “system-minutes interrupted”:

ALIDI =  total number of kVA (or kW) minutes interrupted
total system kVA (or kW)

This index is similar in concept to SAIDI, but reflects the magnitude of the load
interrupted rather than the number of customers.

• Average Outage Frequency per 100 cct-kms:

AOF =  100 x number of outages
mean of opening and closing lengths in service (km)

Alternatively, “interruption” may be substituted for “outage” to give Average Interrup-
tion Frequency. This index is similar in concept to SAIFI, but records the frequency of
interruptions in relation to the total circuit length in service.

7.3.5 Data Compilation
The validity of the recommended indices for inter-supplier comparisons depends on the
consistency of the underlying methods of data compilation. The following set of standards
is recommended for adoption, along with the indices:
• Only HV incidents that cause a loss of supply to customers are to be recorded. Voltage

fluctuations and momentary interruptions are not intended to be reflected by these
indices. For example, the loss of a single HV phase supplying a three-phase transformer
would not be recorded, as it does not result in a complete loss of supply to the LV circuits
supplying customers.

• Interruptions confined to LV circuits are not recorded. Although such interruptions
occur frequently, they usually involve a single customer or a small number of customers.
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A study carried out by the Auckland Electric Power Board (now Mercury Energy
Limited) over three months in 1991/92 showed that the error introduced by excluding all
LV interruptions was between 2 and 3%. This compromise greatly reduces the volume
of data to be compiled by electricity distributors, and so reduces the cost of participation.
This standard has also been adopted in the ESAA National Reporting Scheme.

• The method of determining the number of customers included in each interruption
depends upon the information systems operated by each electricity distributor.
Interruption of supply occurs when there is a break in the continuity of supply to a
Network Connection Point (NCP), where a customer’s main connects to a distribution
line, or to a Metered Installation (MI), at a meter board.
The number of customers interrupted can be determined by one of the following, with
1 the ideal to 6 the least accurate but easiest to implement:
1. sum of known numbers at each NCP or MI affected;
2. sum of estimated numbers at each NCP or MI affected;
3. sum of known number of customers at each transformer affected;
4. sum of estimated number of customers at each transformer affected;
5. sum of known number of customers at each 11 kV feeder affected;
6. sum of estimated number of customers at each 11 kV feeder affected.
In all cases, it is intended that all interrupted customer connections are counted. A
diversity factor should not be introduced to account for customers not at home, as these
customers are typically inconvenienced by at least the loss of digital time settings.

• The total number of connected customers on the system is defined as the average of the
count at the beginning and end of the measuring period.

• Interruptions are classified as either planned or unplanned. The implication is that
planned interruptions (shutdowns) have been advertised to customers in some manner,
and so are less inconvenient than unplanned interruptions (cuts).

• Interruptions are also classified as originating on the distributor’s own system or from
Trans Power’s system. The intention is to identify the contributions made to the indices
by both Trans Power interruptions and those on the distributor’s network.

• The reliability of electricity supply is often significantly lower in rural areas than in urban
areas. To allow meaningful comparisons of the indices which are published, the existing
distributor classifications of “urban”, “mainly urban”, “mainly rural” or “rural” will be
used to group together the indices of similar-density distributors.
Distributors also have the option of submitting separate indices for their urban and rural
areas. In this case, the distributor will be required to submit two sets of indices, being
Distributor X (urban) and Distributor X (rural).

7.3.6 Worked Example
The following example demonstrates the conversion of system interruption data into the
recommended indices SAIFI, SAIDI and CAIDI. The optional separation of rural and urban
data is not made.
Data is shown in Table B7.6. Distributor A has 5000 connected customers. Calculations are
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as follows:
Unplanned Interruptions on Distributor’s System:

SAIDI =  sum of (number of interrupted customers x interruption duration) 
total number of connected customers

            =  50,500
5000

 =  10.1 mins / cust / yr

SAIFI =  sum of (number of interrupted customers) 
total number of connected customers

            =  1285
5000

 =  0.257 ints / cust / yr

CAIDI =  (number of interrupted customers x interruption duration)
sum of (number of connected customers)

            =  SAIDI
SAIFI

           =  10.1
0.257

 =  39.3 mins / int

Planned Interruptions on Distributor’s System:

SAIDI =  60,000
5000

 =  12.0 mins / cust / yr

SAIFI =  650
5000

 =  0.130 ints / cust / yr

CAIDI =   12.0
0.13

 =  92.3 mins / int

Total Interruptions on Distributor’s System:

SAIDI  =  50,500  +  60,000
5000  =  22.1 mins / cust / yr (= SAIDI Unpl + SAIDI Pl)

SAIFI =  1285 +  650
5000

 =  0.387 ints / cust / yr (= SAIFI Unpl + SAIFI Pl)

CAIDI =   22.1
0.387

 =  57.1 mins / int (! CAIDI Unpl + CAIDI Pl)

Unplanned Interruptions from Trans Power:

SAIDI =  40,000
5000

 =  8.0 mins / cust / yr

SAIFI =  2000
5000

 =  0.400 ints / cust / yr

CAIDI =   8.0
0.4

 =  20.00 mins / int
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Planned Interruptions from Trans Power:

SAIDI =  21,000
5000

 =  4.20 mins / cust / yr

SAIFI =  1000
5000

 =  0.200 ints / cust / yr

CAIDI =   4.2
0.2

 =  21.00 mins / int

Total Interruptions from Trans Power:

SAIDI =  40,000 +  21,000
5000

 =  12.2 mins / cust / yr (= SAIDI Unpl+ SAIDI Pl)

SAIFI =  2000 +  1000
5000

 =  0.600 ints / cust / yr (= SAIFI Unpl+ SAIFI Pl)

CAIDI  =  12.2
0.600  =  20.3 mins / int (! CAIDI Unpl + CAIDI Pl)

Total Interruptions:

SAIDI =  50,500 +  60,000 +  40,000 +  21,000
5000

 =  34.3 mins / cust / yr

Table B7.6:  Data for Electricity Supplier A

Cause
No of 

Interrupted 
Customers

Interruption 
Duration 

(Mins)

Product 
(Customer 

Mins)

Unplanned 
Interruptions on 

Distributor's 
System

1. Car hit EHV pole 750 20 15,000
                      and 80 100 8,000

2. EHV Line Clash 350 40 14,000
3. EHV Dropout Fuse 50 50 2,500
4. Tree in EHV Lines 55 200 11,000
5. LV Cable Fault* [20] [300] [6,000]

Total 1,285 50,500
* LV interruption only
not added into sums

Planned 
Interruptions on 

Distributor's 
System

1. TX Change 50 90 4,500
2. EHV Pole Change 100 180 18,000
3. ABS Maintenance 250 90 22,500
4. Sub Commissioning 250 60 15,000

Total 650 60,000

Unplanned 
Interruptions on 

ECNZ System
1. Switching Error 2,000 20 40,000

Planned 
Interruptions on 

ECNZ System
1. TX Changeover 1,000 21 21,000
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(= SAIDI Dist + SAIDI TP)

SAIFI =  1285 +  650 +  2000 +  1000
5000

 =  0.987 ints / cust / yr

(= SAIFI Dist + SAIFI TP)

CAIDI =   34.3
0.987

 =  34.8 mins / int (! CAIDI Dist + CAIDI TP)

The above calculations are readily incorporated into a spreadsheet, as shown in Figure B7.1
and B7.2.

7.3.7 Reporting Format
The Electricity Supply Association of New Zealand (ESANZ) is considered to be an
appropriate body to receive, collate and publish the reliability indices submitted by each
distributor. It is recommended that the indices are submitted and published annually with
the distributors’ names disclosed.
It is recommended that indices are submitted in a similar format to that shown in Figure
B7.2. The italicised figures on the form can be used as a guide in setting up a spreadsheet
to calculate and document the indices. Calculated indices should be entered to three
significant figures as shown in the worked example.
Distributors who wish to submit separate indices for urban and rural customers should
submit two sets of results that apply to their urban and rural areas respectively.
The published indices should be grouped together for comparison with indices from other
distributors of the same density classification. Initially, the existing urban, mainly urban,
mainly rural or rural classifications established by the ESANZ for New Zealand electricity
distributors will be used to group the indices.

NETWORK CLASSIFICATION 
OF INTERRUPTIONS

SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI

Numerator 
(Cust-min)

 Result 
(min/cust)

Numerator 
(cust-int)

Result 
(int/cust)

Result 
(min/int)

Electricity 
Distributor

Planned 60,000 12.0 650 0.130 92.3

Unplanned 50,500 10.1 1285 0.257 39.3

Subtotal 110,500 22.1 1935 0.387 57.1

Trans 
Power

Planned 21,000 4.2 1000 0.200 21.0

Unplanned 40,000 8.0 2000 0.400 20.0

Subtotal 61,000 12.2 3000 0.600 20.3

Total 171,500 34.3 4935 0.987 34.8

Comn Denominator = No of Cust 5000 5000

Figure B7.1:  Reliability Performance Indices — Worked Example
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Figure B7.2:  Reliability Performance Indices — Reporting Form

NETWORK CLASSIFICATION 
OF INTERRUPTIONS

SAIDI SAIFI CAIDI

Numerator 
(Cust-min)

 Result 
(min/cust)

Numerator 
(cust-int)

Result 
(int/cust)

Result 
(min/int)

Electricity 
Distributor

Planned a b = a/aj c d = c/ak e = b/d

Unplanned f g = f/aj h i = h/ak j = g/i

Subtotal k = a + f l = k/aj m = c + h n = m/ak o = l/n

Trans 
Power

Planned p q = p/aj r s = r/ak t = q/s

Unplanned u v = u/aj w x = w/ak y = v/x

Subtotal z = p + u aa = z/aj ab = r + w ac = ab/ak ad = aa/ac

Total ae = k + z af = ae/aj ag = m + ab ah = ag/ak ai = af/ah

Comn Denominator = No of Cust aj ak = aj
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SUPPLEMENT 1
Transmission Reliability Example

Reliability Analysis of Waitaki Scheme

1. Transmission Line (TL) Reliability
The reliability of the existing arrangement at Waitaki and associated 110 kV substation and
transmission line network is calculated based on the following statistics:
1. The average frequency of interruption for 110 kV transmission line network in a year for

Waitaki-Glenavy-Oamaru-Halfway Bush Lines.
2. The average duration of out of service in a year for the transmission lines in 1.
Based on 2, the probability of transmission line in service or out of service is calculated1.
Corresponding figures (based on national averages) are used to determine the reliability of
the proposed transmission network.

Calculations:

(a) Present System (in 1991)
Previous history of 110 kV lines from Waitaki to Halfway Bush:

The meantime between failure T = 8760 Hours
m1 — period in service for circuit (CKT) 1 = 8354 Hours
r1 — period out of service for CKT 1 = 406 Hours

in service probability = p1 = m/T = 0.953653
outage probability = q1 = 1-p1 = 0.046347

similarly:
m2 — period in service for CKT 2 = 8197 Hours
r2 — period out of service for CKT 2 = 563 Hours

in service probability = p2 = 0.9357305
outage probability = q2 = 0.0642695

Based on the above probability data, the reliability of present 110 kV transmission line is:
CKT 1 0.953653
CKT 2 0.93573

(b) New Proposal
In the new proposal, about 1.3 km of double circuit 220 kV line will be constructed from

1 All the data pertaining to this analysis was obtained from the Operations and Maintenance Section of Trans Power.

Transmission Circuit Frequency of
Interruption/Year

Average Time Out of
Service/Year

WTK-GNY-OAM-HWB 1 38 406 hours
WTK-GNY-OAM-HWB 2 52 563 hours
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Waitaki-Aviemore-Livingstone Line. The National average reliability index for the 220 kV
circuit for the new proposal is:

CKT 1 0.993653
CKT 2 0.993653

Summary:
From reliability indices calculated, it can be observed that 220 kV scheme is more reliable
than the present system.

Comment:
Because the frequency of faults on the 110 kV scheme was very high in the past (due to aging
of lines), reliability is poor.
A single circuit rating of WTK-GNY-HWB line is 60 MW.
A single circuit outage on the 110 kV transmission line would definitely require reduction
in generation at Waitaki to below 60 MW. The number of times at least two units are likely
to be tripped (assuming an average generation of 90 MW at Waitaki ie six units) is 38
(frequency of interruption/year), and the corresponding national average figure for 220 kV
transmission line is 12.

2. Circuit Breaker Reliability

(a) Present System
Total circuit breakers — 9
Line CB — 2
Machine CB — 7
9 CB @ 3 day/year — 27 days

1985 explosion in Bushing: 15 hours — all six units out
3 days — two units out

Assume mean time between failure to be 4 years. Then:
r = 16.5 days/CB
m = 1443.5
T = 1460

in service period p = 0.9886986
outage period q = 0.0113013

Reliability calculation for CB outage:
Probability of all CB in service = 0.9027
Probability of one CB out = 0.0930

No. of CB Out Exact Probability Cumulative Probability
0
1
2
3

0.9027661
0.0928714
0.00424626
0.00013252

1.0
0.971176
0.00435945
0.00013252
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(b) New Option
11 kV Bus Option or individual T/R Option: (T/R = Transformer)

There will be 9 CBs again but are all new SF6 CBs. The maintenance is 1 day per year, per
circuit breaker.

T = 365 days
r =  1 day
m = 364 days
p = 0.9982602
q = 0.0027397

Reliability of proposed action:

3. Transformer Reliability Calculation

(a) Present System
The generation local hydro group at Dunedin has provided the following information:
1. Mean time between failure is two years for each of the seven banks.
2. Time lost in servicing is (3 week + 2 x 1 week) ie total of five weeks

Again T = 730 days
r = 5 weeks = 35 days

m = 695 days
in service period = 0.9520547

outage rate period = 0.010479452
Assuming same value for all 7 banks, the following probabilities are calculated. Trans-
former reliability calculation for (a) is:

No. CB Out Probability
0
1
2

0.9756103
0.0241158

Summary:
Circuit Breaker reliability comparison is:

Probability of
0 CB out 1 CB out

Present System (a) 0.9027661 0.0928714
New Option (b) 0.9756103 0.0241158

Unit Out Exact Probability Cumulative
0
1
2

0.7089793
0.2499279
0.0377588

1.0
0.2876867
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(b) Proposed Option
The proposed scheme has 2 different designs:

b.1 11 kV bus system with two 11/220 kV transformers
b.2 Seven 11/220 kV individual unit transformers.

Based on existing statistics on the 11/220 kV transformers, the following information is
obtained:

1. Frequency of faults — 3 per year.
2. Total duration lost — 153 minutes/year

 ie 51 minutes/fault
3. Total 11/220 kV transformers — 141

failure rate — 2.12 /year
T = 8750 hours
r = 51 minutes + 72 hours
m = 8687.15 hours
p = 0.9916837
q = 0.0083162

Transformer reliability calculation for (b):

Summary:
A summary of probability of 0 unit out of service for present system, Option b1, and Option
b2 is:

Probability of Not Out of
Service

Unit Out Option b.1 Option b.2
0
1

0.9834365
0.016494

0.9432183
0.0553684

Probability
Index

Present System
Proposed Option b1
Proposed Option b2

0.7089703
0.9834365
0.9432193

It can be seen that the probability of all units in service is highest for Option b1 and lowest
for the present system.

4. Conclusion
From the above calculations, the present option and proposed options are:

Ref Description Present System
Reliability

Proposed System
Reliability

A1
A2
B
C

TL Reliability CKT 1
TL Reliability CKT 2

CB Reliability
T/R Reliability

0.953653
0.93573
0.9027661
0.7089793

0.993653
0.993653
0.9756103
0.9834365
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The results indicate that the proposed changes to Waitaki Station will improve the reliability
of the station as a whole. This will reduce the frequency of sudden changes of flow of water
in the river that follow a forced outage. This would result in fewer sudden changes in the
rate of water flow.
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SUPPLEMENT 2
Distribution Reliability Example

Reliability Evaluation Applied to Distribution Systems

(a) The Basic Equations
For a series system, there are two parameters that govern its reliability. These are the fault
rate (!) and the repair time (r). If the components have failure rates !1, !2 etc then the failure
rate of the system is:

! s = !1 + !2 + !3 +... faults per year
The repair or down time of the series system is given by the equation:

rs =
!1r1 + l2r2 +...
!1 + !2 +...

hours

The hours/year of unavailability is given by the equation:
Us = ! srs

In practice these two equations can be used to calculate the composite reliability of a
distribution system. It can be broken down into a number of series components, each with
its separate failure rate and repair time. The expected indices of performance can then be
determined by considering the load points within the system. An example of a series
configuration is illustrated in Figure S2.1.
In this configuration, all switches are normally closed and the customer load points A, B and
C are supplied from the feeder by fused spurs. The feeder breaker and the substation supply
bus are assumed to be fully reliable. The individual component data obtained from the
history of similar components under similar conditions are as follows:

Feeder 0.10 failure/circuit kilometre/year
3.0 hours average repair time

Spur 0.25 failures/circuit kilometre/year
1.0 hours average repair time

Manual sectionalising time for any switching action = 0.5 hours.
The simplest approach is to perform a failure modes and effect analysis in a table form and

Figure S2.1: Series Configuration

FEEDER
BREAKER

2km

2km

1km

1km3km

3km
A

B

C
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utilise the basic equations given above.
The matrix is formed by considering the load points one at a time and manually entering the
value for “r”. This figure is derived from the supply authority outage statistics.
The figures for ! and r can then be calculated.
The values for !r and "!r are calculated by simple addition and "!rs calculated from the
formula. The process lends itself to a simple computer spreadsheet application. The results
can then be aggregated to give the expected performance indicators for the whole system.
This procedure is shown in Table S2.1, and the results are summarised in Table S2.2.
It can be seen from Table S2.2 that load point C, despite being at the extremity of the feeder,
has the lowest failure rate due to its relatively short radial. It has the longest average
restoration time, however, due to the fact that all restoration is by repair rather than by
isolation of the faulted section and restoration by switching action. In the case of load point
A, any failures on the feeder other than on the initial 2 kilometre section involve restoration
by switching rather than by repair. There are many configurations particularly in rural
locations, which have a topology similar to that shown in Figure S2.1. The results in Table
S2.2 can be used to obtain the standard performance indices1.
Annual Customer interruptions (ACI):

ACI = (250)(1.35) + (100)(1.1) + (50)(0.85) = 490

Load Point A Load Point B Load Point C
Component

f/yr
r

hr
r

hr/yr f/yr
r
hr

r
hr/yr f/yr

r
hr

r
hr/yr

Feeder:

2km section 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6 0.2 3.0 0.6

3km section 0.3 0.5 0.15 0.3 3.0 0.9 0.3 3.0 0.9

1km section 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 0.5 0.05 0.1 3.0 0.3

Radial:

3km section 0.75 1.0 0.75

2km section 0.5 1.0 0.5

1km section 0.25 1.0 0.25

1.35 1.15 1.55 1.1 1.86 2.05 0.85 2.41 2.05

! ! ! ! ! !

1 Assume that there are 250, 100 and 50 customers respectively at load points A, B, and C giving a total of 400
customers in the system.

Table S2.1: Reliability Parameters
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System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI):

 SAIFI =
490
400

= 1.23interruptions / customer

Customer Interruption Duration (CID):
CID = (250)(1.55) + (100)(2.05) + (50)(2.05) = 695

System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI):

SAIDI =
695
400

= 1.74hours / customer

Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI):

CAIDI =
695
490

= 1.42hours / interrutption

Average Service Availability Index (ASAI)

ASAI =
(400)(8760) # 695

(400)(8760)
= 0.99802

These calculated values can be compared with measured values or, if available, with
standard indices for the system to determine if the configuration shown in Figure 1 meets
the system requirement.
For parallel configurations, such as given in Figure S2.2, the equations are:

rs =
r1r2

r1 + r2

 hours per failure

Table S2.2: Reliability Parameters — Summary

A B C

 (failures/year) 1.35 1.10 0.85
r (hours/failure) 1.15 1.86 2.41
U (hours/year) 1.55 2.05 2.05

!

Figure S2.2:  Parallel Configuration

CB CB

CB CB

interruption
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and ! s =
!1!2 (r1 + r2 )

8760
 failures per year

Us = ! srs hours per year

where Us = hours per year of non-supply.

(b) Case Study 1
A rural feeder with farming customers dispersed along its length is presently a simple radial
line. It has two manually-operated isolating switches on the main feeder and one auto-
reclose circuit breaker between the isolators. There are three fused spurs.
An adjoining spur line could be connected to the end of this line to provide a back-feed that
could be used to supply some customers during faults. The question is whether the
improvement in reliability as measured by the standard indices and assigning a value of loss
of load would justify the cost of the interconnection. This interconnection would require 3.5
km of line to be built and maintained.
The existing arrangement is shown in Figure S2.3. The parameters for the study are given
in Table S2.3 and the results derived by the techniques described earlier are shown in Table
S2.4.
Loading (kVA):

P-B B-K B-C C-D D-E D-F F-X F-G G-H G-Y H-I I-Z I-J J-L
49.5 87.5 80.0 70.0 85.0 15.0 10.0 45.0 97.5 75.5 — 165.0 100.0 90.0

The calculations were repeated with the addition of a manually operated back-feed from a
nearby line. It was assumed that this switch could be closed in 0.2 hours compared to 0.1
hours for the average time to operate the sectionalising switches along the line.
NPV, assuming $1 per kWh, 10% discount rate for 10 years = $10,839.
The annual customer interruptions (ACI) is unchanged, at 370 incidents per year. This is
because nothing has been done to prevent faults. Conversely, the customer interruption

Figure S2.3: Rural Feeder Arrangement

Allowing 6.0 kVA per customer
No. of customers on feeder is about 16
Distances in metres
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Table S2.3: Rural Feeder Reliability Study
11 kV faults/year 229
Total length of 11 kV line 2592 km
Fault rate per km of line 0.09 faults per year
Average repair time 3 hours
Switching time 0.1 hours ie 1.1 hours from initial call
Callout time 1 hour
Back-feed switching time 0.2 hours ie 1.2 hours from initial call
Total number of customers 161
Change in CID = 588 customer hours
Energy not sold = 1764 kWh

duration has fallen from 1434 customers hours per year to 846 customer hours per year
because the restoration time has been reduced. This means that 1434 - 846 = 588 customer
hours can be saved by the installation of the back-feed. If the after-diversity maximum
demand (ADMD) of each customer is taken as 6 kW, then on average each customer might
have demanded 3 kW of load during each fault. This means that 588 x 3 = 1764 kWh of extra
sales or benefit to the customer. If each kWh not supplied has a value of, say, $1.00, then
the annual worth of the back-feed is $1764.
The cost of constructing 3550 metres of overhead line for the back-feed is about $71,000.
Over 10 years at 10% discount rate, this would have an NPV of $10,839. This value must
also be computed for the customers on the other line who would benefit from the back-feed
in the reverse. Even allowing for this, it is clearly not economic to build the back-feed.
The other parameter to note is that the index CAIDI (customer average interruption duration
index) fell from 3.70 hours to 2.18 hours. Whether this difference is significant would
depend on the circumstances of the customers.
The technique can be used for other examples. For instance, if the call-out time was reduced
from 1.0 hours to 0.5 hours, the CAIDI would fall to 3.20 and the CID would fall to 1243.
This would create a saving of 2328 kWh. It can also be used to consider the impact of
incorrect fusing on the spurs. If there was a 10% chance that the fuse would not operate, the
main CB would trip instead, causing a much more extensive interruption.
Further analysis would be done to consider what would happen if the back-feed was not
always available because of other faults or overload conditions.

Indices Existing Alternate
ACI 387.7 387.7

SAIFI 2.36 2.36
CID 1434 846

SAIDI 8.74 5.16
CAIDI 3.70 2.18
ASAI 0.999002 0.999411

Table S2.4:  Results of Study
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For the technique to be effective, it is essential to have a good statistical database. Knowing
the average fault rate and repair plus call out time is essential. Furthermore, if the family of
performance indicators are available with real data for each feeder, more informed
decisions can be made about operating and design philosophy.

(c) Case Study 2
Two 33 kV lines currently run in parallel, but not on the same poles, to a 33 kV zone
substation supplying about 9 MW maximum demand. At present, there are no line circuit
breakers at the zone-substation end of these lines, and consequently the 33 kV bus is run in
a normally-open mode. This is shown in Figure S2.4.
The question is whether the cost of two 33 kV line circuit breakers could be offset by the
improved reliability that would arise from running with the 33 kV zone substation bus
closed.
For the first part of the study, the system can be considered as two separate series circuits,
except that in the event of failure of a 33 kV line, bus or transformer, restoration is by
switching, assumed to take 0.25 hours. For a fault on the 11 kV bus, the repair is assumed
to take 5.00 hours.
Table S2.5 shows the ! and r for each of the components. The fault rate for 33 kV lines is
calculated at 0.098 faults per year.
In a parallel situation, which would arise if 33 kV circuit breakers were installed at the

Figure S2.4: 33 kV Subtransmission Arrangement
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Table S2.5:  Results of Series Case
Line 1 — Length 13.1 km

Line 1 33 kV bus Transf. 11 kV bus !!!!!s

! 1.28 0.005 0.001 0.005 1.289
r 2.00 2.000 2.000 5.000
Average hours per year of non-supply = 2.03

Line 2 — Length 9.9 km

Line 2 33 kV bus Transf. 11 kV !!!!!s

! 0.97 0.005 0.001 0.005 0.977
r 2.00 2.000 2.000 5.000
Average hours per year of non-supply = 2.03
Total hours per year lost = 4.08

substation, the formulae for a parallel system apply, which are as follows:

rs = 2.03 x 2.05
2.03 +  2.05  =  1.020 hours per failure

and !s = 1.289 x 0.977 (2.03 +  2.05)
8760  =  0.000586 failures per year

Thus total hours load is not supplied is:
Us = 1.020 x 0.000586 = 0.0006 hours

The saving in hours not supplied is:
= 4.0810 - 0.0006
= 4.0804 hours per year

With a maximum load of 9 MW, the energy saved, assuming 50% load factor is 18,362 kWh.
At a value of $1 per kWh this is worth, say, $18,300 per year, which has a NPV of $112,000
on the same basis as before.
The cost of purchasing and installing two 40-year-old oil circuit breakers, new potential and
current transformers and new directional overcurrent and earth leakage relays is estimated
to be $100,000. It would take about seven years to recover the investment.

(d) Case Study 3
A residential area in a older city is now fully-undergrounded and has an extremely high level
of interconnection at the 33 kV, 11 kV and 400 V levels. A stylised system diagram is shown
in Figure S2.5.
The basic system design and operating parameters are as follows:
• The main 11 kV substations are fed by a 33 kV ring main (not shown).
• The 11 kV network is highly interconnected, with most parts of the city having access

to more than two sources of supply by manual switching.
• Each 11 kV/400 V transformer supplies a series of 400 V cables that can also be back-
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Figure S2.5:  Stylised Urban System

fed from a nearby transformer by a simple local switching operation.
• In Figure S2.5, load groups 1 to 6 are along one street with the 400 V cables on each side

of the carriage way, and there are several isolating switches. The number of customers
per section is never more than 10 and, in the event of a fault, these are the only ones whose
supply can not be restored by switching.

• Because the supply is in a city area, a permanently available faultman is able to get to any
part of the network in no more than 10 minutes. The time to restore supply is then
dependant on the number of switching operations.

• Typical cable fault rate = 0.05 faults/km/year
• Switching time 11 kV faults = 0.16 hours
• Switching time 400 kV faults = 0.25 hours
• Number of customers in study area = 35
Using the above parameters and the same techniques as in the previous studies, the standard
indices can be generated and are given in Table S2.6.
It is interesting to compare these indices with those generated for the rural feeder in Case
1. The urban customers can expect 0.06 faults per year, or 1 fault in 16 years, compared with
2.36 per year in the rural case. The fault, when it does occur, will last an average 0.7 hours
in the urban situation and 3.7 in the rural situation. On average, each urban customer will
be interrupted 0.04 hours (2.4 minutes), compared to 8.7 in the rural case.
Some caution is required in comparing these examples since the number of customers is not
the same. This could be accounted for in the calculations. For instance, in the urban case,
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there is little need to analyse much more of the system because there are so few variables,
and the indices SAIFI, SAIDI, and CAIDI are all per customer.
The index ASAI is a function of the number of customers, being defined as:

ASAI =  No of Customers x 8760 -  No of Customer Hours not Supplied
No of Customers x 8760

For the urban example:

ASAI =  35 x 8760 -  1.572
35 x 8760  =  0.99999487

For the rural example:

ASAI =  164 x 8760 -  1433
164 x 8760  =  0.999002

If the likelihood of faults, or the time to restore them (ie the cable lengths, or switching time)
would not change if more of the network were considered, we can assume SAIDI is
unchanged and to bring each to a common base:

ASAI (urban) =  (164 x 8760) -  (0.044 x 165)
164 x 8760  =  0.99999495

In this example, management considered locating the faultman away from the centre of the
city so that the callout time would be increased from 10 minutes (0.16 hours) to 30 minutes,
and the switching time for 400 V circuits would then become, say, 40 minutes. A second
case was examined, where automatic control of the 11 kV transformer isolators was
considered, reducing the 11 kV switching time to one minute.
The results of these studies are given in Table S2.7.
As expected, the number of interruptions does not change, but their duration changes
according to the assumptions.

Table S2.6:  Results of Urban Study

Load Groups Number of
Customers

Customers
Interrupted

Total
Customer

Hours
1 0.08 0.89 0.071 6 0.48 0.42
2 0.08 0.53 0.042 10 0.8 0.42
3 0.08 0.89 0.071 4 0.32 0.28
4 0.08 0.53 0.042 7 0.56 0.30
5 0.007 2.10 0.015 3 0.0225 0.047
6 0.007 2.10 0.015 5 0.0375 0.079

ACI 2.220
SAIFI 0.063
CID 1.572
SAIDI 0.044
CAIDI 0.708
ASAI 0.99999487

! r !r
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Table S2.7:  Results From Changed Operating Times

Base Case Switching Time
Extended

11kV Switching
Automated

Fault rate ( ) per km
per year

0.05 0.05 0.05

Repair Time
400V cables (hours)

6.0 6.0 6.0

Switching Time
11kV (Hours)

0.167 0.5 0.016

Switching Time
400V (Hours)

0.25 0.67 0.25

ACI 2.220 2.220 2.220
SAIDI int/cust 0.063 0.063 0.063
CID hrs 1.572 2.274 1.313
SAIDI hrs/cust 0.044 0.064 0.037
CAIDI hrs/cust 0.708 1.024 0.591
ASAI 0.99999487 0.99999258 0.99999572

!

It is clear that the very high performance indices have been achieved by building duplicate
(or more) underground systems. It is difficult to try and quantify the comparative costs of
the two systems, as this would require a detailed analysis. It is, however, worth noting that
over the whole supply authority, the added costs (above those paid to ECNZ) were 25%
more per kWh in the urban case.

Conclusions
• Outage and equipment reliability data have a practical application as a management

decision-making tool.
• The reliability data are comparable for sufficiently large samples.
• Electricity distributor management must implement efficient reliability statistics collec-

tion systems to enable these techniques to be used, but for which there is a clear benefit.
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Estimated
Contributions to  
customers' outages,
excluding HL 0

Energy  
Supply

HL 0

Generation HL 1 < 1 %

Transmission HL 2 10 %

Distribution HL 3 90 %

Customer

1 INTRODUCTION
The Generation Task Group’s objective was to assess the “reliability” of generation. This
consists of two main aspects:
• Security relates to short-term supply interruptions, such as might occur due to equipment

or human failure.
• Adequacy of generation is affected by a shortage of generation plant or lack of fuel,

particularly water.
The team included six Electricity Corporation of New Zealand (ECNZ) staff members, one
full and two corresponding members from electricity suppliers with generating plant and
two non-aligned persons, one of whom was the team leader.
The team inquired into and presented data on the availability and reliability of generating
plant with a view to presenting as complete a picture as possible of the inherent risks to
generation from the plant itself. It also examined the management policies and legislative
requirements that could affect reliability.
It is clear that the traditional approach of assessing reliability by considering plant
component failures is only of secondary importance. Shortages of adequate amounts of
generating plant and energy sources have much greater effects on customers. The contri-
bution of the various levels of the power system to customer interruptions are typically of
the order of 90% in distribution, 10% in transmission and less than 1% from generation plant
failures.
Figure C1.1 represents the contribution of various levels of the power system to the
customers’ perception of reliability1,2.

1  Billinton, IEEE Lecture, Australia and New Zealand, February 1992.
2  Dr Billinton and Professor Allen were Visiting Fellows to the CAE workshop of this project.

Figure C1.1:  Hierarchical Levels for Reliability Studies

Estimated
contributions to

customer’s
interruptions to supply

excluding HL 0
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Hierarchical level 0 (HL0) represents the prime energy supply and is subject to a number
of factors that affect reliability. These are dealt with in detail in Chapter 3, “Fuel and
Hydrology”, and are in order of apparent likelihood:
• The inherent variability of catchment inflows, which at present can vary from a

generation potential of 20,000 GWh to 33,000 GWh over any one year. Fluctuations
occurring over even a short period can have a serious effect due to limited water storage
capability.

• The management policies used to optimise the use of the water resource and the skill with
which they are applied, bearing in mind the small lakes available to store water.

• Earthquakes.
• Gas pipeline delivery failure.
• Coal delivery failure.
• Industrial action.
The above represent the current areas of risk. In the past, plant inadequacy has resulted in
restrictions to supply. This may also be the case in the future.
Observations of the 1992 low inflows event suggest that the effect of the first two factors
can amount to 20% of expected demand over a short period. Figure C1.2 shows restrictions
that have occurred since 1946 as a percentage of total annual demand. This helps to put the
1992 restrictions into perspective.
As shown in Figure C1.2, there have been years when shortages existed, and in most of these
years consumption decreased in response. However, it is apparent that consumption rapidly
returns to pre-shortage levels following such decreases.

Figure C1.2:  Electricity Restrictions 1946 to 1992
From Culy, J, “Electricity Restructuring: Towards a Competitive Wholesale Market”, address to the Annual General

Meeting of the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research, 29 October, 1992.
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Construction of generation facilities failed to keep up with load growth until the late 1950s,
but since then there have been occasional restrictions due to low inflows.
The impact of the other fuel delivery failures is likely to be small, temporary and
manageable, with only minor inconvenience, providing they occur singly. A catastrophe
disabling the Maui gas supplies for over a year is a low probability event, but would have
a severe impact on electricity generation. Current operational policy is to regard gas, coal,
oil and geothermal energy supplies as unlimited. A deliverability constraint exists on gas
supplies, and in the long-term, finite resources are recognised.
Disruption to generation from earthquakes has occurred in New Zealand (eg at Matahina
and Tokaanu). The possible scenarios are, however, so varied that there is little point in
speculating what they may be, other than to recognise that they could range from innocuous
to catastrophic (dam failure, boiler collapse).
Industrial action also has a wide range of potential impact, depending on the will of the
contending parties. It may or may not apply at the fuel supply level.
The contribution of the generating facilities themselves to unreliability, as seen by
customers, is less than 1%. This arises not so much from the inherent reliability of the plant
as from the management and operational techniques of providing built-in plant margins and
spinning reserve policy.
Overall, the contribution of generation to the customers’ perception of reliability is assessed
as being between 1% (or less) and 20%, given that the transmission facilities remain intact.
This is particularly so with the dependence on the HVDC transmission across Cook Strait,
but other facilities are important, such as in the Wellington and Taranaki areas.
Power companies with generating facilities supplied data on their systems and the degree
of independence that their own facilities provide3. However, the implications of such
generation for overall reliability of supply is small on a national basis (though significant
locally). Total installed capacity of power company plant is approximately 315 MW, and
total energy generated was 1150 GWh in 1991, which is approximately 3.5% of public
supply.
It is the adequacy of installed plant that has, by far, the greatest impact on reliability, and
is an aspect that concerns many people today. Due to the significance of adequacy to
reliability, the Generation Task Group report concentrates on describing operational and
planning aspects that influence adequacy.

3 Details of other generation plant are given in Supplement 5.
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2 GENERATION INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION

2.1 Introduction
The New Zealand generation system differs significantly from most other generation
systems in the world as it is predominantly hydro-based.
The total installed capacity of plant for public supply (ECNZ plus power companies) in
1991/1992 was made up of approximately 2472 MW of thermal and 5205 MW of hydro
plants1. The total energy generated was 31,905 GWh. This part of the project report is
limited to discussion of the ECNZ system.

2.2 Demand
The demand met by ECNZ’s generating system exhibits a number of cycles. These are
illustrated in Figures C2.1 to C2.3.
The first cycle is the daily cycle. During a normal day, the demand falls to a minimum in
the early hours of the morning before rising to a peak at around 08:00. Demand drops off
during the day and rises to another peak at about 18:00. Demand then falls to the overnight
low. During the winter months, the daily peak is usually in the evening. During the summer
months, this peak divides into two smaller peaks, at about 18:00 and 21:00, and it is the
morning peak that dominates the day. This cycle can be modified to a considerable extent
by load management techniques.
The second cycle is the weekly cycle. Demand is at its greatest during weekdays, tends to
fall off on Friday and remains low throughout the weekend.
The third cycle is the annual cycle. This cycle shows minimum demand during the warm
months, with a very pronounced dip over the Christmas / New Year period, and maximum
demand during the winter.
These cycles are very dependent on the weather, and the exact timing of the various peaks
can vary quite widely. Table C2.1 gives the values for the maximum demand in any half-
hour and total energy supplied over a single day for the past five years.

2.3 Generation Plant
ECNZ has a diverse range of generating stations that it uses to meet this demand for
electricity. Each type of plant has its own set of characteristics that gives it its own role in
the system. Table C2.2 summarises ECNZ generating stations. This plant is widely
dispersed throughout New Zealand, and much generation is remote from load centres,
requiring the extensive transmission system shown in “General Introduction”, Figures 1.3
and 1.4. ECNZ’s system is a mixed hydro-thermal one in which the hydro component
dominates.

1 These figures can vary, depending on the assumptions made regarding hydraulic or other limitations, whether or
not moth-balled stations are included, etc.
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Figure C2.1:  ECNZ Generation — Daily Patterns
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Figure C2.2:  ECNZ Generation — Weekly Pattern
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1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
North Island

Peak (MW) 3233 on 14 Jun 3460 on 30 May 3397 on 18 Jul 3464 on 26 Jun 3437 on 18 May
Energy (GWh) 61.0 on 14 Jun 65.9 on 26 Jul 65.2 on 18 Jul 66.8 on 5 Jul 63.4 on 2 Jun

South Island
Peak (MW) 1690 on 23 May 1708 on 29 May 1806 on 23 Apr 1736 on 17 Jun 1755 on 3 Apr

Energy (GWh) 34.3 on 15 Jun 34.7 on 14 Jun 34.7 on 29 May 36.8 on 16 Jun 35.4 on 8 May

New Zealand
Peak (MW) 4876 on 14 Jun 5129 on 30 May 5124 on 18 Jul 5144 on 16 Jul 5149 on 27 May

Energy (GWh) 95.0 on 14 Jun 99.6 on 26 Jul 100.4 on 12 Jun 103.3 on 5 Jul 97.4 on 2 Jun

2.3.1 Hydro Stations
Hydro plant is relatively cheap to maintain and operate as it does not have the complexities
of thermal plant. In addition, as the fuel is not purchased there are no variable expenses
involved in supplying the input energy to the stations. The construction costs of hydro
stations are often high, but capital costs have no influence on the day-to-day operating mode
of these or any other types of stations. Sunk costs are not a factor influencing operational
policies. Only avoidable costs require consideration, and these costs are almost exclusively
fuel costs.
ECNZ has 30 hydro stations, ranging in size from Arnold (3 MW) to Manapouri (700 MW).
Each island contains 15 hydro stations, with 67% of the installed hydro capacity in the South
Island and 33% in the North Island. The total hydro capacity of 4900 MW represents 85%
of the Corporation’s total generating plant capacity.
Inflows to the hydro stations vary widely and are occasionally extreme. This is explained
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Figure C2.3:  ECNZ Generation — Annual Pattern

Table C2.1:  ECNZ Generation — Maximum Values

“Peak” refers to the maximum load experienced, averaged over a half hour.
“Energy” refers to the maximum daily consumption recorded.
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Table C2.2:  ECNZ Station Summary Dataa (as at August 1992)

# Station is fed directly from main storage reservoir.
a Details of other generation plant are given in Supplement 5.
b Net Maximum Capacity, ie capacity after deducting auxiliary services loads.
c Capacity of one unit only. A second unit is available for synchronous compensate duty only.
d Maximum station output is 120 MW. If both 65 MW machines are in service a 10 MW derating applies.
e Maximum station output is 79 MW due to tailwater effects. Four machines of 21 MW each installed.
f Manapouri has 700 MW installed capacity but can not operate at this capacity due to tailrace constraints.

Station Fuel/Catchment NMC (b)
(MW)

Storage
(Station Hours)

Conventional Huntly Gas/Coal 1000
 fossil New Plymouth Gas 580

Marsden Heavy oil 114 (c)
Total 1694

Geothermal Ohaaki 108
Wairakei 153

Total 261

Jet engine/ Stratford Gas 198
Gas turbine Otahuhu Gas/Diesel 90

Whirinaki Diesel 216
Total 504

Hydro Rangipo Tongariro 130 (d) 0.30
Tokaanu Tongariro 215 21.84
Aratiatia Waikato 84 0.55
Ohakuri Waikato 112 7.87
Atiamuri Waikato 84 (e) 1.94

Whakamaru Waikato 100 9.24
Maraetai Waikato 360 3.15
Waipapa Waikato 51 0.74
Arapuni Waikato 160 6.95
Karapiro Waikato 96 10.70
Kaitawa Waikaremoana 37 # 

Tuai Waikaremoana 58 1.44
Piripaua Waikaremoana 37 2.69

Matahina 72 14.31
Mangahao 19 23.00

North Island Total 1615

Manapouri 700 (f) #
Tekapo A Waitaki 25 #
Tekapo B Waitaki 160 0.00
Ohau A Waitaki 264 0.00
Ohau B Waitaki 212 2.12
Ohau C Waitaki 212 0.00

Benmore Waitaki 540 183.70
Aviemore Waitaki 220 6.73
Waitaki Waitaki 105 5.26
Clyde Clutha 432 8.41

Roxburgh Clutha 320 3.56
Cobb 32 #

Coleridge 35 #
Highbank 25 0.00

Arnold 3 0.00
South Island Total 3285

All Plant 7359
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in detail in Chapter 3, “Fuel and Hydrology”.

Inflows
Inflows to the hydro system provide the fuel for those stations. On average, the annual
inflows would provide 25,000 GWh when used for generation. However, the natural
variation in inflows mean that as little as 20,000 GWh and as much as 33,000 GWh have
been received. This annual variation of +34% to -20% is even more pronounced in
individual catchments, where variations of -42% to +85% have occurred. Furthermore,
monthly variations from mean of +321% to -100% have been recorded in individual
catchments. Table C2.3 summarises the historical inflows to the system.
Figures C2.4 and C2.5 compare mean inflows with demand. North Island demand and
inflows peak together, while in the South Island they are out of step, with inflows peaking
during spring/summer and demand in winter. Of particular interest is the gap between the
North Island inflows and North Island demand. Even if all the inflows into the South Island
not required to meet South Island demand were transferred to the North Island, there would
still be a shortfall that must be made up from thermal generation.

Lakes
An essential part of the hydro generating system are its various lakes. They have been
divided into two types:
• Storage reservoirs — These are the larger lakes that provide seasonal storage. They

enable water to be stored when it is received and used later in the year, when it is required.
• Station headponds — These are generally formed behind a dam that obstructs a river

channel and provide the operating head for the station.

Storage Reservoirs
ECNZ operates nine storage reservoirs. Their characteristics are given in Table C2.4. These
lakes are used to store water during periods of high inflows to be released during periods
of high demand. They also have an important role to play in safety, again during periods of
high inflows. Headpond level rises can be kept to safe limits by reducing reservoir releases
when inflows directly into river systems are high. This also reduces peak flows in the river,
thereby minimising flooding and the subsequent damage and danger to downstream
communities.

Station Headponds
In addition to providing the station’s operating head, station headponds also store water
from one part of the day for use during another. Thus instead of stations being restricted to
a power output equivalent to the inflow to the headpond, they can reduce output in periods
of low demand (eg overnight) and store the inflows to use during periods of high demand,
thereby providing a greater power input to the system.
As shown in the station summary (Table C2.2), most stations only have small headponds.
The column “Storage (station hours)” in this Table, gives the number of hours it would take
the station operating at full output to empty the headpond from full if there were no inflows.
Stations that have no value given are fed directly from a storage reservoir — they have no
associated headpond. Some stations are given a zero value — these are typically fed by
canals, which have no storage available for the operations for which the standard station
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Table C2.3:  ECNZ Hydro System — Historical Inflow Summary
From 1931 to 1989 inflows. All plant, including Clyde, assumed available.
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Table C2.4:  Attributes of Storage Reservoirs (with Clyde)

headponds are used. Likewise, stations with low headpond ranges are effectively run-of-
river stations.

2.3.2 Steam Stations
Fossil-fired boiler (steam turbine) stations are the backbone of the electricity industry
internationally. New Zealand is unusual in having only a small number of conventional
fossil plant stations. Of the 38 ECNZ stations, only three are conventional fossil-fired boiler
plant. These are Huntly, New Plymouth and Marsden. Meremere and Marsden B are
currently mothballed. While these stations are significantly cheaper to construct than hydro
stations, their complexity and the need to purchase fuel makes them more expensive to run.
The predominant fuel burned in New Zealand is gas. Gas is burned at Huntly and New
Plymouth, but ECNZ does have the capacity to burn coal at Huntly and fuel oil at Marsden.
As the hydro plant cannot meet the entire demand placed on the system, these stations meet
any existing deficit in energy and also provide insurance against low inflows.

2.3.3 Geothermal Stations
Geothermal stations use steam generated in the earth’s crust to drive turbines similar to
those used in conventional thermal stations. Thus they save on fuel costs, as at present there
is no charge on geothermal fluid, but retain much of the complexity of the conventional
thermal stations, and require drilling and maintaining the wells that supply the input energy.
In addition, the machines must be able to meet the changing characteristics of the
geothermal field.
ECNZ currently has two geothermal stations, Wairakei and Ohaaki. These stations run at
maximum possible output whenever they are available (ie in a base load role).

2.3.4 Jet Engine/Gas Turbine Stations
These stations use either an aero-derived jet engine or an industrial gas turbine to drive the
generator. They are relatively cheap and quick to construct, but, like conventional fossil-
fired plant, have a significant fuel cost. ECNZ’s plant in this category ranges in generating

Operating Levels (metres) Storage
Name Minimu

m
Maximum (GWh)

Taupo 355.85 357.10 512.15
Waikaremoana 607.80 610.80 144.45
North Island 656.60
Tekapo 702.10 709.70 773.70
Pukaki 518.20 532.00 1599.14
Hawea 338.00 346.00 292
Te Anau 201.45 202.70 239.60
Manapouri 176.80 178.60 140.89
Coleridge 505.35 509.30 38.73
Cobb 794.00 807.70 29.40
South Island 3113.5
New Zealand 3770.1

Minimum Maximum
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Figure C2.5:  Inflows vs Demand — South Island
(Inflows are monthly averages)

Figure C2.4:  Inflows vs Demand — North Island
(Inflows are monthly averages)
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cost from Stratford (burning gas), through Otahuhu (burning either gas or diesel) and
Whirinaki (burning diesel). Whirinaki has the highest cost, measured in dollars of fuel burnt
per unit of electricity produced, of the Corporation’s plant.
However, these stations do have the advantage that they can startup in a very short time. So
their main role, particularly Otahuhu and Whirinaki, is as insurance against short-term loss
of plant in the system. Stratford also fulfils this role and is also used for hydro firming
(energy supply) as appropriate.

2.3.5 Generation
Table C2.5 gives the actual generation for each station for the previous five years. Figure
C2.6 shows the average generation by plant type for these years. This emphasises New
Zealand’s situation as a hydro-dominated system, with almost three quarters of our
electrical energy coming from hydro generation, about six percent from geothermal, and the
balance from fossil fuel-fired stations.

2.3.6 The Future
Changes in the power system mean that future years’ generating patterns will differ from
the past. In particular, the commissioning of Clyde and the expanded HVDC link have had
significant impacts. As demand grows there will need to be some changes to the way the
system is operated, and this will also affect generation patterns. However, for a considerable
period into the future New Zealand will continue to have a hydro-based system.

Figure C2.6:  Average Generation Contributions
(Data for 1987/88 to 1991/92)
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Table C2.5:  Generation by Station 1988-1992
Note: Negative generation indicates energy consumed during shut-down or

synchronous condenser operation.

NET GENERATION  
(GWh) Year Ended

31-Mar-88   
Year Ended
31-Mar-89

Year Ended
31-Mar-90

Year Ended
31-Mar-91

Year Ended
31-Mar-92

North Island Thermal  6607.7 6288.6 8178.5 7710.8 8969.5
Huntly 4579.8 3877.4 5462.5 5152.0 5525.0
Marsden -13 -4.7 -4.4 -8.2 -4.7
Meremere 28.2 99.7 160.6 20.6 -2.7
New Plymouth 795.4 1001.7 712.3 304.2 1033.0
Ohaaki N/A 47.3 624.5 851.4 891.2
Otahuhu -3.0 0.2 -11.9 -14.9 -18.3
Stratford 36.2 75.8 53.7 187.5 371.9
Wairakei 1183.3 1190.0 1180.5 1217.0 1173.4
Whirinaki 0.8 1.2 0.7 1.2 0.7

North Island Hydro 5851.7 7590.0 6434.1 6810.1 6434.2
Arapuni 821.6 1037.8 550.7 844.3 904.9
Aratiatia 331.0 436.7 373.3 393.3 352.7
Atiamuri 287.0 366.1 333.7 339.8 304.2
Karapiro 517.8 631.8 582.9 619.7 565.1
Mangahao 98.2 98.7 87.6 101.5 109.4
Matahina 168.4 249.4 306.2 314.8 273.0
Maraetai 798.7 1059.1 951.9 980.4 882.1
Ohakuri 400.2 507.4 454.1 467.8 423.6
Rangipo 453.8 673.2 574.6 543.4 552.8
Tokaanu 686.1 1017.3 804.5 820.3 792.0
Waikaremoana 561.0 619.8 585.2 525.0 488.4
Waipapa 240.9 306.7 278.2 283.7 254.8
Whakamaru 487.0 586.0 551.2 576.1 531.2

South Island Hydro 15038.9 14310.4 14389.8 15035.2 14935.3
Arnold 24.0 21.0 26.5 24.8 27.2
Aviemore 1013.3 945.9 956.4 958.2 979.4
Benmore 2562.4 2452.9 2370.8 2498.1 2445.0
Cobb 196.5 206.9 198.0 173.5 194.8
Coleridge 259.1 225.6 213.6 221.4 222.5
Highbank 90.6 63.5 73.4 80.0 86.5
Manapouri 4513.1 4414.8 4060.9 4439.5 4370.8
Ohau A 1286.3 1177.4 1287.8 1328.4 1289.5
Ohau B 1045.4 952.0 1052.3 1079.3 1053.7
Ohau C 1051.5 951.0 1059.4 1081.1 1061.7
Roxburgh 1481.8 1368.1 1486.8 1494.4 1557.8
Tekapo A 122.1 148.7 162.4 153.5 157.7
Tekapo B 844.1 844.5 927.6 947.8 953.1
Waitaki 548.7 538.1 513.9 555.2 535.9

Total Generation 27498.3 28189.0 29002.4 29556.1 30339.0
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3 FUEL AND HYDROLOGY

3.1 Hydrology
Inflows to the hydro portion of the generation system are ECNZ’s major energy resource.
Hydro inflows exhibit their own characteristics that make managing them particularly
challenging, and the nature of the system also involves characteristics that differentiate it
from most other hydro-thermal systems.
Firstly, inflows vary from year to year, as is shown in Figure C3.1. This represents the value
of the historically recorded inflows in terms of potential generation in today’s hydro system.
Figure C3.2 shows these potential generation figures transformed into deviations from
mean. The sequence of wet and dry (that is, above and below mean inflow) years exhibits
no regular pattern. When planning the operation of the system for the coming year,
therefore, only limited knowledge of the likely inflows is available, even knowing the
inflows that have just been received. There is some serial correlation of inflows (that is, a
wet period is more likely to be followed by another wet period than a dry one), but this is
only for relatively short periods of about two to three months. Beyond this, the correlation
falls to negligible proportions.
The seasonal pattern of inflows also varies somewhat from year to year. Figure C3.3 shows
the minimum, mean and maximum monthly inflows recorded and the monthly inflows for
four individual years for which total inflows were close to the mean. From this, it can be seen
that the distribution of inflows through the year is variable, even for years that receive close
to the same total inflows.
Finally, the distribution of inflows between catchments varies from year to year. This is
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Figure C3.1:  New Zealand Inflow Potential Generation (Calendar Years)
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illustrated in Figure C3.4, which plots the North and South Island inflow variances for each
year. Each point represents one year’s total inflows and is located at the intersection of the
South Island variance from mean (along the horizontal axis) and the North Island variation
from mean (along the vertical axis). This makes it clear that just because one island is dry,
the other is not necessarily wet. In fact, the other is just as likely to be dry as well.
These characteristics can, to some extent, be accommodated by using the storage in the
various hydro reservoirs. This is done by storing water during periods of high inflow and
drawing off these reservoirs when inflows fall.
However, ECNZ reservoirs are able to store only a fraction of our annual inflows, unlike
some other systems where the reservoirs are large enough to store several years of inflows.
Figure C3.5 shows New Zealand’s storage capacity.
It is clear that there is not sufficient storage capacity to carry over water from year to year.
In fact, there is only sufficient storage to carry water from one season to the next. This gives
rise to two contradictory results:
• It is desirable to keep the reservoirs as low as possible, so that when high inflows occur

they can be utilised with less risk of having to spill water, and so waste energy, while
conversely;

• It is necessary to hold sufficient water in storage to continue to release water for
generation and, even more importantly, to meet the minimum flow conditions set as
water right conditions if flows fall to low levels.

When New Zealand had a pure hydro system, demand and inflows alone determined hydro
generation requirements. Whatever water was left over could be held in storage lakes. To
ensure all demand could be met, the generation system would need to be designed solely
on the basis of minimum inflows, with any flows above minimum wasted as spill. With the
introduction of thermal plant and the HVDC link, the lake levels could be managed and

Figure C3.2:  New Zealand Inflows — Deviation from Mean (Calendar Years)
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Inflows for 1949, 1965, 1982 and 1987 were near mean.

Figure C3.4:  North Island vs South Island Inflow Variances
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increased utilisation of inflows was possible. Thermal generation could be used to make up
the deficit when inflows were low so that maximum utilisation of inflows could be obtained
over a wider range of inflows. In addition, the option of trading off the use of water from
storage lakes now rather than using thermal plant was introduced.
However, the addition of the various forms of thermal plant, with varying generation costs,
complicates the system’s operation. Maximising the utilisation of inflows would suggest
holding lakes as low as possible. Unfortunately, this would be an expensive strategy, as
whenever inflows reduced, hydro output would rapidly reduce and all thermal plant would
need to be started to meet demand. A better option would be to hold the hydro lakes at higher
levels and progressively introduce more expensive thermal plant as they fell. If inflows fall
for only a short period, only the least expensive thermal plant is used, and as dry periods
become longer, more expensive plant is introduced. Decreasing hydro utilisation is
balanced against reduced thermal generation to minimise total costs.
Details of this process are given in Section 3.5, “Generation System Operation”.

3.2 Resource Consents
All ECNZ power stations and control structures must have current resource consents under
the Resource Management Act 1991 (see Section 7.7, “Implications of the Resource
Management Act 1991 for Power Station Development”) to authorise their use of water and
land. ECNZ is exposed to considerable risk in the process of renewing or obtaining these
consents. Loss of consents for existing facilities must decrease the usefulness of those assets
and, therefore, increase the cost of operating the system. In the worst case, a loss of consents
could require the construction of new plant for which there is not sufficient lead time and
thereby cause an undesirable drop in energy supply.
A problem with resource consents in general is that the use of resources by ECNZ often has
some penalty to the particular locality, but benefits of a national nature. The consent renewal
is in the hands of local organisations that might be asked to give consents to permit an

Figure C3.5:  Storage as Percentage of Total Inflows
(Bottom bar represents amount of storage)
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operation that detracts from some local interests, but provides many benefits on a
nationwide basis. For example, the reduction in the diversion of water to a hydro scheme
may benefit the local fishermen. Penalties on the nation will include the discharge of
additional CO2 from thermal stations, which has a world-wide penalty in contributing to the
greenhouse effect. In addition, the Resource Management Act does not distinguish between
new users of resources and renewal of consents for existing users — this means that the
owner of an existing facility has no privileges or rights beyond those of an investor
proposing a new station as the values of existing facilities are not considered.
The Resource Management Act outlines a procedure for projects that the Minister for the
Environment considers to be of national significance. This allows for the Minister to “call
the project in” and determine all the necessary consents for the project, thus bypassing the
local authority-based procedures laid down in the Act.
Some of the existing Authorities held by the Corporation stem from water rights granted by
the National Water and Soil Conservation Authority or by the Regional Water Board. These
consents are generally for those stations or structures built since 1967 when water rights
were established by the Water and Soil Conservation Act. They have specific terms and
expire on a specified date. Examples include the water rights for the Huntly and Ohaaki
Power Stations, which expire on 5 June 1994 and 10 October 1998 respectively.
Most of ECNZ power stations and other structures pre-date the Water and Soil Conservation
Act, and these water uses were authorised by Orders-in-Council granted by the Governor-
General, generally pursuant to the Public Works Act. These water uses were deemed to be
water rights in terms of the Water and Soil Conservation Act when notice of the water use
was given to the relevant regional water board before 1 April 1970. The water rights held
by this means are general in form, allowing the damming, diversion, use and discharge of
water, have no fixed term or expiry date and carry few, if any, conditions relating to the
exercise of the water rights. These are now deemed to be “existing authorities” and expire
on 1 October 2001. ECNZ has decided to apply for renewal of consents in advance of this
date, as shown in the provisional timetable given in Table C3.6.
Other existing consents now held by the Corporation stem from specific statutes. Those for
the Manapouri-Te Anau installations and the Clyde Dam fall into this category. The
Manapouri-Te Anau Development Act 1963 established water rights without any specified
term, and the Clutha Development (Clyde Dam) Empowering Act 1982 granted water rights
for 21 years from 30 September 1982.
When the Electricity Corporation purchased the assets from the Crown in 1987, an
agreement covering many aspects of the sale and purchase was signed. One of the clauses
recorded the agreement that the Corporation would apply for new water rights to replace
those currently held in perpetuity and that it would use its best endeavours to lodge
applications within 15 years from 1 April 1988. Combining this requirement with those
water rights that have expiry dates results in a need to renew virtually all water rights held
by the Corporation before 2003.
Renewal of water rights is a major task that is extremely important to the Corporation and
involves regional councils and many other agencies, groups and individuals. Water rights
for each generation system have been evaluated in order to determine when the application
should be lodged.
There are a number of stations for which dates are fixed because they have fixed-term water
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rights or are affected by minimum flows or lake levels set with a review date. New rights
need to be obtained prior to their expiry or review to allow ECNZ to keep running the
stations. The time needed to gain the consent is normally a year from application date to the
date granted.
In the Waitaki Valley scheme, the Upper Waitaki development authorities were due in
1990, and Benmore, Aviemore and Waitaki dams were included, although they do not have
an expiry date. In the Clutha Valley, Clyde rights are due in 2001; this includes the Lake
Hawea level review and Roxburgh.
In addition, ECNZ has made a public commitment to apply for new consents for a number
of stations. Considerations taken into account in determining the timing of the applications
include the availability of expertise, the lead time needed to assemble the required
information and other commitments associated with water conservation orders and varia-
tions to existing water rights.
The timetable (Table C3.6) was developed to include all these considerations. It is
provisional and is subject to change as future circumstances may dictate.
Most installations require more than just a single resource consent. For example, Huntly
power station requires 10 consents of various types. The water rights are broken into one
intake permit for cooling water and nine discharge permits. These include stormwater, clean
process discharges, effluents and return water from ash ponds. All water permits are due for
renewal in June 1994. The air discharge permit was due for renewal in March 1993.

ECNZ Consent Application Program
as at 1 November 1992

Scheme Application Date
Huntly
Discharge consent, air

June 1994
March 1993

New Plymouth September 1994
Tongariro March 1995
Waikaremoana March 1996
Arnold  September 1994
Whirinaki March 1995
Manapouri/Te Anau March 1995
Coleridge September 1996
Waitaki Valley Scheme October 1997
Waikato Stations February 1998
Taupo Gates February 1998
Ohaaki    February 1998
Marsden A & B March 1998
Stratford June 1998
Cobb March 1999
Otahuhu
discharge consent, air

December 1999
March 1995

Roxburgh & Clyde September 2001
Hawea Gates September 2001
Wairakei
Discharge consent, air

September 2001
September 1994

Table C3.6:  ECNZ Timetable for Water Resource Consent Renewals
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3.3 Gas Supplies
The main fuel burnt by ECNZ thermal stations is gas, the bulk of which is supplied under
the Maui contract with 1285 PJ of Maui gas being available in 1990. Gas from the Maui field
is expected to be exhausted by 2010. Smaller amounts of gas are also available from
Waihapa and the Tariki, Ahuroa and Waihapa contracts. The size of New Zealand’s gas
resource is unknown, but there are known reserves in Kapuni, the yet-to-be-developed
Kupe field and a number of much smaller fields. The development of new petroleum
discoveries is governed by the behaviour of the reservoirs and the need to take full
commercial advantage of the associated, more valuable condensate. New Zealand is
relatively virgin territory with respect to oil exploration, and as the oil fields tend to be gas-
prone, the probability of more gas discoveries and more gas becoming available is
considered good.
The catastrophic loss of Maui gas supplies to ECNZ would create supply difficulties if the
loss was for an extended period. To increase the gas supply system’s reliability, there is
considerable redundancy built into the Maui gas supply system. For example, each of the
twelve production wells on the Maui production platform has its own separation unit and
associated facilities. Any of these wells can be shut down in an emergency or for operational
reasons without affecting production from the rest.
Likewise, the gas processing facilities onshore consist of three trains. The loss of any one
will obviously restrict gas availability at times of high demand, but supply will still be
available.
In the event of a loss of supply of Maui gas, the Natural Gas Corporation’s (NGC’s) current
strategy is to service its existing customers by re-commissioning the Kapuni carbon dioxide
treatment plant. NGC would use Kapuni gas to supply domestic, commercial and light
industrial consumers. Larger consumers generally have stand-by fuels available to cover
gas supply disruptions. There would be negligible, if any, flow-on effects on electricity
production due to a short-term disruption, as Huntly would switch to coal fuel and has a
stockpile of approximately 800,000 tonnes, sufficient for about three months running at full
load.
Experience indicates that any break of the onshore pipeline can be quickly repaired with
minimal disruption to the gas flow (a matter of a few days at most). The Bay of Plenty
pipeline survived the Edgecumbe earthquake intact although it traverses the fault line
involved.
Offshore, however, the situation is more complicated. There are three possible “disaster-
type” events that could lead to a long term disruption to gas supply. These are:
• Earthquake — The Maui facilities are in a seismically active area and a major earthquake

may, therefore, occur within the life of the development. The offshore facilities were
designed to cope with an earthquake with a return period of 1000 years.

• Weather — The platform has been designed to withstand 100-year waves and winds
occurring simultaneously.

• Fire and/or explosion — This is always a possibility when handling hazardous and
flammable materials under pressure. Accordingly, the operators must comply with
extremely stringent safety standards drafted by the British and Norwegian authorities
after nearly 30 years experience in the North Sea. A considerable investment has also
been made in safety equipment.
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Despite the hazards of dealing with dangerous materials in a rigorous and unfriendly
environment, the safety record of the offshore petroleum industry has been very good.
Despite the large number of offshore facilities now in place (there were 779 production
platforms in the Asia-Pacific region alone in 1989), the number of major incidents are very
few. From 1980 to 1989, there were 32 major incidents offshore, which are summarised in
Table C3.7.
Over the same period there were approximately 50,000 platform-years. On a simplistic
statistical basis, there is a probability of 60 chances per million that a major incident will
happen on a particular platform in any one year. There is, therefore, a very low probability
of an incident of this type occurring to the Maui facilities over their remaining life.
In any event, any such incident that would require the replacement of the platform or major
items of equipment, or the reinstatement of the offshore pipeline, would disrupt gas flow
for at least 12 to 18 months. Such facilities are not available “off the shelf”, would need to
be sourced overseas and could require the mobilisation of specialist heavy lifting gear. For
example, the Piper Alpha platform, which was destroyed in 1988, was being replaced with
the Piper Bravo platform at the end of 1993.
The Maui offshore facilities are protected from corrosion by a cathodic protection system
fitted by the operator at a cost of some $32 million in the early 1980s. This replaced an
inadequate “impressed current” system, and the facilities are reported to have passed their
periodic inspections with flying colours. It has been claimed that a number of offshore
platforms elsewhere have been in place since the early 1960s.
The gas supply is vulnerable to industrial action. Paradoxically, the major threat is not posed
by action by operators, but rather those further upstream on the waterfront, on the tankers
or at the refinery. There have been several strikes on the platform or at the production station
at Oaonui, but these have lasted a few days at most, and production was maintained during
these periods.
Condensate handling is more difficult. If condensate cannot be moved out of storage, for
whatever reason, it could quickly become necessary to cease production. Again, such
strikes are likely to be short-lived in today’s industrial relations climate and the chances of
a disruption long enough to embarrass ECNZ at Huntly must be very low.

Number Total
Cost

Average
Cost

$(US)  Million
Offshore Production Complexes/Refineries:
Explosion/Fire 7 2307 330

Offshore Production Platforms:
Explosion/Fire 4 1915 479
Blowout/Fire 7 603 86
Collision 3 307 102
Storm Damage 0
Faulty Design/Construction 11 718 65

Table C3.7:  Incidents on Offshore Platforms 1980-1989
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3.4 Oil and Coal

3.4.1 Coal
New Zealand’s coal reserves are reasonably well-known, with over 110,000 PJ of
technically recoverable reserves1. Most of the reserves are in the Southland region of the
South Island, far from the major load centres in the North Island.
In the North Island, the bulk of the recoverable coal is in the Waikato region. Underground
mining will be needed to recover almost all this coal, but there are some small reserves that
can be mined using opencast methods and are available at present, subject to stripping
requirements. Stripping of overburden can only be done during fine weather and must
normally be done several months before the coal is required.
Some open cast reserves will be difficult to mine due to environmental constraints. For
example, the removal of water-saturated peat overburden at Ohinewai has significant
environmental effects.
ECNZ currently burns sufficient coal to keep the Huntly power station plant proved and
operational for coal-fired operation. This means that an annual consumption of between
100,000 and 200,000 tonnes is likely. As stated earlier, the coal stockpile currently contains
800,000 tonnes, sufficient for about three months running at full load.

3.4.2 Oil
Marsden A burns heavy fuel oil, and a stock of 31,400 tonnes is currently held there. New
Plymouth burned oil before Maui gas became available, and in an emergency, the oil-
burning capability could be reinstated, although the condition of storage and handling
facilities might make this a difficult task. Only small stocks of diesel oil are maintained at
Otahuhu and Whirinaki; these are sufficient to run to cover system contingencies only (eg
sudden loss of HVDC link or Huntly station tripping).
A lead time of approximately six weeks is required for oil imports.
In order to meet ECNZ’s fuel needs, contracts are put in place to equal the planned thermal
generation. Included in those contracts are measures to meet unexpected fuel demands.
These measures include prestripped coal and a coal stockpile at Huntly Power Station.

3.5 Generation System Operation
The operation of the generation system revolves around a number of cycles. These are:
• the annual planning cycle, in which the operating plan is developed;
• the daily monitoring of the system and issuing of the merit order; and
• the minute-to-minute dispatch of generating plant, in accordance with the merit order

and any constraints that may apply.

1 Typical calorific values of coal — Semi bituminous: 30 GJ/tonne; Sub bituminous: 21 GJ/tonne; Lignite: 12 GJ/
tonne. Estimated reserves from “Energy 88”, Ministry of Energy.
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2  Stage, S and Y Larsson, “Incremental Cost of Water Power”, AIEE Transactions Part III, Vol 80, August 1961,
pp 361-365.

3.5.1 The Operating Plan
The operating plan is the document that sets out the rules for the forthcoming year by which
the energy resources available will be managed to meet the demand for electricity at
minimum cost under the given security standards (currently set at a shortfall of one
hydrological year in 60). A number of factors must be taken into account in managing these
resources. These include:
• water inflows into catchments
• forecast energy demand
• release of plant for overhaul
• availability of plant, particularly thermal
• storage and deliverability capability, of both water and fuel
• cost of thermal generation
• environmental restrictions.
The operating plan includes a set of water values that give the value of water for each week
of the year for the possible range of reservoir levels. Each week, therefore, the appropriate
water values can be read off from knowledge of the actual reservoir level. If plant
availability is not what was expected, or there is some other change in the system
configuration, these water values will need to be recalculated.
A model known as SPECTRA is used to calculate water values. It is an enhancement of the
earlier PRISM model used for long-range planning and is described in Section 6.3, “Model
Description”. For several years prior to the development of SPECTRA , a model based on
the work of Stage and Larsson2 was used. This earlier model was unable to correctly handle
a two-reservoir system, and consistency with the long-range planning process is aided by
using very similar models for both operational and planning functions.

Inflows
In an average year, hydro generation provides New Zealand with about 75% of its electricity
requirements. It is this that makes the management of water resources the dominant factor
in energy management.
The variability of inflows is the major challenge in managing the water resources. Not only
do the inflows vary seasonally, but major variations occur from year-to-year. Another
significant point is that while the majority of hydro electricity is generated in the South
Island (typically 70% in a mean year), the major demand is in the North Island (typically
60% of total demand).

Demand
Demand is obviously important. Not only is an estimate of the total energy required in a year
needed, but also how it is distributed between the islands and over the year. As with the
inflows, the demand exhibits a cycle. Demand is lower in the summer months, and rises to
a maximum during winter (refer to Figures C2.1 to C2.5).
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Release of Plant for Overhaul
Generating plant requires regular overhauls and maintenance work to continue operating
at an appropriate level of reliability. The release of all plant that needs to have work
performed in any year needs to be carefully coordinated so that sufficient reserves are
maintained at all times. If this were not done, it is likely that there would be periods with
insufficient plant to meet the expected demand, while at others there would be a surplus of
plant over requirements. In scheduling these releases, consideration must be made of the
likely demand, hydro inflows and other plant that is being released at the same time.
In general, hydro plant consists of a greater number of small units, while thermal plant has
fewer, larger units. In addition, thermal plant overhauls tend to be more time consuming.
For example, each Huntly unit is out for five to seven weeks every three years for a boiler
and turbine inspection. The release of thermal units has, therefore, a greater effect on the
system and justifies more planning.

Storage Capability
The ability to match demand and inflows requires the use of hydro storage. However, the
total storage available for the storage of energy is only approximately 3600 GWh. With
average inflows of 22,000 GWh a year, storage generally goes through close to its full range
each year. There is little, or no, carry-over of inflows from one year to the next.
For thermal plant, the ability to store fuels such as coal is important. In the event of a dry
year, these fuels must be able to replace the shortfall in hydro inflows.

Cost of Thermal Generation
While thermal stations are relatively cheap to build, they do incur an ongoing fuel expense.
On the other hand, hydro plant is expensive to build, but very cheap to run in comparison
with thermal plant, where fuel costs represent a significant part of total costs. Thus, use of
the hydro resources should be maximised in order to minimise the total thermal generation.
Given the wide range of generation costs, though, it must be ensured that the limited hydro
resource is used at those times when it will displace the most expensive thermal plant. There
is little to be gained from generating to reduce output from the cheapest plant if that means
no water will be available when the most expensive plant will run.

Environmental Restrictions
The water rights that allow the Corporation to dam and use lakes and rivers for power
generation impose a large number of conditions on those uses, and ECNZ must ensure that
the effects of these conditions are allowed for. Not only are restrictions such as maximum
and minimum levels important, but other factors, such as minimum flow and ramping rates,
also restrict the potential generation and operational flexibility of the system. Rangipo
generation, for example, is generally required to follow river flow patterns, with machine
stops and starts that could cause downstream surges generally permitted only between 11
pm and 1 am.

Putting it All Together
The Corporation generally has ample plant available to meet the MW demand at all times.
The outage planning process allocates required plant outages to particular periods during
the year in such a way that the same margin exists, as nearly as possible, throughout the year.
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The main aspect with which the operating plan is concerned is the energy management. In
managing the system to supply energy, the Corporation must balance the use of water
against thermal generation. However, the water versus thermal generation decision has
contradictory aspects. In a dry year, generation from thermal stations should be delayed as
long as possible, since the water situation may change. On the other hand, as the thermal
stations have a limited capacity they must be given sufficient time to supply the energy
deficit in the event the dry period should be exceptional. Generate too late and very
expensive thermal generation or shortages may be necessary. Generate too early and
unnecessary expenditure or waste of water may result.
To manage the water resources, water in storage is given a value that reflects the most likely
cost to replace it with an equivalent amount of thermal generation, or if necessary, non-
supply. This is determined with a complex computer program that models the operation of
the power system as it is expected to be in terms of plant availability, fuel costs, hydro
storage and demand for the coming year for a set of historical inflows. Low inflow
sequences will tend to raise water values as more thermal generation is required, while high
inflow sequences will tend to lower water values, as there is more chance of spilling water
and making its conservation of no value through reduced thermal generation. The end result
is a set of water values, one for each island, that vary with time of year, island storage and
storage in the other island.
These water values can be further modified to give the value of water in each storage
reservoir. This is done through a method that compares the risk of spill in each reservoir and
allocates a water value to each reservoir on this basis.

3.5.2 The Merit Order
The next problem is how to put this operating plan into practice. The mechanism used is the
merit order.
From the water values determined in the operating plan and actual lake levels, the value of
water in each reservoir at the current time can be ascertained. If the water value is lower than
the cost of thermal generation, then the use of the hydro resources should be maximised. If
it is not, then it is likely that the thermal generation that will be displaced in the future is less
costly than that which could be displaced now.
Conversely, if the water value is greater than the cost of generation at the thermal stations,
water should be conserved for later use, when it will be able to displace even more expensive
generation.
By putting the available resources in a list of increasing cost, the merit order is created.
Those stations with high merit (ie low cost) appear at the top of the list and should be used
in preference to those stations with lower merit (ie higher cost).

3.5.3 The Control Centres
Individually, the stations are not able to decide whether or how much they should generate.
To do so requires a global picture of the power system and knowledge of likely future
demand. The merit order is, therefore, sent to the Trans Power Control Centres (one in each
island, located at Whakamaru in the North Island and Islington in the South Island), and they
perform the actual dispatch of the plant.
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The cycle at the Control Centres begins upon receipt of a merit order. With this, they can
begin planning the operation of the system in detail, with a time frame going from the
immediate future to a few days out. Important factors they consider are expected demand,
expected tributary inflows to the hydro station headponds and plant availability. These are
used to schedule the plant, in merit order, to meet the demand, while ensuring that sufficient
plant is synchronised to meet spinning reserve requirements.
The large thermal plants have significant start-up times, requiring up to 12 hours between
the request to generate and minimum output. Therefore, if the schedule requires it, the
thermal stations will be advised that more machines are required and at what time their
generation will be needed. It is then up to the stations to plan their operations to be available
at the time requested.
Demand varies continuously throughout the day, as described in Chapter 2. As electricity
cannot be stored in the grid, generation must constantly be altered to match demand. It is
the responsibility of the Control Centres to ensure that sufficient plant is on line to make this
possible.
Thermal plant is relatively easy to control, from the Control Centre’s point of view, as they
request the required output and the station manages the plant so that it happens within the
known constraints of startup times, ramp rates, minimum run times, etc.
Hydro plant, on the other hand, is more complex. Not only does the Control Centre have to
request the appropriate output from the station, but it also has to ensure that the fuel (water)
is available.
River chains, where several stations follow each other down a river, are particularly
difficult. The releases from the storage reservoirs must be set so the required energy can be
generated from the river. Once the water is in the river system, they must ensure that it is
at the right place at the right time.
It is not simply a matter of releasing the water and using it when it arrives at each station.
While that could be possible, it would be wasteful, as cheap thermal plant, or even
uncontrolled inflows, would be displaced at some times. More expensive thermal plant
would then be required at other times. By using the storage available in the station
headponds, it is possible to store the inflows during periods of low demand and using it when
the demand increases. In this way, the maximum benefit is obtained from the water released.
However, even this is not simple. The ponds have a restricted range, so that it is essential
that the generation pattern downriver does not exceed the limits. If this is likely to occur,
water will either have to be spilled (if the levels get too high), or the station will have to stop
generating (if the levels get too low). The first case leads to increased costs, as the water
should have been used to displace thermal generation. The second also leads to increased
costs through the replacement of the generation by other sources or by shortages if no
generation is available.
The Control Centres can, therefore, affect reliability of supply in the way they schedule
generation. If they err, short-term shortages may arise because they have not started
sufficient plant, or plant needs to be shut down to avoid violating conditions placed on the
use of the energy resources.
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3.5.4 The Stations
Finally, the stations receive a request for a given output from their generators. Their
responsibility is to meet that load while ensuring that the plant and personnel are not
endangered in doing so. They have a responsibility to monitor their own resource use
conditions and advise the Control Centres if any violations are likely.
Their contribution to supply reliability lies mostly in the region of plant operations. All
generating plant is complex and considerable skill is required to operate it properly. Should
the operator make an error, then the plant can automatically, and with little or no warning,
shut down, taking its generation off the system. If there is insufficient spinning reserve to
cope with this loss, such as for a whole-station trip, supply interruptions are possible.
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4 AVAILABILITY COMPARISONS

4.1 Introduction
A database recording plant performance is useful for both security and adequacy studies.
One of the major applications is in generation system modelling applications. The past
performance of plant is used as an input to the process of assessing likely future
performance, both for year-ahead scheduling of hydro resources and for long-term
investment planning. For planning purposes, a reasonable approach is that the performance
achieved in recent years will continue unless plant operational mode or maintenance
practices change. For example, an increased amount of base load running, change in fuel
type or change to statutory boiler inspection periods can have significant effects.
If an investor uses optimistic assessments of existing plant availability, new plant commis-
sioning will be delayed beyond the date it is actually required. Conversely, conservative
assessments of future availability of existing plant may result in early capital investment and
unnecessary cost to the investor or consumer.
Outage and availability data is collected by ECNZ in virtually the same way as the North
American Electric Reliability Council’s (NERC) Generator Availability Data System
(GADS). Both the ECNZ and NERC systems comply with IEEE Standard 7621, except for
some minor details. The most important of the definitions used are listed in Supplement 1
of this report.
The New Zealand Electricity Department collected availability and outage data according
to its own standards from about 1974 to 1987. The change to the present system was to
enable better comparisons with overseas performance data and to overcome some short-
comings experienced with the previous system.
Data is stored and processed by Group offices in various formats and is processed to meet
their particular needs. A centralised generation information system is now being established
that will help overcome some problems inherent in the storage and processing of data at
different locations and with different tools. To have maximum confidence in the data
system, it is necessary for it to be possible to audit data, track changes in data and to update
data when new information is received.
Two years of data is currently available from the new central database, but it should only
be treated as provisional, as the system is still being developed. Comprehensive reporting
of performance on a regular basis, such as the annual report produced by NERC, should then
be straightforward. This would enable more useful comparisons of plant performance and
trends than is possible from the overall availability figure published at present. With only
a two-year record readily available, the scope for analysis is limited. However, it is possible
that earlier records could be used for some purposes. Availability comparisons for a wide
range of generating plant are presented in Tables C4.1 to C4.8.
The option of buying power from a neighbouring utility does not exist in New Zealand, so

1 Definitions for Use in Reporting Electric Generating Unit Reliability, Availability, and Productivity.
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the consequences of poor performance have the potential to be more serious. As there are
only two large thermal stations in New Zealand, it is possible that they will receive more
management scrutiny than overseas utilities with more thermal plants.
Equivalent availability factor for gas-fired plant is, likewise, higher than the US average,
which is consistent with the lower forced outage rate. The utilisation of Huntly is higher than
US gas-fired plant, and is not far short of their coal-fired plant utilisation. In the year ending
31 March 1992, Huntly had an 81.93% net output factor, indicating that it ran at or near
capacity for much of the time that it was in service (Table C4.3).
The Stratford gas turbines are of the aero-derivative type, somewhat similar to those on a
Boeing 737. The performance of these units is totally different to those in the US, as one
unit is base loaded on cheap Waihapa gas and the remaining units are run for extended
periods on Maui gas (when hydro inflows are low). The average run time is, therefore, about
five times that of US plant and the net capacity factor is seven to 10 times higher (Tables
C4.5 and C4.6). Each unit in the US had 115.6 hours on forced outage per year, although
22.6 of these hours were for forced outages that occurred when the unit was shut down (in
reserve). Although equivalent availability factors are similar, the forced outage rates for US
plant is extremely high, which suggests that maintenance policies are quite different to those
of ECNZ. Here, gas turbine maintenance is performed according to running hours, with set
procedures carried out at specified intervals. In the US, many utilities rely on plant
manufacturers to carry out overhauls of gas turbines, whereas ECNZ has a substantial
amount of in-house expertise. Availability of this plant is important, and the station is called
upon in times of system emergencies, such as Huntly trippings, and to provide hydro-
firming generation in dry periods.
Hydro plant operation in New Zealand is also quite different (Tables C4.7 and C4.8). Much
shorter run times are experienced by ECNZ plant, as peaks are generally met using hydro
plant. They do not suffer from the thermal stressing that thermal stations would in this role,
and the system has ample installed hydro capacity for a peaking role. As might be expected
for relatively simple and reliable equipment, the forced outage rates and availability are
similar to the US results.

Definitions for Terms Used in Tables C4.1 to C4.8: (see also Supplement 1)
AF = Availability Factor (%) = available hours / total period hours x 100
ART = Average Run Time = service hours / number of starts

Indicates the type of service the plant is used for ie peaking with small ART, or
base load with large ART (hours).

EAF = Equivalent Availability Factor (%) = (available hours - (equivalent unplanned
derated hours + equivalent planned derated hours) / period hours) x 100
Fraction of the year that the plant is available, after allowing for deratings

EFOR = Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (%) = (forced outage hours + Equivalent forced
derated hours) / (forced outage hours + service hours + Equivalent forced
derated hours during shut-down) x 100

FOR = Forced Outage Rate (%) = (forced outage hours / (forced outage hours + service
hours))
Gives the probability of failure of plant when in service. Forced outages can
have serious effects on customers if there is insufficient spinning reserve, or if
a system collapse is triggered.
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Av.  
Age

NCF
(%)

SF    
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF    
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

EFOR
(%)

SR    
(%)

ART     
(%)

1986 23.22 58.77 75.92 77.61 83.54 81.06 5.68 7.63 99.76 398.02

1987 24.12 60.67 77.01 78.91 83.39 80.74 5.63 7.86 97.02 413.85

1988 25.03 62.43 77.76 80.49 84.34 81.92 5.64 7.59 99.56 428.52

1989 26.03 62.88 77.77 81.03 84.18 82.14 7.10 8.56 99.22 447.35

1990 26.84 61.32 77.83 79.00 84.41 82.27 4.90 6.58 98.50 415.71

1986-90 61.23 77.26 79.42 83.97 81.63 5.79 7.65 98.77 420.37

Table C4.1:  North American Averages for 200-299 MW Coal-fired Units

Av.
Age

NCF
(%)

SF    
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF    
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

EFOR
(%)

SR   
(%)

ART   
(%)

1986 21.54 29.44 57.10 51.41 79.96 77.10 8.14 11.01 98.95 182.74

1987 22.33 31.11 56.44 54.91 82.39 79.01 7.74 10.57 99.15 185.16

1988 23.57 31.58 57.19 54.82 85.63 82.34 3.41 6.62 99.69 172.64

1989 24.84 31.65 58.27 54.69 81.83 78.67 10.36 12.89 98.76 185.47

1990 25.67 28.88 55.82 52.11 80.66 77.24 5.46 8.76 98.65 209.59

1986-90 30.53 56.97 53.60 82.09 78.87 7.10 10.04 99.04 186.59

Table C4.2:  North American Averages for 200-299 MW Gas-fired Units

NCF = Net Capacity Factor (%) = (net actual generation / (period hours x net maximum
capacity) x 100
This is a measure of the annual utilisation of the installed capacity. It is
equivalent to the plant factor referred to in planning studies.

NOF = Net Output Factor (%) = (net actual generation / (service hours x net maximum
capacity)) x 100
This is a measure of the average loading on the plant when connected to the
system.

SF = Service Factor (%) = service hours / period hours x 100
Measures proportion of time that plant is connected to the system.

SR = Start Reliability = successful starts/total attempts to start
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Table C4.3:  ECNZ Boiler Plant

Table C4.5:  North American Averages 20 MW and Above Jet Engine Units

Oil Fired Gas Fired Coal Fired

Size Av Age
in 1990

EAF
(%)

EFOR
(%)

Av age
in 1990

EAF
(%)

EFOR
(%)

Av age
in 1990

EAF
(%)

EFOR
(%)

1 - 99 38.45 86.62 8.52 36.6 88.12 12.25 36.0 83.56 9.59

100 -199 29.7 81.76 9.84 30.9 82.66 7.94 32.0 81.57 8.86

200- 299 28.5 80.66 15.72 25.67 78.87 10.04 26.8 81.63 7.65

300 - 399 22.0 78.77 10.92 22.69 77.43 10.61 21.1 76.6 10.99

400 - 599 14.6 78.05 12.21 20.1 77.06 8.64 15.0 78.48 9.36

600 -799 14.46 76.77 19.72 18.55 72.07 12.31 14.0 79,81 8.97

800 - 999 13.29 73.24 12.44 10.67 76.39 6.92 11.8 84.66 6.92

1000 and
above

- - - - - - 13.82 75.89 11.54

Table C4.4:  North American Boiler Plant

Year End  
31 Mar

Av.
Age

NCF
(%)

SF    
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF    
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

SR   
(%)

ART
(%)

Huntly

1991 8 46.88 70.75 64.93 90.36 89.40 3.55 98.21 40.81

1992 9 63.97 78.08 81.93 92.49 90.64 1.56 98.88 77.71

New Plymouth

1991 16 12.86 16.79 76.59 90.30 90.19 2.80 97.62 31.08

1992 17 20.16 24.03 83.90 90.28 90.11 7.75 98.53 39.38

Av.
Age

NCF
(%)

SF
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

EFOR
(%)

SR
(%)

ART
(%)

1986 14.49 1.62 2.67 63.95 92.16 85.40 58.60 74.74 95.41 3.64

1987 15.55 2.01 3.40 62.79 92.10 84.66 43.19 61.74 94.66 4.38

1988 16.00 2.25 3.57 65.78 92.71 85.36 36.34 55.84 95.85 4.03

1989 17.00 2.68 3.85 71.48 92.23 85.53 30.97 46.61 94.33 4.20

1990 18.13 1.48 2.24 63.97 91.15 85.06 48.60 59.38 96.01 3.49

1986-90 2.02 3.15 66.03 92.06 85.20 43.22 59.77 95.20 3.98
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Table C4.6:  ECNZ Gas Turbine Plant

Av.
Age

NCF
(%)

SF
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

EFOR
(%)

SR
(%)

ART
(%)

1986 34.10 51.29 61.49 88.68 90.40 89.39 3.00 3.04 99.68 90.89

1987 35.15 51.02 57.77 86.61 90.78 89.73 2.30 2.39 99.77 87.88

1988 36.23 48.77 53.83 86.95 89.68 88.64 2.98 3.05 99.37 88.47

1989 37.25 50.52 58.79 87.74 90.05 89.70 4.11 4.13 99.65 99.12

1990 38.14 53.26 61.05 87.61 91.01 90.68 3.34 3.35 99.29 111.91

1986-90 50.97 58.59 87.52 90.38 89.63 3.16 3.20 99.56 95.09

Table C4.7:  North American Averages All Hydro Units

Year End
31 Mar

Av.
Age

NCF
(%)

SF
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

SR
(%)

ART
(%)

Otahuhu

1991  19 -2.02 58.27 -4.44 88.22 87.02 4.93 91.07 108.62

1992 20 -2.31 66.52 -3.32 96.11 94.92 4.23 93.75 136.03

Stratford

1991 15 13.34 18.42 68.95 90.30 93.48 7.46 96.04 14.98

1992 16 21.31 28.02 72.39 87.29 89.63 6.84 96.34 21.60

Table C4.8:  ECNZ Hydro Performance

Year End
31 Mar

NCF
(%)

SF
(%)

NOF
(%)

AF
(%)

EAF
(%)

FOR
(%)

SR
(%)

ART
(%)

1991 60.27 68.93 83.52 93.27 90.15 1.15 99.63 26.14

1992 54.38 68.04 75.94 92.93 90.86 1.60 99.74 22.87
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4.2 The GADS System
The GADS system requires that each unit is always in a defined state. All changes in the state
of plant, including from reserve shut-down to in service, and the cause of any outage, must
be recorded. The reporting sheet used is shown in Figure C4.1. By recording transitions
from one state to another, it is possible to generate all possible statistics defined for the
system. If a unit is available for service, it is either in-service or not in-service (ie in the
reserve shut down state). Whether it is in service or not, it can be under a derating (ie unable
to produce its full output). If not available, then it is in one of seven states. Each unavailable
state differs according to the delay possible before it is needed to be removed from service.
A Planned Outage occurs only once per year, or at most twice. It is planned well in advance,
usually the previous year, and so is arranged when it has the least impact on the system. A
state known as an extension to a planned outage occurs if the planned outage does not end
when expected.
An Unplanned Outage is any outage that is not planned. There are five categories of
unplanned outage:
• Start failure (U0 or SF) — An outage that results from an unsuccessful attempt to place

a unit in service.
• Unplanned, Immediate (U1) — An outage that requires an immediate removal from the

existing state, whether in service or not.
• Unplanned, Delayed (U2) — An outage that does not require immediate removal from

service but requires removal within six hours.
• Unplanned, Postponed (U3) — An outage that can be postponed beyond six hours, but

requires the unit to be removed from the in-service state before the next weekend.
• Unplanned, Deferred (U4) — An outage that will allow a unit outage to be deferred

beyond the next weekend, but requires that the unit be removed from the available state
before the next planned outage. It is also known as a Maintenance Outage (MO).

A forced outage can be any one of the categories U0, U1, U2 or U3, but not U4.
From Tables C4.1 to C4.8, some interesting comparisons can be made, although the small
sample size limits the confidence of some parameters.
For example, for large steam turbine units in the 200 to 299 MW range, US data (Tables C4.1
and C4.2) shows that gas-fired units run less and for shorter times than coal-fired units (ie
they probably have higher fuel costs than coal-fired units). Huntly had an average run time
over the 1991-92 years of less than a third of the US average for similar size gas-fired plant
(Table C4.3 and C4.4). This is due to the large amount of two-shift running done by Huntly,
as might be expected in a hydro-dominated system2. It imposes additional stress on the plant,
so it is surprising that US plant has a forced outage rate 2.5 times higher. This indicates that
Huntly spends a considerably smaller number of hours out of service due to failures that
require an outage that cannot be deferred beyond the next weekend. This is probably due
in part to the lower age of the plant and the improvements in technology that were available
when Huntly was built, compared with older stations. However, a sample of two years is
too short to draw firm conclusions.

2 Two-shift operation involves start up for the morning peak, running during the day, and then shut down after the
evening peak.
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Figure C4.1: Sample ECNZ Reporting Sheet
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Figure C4.1 (cont’d)
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5 PLANT COMPONENT FAILURE

5.1 Outages Attributable to Generation
Only those failures of generation plant that affect customers are relevant to overall system
performance — it is the customer that is able to judge whether power system reliability is
adequate. This Chapter describes the limited potential for generation to contribute to loss
of system security.
In the North Island, adequate spinning reserve is carried to cover the loss of the largest unit
connected to the system or one pole of the HVDC link. The largest unit on the system is
usually at Huntly (250 MW).
In the North Island, Maraetai (360 MW installed) is the only hydro station with a capacity
that exceeds 250 MW. Consequently, the loss of the whole of the Maraetai station is the only
hydro system contingency that can cause a loss of supply to customers in the North Island.
Even this event would have no effect in the situation where the spinning reserve connected
to cover a HVDC tripping was also sufficient for a Maraetai trip. As Maraetai station
consists of two separate power houses, each containing 180 MW, the probability of a 360
MW tripping is low.
A complete tripping of the Huntly or New Plymouth stations has a very high probability of
having a significant effect on customers, depending on station output at the time. As New
Plymouth is in service for a much smaller proportion of time than Huntly, only Huntly
trippings will be discussed in detail.
The following systems at Huntly have the potential to cause a station trip:
• gas plant
• compressed air system
• DC supplies
• cooling water system
• AC switchboards and supplies
• switchyard
• coal plant.
Maximum security could be provided by unitising the services (ie providing separate
independent services for each generator). However, the cost of this approach is not always
justified. For the gas plant, supplies have been split so that only two units are fed from each
gas train.
Table C5.1 shows the history of “whole station” trips at Huntly.

5.2 Background
Chapter 4 examined data recording the performance of plant. This information is useful as
an input to the process of estimating future performance parameters for use in system
modelling, both for short- and long-term studies. Determining likely future trends in plant
performance also requires knowledge of failure mechanisms.
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 Table C5.1:  History of “Whole Station” Trips at Huntly

Cause Load Lost
(MW)

1991 March  CW pumps trip
1990 October  Gas plant trip 210
1990 September Gas plant trip  520
1990 February Gas plant trip 300
1990 January Gas plant trip 500
1989 October  Gas plant trip 750
1989 May  Gas plant trip 1000
1988 December  Gas plant trip
1987 September Gas plant trip
1987 July  Loss of 230V DC supply
1987 March  Gas plant trip DATA
1987 February  Failed Whakamaru CB
1986 July  Gas plant trip NOT
1986 March  Gas plant trip
1984 July  Loss on instrument air AVAILABLE
1984 May  Loss of air compressor

cooling water
1984 April Gas plant trip
1984 March  Gas plant trip
1984 February  Gas plant trip
1984 January  Loss of DC from CW

Intake Board

Years 

Failure Rate

A

B

C

Figure C5.1:  Typical Bathtub Curve Shape

burn-in
area

normal
operation

obsolescence

The performance of plants like power stations has been studied for many years and has been
generalised into a format that fits many types of plant. The format is commonly known as
the bathtub curve. The curve exhibits three areas of more or less distinct characteristics, as
shown in Figure C5.1.

Burn-in Area
When first commissioned, plants commonly exhibit a high rate of faults arising from:
• design errors
• faulty workmanship
• material selection problems
• operator training deficiencies
• operating mistakes.
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It is obviously advantageous to locate and rectify causes of faults in this area as rapidly as
possible and get the plant operating on the next part of the curve. The electricity industry
endeavours to minimise the effect of the burn-in area by incorporating the lessons of
experience into new designs. To be truly effective, this effort needs to be international.

Normal Operation
This part of the curve exhibits faults arising from:
• random failure of materials
• remaining design errors too expensive to fix
• operating mistakes.

Obsolescence
This part of the curve incorporates the inevitable effects of aging. It includes:
• wear
• corrosion
• fatigue
• remaining design defects.
It is normal to put stations in this category, particularly thermal stations, into less severe duty
cycles, such as peak operation and margin maintenance, or to mothball them prior to the
final decision to decommission or refurbish.

5.3 Types of Failure Affecting Generation Plant
Since the beginning of the industry, shortages of capacity, planning and scheduling
mistakes and forced outages of plant have reduced the availability of plant and the reliability
of electrical supply. In times of sufficient capacity, forced outages pose the greatest risk to
reliability.
The duration and severity of the effect of forced outages will be affected by administrative
decisions, such as company policy on:
• spares holdings
• material standards
• quality assurance
• maintenance standards
• condition monitoring
• manning and access to technical support
• urgency of early return to service.
The above list will also affect the service rendered by generating plant in ways other than
their effect on forced outages, such as maintenance downtime and risk of repeated failure.
Forced outages of plant almost invariably arise from failure of materials. These in turn arise
from:
• operator error
• design error
• faulty material standards
• faulty quality assurance
• faulty maintenance standards
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• lack of or ignoring condition monitoring
• bad advice.
Reliability has always been affected by lack of knowledge of the behaviour of materials. It
is a feature of all industries with plant that operate materials near the limits of their physical
properties.
Related to this has been the long history of control and protection failures arising from much
the same list of faults as the main plant failures, compounded at times by inappropriate
applications.
Among the main contributors to unreliability of generating plant are:

Insulation Failure due to:
• overestimation of the inherent properties of materials
• bad workmanship
• deterioration of inherent properties with time
• accumulation of damage from ionisation, arcing, corrosion, stress concentration
• contamination
• overstressing because of external (system) events
• physical damage
• neglect.
As knowledge grew, improvements in design increased the quality of performance, but
failures from all the above causes can and do still occur.

Flashovers due to:
• under-estimation of clearance requirements
• contamination of the plants environment
• accumulation of debris (eg brush gear, bird nests)
• intrusion of conductors into insulation space
• neglect.
Again, failures because of the above can and do still occur.

Metallurgical/Mechanical Failures due to:
• overstressed design
• runaway (overspeed) overstressing
• fatigue
• temperature overstressing
• high temperature creep
• other high temperature change in properties resulting in lower strength.
As knowledge of material properties has increased in this area, the boundaries of the
operational norms have increased, increasing the risks and the need for skilled monitoring
of properties to ensure that margins of safety are not jeopardised.

Human Factors:
As the industry developed, the size of plants, the cost of unreliability, the complexity of the
control systems and the care required to ensure safe and reliable operation have increased.
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In general, the training of operatives was also increased.
The spectre of “human error” overshadows all such hi-tech operations. A sobering
reflection emerges from the United States space programme where the only flying function
allowed the operators (astronauts) is to lower the landing wheels, although this could be
more done more reliably by the computer1.

5.4 Present Situation
The age profile of ECNZ generating plant, given as plant commissioning dates, is shown
in Table C5.3, showing Huntly in detail, and Figures C5.2 and C5.3. The profiles ignore the
effect of refurbishment of plants, which can be expected to have a marked effect on the life
expectancy of plant items such as:
• generators — new windings installed
• boilers — new elements installed
• transformers — replacement
• turbines — reblading, new diaphragms.
This process occurs continuously at one station or another for a mix of plants with the above
age profiles. It is not possible to incorporate such effects simply in the type of graph
depicted.
The situation on existing plant is:
• Insulation Failure
A number of hydro generators have been rewound with modern winding designs, but
failures and remaining life of old windings are extremely difficult to predict.
The techniques for assessing the state of windings have improved and the total world
experience of various winding types has been enlarged. As long as a high level of shared
experience is fostered, the benefits of such world experience should be available to guide
decisions made for New Zealand plant.
The most severe event conceivable would be a rapid increase in insulation failure at several
plants resulting in outages of a number of generators.

• Flashovers
Electrical flashovers are difficult to control as they tend to be catastrophic in nature and are
often preceded by a long period of incident-free operation. They may arise from the
deterioration of material properties or the slow or sudden contamination of the plant.
Despite best endeavours, they are likely to continue.

• Metallurgical/Mechanical
Safe operation of much generating facility plant is now dependent on vigilance in
monitoring and rapid application of corrective actions if catastrophic failures are to be
avoided. This applies particularly to the high-temperature parts of thermal stations, but can
also apply to highly-stressed cooler regions of all plants.

1 Feynman, R P (1988). What do you care what other people think?, University Press, Cambridge, 256 pp.
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Table C5.2:  Huntly Design Life and Life Utilised to Date

If outages are to be minimised and consequent failures avoided, it is necessary to have ready
access to high-quality metallurgical advice.

• Plant Quality
Existing plant is of a variety of quality standards. No one plant can claim to be of uniformly
high standard, but overall there exist examples of stations with poor and excellent fitness
for purpose. This arises generally from variable design standards or quality assurance,
although workmanship can not always be ignored.

Service Hours Hot Starts Warm Starts Cold Starts
Design 200,000 5,000 1,000 100
Used to Date
Unit 1 58147 587 123 92
Unit 2 55321 413 74 78
Unit 3 53691 596 118 55
Unit 4 43363 538 88 46

Figure C5.2:  Age Profile of ECNZ Hydro Plant
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Figure C5.3:  Age Profile of ECNZ Thermal Plant
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5.5 Earthquake Risks
Due to the spinning reserve carried on the system, Huntly, New Plymouth and possibly
Maraetai are the only stations that can, by themselves, lead to a loss of supply in the North
Island. A disaster involving several stations could have a serious impact and possibly take
some time to recover from fully. Earthquakes are one of more likely causes of such a
catastrophe.
New Zealand has less seismic activity than other developed countries in the Pacific Rim area
such as Japan and the United States, and generally speaking, ECNZ’s assets are not in the
most seismically-active zones of New Zealand. Seventy-two percent of ECNZ’s total
generating assets are in a zone that could expect a Modified Mercalli Scale IX earthquake
every 1000 years (Table C5.3). A 1000-year return period corresponds to a 5% probability
of occurrence in a 50 year period (Figure C5.4)
Table C5.4 shows the abridged Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale.
The age of the structures affects their ability to resist a seismic event. The seismic
requirement for building standards were introduced in New Zealand in 1936, were
improved in 1966 and again in 1977. Section 5.3, “Types of Failure Affecting Generation
Plant”, indicates that few ECNZ assets were constructed prior to 1936, a significant block
of generation was commissioned between 1936 and 1966 and still more have been
constructed since 1966 when significant seismic standards came into force. Research
indicates that an average damage factor for a reinforced concrete structure built in New
Zealand between 1965 and 1977 would be of the order of 30% of the replacement cost.
The higher design standards used for hydro facilities and the squat massive nature of the
structures used makes the majority of ECNZ’s capital value assets, such as dams, penstocks,
canals and generators, less susceptible to earthquake damage. This damage could be
expected to be of the order of 20% of the damage caused to buildings of more standard
construction. Powerhouses, for example, could expect to survive ground accelerations of
0.3 - 0.7g before significant damage started to occur.
Despite numerous dams, both earth fill and concrete, being constructed in highly seismic
regions of the world, most dams have experienced little or no distress during major
earthquakes. The flexible nature of earth dams enables them to cope well with deflections
and deformations caused by seismic activity. No gravity concrete dam has failed under
seismic loading, and historically, the damage to dams has been minor compared with
damage to buildings, bridges, roads and services. Switchyards and substations are expected
to perform less well than the dams themselves, and these elements pose the greatest threat

Table C5.3:  Susceptibility of ECNZ Generating Assets to Earthquake Intensities

MM VIII MMIX MMX Total
NI Hydro  256 MW

(16%)
1317 MW
(83%)

19 MW
(1%)

1592 MW

SI Hydro 425 MW
(13%)

2697 MW
(86%)

32 MW
(1%)

2518 MW

Thermal 1268 MW
(50%)

1250 MW
(50%)

0 2518 MW

Total 1949 MW
27%

5264 MW
72%

51 MW
1%

7264 MW
100%
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to the adequacy of supply. For example, significant problems have occurred with breakages
of porcelain insulators in switchyards during earthquakes.

5.6 Dam Safety
Dam safety is a difficult area of work for generating companies because of the rarity of
failure events and the difficulties of analysis, particularly of older dams. It is the Task
Group’s view that the former Ministry of Works and Development and New Zealand
Electricity Department and the successor organisation, ECNZ, are to be commended for
starting and continuing enquiries.

Table C5.4:  Abridged Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale

I Detected only by sensitive instruments.

II Felt by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors;
delicate suspended objects may swing.

III Felt noticeably indoors, but not always recognised as a quake;
standing autos rock slightly, vibration like passing truck.

IV Felt indoors by many, outdoors by a few; at night some
awaken; dishes, windows, doors disturbed; motor cars rock
noticeably.

V Felt by most people; some breakage of dishes, windows and
plaster; disturbance of tall objects.

VI Felt by all; many are frightened and run outdoors; falling  
plaster and chimneys; damage small.

VII Everybody runs outdoors; damage to buildings varies,
depending on quality of construction; noticed by drivers of
autos.

VIII Panel walls thrown out of frames; fall of walls, monuments,
chimneys; sand and mud ejected; drivers of autos disturbed.

IX Buildings shifted off foundations, cracked, thrown out of
plumb; ground cracked, rails bent; landslides.

X Most masonry and frame structures destroyed; ground  
cracked, rails bent; landslides.

XI New Structures remain standing; bridges destroyed; fissures
in ground; pipes broken, landslides; rails bent.

XII Damage total, waves seen on ground surface; lines of sight   
and level distorted; objects thrown up into the air.
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The main concern about possible dam failure is safety. However, any loss of a dam is a loss
of system adequacy, which is the concern of this report. The main difficulties in assessing
dam safety arise from:
• the interaction of the dam and the surrounding countryside, both unknown and probably

unknowable;
• changing design standards;
• the very small number of failures;
• the changing classification criteria make comparison of evaluations difficult; and
• the lack of design data and drawings, especially of some of the older dams.
Supplement 6, “Dam Safety”, deals with some of these issues in more detail.
There are no legislative requirements in New Zealand for dam safety assurance, but draft
legislation places the responsibility for dam safety on dam owners. ECNZ concurs with this
approach, which reflects its own attitude on safety assurance. This is espoused in its
published Statement of Corporate Intent (1992), which states the following under “Respon-
sibility for Dam Safety”:

The Corporation is mindful of the significant responsibility it has as owner and
operator of New Zealand’s largest dams, some of which have the potential for
serious economic loss and possible loss of human life in the event of failure.
In recognition of this the Corporation has voluntarily adopted the world
recognised Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams (SEED) programme developed
by the United States Bureau of Reclamation for the examination and evaluation
of its water impounding structures.
Additional procedures are also in place to cover:
(i) The operation of all hydraulic facilities through the full design range of

operating conditions.
(ii) Earthquake situations.
(iii) Emergencies arising from untoward happenings.

The application of this Statement of Corporate Intent is through the Dam Safety Pro-
gramme. The safety programme comprises the activity elements:
• data recording
• surveillance monitoring
• regular inspections
• condition evaluations
• corrective actions
• emergency preparedness planning
• programme activity audits.
Two elements of this programme include audit functions independent of ECNZ. Pro-
gramme activity audits are initiated within ECNZ for independent assessment of activities
within the Dam Safety Programme. A recent audit of the surveillance monitoring activity
found “that the current system rates well with respect to international practices and provides
a high level of confidence that Electricorp has a strong commitment to dam safety”2.
Condition evaluations are carried out by independent consultants to determine the status of

2 “Dam Surveillance Audit”, prepared for ECNZ by Tonkin and Taylor Limited, June 1992.
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Figure C5.4:  Earthquake Intensities with a 5% Probability of Occurrence within
50 Years (Names are of Generation Sites)
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3  Note:  Arapuni dam was dewatered during commissioning for stability investigation and repair of the headrace
lining. Matahina dam has twice been dewatered to carry out remedial works on the earth dam, once during
commissioning and again after the Edgecumbe earthquake. Non-ECNZ dams at Ruahihi and Te Wheau suffered
severe failure of the inlet canals, but not of the main dam structures.

each hydraulic structure, relative to its structural and operational safety. This is part of the
Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams (SEED) programme. Under SEED procedures, the
inspector classifies elements of the facility, describing the structural or operational
condition as satisfactory, fair, conditionally poor, poor or unsatisfactory. The facility
elements are accorded appropriate remedial attention within an ECNZ priority-ranking
system.
An initial ranking is given to all structural elements of all ECNZ hydraulic structures. This
system is based on various condition parameters that reflect the importance of the station
and the significance and condition of the station element. The structure importance takes
account of the hazard potential of the structure, its risk of failure and the station’s value. The
element condition is the SEED evaluation rating. The element significance relates to the
contribution of the element to operational aspects of the station.
This ranking ensures that an appropriate priority is placed on remedial action when
comparing stations of different hazard potential, risk of failure and element importance.
Some elements with a significant contribution to safety, such as spillway gates, classified
as fair on an important high hazard structure should be addressed before a poor rating on
a less significant element, such as security on a low-hazard facility. On this basis, it is
simplistic to judge a facility or its elements only on the SEED classification. The
classification is, however, a very important part of the prioritising of remedial action.
Final outcomes follow normal budgeting processes found in all commercial organisations.
There have been no failures of ECNZ and non-ECNZ dams that the Task Group is aware
of3. The current situation for ECNZ dams is:
• 10 ratings of features classed “Unsatisfactory” — Of these, six appear to require

significant civil work to rectify.
• 39 ratings of features classed “Poor” — Of these, 23 are associated with Mangahao Dam,

which is old and for which a major upgrading is under way. Other than Mangahao, five
of these “Poor” ratings appear to require major work to rectify.

Because of changes in the classifications over the years, caution is necessary in comparing
classifications done at different times.
In addition to the SEED programme and dam monitoring, ECNZ has commissioned dam
break studies that examine the consequences of catastrophic failure of dams. These include
studies of the possible downstream inundation that may occur. The studies refer to events
with a very small chance of occurrence that, if they did occur, would probably be
accompanied by other damage of equal or greater significance quite unrelated to the
presence of the dam.
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6 A MODEL FOR GENERATION
PLANNING AND THE CALCULATION
OF GENERATION RELIABILITY

6.1 ECNZ Reliability Index
The choice of a parameter to measure overall system reliability will depend on:
• the nature of the particular generation system
• the intended use of the parameter
• models available for reliability calculation.
The New Zealand system is predominantly hydro, with large variations in water inflows but
only relatively small storage reservoirs. Hydro plant generally has an expected plant factor
of between 50% and 70%. This low plant utilisation is to allow higher flows to be utilised,
but also means that there is a very low probability that the peak system demand will exceed
available generating capacity. In addition, there is at present approximately 250 MW of gas
turbine capacity and 114 MW of oil-fired boiler plant intended for use solely during system
disruptions and low-inflow periods. This capacity further reduces the possibility of an
inability to meet peak demand. The major cause of shortages has been a lack of water.
During a water shortage, expected loads can be met at any given time by appropriate
scheduling of flows, but not all the demand can be met all the time — there is a large degree
of flexibility and considerable warning of when non-supply will occur. This makes it
possible to adopt least-cost strategies, without enforced blackouts in many circumstances.
As a result, the use of loss of load indices based solely on the analysis of load duration curves
is not relevant to the New Zealand system. This reduces the relevance of much of the
literature on generation system reliability to the New Zealand system. As part of this study,
a Workshop session was held, which was attended by Dr Billinton and Professor Allen.
They described a variety of techniques and distributed papers they have written.
While some useful improvements to ECNZ analysis techniques were apparent from their
work, it became clear that the current approach is appropriate. The most useful measure of
reliability for generation adequacy assessment in New Zealand is Expected Unserved
Energy (EUE). The major contributor to this is the variation in hydro inflows, as evidenced
in 1992.
No legislative standards or requirements are placed on ECNZ or other generators to meet
specified levels of reliability of supply. In contrast, the UK power pool publishes expected
loss of load probability figures, although who uses them and for what purpose is not clear.
In New Zealand, EUE is not a published figure, nor is it an input to the planning process,
either for operational scheduling or long-term investment purposes. Instead, it is one of the
outputs of the models that utilise economic parameters directly to achieve minimum cost
generation. Both system operation and long-range investment planning utilise similar
models. This enables the input parameters to be fully consistent. One approach to planning
is to use economic methods to determine the optimum value for some reliability index,
which can then be used in conjunction with models. The method used by ECNZ is to put
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the economic criteria directly into the models and so by-pass the intermediate step of a
required level of reliability. Hence the achievement of an overall minimum cost system is
possible, which is not necessarily the case if some arbitrary reliability standard is imposed.
For the operational models, the strategy resulting from a given value for the cost of non-
supply and other model parameters can be examined to determine how many of the
historically-observed inflows would lead to non-supply. From the simulation of lake levels
with the given operating strategy, it is possible to determine an estimate for the frequency
of non-supply due to inflow variations.
The parameter intended to determine the optimal level of reliability in ECNZ planning
models is the cost of non-supply. This could be the cost to the generator of sales lost due
to unreliability as customers turn to alternative energy sources or suppliers, or it could be
taken from the customers’ perspective. Three types of non-supply are considered by the
models:
1. peak shortage, due to a shortage of available plant;
2. hydro shortage step 1, which is assigned to generation that attempts to take lakes to below

their minimum level by an amount less than 7% of total demand; and
3. hydro shortage step 2, for generation overdrawing lakes by more than 7% of demand.
At present, categories 1 and 3 are assigned values of approximately $3 per kWh, and
category 2 a value of 50 cents per kWh. The lower value for category 2 is appropriate, as
this type of shortage can be anticipated when lakes become low and conservation measures
can be taken. It is expected that the first block of non-supply would affect low-value uses
of electricity and no enforced cuts would be required.
Section 7.3, “The Economic Rationale for New Station Construction”, describes how this
parameter affects the timing of new stations. In this Section, the modelling techniques used
by ECNZ are outlined, including the treatment of uncertainties that lead to unserved energy.
Some understanding of the model is useful, as the numerical value of reliability measures
such as EUE can be expected to vary with their method of calculation. Therefore, trends in
a parameter calculated using a particular model for a given system are likely to be
significant, but comparisons between different generation systems using different models
may not be valid.

6.2 Model Structure
In the mid 1980s, the Ministry of Energy developed the PRISM model for long-range
electricity planning studies. More recently, an improved version, SPECTRA, has been
written for operational purposes to establish reservoir operating rules on a week-by-week
basis. Principal features of the generation system modelled by SPECTRA are:
• time horizon up to 30 years, used for long-term studies, with two years usual for

operational planning;
• minimum time unit of one week;
• up to 61 years of water inflow data available;
• any number of thermal stations, each with a specified heat rate, random outage rate,

weekly planned availability profile, and with multiple fuel types permitted at each
station;

• DC link between North and South Islands;
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• load duration curve representation of demand for each week, with each island treated
separately;

• deliverability constraints on Maui gas;
• any number of hydro stations can be specified, but with aggregation of these to two

different levels for each run:
(i) For reservoir optimisation — two equivalent stations, one in each island, each fed

by one controlled reservoir and one uncontrollable flow.
(ii) For simulation — using the results of the simplified optimisation model, a specified

number of ‘regions’, each with one reservoir, one aggregated station and an
uncontrolled flow.

• capital costs, operation and maintenance (O&M) costs, tax and depreciation modelled
for planning studies.

Steps in the model are:
1. interactive data preparation
2. conversion of water flows to potential energy
3. load duration curve filling to set up a reference library
4. reservoir optimisation, two reservoirs only
5. detailed simulation of several reservoirs
6. report preparation, data output

6.3 Model Description1

One of the key ideas in the ECNZ models, and in the management of water resources, is the
assignment of an Expected Marginal Value (EMV) to water in the hydro storage lakes. This
represents the future expected savings in thermal fuel costs that could be obtained by
keeping a small amount of extra water back in the reservoir rather than using it immediately
for generation. Water should be released for generation only at those times when the value
of thermal generation that it can replace is greater than its expected future marginal value
(ie if the water will be worth more in the future, save it for use in the future).
This strategy is achieved by treating hydro reservoir releases like a thermal station with fuel
cost equal to the expected marginal value of water in the storage lake — it will be loaded
only after all cheaper stations are fully utilised. Likewise, the HVDC link can be regarded
as a thermal station in the North Island with a cost equal to the South Island expected
marginal value of water, but increased to account for transmission losses.

6.3.1 Interactive Data Preparation
The first step in the model is an interactive phase, using a sophisticated interface
programme, enabling the user to select data required, modify data and set model parameters
(such as time horizon, initial lake levels, etc). Commissioning dates of stations can be
changed and additional stations added to or deleted from the commissioning programme.
Once a model is set up, the main simulation process begins. The principal stages are:

1  See also “A Simulation Model for Electricity Planning in New Zealand”, by E G Read, J G Culy, T S Halliburton,
and N L Winter, Operational research ’87, G K Rand (ed), Elsevier, 1988
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Flow Conversion
Water inflows are converted to region and island totals in energy equivalent terms for each
week using the appropriate water flow to energy conversion factors for each station. The
resulting set of flow data can be thought of as a matrix, with a row for each of the 61 years
of historical flow data and a column for each week of the planning period. Hence the full
variability of historically-observed flows is retained.

Load Duration Curve Filling
The load duration curve (LDC) reduces the week’s demand data to a probability distribu-
tion. It can be determined from historical data by ordering all the measurements of half-
hourly demand. The data is ordered from the peak demand half hour down to the lowest half
hour demand. A possible curve resulting from this process is shown in Figure C6.1. This
representation of data is very efficient in terms of computation required for calculations of
approximate amounts of generation required from different stations and is widely used by
generation utilities throughout the world; however, it removes all time sequence informa-
tion from within the week. This means that the two peak half hourly intervals could have
been between 5 pm and 6 pm on particular day, or they might have been on different days
— this information is lost. Therefore, the models cannot take into account thermal plant
ramping times or accurately model the behaviour of stations within a chain on a river.
The LDC is filled from the bottom to the top. The cheapest stations are loaded first, but only
fuel costs need be considered as this is the only avoidable cost as far as the system dispatcher
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Figure C6.1:  Load Duration Curve Representation for North Island
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2 Note that each station is fully loaded before the next most expensive station is loaded.

is concerned — all capital and operation and maintenance costs are fixed in the short term.
Therefore, geothermal stations that have no fuel cost, and any other fixed running base load
stations, are loaded first. The next most expensive station is then loaded — Huntly in this
example, followed by New Plymouth. South Island water is the next cheapest source of
generation in the North Island, then North Island hydro is used, followed by the Stratford
gas turbines, peaking hydro capacity, and finally, in this somewhat extreme case, the
Otahuhu gas turbines. If Lake Taupo nears its maximum level, one would expect North
Island hydro to be loaded before Huntly — its position in the merit order depends on the
storage level and the corresponding water value as determined in the reservoir optimisation
phase2. There is no justification for running a station costing 10c/kWh in fuel if a station
costing 9c/kWh is not fully loaded.
To speed computation, a library of load duration curves is set up. For a given week, the
positions of hydro and HVDC transfer are the only unknowns, as this depends on the
particular water values in the two islands, whereas all other fuel costs are fixed and known.
The effects of all possible combinations of HVDC and North Island hydro water values are
calculated.
Figure C6.2 shows three residual load duration curves, linearised for clarity. The residual
load duration curve shows the demand that remains to be satisfied when all lower cost
generation has been fully utilised. Random outage effects can be modelled at this stage, by
forming an effective load duration curve, such as that on the right in Figure C6.2, as each
unit is loaded. The load duration curve faced by each unit is modelled as the weighted
average of the effective LDC it will face if the unit immediately below it in the merit order
is available (LDC on left in Figure C6.2, probability P) and the one it will face if the unit
below it breaks down (LDC in centre of figure, probability 1 - P). Only thermal station
random outages are considered, as hydro stations have lower forced outage rates that do not
have a significant effect on the system. Note that the peak MW of the new residual load
duration curve is not changed by the loading of each thermal unit, as there is a finite
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probability of it not being available to meet the peak. After loading all thermal stations, there
will be a residual load duration curve representing expected unserved energy due to thermal
plant random failures. It will be a very steep curve, with a very small probability of
exceeding zero, and is often too small for the model to be meaningful. It is important to note
that this technique assumes that outages in each week are independent.
In reality, if a unit is in a failed state in one week, there is a greater than average probability
that it will be in a failed state the next week. Therefore, this calculation of EUE is not as
accurate as that used by other utilities that use Monte Carlo simulations to determine the
effect of the serial correlation of outages.
The remainder of the model can use this library of LDCs to determine how much generation
each station will contribute, how much water will be released and so forth, in each week for
any given situation. Note that by using a weekly LDC, all sequential information within the
week is lost. This means, for example, that thermal unit ramping times cannot be modelled.
It is not known whether all the generation from a particular station occurs as a continuous
block within the week, or whether it stops and starts generating every day, making a
contribution to the peak load every day.

6.3.2 Reservoir Optimisation
This step utilises the simplified hydro system model of one reservoir and equivalent station
for each island. All thermal stations are retained, as they are properly represented within the
load duration curve. Optimal reservoir operating rules are calculated using a modified form
of stochastic dynamic programming. The well-known “curse of dimensionality” has
restricted this technique to the two-reservoir problem, as computation times increase
enormously for more dimensions. The effects of all historical inflow sequences are
considered (ie no synthetic hydrology or Monte Carlo sampling is used).
For a one-reservoir situation, the output of the optimisation for one year can be represented
as in Figure C6.3. This shows how expected marginal value of water varies with reservoir
level and time. Each line is known as a “guideline”. It represents the storage level at which
the corresponding thermal station should switch its position in the merit order relative to
hydro generation (ie hydro generation switches from being loaded after that thermal station
to being fully loaded before that thermal station as storage rises above the station’s
guideline).
The guidelines indicate those thermal stations that should be run to conserve hydro storage.
All those stations whose guideline is above the current water storage level should be run for
water storage conservation purposes. For example, Huntly is fully loaded before the hydro
stations whenever the aggregate lake level is below the Huntly guideline.
The time variation is due to the strong seasonal variation of inflows, demand and thermal
plant availability. The variation with reservoir level is because of the risks of spill or
shortage.
If it is known with certainty that spill will occur, then extra water in the reservoir must have
no value — it too will spill (ie EMV = 0). Similarly, if shortage is certain, extra water in
storage will reduce this shortage and can be assigned a value equal to the cost of non-supply.
Maximum hydro generation should be used before any thermal generation in the former
situation, and all thermal plant is loaded before hydro in the latter, with hydro used only to
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meet the remainder of the load. At intermediate storage levels, all stations with a guideline
above the current storage level should be loaded before making any discretionary hydro
release. As lake levels rise, at a given time of year, the probability of spill at some time in
the future increases, and the probability of running out of water decreases. Therefore, with
rising lake levels the decision now moves progressively in favour of using more water, so
that less thermal plant is used. This decision methodology is used both for operational
planning and as part of the investment planning model.

6.3.3 Simulation
The final phase of the model is a detailed simulation utilising the reservoir operating rules
developed previously. The number of separate simulations made over the entire time
horizon is equal to the number of years of historical flow data available. The simulations
begin from the current reservoir storage level and model how the system would perform
using the historical inflows. Each simulation begins with a different historical year’s inflow.
This results in the effects of each year of historical inflow data being simulated for each year
of the planning period. At the beginning of each week, total storage in each island is
determined. From this, the water value is looked up from the output of the optimisation
phase. This enables the appropriate load duration curve to be selected.
To model the operation of multiple reservoirs in each island, water is drawn from the various
lakes so that the probability of spill from each is equalised. Sets of predetermined
incremental utilisation curves are looked up to determine the probability of spill at any time
of the year for the particular storage level.
When filling the load duration curve, unserved energy due to random plant outages and
shortage of capacity can be determined. During the simulation phase, unserved energy due
to water shortages can be determined. The two categories of unserved energy are recorded
separately by the models. Mean values are determined (giving EUE) as well as values for

Figure C6.3:  Thermal Generation Guidelines
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each year of historical flow data.

6.4 Conclusion
Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) is calculated by ECNZ planning models. EUE can be
calculated for a given system configuration for any one of the last 61 years of historical
inflow data and for any week of the selected planning period. This parameter is an output
of the model, not an input, as is the case for many studies reported in the literature on power
system reliability.
This apparently unusual approach is possible because the New Zealand system is both
operated and planned using models and economic parameters that are consistent and
intended to achieve an overall minimum cost solution, rather than to satisfy an arbitrary
performance standard. From observation simulations of the optimal operating strategy, it
is possible to determine how many historical flow sequences would result in non-supply.
This allows a statement to be made regarding probability of shortage due to hydrological
influences. The intermediate step of using economic considerations to determine a reliabil-
ity standard, which then becomes an input to the models, is not required.
ECNZ’s predecessor organisations have a history of model development that makes
sophisticated modelling both possible and acceptable to management.
The model does not account for security problems that can only be estimated by models that
handle dynamic effects — the start up time of thermal plant, the effects of spinning reserve,
etc. Nor do the models account for the correlation in time of generator outages — they
assume that the probability of outage in successive weeks is independent, when this is
known not to be the case. Unserved energy is modelled only if there is insufficient plant in
existence, or inadequate water available, and the possibility that plant can not actually be
put into service sufficiently quickly in the event of a catastrophic failure is not considered.
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7 PLANNING FOR NEW GENERATION

7.1 Introduction
Attention concentrates on plant and equipment performance-related issues in most discus-
sions of generation reliability. However, the low inflows available for hydro generation in
New Zealand in the first half of 1992 have had an impact on consumers that probably
exceeds the effect of all the catastrophic outages caused by plant failures over the last few
years. In the long term, the potential for investment decisions to influence reliability
increases as load grows and equipment ages. The decision parameters for planning of new
generation and the quality of the decision making can have far-reaching effects on
reliability. In this Chapter, the methodologies used by the Ministry of Energy and ECNZ
to determine their generation development strategies are considered.
Some pressure groups and electricity industry representatives have expressed concern that
no energy planning is carried out in New Zealand. The need for centralised planning
perceived in some circles can be expected to be highlighted by the low inflows experienced
in 1992. The claims of some pressure groups are along the lines that now that the Ministry
of Energy has been disbanded, the Ministry of Works dismantled or transformed into
consultancy companies and state energy production activities sold or corporatised, no
effective planning is performed. Efforts are still made to plan for the future, but they are no
longer publicised and are done in a decentralised way by various organisations using their
own commercial criteria. As a result of concerns about the lack of co-ordinated planning,
the Energy Foundation was set up and has pooled expertise from a number of sources to
produce reasonably credible energy demand forecasts. Because little other information is
publicly available, their forecasts are frequently referred to and have been used in this
report.
In this Chapter, the planning methodology used until the mid-1980s is outlined and the
economic basis for construction of new capacity is described. The function of the models
developed by the Ministry of Energy are described. The application of these same models
to the Electricity Corporation of New Zealand planning processes are also described. The
principal change is in the method of determining adequacy of generation and the use made
of the planning process outputs. The models used and the basic approach to determining
optimal generation development strategies were essentially unchanged by the transition to
a state-owned enterprise.
Finally, the Resource Management Act processes are described and some of the options for
new power stations are listed.

7.2 Ministry of Energy Planning Methodology
Planning the timetable for new power station construction was carried out by the Planning
Committee on Electric Power Development from 1959. It was renamed the Electricity
Sector Planning Committee in 1980 and continued to function until ECNZ was formed from
the Electricity Division of the Ministry of Energy. Its last report was published in 1986.
Demand forecasting was also carried out by a committee from 1959, the Committee to
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Review Power Requirements. This was later renamed the Electricity Sector Forecasting
Committee.
Both power planning and demand forecasting reports were issued annually. The analysis
for and preparation of the power planning reports was done by the Power Development
section of the Electricity Division.
The approach taken in this era of Government planning was one of ensuring adequacy of
supply. From 1980, this standard1 was to ensure that generating capacity was 7% above the
central load forecast in a dry year, which was defined as having hydro inflows 85 percent
of mean. Prior to the change in planning arrangements implemented in 1980 and the
establishment of an integrated Energy Plan, reports made no mention of a 7% margin. It
would appear that planning simply attempted to ensure adequate supply in a dry year. No
doubt this was a sufficiently difficult task in the days of very rapidly increasing electricity
demand. The 7% margin was intended to ensure that, even in a dry year, supply could be
maintained in the face of delays to the commissioning of new plant, unexpected equipment
breakdowns and higher than expected load growth. Only the energy margin was considered
here, as in a largely-hydro system ample capacity was usually available to meet the peak
demand. Only the total annual demand was considered — the pattern within a year was not
considered.
For the margins calculation, the maximum possible generation at each thermal station over
the year was restricted according to fuel type:
• distillate oil fired stations — 5% plant factor
• residual oil fired stations — 15% plant factor
• Stratford on Kapuni gas — 50% plant factor
• other thermal stations — 70% plant factor
• HVDC link — 80% plant factor where:

plant factor =  total annual generation
installed MW x hours in year

The margin calculation proceeds as follows:
• South Island dry year generation = total South Island mean year potential generation

multiplied by 0.85.
• HVDC transfer = minimum of (HVDC capacity times hours in year multiplied by 0.8,

or South Island dry year generation - South Island Demand).
• North Island dry year generation = total (North Island mean year hydro potential

generation multiplied by 0.85 + thermal station installed MW, multiplied by plant factor
appropriate to fuel type, multiplied by hours in year)

margin =  NI dry year generation +  HVDC transfer -  NI demand
NZ demand

The choice of plant factor was crucial to the assessment of adequacy using this method.
Thermal plant availability is now considerably higher than was expected in the early 1980s.
This might lead to a reassessment of maximum plant factors, but seasonal variations in load
and inflows might limit the maximum plant factors that can be achieved in practice.

1  Report of the Electricity Sector Planning Committee, 1984, p29.
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Figure C7.1 shows a graph from the 1983 planning report2. The middle load forecast of
annual GWh of electricity generation required is shown plotted for the succeeding 15 years.
Although planning was actually carried out on a 30-year horizon, as it is today, the second
15 years planning was considered so speculative that there was little benefit in publishing
the results. The line representing the required margin above demand of 7% is shown above
the forecast demand. The third line showing the dry year capability of existing plant, and
that under construction, rises until 1988/89, but then falls due to the closure of Meremere
at the end of 1994/95 and reductions in Maui gas supplies. When there was insufficient gas
to run New Plymouth to capacity, the remainder of the station was assumed to burn oil at
the 15% plant factor.
Planning staff attempted to meet the 7% margin requirement as closely as possible, but
using a programme of new plant commissionings that gave the lowest overall cost. The
margin clearly determined how much additional capacity was required, but the decision as
to what construction options to implement remained. It might appear obvious that the
cheapest should be built first. In that case, each option should be ranked by its unit cost,
calculated from:
Unit Cost in cents/kWh

unit cost =  present value of all construction,  fuel and O&M cost over life of station
discounted total of all generation over life of station

Five percent and 10% real discount rate (ie discount rate excluding the effects of inflation)

2  Report of the Electricity Sector Planning Committee, 1983, p23.

YEARS

Energy
GWh

2 2 0 0 0

2 4 0 0 0

2 6 0 0 0

2 8 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0

3 2 0 0 0

3 4 0 0 0

3 6 0 0 0

3 8 0 0 0

1 9 8 2 / 8 3 1 9 8 7 / 8 8 1 9 9 2 / 9 3 1 9 9 7 / 9 8

Nominal 7% Margin

1983 Middle Load
forecast

Dry year capability
of generating plant

Figure C7.1:  Committed Generating Capacity
(After 1983 report of the Electricity Sector Planning Committee)
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calculations were usually presented in the 1980s. Five percent gives a lower unit cost for
high capital, low operating cost options, such as hydro and geothermal developments and
so was supported by the proponents of hydro construction. A 10% discount rate tends to
favour thermal stations, for which capital costs are a lower proportion of the total cost, and
was the officially sanctioned discount rate in those times of capital rationing amongst
Government departments.
The unit cost was easily calculated and understood, and so had considerable appeal, but has
some serious limitations:
• For a hydro station, generation varies with inflows, but if a 7% dry year margin is to be

maintained in a predominantly hydro system, spill will occur in all but dry years and
should be taken into account when performing the unit cost calculation. Only actual
generation is relevant in that equation, not potential generation, as not all the water
flowing past the station can be utilised. A new station should be treated as marginal. This
means that the operation of the system without the new station is compared with the
operation of the whole system with the new station. In effect, the new station will make
no contribution at all in those years when the system could have coped without it, ie in
all but dry years. This enables a true comparison to be made of the system performance
before the new station is built with the performance after it is built.

• Total fuel costs at thermal stations vary with generation, so the unit cost calculation
requires some assumptions regarding life time generation.

• HVDC link capacity constraints and transmission losses are not considered.
• The ability to meet peak MW requirements is not included, so a separate margins

calculation would be required to ensure adequacy here.
Interactions with the rest of the generating system need to be considered for optimal
investment decisions. For example, if short duration peaking capacity was required, then
a low capital cost, high running cost station, such as the diesel-fired gas turbines at
Whirinaki might be desirable. For base load, continuous operation, a geothermal like
Ohaaki, or a coal-fired station were candidates. A model of the generating system was
required that calculated capital, fuel and operation and maintenance costs for a given
scenario. The scenario must make assumptions about demands, fuel costs, fuel supplies,
station availability, inflow patterns etc.
To determine an optimal programme of new station commissioning dates, planning
engineers were required to use a trial and error process. For each iteration of this process,
the engineer would select a programme of commissionings that kept the system margins
close to 7%, usually within plus or minus 2%. Then the net present value of running this
specified generation system for 30 years was calculated using the simulation model (known
as MONTE in the early 1980s). On completion of a simulation, a change would be made
to the commissioning programme, and a repeat run performed in an attempt to find a plan
with the lowest possible net present cost. If demand was considered to be fixed and
electricity pricing was exogenously determined (ie by the Government), then the most
economic programme was that with the lowest present value total for capital, fuel and
O&M. Revenue need not be considered.
The simulation model will usually encounter situations where some load cannot be met. A
cost penalty must be applied in these circumstances — the cost of non-supply, which can
be expressed in $/kWh. If the cost of non-supply was not included, ie was set to zero, then
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a simulation where no new plant was commissioned would give the lowest present value
cost. If the cost of non-supply was set extremely high, then the model would give a minimum
cost plan that had margins greater than 7%, as it would be desirable to avoid non-supply
whenever possible. To ensure consistency, a cost of non-supply had to be selected that gave
the lowest cost for an optimal plan with a 7% margin. The required cost of non-supply had
to be determined by establishing upper and lower bounds on its value and then interpolating.
Figure C7.2 illustrates the mean potential generation available from total inflows to the
hydro system over the period 1940 to 1990. Annual totals have been sorted in order of
decreasing size, and are specified as a fraction of the mean flow for the 50 year period. It
is clear that four years have flows less than the 85% of mean defined as a dry year for the
margin calculation, and so the probability of shortages would be higher in those years.
A margin-based approach to generation adequacy does not consider hydrological variations
within the year — it assumes that storage lakes are large enough to give the required
flexibility. Figure C7.3 shows the mean flow for each week of the year for the same period
as Figure C7.2. South Island flows are at a minimum over winter when the need for
generation is greatest, so the lake storage capacity is required to enable water to be held until
higher demand periods. In the North Island, flows conveniently peak during winter.
Margins could be effectively reduced by the need to spill water in the South Island during
summer if storage is inadequate, leaving less than expected for winter.
In summary, the weaknesses of the planning margin method were:
• Four out of 50 years between 1940 and 1990 recorded total inflows less than the 85% of

mean definition for a dry year.
• Seasonal variations in flow and demand were not considered.
• Simple unit cost calculations cannot be used to select the most economic options in an

integrated system, so complex simulation models are required.
• The choice of planning margin and station plant factors was extremely subjective.

Figure C7.2:  Cumulative Distribution of Total
New Zealand Inflows for Hydro Generation

(Mean total potential inflow into the New Zealand hydro system over the period 1 April 1940 to
1 April 1991 was 23,696 GWh)
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Figure C7.3:  Variation of Weekly Mean Inflows over the Year
(Data for period 1940 to 1990)

Dry year defined as 85% of mean inflows. 80% maximum utilisation of HVDC link. Thermal
plant maximum plant factors 70%, but Stratford restricted to 50%, Whirinaki and Otahuhu to

5%. Assumes retention of all existing water rights.
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3  The New Zealand Energy Foundation Supply and Demand Forecast, September 1991.

7.3 The Economic Rationale for New Station Construction
Due to the limitations of planning according to an arbitrary margin, the Ministry of Energy
developed the PRISM model, which was enhanced by ECNZ to provide a tool suitable for
operational planning also, as described in Chapter 6 of this report. This has enabled
economic principles to guide ECNZ’s development strategy. The principles underlying this
are discussed here.
As load grows, less spare plant will be available to meet contingencies, such as plant
failures. Hence these events will begin to affect consumers and reliability of supply will fall.
A greater proportion of the historically observed inflow sequences will not be sufficient to
enable loads to be met, and more often there will be insufficient spare capacity to cover plant
breakdowns.
Figures C7.4 and C7.5 show how margins will decline with load growth. The margins are
calculated in the same way as in the previous section, and the data is consistent with Figure
C7.1. The first gives load in terms of percentage growth from 1991/92, and the second as
a function of the load forecasts produced by the Energy Foundation3. Some credibility
should be attached to these forecasts as they involve input from a range of sources, including
a representative from ECNZ, although the methodology and numbers are different to those
of ECNZ forecasts. The effects of returning various mothballed stations to service is also
shown to indicate the extent to which new construction could be delayed and the margins
applying before the mothballing of various thermal units in recent years. Oil-fired plant has
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been assigned a 70% plant factor rather than the 15% used by the Ministry of Energy
planners, as there are now no constraints on the consumption of oil, and to avoid the effects
of changing gas availability. The present system has a 4% margin, which rises to 11% if both
Marsden units and four units at Meremere were returned to service. If Marsden B is
commissioned, a total of 8% load growth from 1991/92 is required before the margin drops
below 7%. According to the Energy Foundation, this is likely in 1994.
It is essential to note that the plant factors assigned to thermal stations were arbitrary and
are no longer appropriate to the way the system is now operated. One of the major changes
that occurred when ECNZ was formed was a shift in focus from building new plant towards
better utilising existing assets. This has resulted in improved availability and a considerable
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Figure C7.4:  Dry Year Energy Margins
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amount of upgrading of hydro stations, for example. Rather than take the option of
constructing new plant, a continuing effort is now made to maximise the capability of
existing stations through changes to maintenance practices and relatively minor but cost-
effective enhancements.
Apart from reliability trends, as load grows if no new stations are constructed, there will be
increasing utilisation of existing thermal plant and increasing probability of non-supply.
Figure C7.6 is indicative of the trends to be expected in various types of costs — no actual
data has been analysed to produce this graph. Three lines are shown:
1. Short run marginal cost (SRMC) represents the expected cost of supplying one more

kWh of energy from the existing system. This cost is the expected cost obtained by
averaging over a number of years of historical inflow data. It represents only the extra
costs from supplying an extra kWh, so sunk capital costs and fixed O&M costs are not
considered — these costs are approximately constant no matter what load is supplied.
Only fuel and non-supply costs are included.

2. Average total cost is calculated from the total of all costs of running the generation
system (fuel, O&M, debt servicing, profit and taxes) divided by the total generation.

3. Long run marginal cost (LRMC) represents the expected cost of supplying one more
kWh of energy from the cheapest possible large new station (usually assumed to be a
combined cycle) so fuel, O&M and all capital costs are included, ie:

LRMC =  
present worth of all lifetime costs of capital,  fuel and O& M cost over life of station

present worth of lifetime generation,  assuming some load pattern

The capital costs of a new station are avoidable in the sense that the new station does not
have to be built, and the money could be spent on some other project. It is possible that a
number of small new stations, such as cogeneration, small geothermal, etc could be built
for less than a large combined cycle, but these stations only delay slightly the date at which
a large station becomes economic.
Short run marginal cost and average total cost can be determined with certainty from data

Figure C7.6:  Trends in Generation System as Load Grows
Trend in marginal and average costs of electricity with continuing load grow.

NB Not based on any actual data.
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on the present system. Long run marginal cost requires estimates for capital and O&M costs,
and forecasts over the life of the plant for both for fuel price and generation.
Each successive kWh of energy has a higher probability of requiring operation of more
expensive thermal plant, so the marginal cost must trend upwards (Figure C7.6). Eventu-
ally, sufficiently high costs are being incurred due to non-supply and the running of high
cost thermal plant that it becomes cheaper to supply the load growth from new plant. In an
economically optimal situation, a new station is built only when it is the cheapest way of
supplying extra load — it is not related to any absolute measurements of adequacy.
To begin with, marginal cost is less than the average total cost in Figure C7.6. At first, each
extra unit of generation lowers the average cost. As load increases, the increasing utilisation
of plant results in falling average total cost and rising marginal cost until marginal cost
equals average cost. For further increases in demand, average cost increases due to the
increasing use of expensive thermal plant. If the cost of supplying an extra kWh is greater
than the average cost, then that extra kWh causes average cost to rise. Hence average cost
rises when marginal cost is greater than the average.
When the new station is commissioned, short run marginal costs drop as there is now less
running of expensive thermals and less non-supply. For example, if a combined cycle
station is built, all existing thermal stations will run less. As load increases, the SRMC will
again trend upwards.
It is assumed here that demand is pre-determined. In reality, the marginal cost of generation
is likely to have some influence on prices, and hence demand. There is an iterative process
required involving demand forecasts, new generation planning, marginal costs, selling
price assumptions and, again, demand forecasting.
For a commercial business, the cost of non-supply would cover loss of revenue, present and
future. When consumers get fed up with interruptions to supply and switch to alternative
fuels, they can be expected to reduce their consumption of electricity for the life of the
alternative appliance purchased. In a public service environment, the costs of non-supply
represents the cost to the customer of not receiving supply, and so could be quite different.
In this case, it represents the loss of utility to households when hot showers are not available,
TV sets do not work, etc and the extra costs of actions taken to avoid these inconveniences,
such as purchasing gas hot water cylinders.
Note that profit and revenue have not yet been considered. If selling price is less than the
average total cost of generation, then the utility would be making a loss. ECNZ is profitable,
so price is currently in the region between the average cost and long run marginal cost lines.
The graph shows an average SRMC, but it will actually vary with time of day, time of year,
and hydro system inflows. For a given price, some sales will be made at less than SRMC,
and others at more than SRMC. Profits could be increased by avoiding sales if SRMC is
greater than the price. At such times, the fuel burnt to generate the kWh of electricity costs
more than the sale price of that kWh. In a completely deregulated spot market these sales
would not be made. The sales must be made in the present circumstances primarily because
ECNZ has contracts in place with its customers.
A debate on electricity pricing arose when ECNZ stated that there is a need to gradually
increase prices up to the long run marginal cost (LRMC). No new independent generator
can enter the business unless sale price for the product exceeds cost, ie selling price must
exceed LRMC.
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For new station construction to occur, two possibilities are suggested by Figure C7.6:
• Price rises to at least LRMC so that a new company can profitably enter the generation

business.
• A legal obligation on ECNZ to supply is put in place, so that a new station eventually

becomes the cheapest way of meeting that obligation.
In the current situation, there is neither a legal obligation on ECNZ to supply all loads, nor
a market structure for electricity that encourages new generators to enter the business. This
is clearly not in the long term interests of customers requiring a reliable supply of electricity.
No profit-motivated investor can be expected to build a new power station if the selling price
of electricity is less than the total cost of generation.

7.4 ECNZ Investment Decision Making
ECNZ reviews future generation requirements on an annual cycle. This process begins with
the development of a number of scenarios or possible views of the future path of the world
as it affects ECNZ. For example, high, middle and low growth outcomes, carbon tax, and
green government scenarios are usual, in addition to some scenarios making assumptions
about fuel supplies (eg high gas availability, high coal prices, etc).
The next step is the load forecasting process, which looks 30 years ahead. Inputs to forecasts
include electricity prices, GDP, major industrial developments and demographic profiles.
Forecasts are produced for each scenario.
Cost estimates for new power stations are continually being updated. More detailed
engineering studies of known options, changes in planning and environmental regulations,
and technological developments ensure that the planning database requires regular updat-
ing. For example, there have been significant improvements in gas turbine technology,
lowering the cost of such plant and improving the economics of repowering existing gas
turbine stations. Continuing site investigations lead to refinements in estimates, especially
for hydro and geothermal options. Attention must be given to new technologies, such as
windmills, wave power, fuel cells etc, as these could become economically viable over the
long period required to plan and construct a large conventional station.
Forecasts of fuel costs and the availability of fuels are updated to incorporate new
information, such as trends in prices. Exploration results in the discovery of new gas fields
and better estimates of the size of existing fields. Negotiations with gas owners can alter the
perceived probability of new gas supplies, and the likely price. The coal industry has
undergone radical changes that have affected the price and availability of this fuel. The
change to an SOE has allowed the option of importing coal to be considered, and has
removed restrictions on the use of oil. The 10% loading that used to be applied to imported
fuels has been removed, but taxes on fuel must now be included in their cost.
Resource consent hearings alter the water available for hydro stations and can impose
restrictions on operating modes. The view of future outcomes is updated annually.
Inflation rates, tax, depreciation and the cost of capital for new projects must also be
estimated to permit economic analysis of options.
All this data is processed by the simulation model of the generation system operating over
a 30-year time frame. It determines the total cost of operating the generation system for 30
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years using weekly simulation time steps and up to 61 years of historical inflow data. It gives
a wide variety of reports on station operating patterns, fuel usage and various marginal costs.
Using these reports and experienced intuition, planners make a succession of changes to the
commissioning programme and perform simulations to measure the effect of each change.
In this trial and error fashion, a least cost means of meeting the selected demand profile is
reached. The marginal cost of supplying an extra kWh of load is a crucial output of the
model. This represents the cost of extra fuel that is expected to be burned to meet an extra
kWh of load. Note that this is an expected value, because it is averaged over the various
historical inflow sequences and demand uncertainty. The model reports marginal costs of
supplying additional load and the marginal value of additional capacity of various types of
plant. These figures give the model users a guide as to when to commission new plant, along
the lines described in Section 7.3 and illustrated in Figure C7.6.
Figure C7.7 shows expected unserved energy that would occur if no new plant was
constructed using the central estimate of demands developed for the 1992 planning cycle.
Inflows over the period 1971 to 1991 have been analysed to determine optimal system
performance. The upper 5 percentile line represents the driest inflow sequence and shows
for each year the value of EUE that has a 5% or lower chance of occurring, given the
assumptions. This is the only one with significant unserved energy, and only from 1997.
This contrasts with the margins approach illustrated earlier, which suggests that new plant
would be required earlier — margins in Figure C7.5 fall to zero in 1994 unless Meremere
or Marsden B are commissioned. A considerable amount of gas turbine running could be
expected after 1997, so it is likely that the short run marginal cost will exceed LRMC,
making new plant economic.
Figure C7.8 shows the expected generation each year under the same assumptions as Figure
C7.7. As South Island load grows, less net HVDC transfer to the North Island occurs.
Generation from all North Island thermals increases as expected, but there is also a small
increase in North Island hydro generation due to reduced spill and planned enhancements
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to existing plant. These two graphs assume particular supply profiles for gas and coal, and
that there are no further losses of water to hydro stations.
Within a scenario, revenue is considered fixed, as it is determined by the demand. The
objective of the planning process is to maximise the wealth of its shareholders, which is
done by minimising the net present value of all variable costs associated with meeting the
particular demand profile assumed.
After determining optimal commissioning programmes for the various scenarios, investi-
gation priorities are reassessed with the objective of ensuring that it is likely that desirable
development options are able to be implemented if and when required. Planning proce-
dures, geological investigations, etc are scheduled to ensure that projects are available for
commissioning by the earliest date required by any of the high probability scenarios
analysed.

7.5 Demand Forecasting4

Electricity demand forecasting plays a vital role in ensuring adequacy of supply. This
section provides some comment on the inputs to forecasting models and illustrates the
performance of forecasts used by ECNZ (and its predecessors State Hydro, New Zealand
Electricity Department, and the Ministry of Energy).
Concerns over post-war increases in demand and perpetual shortages led to a more
systematic approach to forecasting. Since the 1940s, electricity suppliers had forecast
demand and in 1953 they formed the first formal forecasting body, the Power and Finance
Utilisation Committee. The Committee was responsible for collecting estimates of each
suppliers’ power demands for a five year period, under conditions of unrestricted supply.
These formed the basis of the total forecasts, although the committee sometimes made
adjustments based on its judgement of the likely increase in demand.
Following very rapid growth in demand during the 1960s, the subsequent decline in the
growth rate during the 1970s gave rise to a considerable over-forecasting of demand at that
time, before it was realised that a significant change in electricity growth patterns had taken
place. High economic growth rates expected at that time did not eventuate. The formation
of the Ministry of Energy, which brought about a coordinated planning procedure involving
all fuels, together with improved forecasting techniques, brought about a considerable
improvement of forecasts during the 1980s.
During the late 1970s, attempts were made to place forecasting on a more analytical basis.
Models were developed to attempt to explain consumption of electricity in terms of the most
significant factors that were considered to influence it. Despite the simplicity of many of
these models, they have tended to track electricity consumption reasonably well. Advice
has been obtained from government and other agencies on expected trends in economic and
demographic factors. Using this information in conjunction with the historical relationship
between these variables and electricity consumption, forecasts of electricity were produced.
Major industrial loads, such as metal smelting and pulp and paper production, where there
are a small number of large plants, have continued to be handled separately.

4 From a contribution made by Dr J Lermit, until recently ECNZ Corporate Demand Analyst.
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Figure C7.8:  Expected North Island Generation (Existing System Only — Middle
Demands Scenario)
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The most important factors have proved to be:
• economic — the expected rise in economic activity, as measured by Gross Domestic

Product, and in particular how the structure of the economy is likely to evolve over time;
• major industrial developments — a large fraction of load is tied up in a few electricity

industries, and these must be considered explicitly;
• demographic — population changes, household incomes, the changing structure of

households as the population ages, and internal migration patterns all have a significant
effect on electricity consumption;

• price — consumption is generally responsive to price changes, both for electricity and
alternative fuels. Likely price changes arising from expected future costs and how these
will be passed on to consumers are used as inputs to the models.

Other factors, such as weather, have an obvious influence but cannot be predicted
sufficiently far in advance, and so have to be considered as random effects.
Use of such models has led to a significant improvement in the accuracy of the forecasts.
Valuable input, however, is still needed from local developments, particularly in the short
term. The forecasts can, however, be no better than the forecasts of economic activity on
which they depend. An additional concern is that the relationship between economic factors
and resultant electricity consumption (which is only poorly understood) will change over
time, rendering the current forecasting methods invalid. It is thus important to gather a wide
range of expert opinion on long term developments and structural change.
The introduction of reforms into the electricity market brings further uncertainty, as the
response to changes in the environment are difficult to predict. It may be that forecasting
becomes less important if markets can respond sufficiently rapidly to imbalances between
supply and demand.
Figures C7.9 and C7.10 show how forecast accuracy was badly affected by the change in
growth that occurred in the mid 1970s, but was better in the remainder of the period shown,
especially since 1980.

7.6 New Development Options
There are many options available to increase the supply of electricity in New Zealand, or
to permit the replacement of fossil-fuelled stations with renewable resources. There is no
doubt that ample resources exist, but the costs of some options may be prohibitive. Table
C7.1 summarises information on hydro development possibilities that have been presented
at various resource hearings, environmental impact statements and those listed in “Energy
Issues 1986”.
These projects will not necessarily be undertaken by ECNZ. It is likely that some
developments will be undertaken by private developers or supply authorities. Also, the
Resource Management Act will have a significant impact on the lead time required by any
developer wishing to construct a new station, which may prevent commissioning at the
optimal date.
A number of geothermal fields have been identified as having potential for development for
electricity generation. Some of these are summarised in Table C7.2.
It should be clear from the above list of options that whatever level of adequacy is required
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Figure C7.9:  Accuracy of ECNZ Demand Forecasts
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Table C7.1:  Possible Hydro Developments
Data from evidence presented at various resource hearings, and from “Energy Issues 1986”,

published by the Ministry of Energy.

Site
Potential

Generation
(GWh)

Construction feasible by 2010:
Whangaehu/Karioi 380
Mohaka 890
Lower Waitaki 2170
Lower Clutha 1620
Upper Clutha 1225
Small hydro 875
Total 7160

Investigation/prefeasibility:
Rangitikei 900
Clarence-Waiau 3200
Buller 2900
Total 7000
Preliminary Surveys, over 250 GWh pa. 13000
Preliminary Surveys, under 250 GWh pa. 13000

Precluded from development by   
Conservation Orders:
Kawerau 700
Motu 1600
Wanganui 1700
Rakaia 3000
Total 7000
Grand Total 47160

could in principle be achieved. In an economically balanced system, the timing of these
options is entirely driven by the cost of non-supply, ie by the trade-off between the cost of
expanding the system compared with the reduction in fuel costs at existing stations and the
reduction in non-supply penalties that this new station will permit.

Medium Term Geothermal  
Potential

Site Generation
(GWh/yr)

Rotokawa 552
Kawerau 355
Mokai 591
Ngawha 552
Tauhara 591
Other 572
Total 3213

Table C7.2:  Possible Geothermal Developments
Data from evidence presented at various resource hearings, and from “Energy Issues 1986”,

published by the Ministry of Energy.
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ECNZ’s preferred option for hydro investigations purposes is the Tuapeka scheme on the
Clutha river, below Roxburgh. This scheme is being investigated to the extent required to
ensure that it can commission at the earliest likely date.

7.7 Implications of the Resource Management Act 1991 for Power Station
Development5

7.7.1 The Legislative Framework
Historically, environmental legislation was contained in a number of different statutes, each
focusing on specific and separate aspects of the environment. The introduction of the
Resource Management Act on 1 October 1991 replaced ad hoc environmental legislation
with a single statute. The Act’s intentions are to integrate the management of physical and
natural resources and the community’s economic and social aspirations, while at the same
time protecting the environment.

Key Principles
The stated purpose of the Act is to achieve “sustainable management”. This is defined in
Section 5 of the Act as:

managing the use, development, and protection of natural and physical
resources in a way, or at a rate, which enables people and communities to
provide for their social, economic, and cultural well-being and for their health
and safety while —
(a) sustaining the potential of natural and physical resources (excluding

minerals) to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future genera-
tions; and

(b) safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of air, water, soil, and ecosys-
tems; and

(c) avoiding, remedying, or mitigating any adverse effects of activities on the
environment.

There is still some debate about the interpretation of this definition and this is likely to be
resolved through the courts, where the finer points of interpretation will be argued.
The second very important principle of the Resource Management Act 1991 is the focus on
controlling actual and potential “effects” of activities, rather than the activities themselves.
The Act defines the term “effect” in Section 3. “Effect” in relation to the use, development,
or protection of natural and physical resources, or in relation to the environment includes:

(a) Any positive or adverse effect; and
(b) Any temporary or permanent effect; and
(c) Any past, present, or future effect; and
(d) Any cumulative effect which arises over time or in combination with other

effects — regardless of the scale, intensity, duration, or frequency of the
effect, and also includes—

5 Contributed by P H Mitchell and R J Ross, Kingett Mitchell and Associates Ltd.
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(e) Any potential effect of high probability; and
(f) Any potential effect of low probability which has a high potential impact.

This all-encompassing definition will have an important bearing on the breadth of
information which power station developers and/or operators will need to present to support
applications for resource consents.

7.7.2 Procedural Framework
As before, many activities involved in power station development and operations will
require consents. The Resource Management Act requires consents to be obtained to use
land, to disturb river or lake beds, to take water (including heat and energy), and to discharge
contaminants into or onto water, land or air. “Contaminant”, for the purposes of the Act, is
defined to mean any substance (including gases, liquids solids, energy or heat) that, either
by itself or in combination with some other substance, changes or is likely to change the
physical, chemical or biological condition of the receiving environment.
The primary consent agencies under the Resource Management Act are:
• regional councils, who are principally responsible for air, water (including coastal

waters) and soil management, and the control of hazardous substances; and
• district councils, who are responsible for controlling effects on land and the control of

noise.
Where an activity requires consents from both regional and district councils, matters must
be dealt with jointly, with the regional council being the lead agency.
Central government has a role in the new regime and can participate in the decision making
process in three ways. Firstly, the Minister for the Environment can establish national policy
statements and/or national environmental standards, including standards relating to noise,
contaminants, water quality, level or flows, air quality and soil quality. Both of the above
mechanisms are binding on all regional and district councils. Secondly, if the Minister for
the Environment considers a project to be of “national significance” he/she can “call the
project in” and determine all the necessary consents for the project, thus by-passing the local
authority based procedures laid down in the Act. Whether the project is of national
significance is a matter to be determined by the Minister, but factors such as the degree of
public interest or concern as to the effects of a project could prompt his/her intervention.
Thirdly, special procedures apply for activities on the coast. Although regional councils are
responsible for the administration of the coastal area, the policy planning for the coast is
undertaken in conjunction with the Minister of Conservation. Where the Minister of
Conservation has classified any activity as a “restricted coastal activity” the Minister is the
final arbiter.
Projects that involve significant use of natural resources, projects that impact on New
Zealand’s global environmental obligations and projects that are likely to contribute to
significant or irreversible changes to the environment, may be grounds for ministerial
intervention.

7.7.3 Consent Acquisition
The process for obtaining consents will vary from region to region and the significant
resource management issues vary regionally and locally. Councils are required to identify
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objectives, policies, and plans for their respective areas of jurisdiction and in doing so must
identify the reasons for and against adopting these to ensure that they take the efficient and
effective means to achieve the purpose of “sustainable management”.
Having established the policy objectives, councils may then classify activities into one of
various categories, namely:
• “permitted activities” which can occur as of right (because the environmental effects are

minimal);
• “controlled activities” which require consent, but which will be granted, usually after

public hearings in the case of new power developments, if established performance
standards are achieved;

• “discretionary activities” or “non-complying activities” which require consents and
which must be considered on their merits in accordance with the requirements of the Act.
These will inevitably involve public hearings.

• “prohibited activities” which cannot proceed.
Although the Act has the potential to improve the efficiency and quality of resource
management decisions, the new regime also has the potential to increase the time and costs
of the permitting processes. This is set out below.
The Act contains various statutory time limits with respect to the process for obtaining
resource consents. These include the notification of applications, periods for submissions
to be made, notification of decisions etc. There is, however, also potential for delay,
particularly the ability for consent agencies to defer hearings until sufficient information is
provided by the applicant. Further information can be required on a wide range of matters.
In any development that is likely to have significant community impact, including the
building of a new power station, it is likely that councils will impose extensive information
requirements on the applicant. Smaller councils with limited resources can be expected to
seek independent assistance in assessing a major project application and this will invariably
increase the time and the cost to the applicant. There are mandatory requirements to consult
with potentially affected parties, and any person may participate in the consent granting
process, inclusive of the Act’s appeal provisions, as summarised below.
Rights of appeal exist on all resource consent decisions, with these being considered by the
Planning Tribunal, except for appeals on restricted coastal activities, which are decided
finally by the Minister of Conservation.
It is imperative that developers allow sufficient time for new proposals to progress through
the regulatory system, including an allowance for appeals. It is not uncommon for consent
acquisition to be on the project’s critical path, and unwanted delay can be minimised by
starting the planning process early.
One of the most important periods in the planning process is the preparation of information
to support applications for resource consents. In developing a new power station this is
likely to be the most lengthy part of the process. Liaison with regulatory agencies, Maori
groups and other interested parties, together with the preparation of the required environ-
mental assessment, would in most instances take between one and three years.
Once an application has been made it will typically take 6-8 months for local authorities to
consider, hear and reach a decision on that application. If the matter goes to appeal before
the Planning Tribunal, the time for the appeal hearing and the period for the Tribunal to
make its decision could take up to 18 months.
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Based on the above, and assuming that appeals are likely for major projects, it is our
assessment that in the planning of a new power station a developer would need to allow at
least five years to acquire the necessary resource consents to begin development.
In making an application for consent, the applicant is required to assess the impact of the
proposed activity. The Act sets out the matters which are to be considered in this exercise.
These include the socio-economic effects, the landscape and visual impact of the proposal,
the effects on the physical environment, any special values of the natural and physical
resources being used which could have an impact for present and future generations, and
any potential hazards associated with the development.
Given the definition of the term “effect” and the requirement for councils and applicants to
consider alternatives, the process of preparing material for an application is likely to
significantly increase the cost of the planning process. With respect to power stations, not
only will the council be considering the direct impacts of the proposed power station, they
may also wish to debate the energy efficiency of a proposed facility relative to other sources
and methods for producing power. The applicant will need to address and justify the
proposal relative to these, as well as direct site-specific issues.
Consent authorities may impose bonds to ensure compliance with any consent conditions,
and the method of assessing bonds will vary through the country. There is a potential for
extensive bond requirements for energy developments, particularly the building of dams
where the potential “effect” in the event of failure is significant, even if the risk involved
is slight.

7.7.3 Implications for Existing Power Plants
The transitional provisions of the Resource Management Act deem existing clean air
licences, water rights, licences under the Geothermal Energy Act and land use consents to
be consents under the Resource Management Act. The terms and conditions of those
existing consents generally continue to apply.
For activities which were lawful before the establishment of the Act but did not require any
specific consents, these activities can also continue but only to the extent that the activity
and its effects are the same or similar in character, intensity and scale from that which
occurred prior to the establishment of the Act.
The provisions of the Resource Management Act allow the operation of existing facilities
to be amended in two ways. The first relates to “existing uses” where no previous consent
was specifically required. If a rule in a regional plan is established that classifies an activity
as a discretionary or non-complying activity and that activity previously did not require a
consent, then a consent must be applied for within six months of the establishment of the
rule. Secondly, if specified in a regional plan, the Act enables the review of conditions
attached to any resource consent (including consents issued under previous statutes). These
can relate to, amongst other things, maximum and minimum flows of water, water or air
quality and ranges of temperature or pressure of geothermal water. New conditions imposed
by such a review are subject to the same process and appeal provisions as applications for
new resource consents.
Whilst there is potential for the new regime to impact on the existing terms and conditions
applicable to existing power stations, the more likely impact will be on proposed extensions
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or significant changes to them. These will require resource consents to be obtained under
the new regime. Applications for consents will be considered against the various policy
statements and plans now being established to meet the Act’s principle objective of
“sustainable management”. The issues that will need to be addressed for changes to existing
operations are the same as those for new power stations, as discussed below.

7.7.4 Implications for New Power Stations
The consents required for power station developments can be broadly divided into three
categories:
• Land use consents for the erection of plant, including dams. This now includes consent

for the disturbance of any lake or river bed.
• Water permits for the damming of waterways for hydro developments, the taking of

water to cool thermal and geothermal plant, and the taking of geothermal energy.
• Discharge permits will be required for air emissions, and also for the discharge of water.

Any discharge must be subject to the “Best Practicable Option”, in order to minimise
adverse effects on the environment. The key issue for hydro developments will be the
proposed rate of discharge and the “effect” the reduced river flow will have on the
downstream environment. For thermal power stations, the key discharge issues will be
air emissions, in relation to chemical composition greenhouse effect issues, together
with the discharge of cooling water. For geothermal stations, the key issues will be the
same as for thermal stations with the additional consideration of the discharge of
geothermal fluid.

What is critical in the new process is the identification of the “effects” that a new power
station will have. This must include the socio-economic impacts, the environmental impacts
and the means with which adverse effects can be avoided or mitigated. In addition, the new
legislation requires consent agencies to consider options, and for power stations this is likely
to be a major issue. The establishment of a power station in most circumstances will be
construed to have significant effects on the environment given the very broad definitions
of “effect” and “environment” contained in the Resource Management Act. Therefore it
will also be necessary to justify the establishment of a power station relative to other options
of location or supply. Given the current energy debate it is likely that this will be as much
of an issue for the consenting authorities as will be the direct effects associated with the
project.

7.7.5 Summary
The Resource Management Act introduces the concept of integrated management of
resources, and the impacts of development on natural and physical resources will now be
subject to even greater scrutiny than previously.
To obtain consents under the Resource Management Act, applicants will be required to
justify their activities on a much broader range of issues than under previous legislation. It
will not be simply a matter of looking at the immediate impact of a proposed power station.
Rather it will also mean:
• assessing and justifying the need to establish a new power station
• considering alternative processes for power generation
• looking at alternative locations for the processes being proposed.
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For developers and operators, the key to success under the new regime is to, firstly,
participate in the establishment of the various policy and planning documents being
prepared. Participating in this process will help ensure that the realistic needs for power
generation and supply are taken account of.
With respect to specific proposals, it is important to be realistic about the time frame
required to effectively prepare for and obtain the necessary consents, including the
requirements for consultation. Careful planning is the key to successful outcomes. It will
be necessary to work closely with the various consent agencies throughout the process to
identify key issues and for applications for resource consents to adequately address those
issues.
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8 IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

8.1 Background

8.1.1 System Adequacy
Rationing and cuts because of inadequate capacity occurred in 1936 after a period of load
building. Restrictions on growth of demand continued through the Second World War and
beyond, with cuts of 20% and 30% in the North Island and the South Island, respectively.
Shortages continued until 1949 in the North Island and until 1956 in the South Island, when
Roxburgh Hydro was commissioned.
Some North Island Power restrictions continued until 1958, when Meremere, Wairakei and
Atiamuri stations were commissioned. Meeting the North Island load growth continued to
be a worry until the commissioning of the HVDC link between the North and South Islands
in 1965. Even then, construction of new North Island facilities was a major priority with
Tongariro, New Plymouth and Marsden A, approved in the 1960s, being constructed in the
1960/70 era.
Throughout the period and up to the mid-1970s, load growth of around 7% per annum kept
pressure on the construction of new facilities.
The rate of load growth declined from the mid-1970s, except for 1976, which saw it soar
to 9.6%. After 1978, growth in demand fell to low levels and was actually negative in 1980.
The last period of low or negative GDP growth in New Zealand was accompanied by a
marketing drive by the newly-formed ECNZ that may have contributed to the continuing
increase in sales. ECNZ maintains that this delay has more to do with the delay between
GDP changes and electricity demand changes, and the effect of lower real prices.

8.1.2 Response Times
Before the advent of computers and while the industry was becoming competent in the
vagaries of control, the standard strategy to overcome failures and ensure plant response to
demand was to place staff at the facilities. The staff would also undertake other duties such
as housekeeping, testing and maintenance. This strategy has persisted until the most recent
times and will probably continue to be the economic solution for some facilities for some
time.
Twenty-four hour manning was standard at all generating facilities. Spinning reserve was
expected to cover for most situations arising from slower response in demanned stations.

8.1.3 Financial Considerations
In the early days of the industry, the advantages of electricity were so much in advance of
other energy sources for a lot of tasks that people were willing to pay comparatively high
prices for the supply.
The construction of both hydro and thermal generation facilities was economically viable
for the uses of the day, and in 1920, capacity was evenly divided between thermal and hydro.
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At the price of electricity in the early days of supply ($1.50-$3.00 per kWh in today’s terms)
there would not be a problem of obtaining capital for expansion today.
Since those days, four significant features have emerged:
• widening of the uses of electricity
• lowering of the cost of supply
• government encouragement of the industry to promote development generally
• government regulation and financing of the bulk of generation.
The assumption by Government of the supply of electricity to the nation under Ministerial
control, the passing of the various Electricity Acts and the incorporation of regulatory
aspects in the total package resulted in a very concisely defined responsibilities.

8.1.4 Strikes
Industrial action on the part of staff has disrupted generation in the past, the most notable
case being the action during the commissioning of New Plymouth Power Station with
regard to the presence of natural gas. A similar concern was also raised during the
commissioning of Huntly Power Station. Neither incident resulted in loss of supply to
customers.
In May 1976, May 1979, September 1979 and January 1988 rolling strikes at stations
resulted in power restrictions.

8.2 Present Situation

8.2.1 Financial Considerations
It is in the area of finance that recent Government policy and restructuring has had the
greatest impact.
The Government has indicated its belief in “market forces” as the best regulator of
investment in this and other areas. However, as its recent concerns on wholesale power
pricing indicate, it is not prepared to completely relax its grip on prices. If it did, this would
probably be a world first. It would appear highly unusual for there to be no regulation in this
area.
The American utilities are highly policed by the Federal Power Commission. In the UK, the
Electricity Act 1989 incorporates the function of a “Regulator” — the Director General of
Electricity Supply — among whose duties are “to secure that all reasonable demands for
electricity are met”.
All European countries have considerable, and sometimes total, Government involvement.
The implications of an appropriately structured market in New Zealand are many. Perhaps
the most serious is the threat to system adequacy in that the current price of electricity is
much below that which would enable commercial investment in new facilities. This poses
the problem of how to increase the price so that investment becomes commercially viable.
The problem is exacerbated by the long lead times for consents and construction. This
problem has been recognised by the Wholesale Electricity Market Study (WEMS) group
in their draft report released on 10 June 1992. All the options in that report on the
restructuring of the wholesale market recommend the appointment of a regulator or
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commissioner to control the operation of such a market.
• If price is ramped up to the required level over a period, profitability will be increased

in some areas, which is likely to create resentment in some sectors of the community.
Ramping the price may not become acceptable until shortages are actually occurring.

• Conservation and increased efficiency of utilisation will stave off the day when new
stations will be needed. There is a world wide tendency for industry to obtain a greater
proportion of its total energy requirements from electricity and to use that electricity
more efficiently than in the past. Hence the effect of increasing energy efficiency on total
electricity demand is unclear.

• A step increase in price at the time when investment must be made is likely to prove
unpalatable to the electorate, to say the least.

• Resumption of government funding of investment would probably be regarded as an
equally unpalatable about-face.

It is not the function of this report to suggest a solution to this problem, but the fact that a
problem exists, and that it will impact on reliability of supply, means that the consequences
of its existence should be examined. These are:
• reduction in operating margins — system adequacy
• higher risks from increased utilisation.
At present, ECNZ has had marked success in improving the availability of generating plant.
This has been so successful that it has felt itself able to mothball its oldest thermal station,
Meremere, and still maintain traditional margins against energy shortfall. In addition, it
carries spinning reserve sufficient to cover the loss of one pole of the DC link between North
and South Islands. This amount of cover also provides capacity cover for all but the most
disastrous events at other stations. The most severe of these — failures of gas supply at
Huntly Power Station with a maximum loss of 1000 MW — has been halved to a 500 MW
contingency by splitting the gas supply header at the station, bringing it within the spinning
reserve cover.
As load increases and if further investment is not made, margins and the reliability of supply
will decrease (see Section 7). This may have the effect of bidding up the selling prices of
electricity so that new investment becomes attractive, but it seems inevitable that there will
be a period of reduced reliability while new stations are built.

8.2.2 Human Factors
The Employment Contracts Act and a high level of unemployment have operated to
markedly reduce the impact of unions on conditions of work. For example, the restructuring
and increased use of contract labour has not brought about high profile conflicts.
The Public Service Association no longer has the dominant role that it used to — it was
almost like a parallel management structure in the days of the Ministry of Energy.
Quoting from “The Power to Manage” 1:

The PSA had a powerful electricity Group Management Committee which met
in Wellington once a month with NZED’s senior head office managers to

1  “The Power to Manage”, B Spicer, R Bowman, D Emanuel, and A Hunt, Auckland University Press, 1991.
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discuss management and operating issues relating to any part of the organisa-
tion. NZED’s operating managers throughout the organisation would then be
informed of what had been resolved. If the PSA Committee was dissatisfied with
the outcome of their discussions with NZED, they would appeal to the State
Services Commission, which had maintenance of the electricity supply as a
political priority. The need to have the agreement of the PSA before any
substantive management decision could be made gave the PSA a role somewhat
similar to that of a Board of Directors.

The same source goes on to quote David Bedford, until recently ECNZ’s Human Resources
Manager:

Within the Electricity Corporation there has been a radical change to our
management of industrial relations:
— where the NZED was a centralised organisation largely dominated

industrially by the PSA, the Electricity Corporation had a decentralised
management approach and nine enterprise based agreements;

— the role of the PSA has been largely diminished and it no longer performs
the ‘management’ role that it previously had;

— the Corporation’s management had no intention of sharing its manage-
ment role with the union;

— the management of the Corporation now have a strong desire to speak
directly to the staff rather than to use the PSA as a conduit for such
communication

In effect, ECNZ has followed a deliberate strategy of making unions less important. Now,
managers talk directly to their staff, not the union. Management by-passing the union to talk
directly to staff deprives unions of the power that comes from information and permits the
possibility of a rapport between managers and staff that was not previously possible. They
are now able to negotiate employment conditions with their staff in many instances and take
responsibility for their actions.
The principle of autonomy within defined areas of responsibility and accountability is the
basic principle which underlies ECNZ’s management structure. This translates to increased
delegation and clearer objectives, which have enabled many staff to contribute far more than
under the previous bureaucracy. This approach gives individuals very strong motivation
and opportunity for initiative and innovation. Coupled with greater flexibility in both work
methods and staffing practices, such changes have undoubtedly contributed to the signifi-
cant improvements in availability achieved by ECNZ. The freedom to use contract labour,
for example, means that constraints on in-house resources can be overcome. This permits
greater resources to be applied during outages, enabling shorter down times for plant.
Unfortunately, restructuring, long periods of uncertainty and layoffs have caused a major
loss of expertise from the electricity industry. Staff members with detailed knowledge of
“their” stations have gone, specialists with expertise gained from hard experience have been
paid severance, and the feeling of ownership of plant has declined in some areas. No study
of the long-term effects has been made, so far as the Task Group is aware.
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8.2.3 Use of Simulators
The growth of the computer industry has had a major impact on the control of generating
facilities over the last 20 years in areas such as:
• the use of simulators for operator training;
• the use of data loggers;
• the control of complex functions both locally and at a distance; and
• refinement of the planning process for maintenance work.
The ability to use computer driven response to human commands has enabled the provision
of training free from the consequences of error. The best known examples are probably the
flight simulators for aircraft, which can enable simulated take off and landing under all
conditions and at all airports on the routes.
The technique has particular application to training for rarely occurring but complex and
possibly dangerous situations. The same techniques now enable the simulation of thermal
power station operation with a feel of real “hands on” operation. A simulator for hydro plant
operation is also maintained by the Electricity Corporation.
Other less complex operations can also be simulated and overall present scope for
increasing operator competence.

8.2.4 Control of Operations
Remote control of operations is being applied at an increasing pace in the hydro station field.
At present, seven of 15 South Island ECNZ hydro stations are remotely controlled.
Whirinaki gas turbines can be started and loaded remotely. Increased reliability, better
techniques and reduced costs have made possible the extension of computer interfaces from
data logging to control of the system in the advanced stations. This has had particular
application to the problems of safety and reliably operating near the limits of material
properties. The problems of water flow through cascades of hydro stations can now be
closely monitored and predicted.

8.2.5 Planning Functions
Computers have made possible continual refinement of the planning process and the direct
involvement in the workforce in it. Modern techniques of project planning and management
have had an impact, and the profit culture of ECNZ has fostered the adoption of such
methods. This is one of the factors in producing a marked reduction in out-of-service times
for plant.

8.2.6 Response Times
The de-manning of stations with and without remote control has meant an increase in
response times to incidents. However, the complete shut down of such stations will be
covered completely by the generation capacity margins maintained by ECNZ. These
margins will also cover incidents on the suppliers’ plants where complete Trans Power
back-up is available.
Not all stations have retained their “black start” facilities (the ability to start up without the
external supply of electricity). However, the large number of hydro stations that still have
black start available will generally ensure that all stations can be brought on line.
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The removal of black start from some hydro stations raises a question on the operation of
spillway gates. Control of these gates is a necessary commitment of the dam safety
programme and, in the event of loss of supply to the station, may depend on a truck-mounted
diesel generator. Staff to man the diesel set has to be called out and the set taken to the gates
where it will operate one gate at a time.

8.2.7 Impact on Construction Strategies
The variability of consent lead times, construction lead times and cost of investment could
have profound influence on investment choices. The desirability of choices is influenced
by the planning horizon of the investors. Typical figures are given in Table C7.3.
Other factors which might influence investment choices are:
• Thermal

— carbon tax to discourage greenhouse gases
— thermal pollution of rivers
— fuel conservation, particularly gas supplies

• Geothermal
— reinjection risks
— thermal and chemical pollution of rivers

• Hydro
— loss of “wild water” and wetlands
— restrictions on utilisation to preserve other amenities, such as fishing and tourism.

It is evident that with a short planning horizon the most likely substantial investment will
be thermal.
Future hydro developments are constrained by the long lead time and hence considerable
delays before any return is obtained (Table C7.3). This leads to higher risk. Also, many of
the most desirable sites have already been developed, and environmental constraints may
be severe on many remaining opportunities. Assured access to fuel supplies is a major
constraint on thermal developments.

2 The Task Group thinks that these figures will be typical, but they are a matter of opinion — compare with the 5
years quoted in Section 7.7. The RMA has not yet been tested for a major new power station.

Type of Generation
2

Cost
$NZ per installed

kW

Consent
Lead Time
(Years)20

Construction
Lead Time

(Years)

Hydro  2500 - 4000
7

(includes site investigations) 7
Conventional
Thermal  (coal fired) 2000 - 2500 3 4

Gas Turbines 1000 2 2

Geothermal  2000 - 4000 2 1.5
Wind    (wind farm,
excluding land purchase) 2000 - 3000 1.5 1

Table C7.3:  Lead Times for New Generating Plant
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8.2.8 Design Considerations
An outstanding feature of the generating industry is the potentially long life of the
generating facilities. New Zealand’s oldest substantial hydro station is still generating and
could continue to do for a very long time. The preponderance of expenditure on hydro
stations is on civil work, which requires major maintenance only at intervals of many years,
but constant monitoring is essential.
A recent Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) paper talks about life extension
programmes for thermal stations giving possible total lives of 60 years. The needs of fuel
efficiency and capacity factor have to be weighed against each other and against durability.
Again, it is to be expected that some parts will have to be replaced, possibly more than once.

8.3 The Future

8.3.1 Obsolescence
A new situation has presented itself to ECNZ in the last few years — the wear out of some
of its plant. The Meremere coal-fired station is 33 years old. Its efficiency is poor by modern
standards, and operating costs high. Two of the four original 1968 vintage Stahl Laval gas
turbines at Otahuhu are no longer in operation. Recently, one of the two more modern Rolls
Royce units suffered a catastrophic failure to one of its engines. During the 1992 water
shortage, one unit at New Plymouth was unavailable. Given the seriousness of the low
inflow situation, it is clear that this must have been a very serious defect to prevent even
temporary repair and return to service. Marsden A was decommissioned early in 1992, then
recommissioned temporarily during the shortage. It has now been exposed to the effects of
salt spray in its seaside location for 25 years, as its boilers are not enclosed in a building.
Even the geothermal stations present a risk. Geothermal exploitation must be regarded to
some extent as a mining exercise rather than a farming process, although new wells can be
drilled to sustain output, to some extent.
Events such as these add a new dimension to the investment decision — whether to accept
lower levels of performance, to make minimal repairs, invest in major life extension
programmes, or to decommission plant and bring forward the date at which new plant is
economic.

8.3.2 Investment
In the 1950s and 1960s, the ability of construction activities to keep up with demand was
the main determinant of generation reliability. The objectives of the industry were clear —
to meet demand. Today the situation is more complex. The Resource Management Act
permits a variety of issues, other than a perceived need for electricity, to be considered. Not
only is a balancing act now required in the use of physical resources, but an economic
balance is also required — the potential owner of a station requires an appropriate return
on investment. While the Resource Management Act provides a mechanism for balance on
the physical resource use aspects, no such system is in place to enable appropriate
investment signals. This represents a significant threat to reliability in the future.
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8.3.3 Connection of New Generators
As long as ECNZ played a dominant role in providing generation facilities, the question of
connection rules for new generators was not of prime importance. With the prospect of a
free market in generation, the importance of this will change. To ensure equitable sharing
of the responsibilities of generators, the following factors will have to be addressed:
• control of frequency
• control of voltage
• control of reactive power flow
• dynamic response of generators to both slow and very fast load changes
• the provision of spinning and contingency reserves.
To quote just one instance of the new kinds of problems — the construction of a wind farm
of asynchronous generators will impose a considerable magnetising current demand, which
will have to be met by someone, somewhere. That and the variation possible in the
construction costs of alternators and boilers indicates the desirability of someone being
responsible for these functions.
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9 CONCLUSIONS
The Generation Task Group was required to investigate the contribution of the generating
facilities of New Zealand to the reliability of electricity supply. Overall generation
reliability can be separated into two areas:
Security — concerned with short term plant performance
Adequacy — concerned with the existence of sufficient installed capacity and fuel supplies.
The conclusions drawn from this study are:
• Only very large generation plant failures effect security of supply to customers’ supply

reliability. It is estimated that less than 1% of customer interruptions are due to this type
of plant failure. This is because it is practice to operate the system with spare generating
capacity in service and synchronised with the grid. This spare capacity automatically
provides security by supplying additional generation in the event of a failure elsewhere
in the system. The complete tripping of a station is usually required to influence security.
In the North Island, only Huntly and New Plymouth are larger than the contingency
usually protected against by spinning reserve.

• It is the lack of adequate capacity that has historically had the greater impact on
customers. Historically, system adequacy has been the main threat to reliability, as
construction struggled to cope with a rapidly expanding demand. It is expected that
adequacy, not security, will continue to be the major concern into the future, in particular
if investment capital is not provided in time to meet rising demand. Risks to future
adequacy can be reduced by an electricity industry structure that provides appropriate
incentives for the construction of new generation.

• Special features of New Zealand energy supply — the high degree of dependence on
water catchment rainfall — can pose special problems for reliability of supply. This,
coupled with an equal dependence on the wise management of this resource, is the major
source of unreliability of generation.

• Availability data systems can provide an overview of both past and potential future
utilisation of plant. ECNZ standards for the collection of data is based closely on the
North American Electric Reliability Council system. This is widely used throughout the
world. Availability of ECNZ generating plant in the period 1990-92 was high and was
either equivalent to or better than the average obtained by North American utilities.
ECNZ has only two years of availability data in its central database. Some quality
problems with data recording and processing were apparent.

• ECNZ planning utilises the costs of non-supply as a significant input to determine the
appropriate level of system security, both for operational planning and for long term
investment strategies. Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) is calculated by their computer
models, but this is an output of the process, not a decision parameter. This is quite
different to most overseas utilities, making much of the theoretical literature on
reliability inapplicable to New Zealand. However, it appears that ECNZ may be a leader
in this respect, as overseas trends are to utilise similar methods as ECNZ has used for
some years.

• The lectures given during the CAE Workshops by the visiting Fellows and a study of
some of their papers confirmed to the Task Group that the planning methods used by
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ECNZ are more appropriate for New Zealand than those used overseas. This is
particularly so for a system which is limited in its energy delivery capability in addition
to its ability to meet peak power requirements. The hydro components of the system are
limited by the water available (ie energy) and not only by installed capacity.

• No standards for reliability are imposed on ECNZ or explicitly required by supply
contracts, nor are any predictions published. The publication of additional information
regarding system reliability margins, trends and future developments would assist in
permitting a more informed debate. The dissemination of more information regarding
ECNZ planning may be in the Corporation’s interests and would demonstrate that a
range of development options are available.

• Ageing plant could pose a threat to reliability. The failure of a gas turbine unit at Otahuhu
recently illustrates this risk. The age of some ECNZ thermal plant, especially the plant
that is retained largely as a back-up for occasional low inflow periods, may have a
significant impact on reliability in the future unless planning takes the true state of the
plant into account. This threat can be alleviated by life extension programmes, or new
plant.

• The requirements of the State Owned Enterprise Act has created additional pressures on
managers of power stations. While the influence of the profit motive has improved plant
availability over the last few years, that same motive creates new forces which did not
exist in the public service role in which the Ministry of Energy Electricity Division
previously operated.

• The Resource Management Act has made the task of operating power stations more
complex, and has introduced considerable uncertainty into future operation. This affects
the continued operation of existing facilities, which are treated according to the same
criteria as new stations. The consent renewal is in the hands of local organisations that
might be asked to give consents to permit an operation that detracts from some local
interests, but provides many benefits on a nationwide basis. The uncertainty regarding
obtaining consents has introduced a major difficulty for those considering new invest-
ments.

• The present uncertainty on pricing and long term industry structure could obstruct wise
long term investment decisions. No profit-motivated investor will build a new power
station if the selling price for electricity is less than the total cost of its generation, ie price
must exceed long run marginal cost.

• Gains have been achieved by ECNZ through the use of contractors, more flexible and
innovative work methods and the setting of availability targets. However, the long-term
effects of the loss of many experienced staff from the electricity industry are unknown.
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SUPPLEMENT 1

Availability Performance Indices and Equations

This Supplement lists definitions used in the ECNZ availability reporting system. The basis
for these relationships are set forth in IEEE Standard 762, “Definitions for Use in Reporting
Electric Generating Unit Reliability, Availability and Productivity”. The equations pro-
vided below show both the method described by the IEEE and how the data requested in
these reporting instructions are used to compute these statistics.

Unit States
Available The state in which a unit is capable of providing service, whether

or not it is actually in service.
In Service The state in which a unit is electrically synchronised with the

system.
Reserve Shutdown The state in which the unit is available but not in service.
Planned Outage (PO) The state in which a unit is unavailable due to inspection, testing or

overhaul. The outage has been planned well in advance.
Unplanned Outage The state in which a unit is unavailable but is not in the planned

outage state. There are five categories of unplanned outage:
1. Start failure (U0 or SF) — An outage that results from an

unsuccessful attempt to place a unit in service.
2. Unplanned Immediate (U1) — An outage that requires an

immediate removal from the existing state, whether in serv-
ice or not.

3. Unplanned Delayed (U2) — An outage that does not
require immediate removal from service but requires re-
moval within 6 hours.

4. Unplanned Postponed (U3) — An outage that can be
postponed beyond 6 hours, but requires the unit to be re-
moved from the in-service state before the next weekend.

5. Unplanned Deferred (U4) — An outage that will allow a
unit outage to be deferred beyond the next weekend, but
requires that the unit be removed from the available state
before the next planned outage. Also known as a Mainte-
nance Outage (MO).

Capacity Terms
Gross Maximum Capacity (GMC)

The maximum capacity that a unit can sustain over a period of time, exclusive of
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auxiliary power consumption
Net Maximum Capacity (NMC)

The maximum capacity that a unit can sustain over a period of time,
less the power consumed by auxiliary equipment

Summary of Various Time and Energy Factors Used by Indexes

1. Period Hours (PH) Number of hours in the calendar period being consid-
ered

2. Service Hours (SH) Sum of all unit service hours [generating hours (GNH)
+ synchronous condensing hours (SCH)]

3. Available Hours (AH) Sum of all service hours (SH) + reserve shutdown
hours (RSH)

4. Synchronous Condensing Sum of all synchronous condensing hours

5. Planned Outage Hours Sum of all hours experienced during planned outages
(PO) + scheduled outage extensions (SE) of any planned
outages (PO)

6. Unplanned Outage Hours Sum of all hours experienced during unscheduled
outages (U1, U2, U3) + startup failures (SF) + mainte-
nance outages (MO) + scheduled outage extensions
(SE) of any maintenance outages (MO)

7. Unplanned (Forced) Sum of all hours experienced during unscheduled
outages (U1, U2, U3 + startup failures (SF))

8. Maintenance Outage Sum of all hours experienced during maintenance
outages (MO) + scheduled outage extensions (SE) of
any maintenance outages (MO)

9. Unavailable Hours (UH) Sum of all planned outage hours (POH) + unplanned
(forced) outage hours (FOH) + maintenance outage
hours (MOH)

10. Scheduled Outage Hours Sum of all hours experienced during planned outages
(PO) + maintenance outages (MO) + scheduled outage
extensions (SE) of any maintenance outages (MO) and
planned outages (PO)

11a. Equivalent Unplanned Each individual derating (D1, D2, D3) is transformed
into equivalent full outage hours(s). This is calculated
by multiplying the actual duration of the derating
(hours) by the size of the reduction (MW) and dividing
by the gross maximum capacity (GMC). These equiva-
lent hours (S) are then summed.

Derating Hours x Size of Reduction
GMC

Hours (SCH)

(POH)

(UOH)

Outage Hours (FOH)

Hours (MOH)

(SOH)

(Forced) Derated Hours
(EFDH) D1, D2, D3
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Note: Includes unplanned (forced) deratings (D1, D2,
D3) during reserve shutdowns (RS). See 11d below.

11b. Equivalent Planned Each individual planned derating (PD, DE of PD) is
transformed into equivalent full outage hour(s). This is
calculated by multiplying the actual duration of the
derating (hours) by the size of reduction (MW) and
dividing by the gross maximum capacity (GMC). These
equivalent hour(s) are then summed.

Derating Hours x Size of Reduction
GMC

Note: Includes planned deratings (PD) during reserve
shutdowns (RS). See 11d below.

11c. Equivalent Unplanned Each individual derating (D1, D2, D3, D4, DE of D4)
is transformed into equivalent full outage hours(s).
This is calculated by multiplying the actual duration of
the derating (hours) by the size of reduction (MW) and
dividing by the gross maximum capacity (GMC). These
equivalent hour(s) are then summed.

Derating Hours x Size of Reduction
GMC

Note: Includes unplanned deratings during reserve
shutdowns. See 11d below.

11d. Equivalent Unplanned Deratings (D1, D2, D3) or the portion of any unplanned
(forced) derating which occurred during a reserve
shutdown (RS) is transformed into equivalent full
outage hour(s). This is calculated by multiplying the
actual duration of the derating (hours) by the size of the
reduction (MW) and dividing by the net maximum
capacity (NMC). These equivalent hour(s) are then
summed.

Derating Hours x Size of Reduction
NMC

12a. Equivalent Derated Hours Each individual derating (D1, D2, D3, D4, PD, MD,
SE) and their scheduled extensions are transformed
into full outage hours. The equivalent hours are then
summed.

12b. Equivalent Planned The sum of all hours experienced during planned
outages (PO) and their scheduled extensions (SE) + the
sum of all planned deratings (PD) and their scheduled
extensions (DE) transformed into equivalent full out-
age hours. ie POH + EPDH

12c. Equivalent Unplanned The sum of all hours experienced during unplanned
outages (U1, U2, U3, SF, MO) and scheduled exten-

Derated Hours (EPDH)
PD, DE of PD

Derated Hours (EUDH)
D1, D2, D3, D4, DE of
D4

(Forced) Derated Hours
During Reserve Shut-
downs (EFDH) D1, D2,
D3

Outage Hours (EPOH)

Outage Hours (EUOH)
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sions of maintenance outages (SE) + the sum of all
unplanned deratings (D1, D2, D3, D4) and scheduled
extensions of maintenance deratings (DE of D4) trans-
formed into equivalent full outage hours.
 ie UOH + EUDH

13. Number of Planned A count of the number of all planned outages (PO).
(Since scheduled outage extensions (SE) of planned
outages are considered part of the original planned
outages (PO), they are not included in this count).

14. Number of Unplanned A count of the number of all unplanned outages (U1,
U2, U3, MO) (IEEE Standard 762 does not include
startup failures (SF) in this count).

15. Number of Unplanned A count of the number of all unscheduled outages (U1,
U2, U3). (IEEE Standard 762 does not include startup
failures (SF) in this count).

16. Number of Maintenance A count of the number of all maintenance outages
(MO) (Since Scheduled Outage Extensions (SE) of
Maintenance Outages are considered part of the origi-
nal Maintenance Outage (MO), they are not included in
this count).

Outages (PO) which occur
from in-service state only

Outages (NO, U1, U2, U3)
which occur from in-service
state only

(Forced) Outages (U1, U2,
U3) which occur from in-
service state only

Outages (MO) which occur
from in-service state only

PERFORMANCE INDICES
1 Planned Outage Factor (POF)

POF = POH
PH

 x 100

2 Unplanned Outage Factor (UOF)

UOF =  UOH
PH

 x 100

3 Forced Outage Factor (FOF)

FOF =  FOH
PH

 x 100

4 Maintenance Outage Factor (MOF)

MOF =  MOH
PH

 x 100

5 Scheduled Outage Factor (SOF)

SOF =  SOH
PH

 x 100

KEY

POH = Planned Outage Hours
PH = Period Hours
UOH = Unplanned Outage Hours
FOH = Unplanned (forced) Outage Hours
MOH = Maintenance Outage Hours
SOH = Schedule Outage Hours
UH = Unavailable Hours
AH = Available Hours
SH = Service Hours
EPDH = Equivalent Planned Derated Hours
EUDH = Equivalent Unplanned Derated Hours
EPDH(prod) = Equivalent Planned Derated Hours

(Production)
EUDH(prod) = Equivalent Planned Derated Hours

(Production)
AH(prod) = Available Hours (Production)
EPOH = Equivalent Planned Outage Hours
EUOH = Equivalent Unplanned Outage Hours
GMC = Gross Maximum Capacity
NMC = Net Maximum Capacity
EFDH = Equivalent Unplanned (forced) Der-

ated Hours
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6 Unavailability Factor (UF)

UF =  UH
PH

 x 100

7 Availability Factor (AF)

AF =  AH
PH

 x 100

8 Service Factor (SF)

SF =  SH
PH

 x 100

9 Unit Derating Factor (UDF)

UDF =  EPDH +  EUDH
PH

 x 100

10 Equivalent Unavailability Factor (EUF)

EUF =  POH +  UOH +  EPDH +  EUDH
PH

 x 100

11 Equivalent Availability Factor (EAF)

EAF =  AH -   EPDH (Production) +  EUDH (Production)
PH

 x 100

12 Equivalent Production Plant Availability Factor (EPPAF)

EAF (Production) =  AH (Production) -   EPDH (Production) +  EUDH (Production)
PH

 x 100

Note: EPPAF measures the equivalent availability of a unit taking account only those
losses caused by the repair or operation of plant the generator has significant control over.
13 Equivalent Planned Outage Factor (FPOF)

EPOF =  EPOH
PH

 x 100

14 Equivalent Unplanned Outage Factor (EUOF)

EUOF =  EUOH
PH

 x 100

15 Gross Capacity Factor (GCF)

GCF =  Gross Actual Generation
PH x GMC

 x 100

16 Net Capacity Factor (NCF)

NCF =  Net Actual Generation
PH x NMC

 x 100
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17 Gross Output Factor (GOF)

GOF =  Gross Actual Generation
SH x GMC

 x 100

18 Net Output Factor (NOF)

NOF =  Net Actual Generation
SH x NMC

 x 100

19 Forced Outage Rate (FOR)

FOR =  FOH
FOH +  SH

 x 100

20 Equivalent Forced Outage Rate (EFOR)

EFOR =  FOH +  Sum of EFDH
FOH +  SH +  Sum of EFDH during Reserve Shutdowns (RS) only

 x 100

Mean Service Time to Outage
21a Mean Service Time to Planned Outage (MSTPO)

MSTPO =  SH
Number of Planned Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
21b Mean Service Time to Unplanned Outage (MSTUO)

MSTUO =  SH
Number of Unplanned Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
21c Mean Service Time to Forced Outage (MSTFO)

MSTFO =  SH
Number of Forced Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
21d Mean Service Time to Maintenance Outage (MSTMO)

MSTMO =  SH
Number of Maintenance Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)

Mean Outage Duration:
22a Mean Planned Outage Duration (MPOD)
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MPOD =  POH
Number of Planned Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
22b Mean Unplanned Outage Duration (MUOD)

MUOD =  UOH
Number of Unplanned Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
22c Mean Forced Outage Duration (MFOD)

MFOD =  FOH
Number of Unplanned (forced) Outages

(which occur form in-service state only)
22d Mean Maintenance Outage Duration (MMOD)

MMOD =  MOH
Number of Maintenance Outages

(which occur from in-service state only)
23 Starting Ratio (SR)

SR =  Number of Successful Unit Starts
Number of Attempted Unit Starts

 x 100
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SUPPLEMENT 2

Forced Outages Data

Forced outage causes are listed for Huntly to illustrate the type and significance of various
causes of forced outages.

1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 1

electrical generator feed water boiler condensate 
system

circulating 
water 
system

Number of events 7 3 3 32 2 3

% of events 11.48 4.92 4.92 52.46 3.28 4.92

Outage hrs 256.87 38.60 15.49 407.0 52.72 2.25

% of hours 31.50 4.73 1.90 49.91 6.47 0.28

1 9 9 1 - 1 9 9 2

electrical generator feed water boiler condensate 
system

circulating 
water 
system

Number of events 1 4 1 14 0 0

% of events 3.13 12.5 3.13 43.75 0 0

Outage hrs 1.38 12.37 62.15 162.74 0 0

% of hours 0.3 2.68 13.45 35.21 0 0

Table S2.1

Figure S2.1:  Forced Outages — Huntly 1990-91
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Figure S2.2:  Forced Outages — Huntly 1991-92
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Forced Outage Events

All data for period 1 Apr 1991 to 31 Mar 1992

Arapuni
Potential

Unit Start date/time hours MWh loss Reason
ARI 8 10/05/91 08:26 31.9 689 U1 LGB COOLING COIL FAILURE
ARI 2 22/11/91 01:45 13.2 238 U1 BROKEN LT BUSHING B PHASE
ARI 1 24/04/91 11:00 11.1 200 SF CLOSING COIL BURNT OUT CB42
ARI 8 03/11/91 08:22 6.0 130 U2 REPAIR LGB COOLING COIL
ARI 5 24/11/91 17:23 3.6 78 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 6 24/11/91 17:23 3.3 71 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 7 24/11/91 17:23 3.9 84 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 1 03/02/92 07:55 4.2 76 SF GOV. SHUTDOWN SOLENOID FAULTY
ARI 5 30/04/91 18:54 0.9 19 U1 HEADGATE TRIPPED-UNKNOWN CAUSE
ARI 2 08/07/91 14:07 1.1 20 U1 L.G.B. LOOSING OIL
ARI 8 24/10/91 14:40 1.0 22 SF INVERTER OVERHEATED
ARI 2 11/11/91 10:45 0.3 5 U1 FAULTY GOVERNOR PUMPING SET
ARI 1 24/11/91 17:23 3.1 56 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 2 24/11/91 17:23 3.1 56 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 4 24/11/91 17:30 2.9 55 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 5 24/11/91 21:00 2.3 50 SF H/G CONTROL WIRING BURNT OUT
ARI 8 24/11/91 17:23 3.2 69 U1 CHILD IN TAILRACE
ARI 4 19/12/91 16:49 0.6 11 U1 LOSS OF OIL L.G.B.
ARI 5 19/12/91 12:50 1.4 30 U1 FAULTY GOVERNOR DRIVE COUPLING
ARI 1 28/01/92 08:12 0.6 11 SF GOVERNOR FAILED TO START
ARI 4 30/01/92 06:48 1.4 27 SF LOCKING PIN JAMMED
ARI 2 12/03/92 19:29 0.9 16 SF BRUSHGEAR FAULT
ARI 2 17/03/92 16:07 0.2 4 SF SHUTDOWN SOLENOID DID NOT WORK
ARI 3 03/03/92 01:08 0.4 8 U1 TRIP, LOW OIL PRESSURE IN GOV
ARI 2 20/02/92 07:25 1.5 27 SF GOV. FAILED TO MATCH SPEED
ARI 2 23/02/92 19:06 0.5 9 U1 GOV. TRIPPED. FCB OPENED.
ARI 7 11/03/92 12:00 1.5 32 U1 TOPPING UP OIL LEVELS
TOTALS 104. 2093

Benmore
Potential

Unit Start date/time hours MWh loss Reason
BEN 4 02/08/91 11:00 9.2 828 U1 CB14 BLUE PHASE FAULT
BEN 6 24/10/91 14:29 5.7 513 U1 EXCITEU REPAIRS
BEN 4 08/08/91 00:42 4.1 369 U1 CB4 FAULT
BEN 6 08/08/91 11:22 4.2 378 U1 FIELD SWITCH FAULT
BEN 2 20/03/92 12:37 3.7 333 U1 THRUST BEARING OIL LEAK
BEN 5 10/03/92 14:57 3.3 297 U1 CBS ARCING
BEN 1 25/06/91 16:53 0.7 63 SF THRUST AND GUIDE OIL LEVEL LOW
BEN 4 30/12/91 08:59 0.5 45 U1 EXCITATION LOSS
BEN 2 12/01/92 10:08 1.6 144 U1 GOVERNOR FAULT
BEN 4 28/03/92 02:48 0.6 54 U1 EARTH FAULT PROTECTION OPERATED

TOTALS 33.6 3024
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Huntly
Potential

Unit Start date/time hours MWh loss Reason
HLY 4 06/04/91 21:00 124.7 30552 U1 B ESV REPAIRS
HLY 2 30/03/91 12:30 86.6 21217 U3 H2 SEAL REPAIRS
HLY 1 02/01/92 23:38 76.1 18645 U1 UNIT TRIP ON AIR FLOW WHEN TWO SHIFT-

ING
HLY 3 04/08/91 03:09 62.2 15239 U1
HLY 1 24/10/91 23:19 36.6 8967 U2 BOILER TUBE LEAK
HLY 3 06/12/91 19:04 22.5 5513 U3 BOILER TUBE LEAK
HLY 4 25/04/91 19:24 3.3 809 U1 FUSE FAILURE IN FSSS
HLY 3 29/12/91 17:36 2.6 637 U1 UNIT TRIP NO R/H PROTECTION
HLY 3 25/02/92 23:36 2.1 515 U1 Unit Trip, Fixed Set Point Module V Regulator Faile
HLY 4 15/06/91 16:56 1.9 466 U1 FSSS VITAL POWER FAILURE
HLY 4 08/01/92 13:18 1.8 441 U1 GAS PLANT TRIP
HLY 1 04/09/91 04:59 0.7 172 SF
HLY 1 07/09/91 08:00 0.4 98 SF ESV FAILED TO OPEN
HLY 2 28/05/91 10:32 1.0 245 U1 HP BYPASS PROTECTION OPERATED TRIP-

PING BOILER
HLY 3 15/09/91 06:13 0.5 123 U1 UNIT TRIP ON HIGH DRUM LEVEL DUE TO

PASSING VALVE
HLY 4 06/09/91 12:17 0.6 147 U1 UNIT TRIP PA FAN OVERLOAD TRIP
HLY 1 30/08/91 06:16 0.3 74 U1 TRIPPED LOAD SWITCH COME ADRIFT
HLY 2 17/08/91 13:46 0.9 221 U1 MALFUNCTION OF ON LOAD TRIP TEST

FACILITY
HLY 2 31/08/91 18:02 0.7 172 U1 FSSS 110V POWER SUPPLY FUSE BLOWN
HLY 3 19/08/91 04:50 1.0 245 SF FRF PUMP DUTY SELECTOR SWITCH

FAULTY
HLY 1 08/12/91 20:58 0.6 147 U1 INST AIR V/V RUPTURE CAUSE LOW PRES-

SURE TRIP
HLY 2 08/12/91 20:58 0.3 74 U1 INST AIR V/V RUPTURE CAUSED LOW PRES-

SURE
HLY 3 22/10/91 23:40 0.0 0 U1 TURBINE RAN BACK FROM TO MW . NO

REHEAT PROTECTION
HLY 3 08/12/91 20:57 0.6 147 U1 CONTROL AIR PRESSURE LOW
HLY 4 28/10/91 06:55 1.0 245 SF GLAND STEAM TEMP PROBLEMS
HLY 1 08/01/92 13:18 0.8 196 U1 GAS PLANT TRIP
HLY 2 07/01/92 13:18 0.4 98 U1 LOSS OF GAS PLANT
HLY 2 08/01/92 13:18 1.2 294 U1 LOSS OF GAS PLANT
HLY 3 26/01/92 04:37 1.1 270 U3 RH1 GOVERNOR VALVE A FRF LEAK FROM

FLEXIBLE HOSE
HLY 4 07/01/92 13:18 0.4 98 U1 GAS PLANT TRIP
HLY 2 25/02/92 15:47 1.4 343 U1 BLACK TRIP POWERMARK TECHS PROTEC-

TION TESTING

TOTALS 434.3 106410

Stratford
Potential

Unit Start date/time hours MWh loss Reason
SFD 3 13/05/91 13:20 48.9 2421 U1 BUCCHOLZ ALARM
SFD 3 24/10/91 16:20 24.2 1198 U1 ENGINE CHANGE , HIGH VIBRATIONS
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SFD 1 25/07/91 22:24 20.2 1000 U2 METAL CHIPS IN LUB SYSTEM B END
SFD 2 19/12/91 16:10 19.6 970 U2 BURST BLEED AIR BELLOWS
SFD 4 19/07/91 22:28 18.0 891 U2 CONE DAMAGE
SFD 4 04/08/91 23:30 16.6 822 U2 ‘B’ END FORWARD BEARING DAMAGE
SFD 3 08/11/91 01:33 16.3 807 U1 BAD LUBE OIL LEAK , ENGINE TO BE

CHANGED
SFD 4 18/04/91 20:32 12.0 594 U3 OIL LEAK REPAIR
SFD 4 18/12/91 23:15 11.7 579 SF COULD NOT SYNCHRONIZE
SFD 2 03/07/91 05:03 5.7 282 U2 UNABLE TO CONTROL LOAD
SFD 4 16/07/91 07:55 8.7 431 U1 BLEED VALVE REPAIR, ENGINE CHANGE
SFD 4 26/09/91 10:49 6.6 327 U2 GAS LEAK
SFD 1 26/03/92 11:15 5.4 267 U2 GOVERNOR REPAIRS
SFD 1 30/05/91 20:04 2.1 104 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
SFD 2 30/05/91 20:04 2.1 104 U1 INCOMPLETE SEQUENCE ALARM , UNABLE

TO CLEAR
SFD 2 08/06/91 21:40 1.8 89 SF ISOLATOR WOULD NOT CLOSE
SFD 3 30/05/91 20:04 2.1 104 U1 INCOMPLETE SEQUENCE ALARM , UNABLE

TO CLEAR
SFD 4 30/05/91 20:04 2.1 104 U1 INCOMPLETE SEQUENCE ALARM , UNABLE

TO RESET
SFD 1 06/11/91 16:01 4.6 228 U1 GOVERNOR VALVE FAULT
SFD 3 06/11/91 12:45 2.3 114 SF LUB OIL PROBLEM
SFD 2 08/01/92 13:51 2.7 134 SF METAL CHIP ALARMS UP
SFD 1 09/04/91 17:24 1.0 50 SF FIRST OUT ALARM FAULT - RED PHASE DIFF
SFD 1 09/06/91 13:18 0.7 35 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE , INCOMPLETE SE-

QUENCE
SFD 1 09/07/91 07:01 0.2 10 SF METAL CHIPS IN FILTER ALARM
SFD 1 27/09/91 14:45 1.7 84 U1 NGC WORKING ON GAS HEATER - TRIP

VALVE OPERATED
SFD 2 10/06/91 17:16 0.2 10 SF ISOLATOR WOULD NOT CLOSE
SFD 2 10/06/91 17:25 0.9 45 U1 ISOLATOR REPAIRS
SFD 2 02/07/91 10:29 0.6 30 SF ISOLATOR WILL NOT CLOSE
SFD 2 03/07/91 15:56 0.8 40 U1 HIGH GAS PRESSURE
SFD 2 31/08/91 18:00 0.5 25 SF AUTO NOT RUNNING UP TO 3000 RPM
SFD 2 27/09/91 14:45 1.7 84 U1 NGC WORKING ON GAS HEATER - TRIP

VALVE OPERATED
SFD 3 29/04/91 16:10 0.9 45 U3 AVR FAULT
SFD 3 15/05/91 14:46 0.3 15 U1 BUCCHOLZ
SFD 3 17/06/91 18:20 1.6 79 SF VIBRATIONS HIGH, FAILED TO START
SFD 3 22/08/91 14:17 1.2 59 U1 TRANSFORMER NEUTRAL EARTH FAULT
SFD 3 12/09/91 14:28 0.4 20 U1 HIGH BEARING TEMP , INSTRUMENTATION

FAULT
SFD 3 27/09/91 14:45 1.7 84 U1 NGC WORKING ON GAS HEATER - TRIP

VALVE OPERATED
SFD 4 14/07/91 08:34 0.8 40 SF GOVERNOR TRIPS
SFD 4 27/09/91 14:45 1.7 84 U1 NGC WORKING ON GAS HEATER - TRIP

VALVE OPERATED
SFD 4 30/09/91 19:15 0.8 40 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
SFD 2 01/10/91 18:40 0.1 5 SF INCOMPLETE SEQUENCE
SFD 4 01/10/91 00:20 0.8 40 U1 LOW PRESSURE TRIP , GAS HEATER FAULT
SFD 4 27/10/91 13:37 1.1 54 U1 BURST BLEED AIR BELLOWS CAUSING

INCORRECT GAS DETE
SFD 2 20/11/91 06:34 1.6 79 U1 NO GAS PRESSURE , BATH HEATER TRIP
SFD 2 30/11/91 18:06 0.5 25 U1 ‘B ‘ END GOVERNOR TRIP
SFD 2 10/12/91 15:27 0.4 20 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
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SFD 2 23/12/91 07:25 1.0 50 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
SFD 2 23/12/91 09:28 0.5 25 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
SFD 2 23/12/91 16:47 0.2 10 U1 LOW GAS PRESSURE
SFD 3 26/12/91 20:15 1.6 79 SF INCOMPLETE SEQUENCE
SFD 3 21/01/92 19:23 1.1 54 U1 AVR FAULTY CARD
SFD 1 10/03/92 12:34 0.3 15 U1 LOOSE CONNECTION TRIP MECHANISM
SFD 1 10/03/92 12:55 0.1 5 U1 LOOSE CONNECTION
SFD 1 13/03/92 07:51 0.7 35 SF ELECTRICAL FAULT
SFD 2 04/03/92 14:18 1.7 84 U2 BROKEN START DRIVE
SFD 3 13/03/92 07:51 0.8 40 SF GOVERNOR FAULT
SFD 3 18/03/92 19:25 0.3 15 SF GOVERNOR FAULT
SFD 4 18/03/92 19:22 1.0 50 SF BLOWN FUSES IN CONTROL CIRCUITS
SFD 1 13/02/92 22:24 1.6 79 U1 TURBINE “A” COUNTER THRUST BEARING

TEMPERATURE
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1. Introduction
This Standing Instruction sets out the policy on
 • frequency keeping;
 • determining the risk to be covered by spinning reserve; and
 • determining an appropriate generation pattern which will provide sufficient spinning

reserve to cover the chosen risk in the most economical manner.
The policy applies equally to both the North and South Island power systems. The specific
application of the policy to an individual island is covered in the appropriate Annex to this
Instruction.
The amount of spinning reserve required is determined by the use of the “Spinning Reserve
Spreadsheet”. Instructions for the use of this spreadsheet are included in the island specific
annexes.
This Instruction supersedes Instruction 31 on Frequency Keeping.

2.  Frequency Keeping
The operating policy of Trans Power is to maintain the power system frequency within the
range 49.80 Hertz and 50.20 Hertz.
The time error is to be within the range of ±5 seconds of New Zealand Standard Time with
the definitive time error being that measured at the Control Centre. The rate of correction
of time error shall be set by the Control Centre and should not normally exceed ±2 seconds/
hour.
Should islanding of generation occur, no attempt should be made to balance or correct the
time errors of the islands. The priority is to re-parallel the power system.

3. Aim of the Spinning Reserve Policy
The aim of the spinning reserve policy is to cover the largest credible single contingency
(risk) without requiring emergency under-frequency load shedding. To ensure this, a target
minimum frequency, following the loss of the chosen risk, of 48.0 Hertz has been set.
The generation pattern, including the spinning reserve cover, should be provided in the most
economical manner possible. As a guide, the spinning reserve spreadsheet calculates the
total cost (including that of the spinning reserve) of the chosen generation pattern.
The spinning reserve required is a moving target due to the on-going changes in the load and
generation pattern; therefore, it is not an absolute measure. However, it is not good practice
to carry less spinning reserve than the target for extended periods beyond, say, 15 minutes.
To do so increases the chance of requiring emergency load shedding to operate following
the occurrence of the chosen risk.

4. Assessing Spinning Reserve Available
Spinning reserve is generally considered to be the spare MW capacity available to arrest the
decline in frequency before reaching 48.0 Hertz following the loss of a significant amount
of generation. However, equally important now is the capacity available to sustain the
restoration of the frequency to above 49.5 Hertz.
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Spinning reserve does not include fast start generation plant, such as hydro and gas turbine
plant, which is stationary at the time.
The level of spinning reserve available is assessed by the spinning reserve software and the
spare capacity advised to the Controller.

5. Assessing the Risk to be Covered
The risk to be covered is the largest single credible contingency at the time. These are
generally the loss of:
 • island contribution from Pole 2 (the thyrister pole) of the HVDC link;
 • the gross output of the largest generator in service; or
 • the loss of a group of generators which are linked to the rest of the power system by a

single transmission line.
It is also possible that under extreme salt spray conditions at either Fighting Bay or Oteranga
Bay, or extreme wind conditions exist in the vicinity of the HVDC line both poles might be
declared to be at risk.
Should auto-reclose facilities on transmission circuits (auto-restart on the HVDC line) be
turned off, eg for live line work, the generation on that circuit may be the risk to be covered.
If any other condition exists which it is considered may place a greater amount of generation
plant at serious risk of trip, the Shift Manager may authorise an increase in the risk to be
covered while that condition exists.

6. Use of Interruptible Load
Interruptible load is available for use as a part of the instantaneous reserve. This load is able
to be shed quickly without warning to the owner. The total amount of interruptible load
available is indicated at the Control Centre.

7.  Use of Motored Plant
The spreadsheet allows any proportion of the reserve to be carried on motored (TWD)
generators. However, due to their slow response in picking up load, under normal conditions
it is generally advisable to limit the capacity carried on these machines to less than 50% of
the total spinning reserve. Nevertheless, under extreme conditions, more TWD may be
appropriate.

8. Calculation of the Target Spinning Reserve and Modification of the
Maximum Permissible Risk
The spinning reserve required is that amount of reserve to be carried on rotating generators
so that the frequency will not drop below a target of 48.0 Hertz following the loss of the
largest credible single contingency. Hence, the spinning reserve does not include any
interruptible load which is counted separately.
A spinning reserve target is not calculated directly by the spinning reserve software. Instead,
the Controller must determine which variable he/she wishes to vary so as to achieve the
target minimum frequency and target end reserve. Options available are:
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 • vary the spinning reserve carried on partially loaded hydro plant;
 • vary the loading on specified thermal plant and so vary the spinning reserve available

from that plant;
• vary the amount of motored hydro generators in service; or
• to vary the level of HVDC contribution to the island and so vary the risk.
The calculation of the required generation pattern, including reserve, is carried out using the
Spinning Reserve Spreadsheet. It uses the known values of the total island load (excluding
any HVDC transfer out of the island), the HVDC transfer, the level of interruptible load
available, and the spinning reserve available.
Once the required generation pattern has been calculated, the schedule must be checked to
see whether the required reserve is in excess of that which is available. If so, the required
reserve may be reduced with the agreement of the Shift Manager.
If the required reserve is to be reduced, the size of the risk must be reduced to match the
actual spinning reserve to be carried. This is likely to occur:
 • should the intended HVDC transfer be greater than can be supported by the available

reserve;
 • should the risk be a HVDC bipole outage (see Section 3); or
• if carrying of the required spinning reserve would require sustained load shedding to

meet either an energy or power shortfall (see Section 8 for the exception).

9. Reduction of Reserve Following a Loss of Generation Resulting in
Emergency Load Shedding
Following a major loss of generation which results in emergency load shedding, spinning
reserve is not to be carried until such time as as much load as possible has been restored.
Any further loss of generation shall be covered by the use of interruptible load and, if
necessary, by renewed emergency load shedding.
An exception to this, and to Section 7, is where there is a notified risk of trip associated with
specific plant, such as the possible loss of thermal generator auxiliaries due to operation at
sustained low frequency. Under such circumstances, spinning reserve to cover that notified
risk is to be carried.
In addition, the level of regulating reserve carried to accommodate load changes is to be
minimised.

10. System Security for Trippings in Excess of the Spinning Reserve
Cover
Any double contingency should be survivable with the combination of the 40% emergency
load shedding and the spinning reserve that is being carried. Hence the limits set out in the
appropriate Annex apply.

11. Consideration when Oil-fired Generation is Used
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No arbitrary reductions in spinning reserve are to be made because oil fired plant is in use.

12. Spinning Reserve for Drop Load Tests
For any planned drop load test, the spinning reserve is to be increased by the amount of load
to be dropped. This will ensure that following the test the target spinning reserve is still met.
The exception is where a drop load test is for the purposes of calibrating the spinning reserve
model. Such tests require the approval of the Operations Planning Manager. Following such
tests, the tripped generation shall be restored as quickly as is practical.

ANNEX A:  NORTH ISLAND PRACTICE
The following notes apply to the assessment of risk and reserve in the North Island.
1. Huntly Gas Trains:  Although each gas train at Huntly Power Station feeds two

generation units, a gas train is not to be taken as the single contingency to be covered
unless Huntly advise a risk of trip during work on a gas train. Under these circumstances,
it may be preferable to switch one of the units at risk to coal firing instead.

2. Taranaki Generation:  There is now no limit of Taranaki generation. The previous limit
was lifted with the commissioning of the Huntly-Stratford circuits.

3. HVDC Bipole Transfer:  To ensure that the power system can survive a HVDC bipole
tripping with spinning reserve, interruptible load, and emergency load shedding acting,
the HVDC transfer shall be limited to within the area under the capability diagram shown
below.

ANNEX B:  SOUTH ISLAND
The following notes apply to the assessment of risk and reserve in the South Island.
1. Ohau B and C:  These stations are linked by the Ohau canals. Should one station trip from

service, there is a five minute period during which the output of the other station must
be shut down to avoid hydraulic problems in the canals (ie giving the black legged stilts
a wash down to Benmore).

2. Manapouri Transmission Circuits:  Should the Manapouri generation be carried on two
circuits only (ie the Manapouri bus is split or two Manapouri circuits are out of service),
the Manapouri generation is not considered to be at risk.

3. Benmore Pole 1A and B:  When Pole 1A or B is transferring south, the generators on the
associated generator busbar are placed on “load limit” so that they do not contribute to
spinning reserve. This is to avoid overloading the interconnector bank(s). They do,
however, contribute to the system inertia.

4. Benmore 16/220 kV Interconnector banks:  These interconnectors are the only connec-
tion between their associated generators and the South Island ac power system. Should
the associated HVDC valve groups be out of service, then the risk imposed by each of
these banks may become the largest single contingency.
Now that T5 has been refurbished, it is not considered to be a spinning reserve risk.
However, T2 is still a risk until refurbished.
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SUPPLEMENT 4

Condition Monitoring

Condition Monitoring
Condition monitoring (CM) is developed within ECNZ as a means for collecting data and
for evaluation of system performance, reliability and/or maintenance needs, for the purpose
of planing future maintenance.

The basic aim of CM is to:
• keep plant running by indicating its health to the owner and what to do to maintain it, and

also to prevent a catastrophic failure.
• provide the maximum possible life before repair, pointing out the areas of deterioration,

thus anticipating necessary maintenance activities.

Thermal Stations
Thermal Stations have committed large sums of money in specialist equipment and
personnel in order to assess the health of plant, and to maintain efficiency.
Mechanical CM is a primary indication of degradation of plant, and of problems likely to
cause a plant outage. CM of rotating plants carried out using routine vibration checks. High
pressure pipework and pressure vessels are inspected routinely using non-destructive
testing techniques:
• Vibration monitoring equipment is installed on all steam turbine plant, to monitor

bearing cap vibration and shaft motion.
• Auxiliary plant is monitored on a monthly routine using a hand held accelerometer and

computerised data collector and trending system.
• NDT include the inspection of the integrity of structures using visual , eddy current, die

penetrant, radiography, and ultrasonic testing methods. Inspection is statutory and
typically takes place during yearly surveys.

Thermal Plant performance is assessed both on line, using Exergy, or by individual
component testing. These tests look at the operation of plant and changes in efficiency
caused by plant deterioration eg
• Heat exchanger thermal performance
• Turbine cylinder efficiencies
• Boiler Combustion analysis.

Gas Turbines
Aero derivative Gas turbines (GT) have high speed shafts running on roller bearings.
Mechanical CM is the main indication of deterioration of abnormal wear. This is achieved
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by:
• Installed vibration monitoring based on RMS velocity measurements from 2 locations

on the engines.
• On line metal detection in oil is monitored with the use of magnetic plugs or in line metal

particle detection.
Due to the high operating speeds and temperatures often bearing deterioration is rapid and
may not be detected until damage is quite advanced.
CM of GTs is being improved by application of more advanced vibration data processing.

Hydro Stations
In order to improve the efficiency of generation a number of hydro stations are being
automated and controlled remotely. Currently all fifteen North Island Hydro stations and
seven South Island stations are being automated so that they can be controlled by either one
or two control centres. This demanding of the station poses a number of potential threats to
Security of the system. Experienced operators can hear, see, smell or even feel how their
machines are operating. With stations being demanned more sophisticated condition
monitoring is required that can act as the eyes and ears in the station, sending a continual
stream of information back to the control centre. The aim of condition monitoring is to
identify potential problems before they cause major damage, provide a diagnostic tool and
reduce periodic overhauls and replace them with timely preventative overhauls. Condition
monitoring can be divided into three basic categories, mechanical, electrical and civil.

Mechanical
Mechanical condition monitoring monitors the physical condition of the machines. This is
done using a number of monitors:
• Vibration monitoring measures the vibration of the generator and the turbine bearings.

It is typical for five vibration monitors to be installed per machine. Any change in
vibration levels indicates a potential problem.

• Temperature monitors are used on the bearings themselves, in the bearing lubrication oil
and on the stator. Again, changes and trends are of interest.

• Oil analysis can assist in determining the state of the machine.
• Monitors determine the status of the shear pins and frangible links (breakable links) that

hold the wicket gates in place. It is normal for these to monitor failure only.

Electrical
Electrical condition monitoring monitors the condition of the electrical components. The
main measure is that of discharge from the insulation from within the stator.
• Doble Test has been used for the past 18 years to measure the internal discharge from a

generator. This is an off line test that monitors the global health of the stator and provides
a broad measure of the aged condition of the insulation.

• Partial Discharge Couplers provide an on line method to pin point any electrical
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discharges from the coil surface to the stator iron. In the North Island a programme of
installing partial discharge couplers has been initiated. The records are not extensive
enough to be used to predict failure. They monitor changes in the condition that could
indicate a potential problem.

• Transformer condition is measured indirectly through the insulating oil in which they
operate. Acidity indicates the insulation is breaking down, a gas analysis is searching for
products of arcing that could indicate a potential problem and transformer oil tempera-
ture is also an indicator of potential trouble.

Civil
Civil monitoring monitors the condition of the structural components including the dam,
control structures and the powerhouse. All inspections are carried out in accordance with
Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams (SEED) requirements.

Dam surveillance
Regular surveys of all hydraulic structures monitor any movement in the structure. This is
particularly important after an earthquake. The main measures of the health of a structure
is through the use of:
• Piezometers that measure the pressure of ground water within the dam. An increase in

pressure can indicate stability problems.
• Seepage is measured via vee notch weirs and inspection in tunnels.
• Inverted Pendulum that measure the tilt of a dam.
All structures associated with hydro generation are inspected on a regular basis as part of
the SEED (Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams) inspection. The purpose of the evaluation
is to determine the status of the dam relative to its structural and operational safety. The
recommendations that result from a SEED inspection are classified into Unsatisfactory,
Poor, Conditionally Poor, Fair and Satisfactory. The Hazard rating of the structure is an
important factor in classifying the recommendations
Visual inspections of all components are provided by roving operators that travel between
approximately three stations carrying out a surveillance function, a regular maintenance
function and where required an operating function.
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SUPPLEMENT 5

Electricity Supply Industry Power Stations1

 (year ended 31 March 1990)

1 From “Electricity Supply Industry Statistics, 1989-90 & 1990-91, Published by the Electricity Supply Association
of New Zealand Inc.

Owner/Electricity Supplier Station Fuel Type Station 
Capacity 

MW

Supplier 
Total MW

Output 
GWh

Supplier 
Total GWh

NORTH ISLAND
Bay of Plenty Electricity Aniwhenua Hydro 25.00 146.05
Bay of Plenty Electricity TOI Geoth 2.60 27.60 3.85 149.90
Egmont EPB Opunake Hydro 0.36 1.60
Egmont EPB Patea Hydro 30.70 31.06 119.51 121.11
King Country EPB Piriaka Hydro 1.50 4.64
King Country EPB Kuratau Hydro 5.00 6.50 28.22 32.86
Midwestern PowerCo Raetihi Hydro 0.04 0.40 0.43 0.43
New Plymouth Energy Mangorei Hydro 4.50 4.50 20.51 20.51
Palmerston Nth MED Keith St Diesel 2.00 2.00 0.87 0.87
Rotorua Electricity Wheao Hydro 26.00 26.00 122.79 122.79
Taranaki EPB Motokawa Hydro 4.70 4.70 23.02 23.02
Taupo Electricity Ltd Hinemaiaia A Hydro 2.40 11.25
Taupo Electricity Ltd Hinemaiaia B Hydro 1.35 8.12
Taupo Electricity Ltd Hinemaiaia C Hydro 2.85 6.60 12.20 31.57
Tauranga DC Omanawa Hydro 0.64 1.11
Tauranga EPB/DC Mangapapa Hydro 6.00 18.42
Tauranga EPB/DC Lloyd Mandeno Hydro 15.00 72.38
Tauranga EPB/DC McLaren Falls Hydro 2.80 0.22
Tauranga EPB/DC Ruahihi Hydro 20.00 44.44 84.59 176.72
Wairarapa Electricity Kourarau A Hydro 0.63 2.60
Wairarapa Electricity Kourarau B Hydro 0.14 0.82
Wairarapa Electricity Kourarau Diesel 0.35 1.12 0.00 3.42
Wairoa EPB Waihi Hydro 5.00 5.00 17.84 17.84
Waitemata Electricity Ngataringa Bay Diesel 6.00 6.00 0.14 0.14
Waitomo EPB Wairere Falls Hydro 4.65 17.03
Waitomo EPB Mokauiti Hydro 1.55 6.20 6.76 23.79

NORTH ISLAND 172.12 172.12 724.97 724.97
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Owner/Electricity Supplier Station Fuel Type Station 
Capacity 

MW

Supplier 
Total MW

Output 
GWh

Supplier 
Total GWh

SOUTH ISLAND

Buller EPB Karamea Diesel 0.34 0.34 0.00 0.00
Dunedin Electricity Waipori 1 A Hydro 11.00 10.90
Dunedin Electricity Waipori 2A Hydro 53.83 92.99
Dunedin Electricity Waipori 3 Hydro 7.52 15.99
Dunedin Electricity Waipori 4 Hydro 8.94 81.29 20.98 140.86
Electricity Ashburton Montalto Hydro 1.80 1.80 9.17 9.17
Marlborough Electric Murphys Road Diesel 1.30 0.00
Marlborough Electric Waihopai Hydro 1.00 5.00
Marlborough Electric Branch 2 Stns Hydro 11.00 13.30 47.80 52.80
Otago Central EPB Glenorchy Hydro 0.45 2.84
Otago Central EPB Wye Creek Hydro 0.40 3.49
Otago Central EPB Meg 2 Stns Hydro 4.10 22.65
Otago Central EPB Fraser Hydro 2.50 18.45
Otago Central EPB Teviot 4 Stns Hydro 9.10 16.55 48.73 96.16
Otago EPB Paerau Hydro 10.00 36.56
Otago EPB Patearoa Hydro 2.25 12.25 5.21 41.77
Southland EPS Monowai Hydro 6.50 6.50 28.61 28.61
Tasman Energy Waikoropupu Hydro 0.25 0.25 1.87 1.87
Westpower Turnbull Hydro 0.30 2.28
Westpower McKays Hydro 1.00 7.57
Westpower Kaniere Forks Hydro 0.50 2.78
Westpower Fox Hydro 0.30 1.47
Westpower Duffers Hydro 0.60 1.99
Westpower Amethyst Hydro 0.20 1.22
Westpower Wahapo Hydro 0.30 1.21
Westpower Haast Diesel 0.40 0.04
Westpower Kumaru Hydro 3.50 23.87
Westpower Dillmans Hydro 6.50 13.60 13.07 55.50

SOUTH ISLAND 145.88 145.88 426.74 426.74

NEW ZEALAND 318.00 314.52 1151.71 1149.11
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SUPPLEMENT 6

Dam Safety1

The impoundment of water creates a risk and it has become a convenient distinction to
regard the number of lives at risk below any impoundment as the measure of the hazard of
that impoundment.
The valleys in which many impoundments have been developed were formed by natural
processes which in interaction with the local rocks have provided lateral ridges or ranges
with ample proportions for the water retention duty. But costs generally preclude construct-
ing dams to such dimensions.
In consequence, the dam and a contiguous zone of country for some distance around the dam
are relatively highly loaded and this zone has to be carefully investigated and tested. Short
of pulling the country to pieces, though, a complete understanding of this important zone
cannot be derived. So a degree of uncertainty always remains.
Through huge investigative efforts and hard and dearly won experience, world-wide, dam
foundation literature can now provide useful help to interested readers.
Experienced opinion is needed on the volumetric extent of the zone to be explored and on
the thoroughness of the investigation programme.
The dam body itself being under human control, so the amount of uncertainty over safety
of operation is much less. But the required long life, and water being a “soft”, permeating
load that never sleeps necessitates some special structural precautions, continuing monitor-
ing and surveillance, and continuing development of materials. (Here “soft” denotes a load
that follows a structure’s deformation under load.)
Thus to a greater extent than most other engineering installations, the design and construc-
tion of dams rests on case history.
Given that a dam site receives careful investigation, the designer is careful not to get lured
into the unknown or complicated anywhere, mutual understanding between design and
construction is good throughout and quality control is kept up then the final complex has
every chance of having an ample safety factor.
Later, an assessor of a dam’s safety feels much more confidence if he or she knows that the
above described situation applied during the building.
Even though the main ways a dam can fail are not numerous — eg sliding or overturning
of concrete dams, and overtopping or piping of earth dams — to name some major
categories — nevertheless the detailed sequences that may lead to serious trouble or failure
are legion. It is these small beginnings that an inspector has to look out for.
Engineers not in dam building and, nowadays, numbers of observant lay people have
noticed that quoted safety factors for dams are low compared to other structures. In its
simplest form, the reason for this is that the specific gravity of the Earth’s surface materials

1 Contributed by Mr W Fookes, Chief Design Engineer (Power) Ministry of Works and Development, 1971-1978.
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averages around 2.6 and in particle form the bulk density can be much less. Only arch dams
in massive strong rock gorges can avoid the “bottom line” that dam stability relies, overall,
on weight.
However, on the bright side, forces (flood, seismic etc) have to reach cataclysmic extremes
to double the usual static water load. Thus given it has been built to good practice and has
been well maintained a dam is a safe structure. Nearly all dams possess incommensurable
strengths that enable them to withstand greater loads than the safety factors would indicate.
Monitoring must continue as a steady ongoing operation:
• Deformations, settlements and cracks are the main structural observations in current use.

Stress, strain, and pendulum (both normal and inverted) observations have mostly found
use in the early years of operation.

• Water loading is policed as far as possible by head and tail water, piezometer, and
leakage readings.

Personnel carrying out the monitoring must be interested and conscientious. Also because
the vagaries of cracking and manifestations of leakage are not susceptible to exhaustive
written description, changing of personnel should only be contemplated when absolutely
necessary.
To maintain a high standard of dam safety, surveillance - the appraisal of the monitoring,
the original design, the current visual state and any other data - must be performed by
experienced engineers at regular intervals.
It has become recognised, world-wide, that currently adequate dams built 40 to 50 years ago
with what is now recognised as deficient theory cannot be condemned on this account alone
and can only be classed as unsatisfactory in relation to newly reported deficiencies, or new
extreme loadings such as flood and earthquake - particularly developed by the statistics of
extremes. In the latter case any upgrading then becomes more of a politico-economic
problem, balancing a low safety risk against a power shortage risk.
In the first case with many of Electricorp’s old dams the classification is poor because,
although not unsafe now, somewhere along the long slow decline of the feature with the
deficiency (which may have some design or construction origins) the dam will become quite
unsafe. It is better to upgrade or renovate before that point is reached.
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1 RECOMMENDATIONS

1.1 Customers

Ways of Maximising Own Reliability
The following steps are generally applicable to commercial and industrial customers, but

residential customers can also maximise reliability by, for example, making sure wiring is
carried out by competent people and is carefully checked, and by making sure that faulty
appliances are fixed.

These steps are described in the main report:
• Employ competent designers for installations, whether internal personnel or external

consultants;
• Ensure good installation design;
• Have good maintenance programmes and good protection coordination;
• Have some duplication and redundancy, depending on security required;
• Train staff in skills such as changing fuses, resetting circuit breakers etc, depending on

installation complexity.

Preparations for Shutdowns and Cuts
Most customers do not have a high level of concern with the reliability of their power

supplies, and hence do not prepare for interruptions of supply to any extent. For those
customers for whom reliability is a key concern, there are various precautions that can be
undertaken to achieve better reliability, as well as making sure that the costs of any power
shutdowns or cuts are minimised.

Residential Customers:
• Obtain a battery-powered radio and spare batteries and know where these are located.
• Have a quantity of food that does not require cooking, pre-cook for the period of the

shutdown, arrange alternative cooking facilities, dine out.
• Allow water heating to “recharge” prior to a shutdown.
• Arrange household chores so that electrical appliances are not needed during a shut-

down.
• Make sure there are candles, matches, torches, batteries, etc and know where they are

located.
• In the case of winter shutdowns, arrange alternative means of heating, etc.

Business Customers:
• Make sure there is a clear “disaster recovery plan” in place to enable coordinated

restoration of various aspects of the business.
• Make sure that the business can cope with a power shutdown or cut without putting staff

in danger (eg equipment which locks into a safe position in case of power interruption).
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• Ensure an appropriate level of security for the undertaking (eg a shutdown or cut would
affect retailers differently from manufacturing plants) by taking steps such as the
following:
— Alter schedules if necessary in the case of power shutdowns;
— Provide own generators;
— Ensure frequent back-up of computer information;
— Install UPS where appropriate, with sufficient supply time (10 minutes or 30

minutes etc) to allow a more controlled saving of data or shutdown of equipment;
— Arrange insurance commensurate with the risk to the business of power shut-

downs or cuts.

Investment Options
• For customers who need to ensure there are no interruptions, automatically switched

back-up generators and UPS are possible investment options. These can be utilised for
shutdowns as well as power cuts.

• For customers who can handle short duration shutdowns only, consultation with the
electricity supplier may be sufficient. Other possibilities could include investing in
alternative supply options such as an alternative feed from the electricity supplier,
duplication of equipment on-site etc. If the costs are too high, industry may find it more
cost-effective to change production schedules instead.

Contractual Arrangements
There are, at present, not many contractual arrangements that provide for a specified level

of reliability. With the deregulation of the supply industry, it is foreseeable that such
arrangements will become more common.

Some of the difficulties that need to be addressed in achieving contractual reliability levels
are:
• The level of reliability perceived by a customer can be quite unlike the actual level of

reliability, particularly where other attributes of the quality of supply, such as voltage
fluctuations, are applicable.

• There are different costs to different customers for interruptions to supply.
• There are differences in the costs of ensuring no “shutdowns” compared with those for

ensuring no “cuts”. The difficulty occurs in quantifying how reliable the supply is, as
reliability is measured in average terms which do not generally apply to the individual
customer.

The level of reliability of supply to a particular customer depends on the combined
reliabilities of generation, transmission and distribution. Any contractual arrangements not
only have to relate to each of these as appropriate, but also need to be clear in the contractual
relationships between each party, especially, for example, in the situation where the failure
of performance of one party creates costs or damages, or creates a breach of contract with
the other parties.

It should, nevertheless, be remembered that reliability, which is a surrogate measurement
of the risk of non-supply, is essentially a risk management issue. There seems to be a lack
of market mechanisms for addressing this risk. Although in other industries insurance
companies satisfy this market need by underwriting similar kinds of risks, this service is yet
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to become available as a risk management tool for electricity market participants. Indeed,
insurance companies generally do not at present accept power disturbance or interruption
risks. There is a clear need for this market to develop as part of the current restructuring of
the electricity industry.

Opportunities for Price/Reliability Trade-offs
Recent “market” responses to high spot market electricity prices show that some

electricity suppliers and customers can make decisions based on price as to whether they
forego electricity or not. Metering technology which is becoming available may allow
customers to participate more actively in future in terms of energy purchase decisions.
However, “reliability” in terms of load-shedding priority in times of supply system
constraints has not yet been actively investigated. The practicality of achieving this has yet
to be ascertained.

Again, the price/reliability trade-off issue is a key one in terms of the overall risk
management for customers and suppliers alike. There is sufficient diversity in the supply
requirements of different customers to create market opportunities that may be of signifi-
cant value to participants. A key determinant of whether or not this area will develop, and
the speed at which it will develop, lies in the complexity of these issues to potential
participants. It is critical that the restructuring of the electricity industry be simple enough
so that auxiliary service providers can participate.

A market mechanism that allows specific decisions on the price/reliability trade-off is in
itself likely to simplify very difficult decision-making areas for electricity suppliers and
customers alike. In other words, cost implications must be signalled in the pricing.

1.2 Electricity Suppliers

Customer Perceptions
Customers in general require that suppliers at least maintain the present level of

performance with respect to interruptions of supply, but feel that some improvement is
needed to reduce voltage fluctuations and interference on supplies.

Customer Needs and Values
Notice and timing of shutdowns were of significant concern to customers. In general, the

following points were seen by customers as being desirable in this regard:
Residential Customers

• Arrange shutdowns for weekdays.
• Give 3 - 7 days notice.
• Notify by letter, although newspaper advertising is almost as acceptable to rural

residential customers.
• Where practical, survey households to determine when the shutdown would cause the

least inconvenience.
Business Customers

• Arrange for weekends, preferably Sundays, although this preference is not as strong for
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farmers.
• Give 1 - 2 weeks’ notice.
• Advise by letter, although personal contact is a clear second choice.

The cost impacts of interruptions of supply on business customer groups, in order of
decreasing magnitude, were:

— Major Electricity Users
— Major Computer Users
— Manufacturers
— Merchants
— Service Organisations
— Farmers

Recommendations on the need to determine more accurate assessments of reliability-
worth and for the establishment of a national reliability performance measurement scheme
are discussed later in this section.

Customer/Supplier Interaction and Accountabilities
Electricity suppliers should assist customers to become aware of the implications of

interruptions of supply, and the precautionary measures that they can take.
Stronger communications (ie more dialogue) should be established with customers and

national customer associations, either directly or through the Electricity Supply Associa-
tion of New Zealand (ESANZ). This would be particularly helpful during electricity
shortages.

Pricing signals that relate to reliability should be provided, where appropriate, within
energy or delivery pricing schemes. It is appreciated that there is limited scope for this.
“Progressive pricing” to signal the high cost of future energy is favoured by many, as are
continuing rewards to customers with interruptible load via use of under-frequency relays
or other means.

Suppliers should continue to accommodate customers with special needs for higher
reliability, for example by the provision of chargeable “enhanced supplies”. Suitable
specifications for connected equipment that state appropriate levels of immunity to supply
disturbances should be adopted by suppliers.

Contractual arrangements that relate to reliability should be developed for use with
customers. This is of particular interest to major users.

The electricity industry, together with customer associations, should research and develop
useful techniques to assess reliability/price trade-offs. Use should be made of techniques
already developed overseas.

Pricing structures and levels should signal the cost implications for the generation,
transmission and distribution components of electricity supply.

Performance indices and probabilistic techniques should be used during design investi-
gations for system upgrading and customer negotiations. They should also be used when
assessing operation and maintenance policies, and should become a normal system
management tool.
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Reporting
One of the principal recommendations to emerge from the project relates to the establish-

ment of a national reporting scheme for reliability statistics for power companies.
It is recommended that three main indices be adopted nationally, to align with overseas

practice. The three recommended indices are:
• SAIDI (System Average Interruption Duration Index)
• SAIFI (System Average Interruption Frequency Index)
• CAIDI (Customer Average Interruption Duration Index)

The Electricity Supply Engineers Association of New Zealand (ESEANZ) is considered
to be an appropriate body to receive, collate and publish the reliability indices submitted by
each supplier, and to ensure that data is gathered and processed in a consistent way to allow
comparisons between companies.

It is recommended that the indices be submitted and published annually, with the
suppliers’ names disclosed. The published indices should be grouped together with indices
from other suppliers of the same density classification.

Selected published performance indices will become the basis of comparisons between
electricity distributors for use by the electricity industry, the public, and such Government
departments as the Ministry of Commerce.

Further Work
Electricity suppliers should develop practical and universally-applicable techniques to

measure attributes of quality of supply performance relating to voltage (variation) and
interference (flicker, voltage sags and surges, spikes, and electrical noise). Key considera-
tions are instrumentation and where best to take measurements.

The electricity suppliers (preferably via Standards New Zealand (SNZ)) should develop
standard Specifications for Connected Equipment with regard to tolerance to agreed quality
of supply levels.

Investigations should be carried out into measures which reflect the “quality” of supply
to customers, with a view to incorporating these into the national reporting scheme in the
future.

1.3 Trans Power NZ Ltd
Trans Power NZ Ltd should provide a Bulk Supply Point Connection Standard which

defines the quality of supply that can be expected.

1.4 Reliability-Worth
The electricity industry should undertake a definitive survey of cost of non-supply prior

to conducting any major or widespread reliability analyses which require the use of such
information. The methodology to be used should be based upon the latest proven survey
techniques. In the absence of such surveys, the cost of non-supply should be based upon
survey results outlined in this overview and detailed in the main Report.
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Electricity suppliers should develop the expertise needed to apply the results of reliability-
worth surveys to optimise configurations and investment in their distribution and transmis-
sion networks. It is suggested that this would be most efficiently done via a specialist group
that could then apply the techniques throughout the country.

The main Project Report contains details of values of reliability-worth to different
customer groups. In broad terms, these results have been interpreted as suggesting that the
cost to the customer of a power cut lies within the range of $5 - $15/kW load not supplied
for an interruption of up to two hours.

1.5 Generation Issues
It is considered that the present high levels of generation reliability can be maintained only

if a solution to the current pricing dilemma is found. Ideally, this solution should ensure that
the incentives to build new generation facilities when required are presented to investors
while public acceptance of pricing levels is maintained.

The Resource Management Act 1991 has introduced considerable uncertainty into future
operation of power stations. Existing facilities are treated according to the same criteria as
new stations, with no account taken of existing investments. The uncertainty regarding
obtaining the necessary consents has introduced a major difficulty for those considering
new investments. Some initiatives are required by Government to introduce a more
balanced decision-making process.

A system of availability data, uniformly collected to rigidly defined criteria, should be
applied to all generation units. The system would benefit from a single processing system
that would then provide for the possibility of an audit function.

Connection rules for generators connected to the transmission system have been drafted,
but they need to be updated and made more comprehensive. The rules should cover the
whole question of regulations necessary to ensure that generators share loads equitably,
particularly during disturbances. The issues of spinning and contingency reserves should
be addressed, as these have a significant effect on reliability.

1.6 General Comment
All participants in the electricity industry, from customer to generator, are encouraged to

use the main Project Report as a guide to reliability of electricity supply, particularly in
terms of consolidating current practices and standardising reporting methods. Consistency
of approach is seen as important in the improvement of quality and reliability of supply.
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APPENDIX 1
Project Personnel — Career Outlines

Alan Anderson graduated from the University of Auckland with a BE (Electrical) in 1977. Since
then he has held a variety of engineering, analyst and executive positions with the New
Zealand Electricity Department, Ministry of Energy and Electricity Corporation of New
Zealand Ltd. He is currently involved with customer service programme coordination and
development in ECNZ’s Marketing group.

Catherine Beard is the Dairy Section Executive Officer with Federated Farmers of New Zealand
Inc. She has recently been given responsibility for policy issues relating to energy.
Federated Farmers represent approximately 45,000 farming families in a network of 24
provinces in over 400 branches. There are three different commodity groups — Meat and
Wool, Dairy and Arable.

The Federation is heavily involved in the electricity reform process. The main objective
is to secure an “efficient supply of electricity at reasonable cost”. It is important that the
farmers views are sought, and Federated Farmers is pleased to be involved in this project.

John Blakeley ME (Civil), MS (Illinois), C Eng, MICE, FIPENZ is Executive Director of the
Centre for Advanced Engineering. His early specialisation was in geotechnical engineering
including three years with the Ministry of Works and two years as a lecturer at the University
of Canterbury, followed by ten years with the consulting engineering firm of Beca Carter
Hollings and Ferner Ltd in Auckland. Since 1981 he has been involved in technology
transfer activities and research management (including facilitating research contract
arrangements and consultancies by academic staff, and commercialisation of university-
sourced technology), first at the University of Auckland and, since October 1988, at the
University of Canterbury.

Gordon Cameron BE (Civil), MBA, is Group Manager’s Assistant, Waikato Group, Electricity
Corporation of New Zealand. His responsibilities include analysis of investment proposals.
He assisted with hydro station performance and risk analysis.

Garth Dibley BE(Mech), NZCE(Mech) is Performance Engineer, Huntly Group, Electricity
Corporation of New Zealand. He has approximately 14 years with ECNZ, predominantly
on thermal station engineering. He contributed information on the performance of Huntly
and large thermal power stations.

Barbara Elliston is Manager, Comalco Power New Zealand, but is on the Task Group
representing the Major Electricity Users Group (MEUG). Barbara is a qualified electrical
engineer with previous experience with NZED and has had a long involvement with major
users of electricity. MEUG is an informal association representing about 25 major users
who come together in various groupings from time to time to develop and represent the
views of major users. Members take supply at high voltage (eg 11 kV or 33 kV or higher).
Interruptions interfere with production and can be very expensive. Hence, their interest in
this project.

John Geoghegan BE(Elect), MIPENZ is Operations Manager with Hawkes Bay Power. He has
28 years working experience in the electric power supply industry, including design,
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installation and commissioning of major power projects.

Richard Gibbons BSc(Hons), Dip BA, C Eng, FIEE, FIPENZ, ANZIM is General Manager,
Network, with Mercury Energy. He has over 20 years in the power supply industry both in
New Zealand and the United Kingdom, and is particularly interested in distribution system
design and performance measurement.

Brian Gibson is the Planning Director of the International Technology Group (NZ) Ltd and
represents the New Zealand Computer Society and the Information Technology Associa-
tion of New Zealand (ITANZ) on the Task Group. NZCS has about 2,000 members who are
individuals professionally involved with computing systems. ITANZ is an association of
some 70 computing and communications equipment and services suppliers covering the
whole range of the Information/Communications sector.

David Griffith-Jones is Supply Manager at Power Direct, and represents the Electricity Supply
Engineers’ Association of New Zealand (ESEANZ). He has had an extensive career in
engineering and management of Electricity Supply. A particular interest is the definition
and measurement of reliability performance, especially from the customer’s point of view.

John Grigg BE, BCom, MIPENZ, is Network Development Manager at Mercury Energy. He has
22 years experience in various aspects of the power supply industry in New Zealand, and
was co-opted to give editorial assistance to this report.

Tom Halliburton B Eng (Elect) PhD (Elect Eng) MIPENZ is Business Analyst with the
Electricity Corporation of New Zealand. He has ten years experience with ECNZ, power
system modelling and new generation planning, hydro station operations and maintenance
engineering, substation design. He addressed generation adequacy considerations, ie new
plant requirements.

Philip Hawkey is System Maintenance Manager at Power Direct and is a qualified electrical
engineer. He is also interested in reliability performance measurement.

Barry Hellberg is an executive within the Retail and Wholesale Merchants Association of New
Zealand. He worked for 15 years with the old Department of Trade and Industry and has
been a staff member of the association (formerly the New Zealand Retailers Federation) for
the past seven years.

The Merchants Association is the “voice of distribution”. Virtually every chain and
department store in the country is included within its ranks. Many small independent traders
are also members. Total membership is approximately 2000. The Association hopes that the
project will provide a useful reference text to ensuring a reliable supply in electricity to
commercial users at reasonable costs and/or competitive prices.

George Horvath is Power Systems Manager with Worley Consultants Limited in Wellington. He
is a qualified electrical engineer with many years of experience in designing customers
power supplies mainly commercial and industrial. He has a particular interest in seeing that
sensible economic decisions are made, and regards the management of preparing for supply
interruptions as a challenge and just another issue where engineering principles can be
applied.

Bill Hunter is currently a Market Development Analyst with ECNZ Marketing. He is an
economist by training and in this and previous jobs has worked as a social and economic
policy analyst, and statistician.
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ECNZ Marketing is keenly interested in reliability because it forms part of the value that
customers assign to electricity. A useful outcome for ECNZ Marketing would be a raised
awareness of what constitutes reliability for different users and the values customers attach
to reliability. From that point, options which better meet customer expectations can be
evaluated and business opportunities developed.

Murray Isdale is the Plant Engineer at Lever Rexona (a division of Unilever) and represents the
New Zealand Manufacturers Federation on the Task Group. As a Mechanical Engineer
working in the process industries, he has always had an interest in energy usage and supply
issues, particularly as they impact upon manufacturing operations. This interest developed
from involvement in the food processing industry where for both refrigeration and
dehydration, energy is a critical cost factor. For the last 3 years, he has been the Wellington
Manufacturers Association Rep through the Hutt Valley Energy User Group.

The Manufacturers’ Federation represents some 2,100 businesses who employ approxi-
mately 100,000 workers. Electricity is the life blood of the manufacturing process reaching
into every corner of every operation undertaken, to provide process energy, transport, light,
climate control, process control and data processing.

Chandrashekhar Kumble BE, MTech, PhD, MIPENZ, Reg Eng, is development Group
Manager, Trans Power New Zealand Ltd. He has had 17 years experience in the academic
and electrical industry, including lecturing in University of Auckland and development
work with the Ministry of Energy.

Tom Leong BE(Elect), BSc, C Eng, FIEE, FIPENZ, ANZIM, retired in 1991 from the position
of Deputy GM/Chief Engineer, Wairarapa Electricity. He spent the whole of his working
life in the electrical power industry, including 9 years experience with the New Zealand
Electricity Department and 30 years with Wairarapa Electricity.

Don Lewell NZCE, Dip Tchg, BE(Hons), MIPENZ, Reg Eng, is Engineering Manager, Bay of
Plenty Electricity. He has over 20 years experience in the electrical power generation and
distribution within New Zealand and overseas.

Cliff Lloyd NZCE (Civil), REA, was with ECNZ Production in Dunedin. He had been with the
Ministry of Works in Dunedin 1970 - 1981, and then joined NZED in 1981, working on
transmission line projects. In 1986, he became planning officer, coordinating power station
work programs and in 1987 became Planning and Performance officer, responsible for
availability data.

John Lumsden is Projects Director at the Centre for Advanced Engineering at the University of
Canterbury. In this capacity he is responsible for bringing together experts from both New
Zealand and overseas to examine the latest technologies appropriate for engineering issues
of national importance. Prior to joining CAE in 1989, he practised as a consulting engineer
in Canada and New Zealand, working initially as a structural engineer and then specialising
in coastal engineering, over a period of 25 years.

Kevin Mackey graduated BE (Elect) from the University of Canterbury in 1969. He joined New
Zealand Electricity in Nelson, where he worked for two years on substation construction,
power station maintenance and transmission operational issues. He was then transferred to
Wellington and from 1971 to 1987 worked in the transmission line maintenance section
dealing with a wide variety of national operational issues, including safety and training of
linemen. He was appointed Operations and Maintenance Manager for ECNZ’s National
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Grid business unit in 1987 (subsequently changed to Trans Power New Zealand Ltd). This
role has resulted in him dealing with a wide variety of operational issues associated with the
grid, including the development and establishment of contract operations and maintenance
systems for the grid, the establishment of maintenance standards, the review of safety rules
and procedures and the monitoring of performance of contractors, equipment and the grid.

Ian McBurney is Generation Manager with Mercury Energy.

Ralph McCorkindale is Principal of his own consulting company in Wellington. He has
extensive experience in the railways (communication field), design, operation and manage-
ment of gas and electricity distribution. As an independent consulting engineer, he has
gained wide experience with the design and installation of commercial and industrial power
supplies, and cost and feasibility studies on projects for Ministry of Energy and large public
companies.

Brian McGlinchy BE(Elect), MIPENZ, is Senior Engineering Executive, Electricity Supply
Association of New Zealand. He has 31 years experience in the electrical industry,
including 27 years with the New Zealand Electricity Department and four years with the
national association for the Electricity Suppliers.

Murray McKenzie is Plant Manager at the Milburn New Zealand cement manufacturing site at
Westport. He holds a BSc (Hons) in Physics from Otago University and began working with
the company in 1978. He was Process Engineer and Technical Manager before becoming
Plant Manager in 1988. He is a member of the Board of the Major Electricity Users Group.

Robin McKenzie BE (Elect), FIPENZ, was 31 years with New Zealand Electricity Department
(1950-1981), principally on generation plant, hydro, geothermal, coal fired, gas turbines.
After retirement, he became a consultant (1981-1990), including projects with State Coal,
NZED and its successor organisations.

Lindsay McLennan BE(Hons), MIPENZ, is Network Manager, with Dunedin Electricity. He
has had some 20 years involvement with electrical distribution systems in New Zealand, and
is currently responsible for managing the assets of Dunedin Electricity supply network.

Molly Melhuish is an energy analyst who works with Power for Our Future, an independent
research and educational organisation concerned with the interest of electricity consumers,
the environment, and small businesses which supply energy efficient equipment and
renewable energy. She is also on the executive of ECO, the national alliance of 94
environmental groups, which maintains a continuing interest in energy policy.

Her particular interest is in market mechanisms to achieve similar goals to those of “least
cost planning”. She believes that the priority of getting investment decisions right is far
greater than the priority of using existing assets efficiently.

She brings to the Task Group a consideration of demand-side options which would allow
a consumer to trade off increased or decreased reliability against price.

Norman Ng BE, BSc, C Eng, MIEE, FIPENZ, is Design and Services Manager, CentralPower,
Palmerston North. He has 30 years of experience in the electrical industry, including three
and a half years with the New Zealand Electricity Department, three and a half years
lecturing at the University of Malaya and 23 years with CentralPower.

Jim Pearce, BE(Elect), FIPENZ, is Network Operations Manager with Alpine Energy, Timaru.
He had 10 years experience with New Zealand Steel, finishing as Senior Electrical Engineer
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on site, and 11 years with the electricity distribution industry. He is a member of several
ESEA working parties.

Alistair Robertson BE, MCom, C Eng, MIEE, MIPENZ, is Principal of Robertson Consulting
Ltd. He has had 27 years experience with electricity supply in New Zealand and overseas
with power companies and consultants, with an emphasis on project management.

Geoff Robinson BE, C Eng, FIEE, MIPENZ, SMIEEE, retired from ECNZ having been the
Acting General Manager responsible for design and construction. He spent some of his
career in the New Zealand Electricity Department on transmission and generating planning
and development, but his major interest was in construction and design work. He has been
involved in the construction, design and management of a large number of major power
stations, substations and transmission lines over the past 40 years.

Neville Ross ME, MIPENZ, is Network Pricing Manager at Southpower and represents ESEANZ
on the Project. He also has had a long career in engineering and management of electricity
supply with a keen interest in pricing, economics and effective utilisation of electricity
distribution systems.

Paul Sell is a Principal with Ernst and Young. He is an economist by qualification and practices
as a management consultant to the electricity industry, specialising in energy economic
analysis, pricing and valuation. As a consultant to ECNZ he has been responsible for
developing and applying survey techniques to measure reliability-worth.

His role in the study is to assist with interpretation of reliability-worth information and
analysis. He has a particular interest in seeing reliability-worth estimates applied more
widely and consistently throughout the industry, so that better judgements can be made of
the cost/reliability trade-off in supply planning.

Bob Simpson BE(Hons), ME, C Eng, MIEE, MIPENZ, is Quality Manager with Trans Power
New Zealand Ltd. Has had an extensive career in engineering and management of electricity
generation and transmission over the last 20 years. As Quality Manager, he provides
technical audit, technical policy overview and performance monitoring.

Mary Therese Sullivan BE(Canty), ME(Canty), MIPENZ, is Reliability Engineer with Trans
Power New Zealand Ltd. She commenced with the New Zealand Electricity Department as
an Assistant Engineer in 1975, working in various areas of the department before taking up
her present position in 1980.

Peter Toynbee BSc, Dip Ind Chem, MIChemE, F.Inst Energy, MIPENZ, is retired. He was with
the DSIR from 1947 until 1967, and was then Director Coal Research Association of New
Zealand from 1967 until 1987.

Alasdair Turner represents Trans Power on the Task Group. He has been working intermittently
on the cost of non-supply since the mid 1970s, with the work being circulated as internal
NZED working papers. In 1985, he was on a small Electricity Division Steering Committee
overseeing the Arthur Young and John Culy studies and his interest has continued to date.
Because of this, he tends to be used as the “oracle” within Trans Power and like that at
Delphi, tends to be suitably enigmatic. Trans Power wish to understand reliability-worth
better in order to provide an acceptable and cost-effective transmission service.

John Walsh is Chief Executive of Dunedin Electricity, responsible for the Waipori hydro power
scheme, the largest and most complex scheme outside of ECNZ. Prior to this, he was Chief
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Engineer with Southland Electric Power Supply, responsible for the operation, mainte-
nance and extension of generation, transmission and distribution facilities including the
Monowai hydro power station. He previously worked on hydro and thermal power station
design with the New Zealand Electricity Department.

Barrie Wilkinson BE (Chem), MIPENZ, RE is currently a Senior Engineer (Chemical/
Mechanical) with the Technical and Development Group ECNZ in Wellington. He has 25
years experience with the Corporation and its predecessors, mainly in Wellington. He has
been involved in a wide variety of aspects of electricity generation, which range from
corrosion (thermal, hydro, transmission) and chemical control, fuel characteristics and
purchases, combustion, environmental consents, policy issues, control documents and
project management.

David Willis BE (Mech) ME has been the Generation Analysis Manager within ECNZ’s
Generation Group for the last two years. This followed on from his involvement in
generation planning and investment analysis for the Generation Group since 1987. Prior to
this he worked for the New Zealand Electricity Department as a project manager managing
investigations and consent processes for potential new thermal and geothermal power
station developments.

Roger Wills Assoc. IPENZ, REA, Dip Mgt, retired in 1993 after ten years as Director of the
Electricity Supply Engineers’ Association. In a career spanning 44 years in the electricity
industry, he held positions in contract supervision with the Ministry of Works, Sales
Engineering, substation construction, transmission line maintenance and technical staffing
with the New Zealand Electricity Department. In retirement, he remains a member of the
Electricity Industry Safety Rules Task Group.

Colin Winter I Eng, MIMech E, was Performance Engineer, New Plymouth Power Station,
Electricity Corporation of New Zealand. He has had 15 years of experience in nuclear power
plant operations and planning, performance and planning engineering at New Plymouth
since 1983.

Mike Wood BE (Elect), is Information Systems Manager, Electricity Corporation of New
Zealand. He joined New Zealand Electricity in 1977, and has been in system control since
1980. He was Operations Engineer from 1985 until 1991, and was responsible for
implementation of Generation Management System which includes the Generator Avail-
ability Data System (GADS).

Bill Woods BE(Elect), Dip Energy Tech (Geo), MESEA, MIPENZ has been Systems Engineer
at Taupo Electricity since 1983, where he is responsible for engineering aspects of their
system, including 6.5 MW of hydro plant. For the previous four years he was at the New
Zealand Electricity Department involved in thermal station design, and the Otahuhu gas
turbine station.

Peter Yeung is the Planning Manager in the Network Business Unit at Mercury Energy which
is responsible for managing the Board’s electricity distribution assets to ensure that
customers’ needs are met and that an adequate return on owners equity is achieved. Peter
also represents ESEANZ on the Task Group.
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Alternating current.

After Diversity Maximum Demand — the combined maximum de-
mand of a defined group of customers measured at a specific time.

The ability of a generation facility to start generating without an
external source of electricity supply.

A point in the transmission system to which the electrical energy is
delivered to an Electricity Distributor or to a direct supply customer.

A set of conductors, insulators and other equipment for conveying
electrical energy between two points in a network.

The International Conference on Large High-Voltage Electrical Sys-
tems (Conference Internationale des Grands Reseaux Electriques a
Haute Tension.)

A number of electrically-separable conductors forming a three phase
or other system and capable of conveying electrical energy from one
point to another.

Residential Customer (Domestic Consumer):
A person who contracts with an Electricity Supplier to purchase
electricity for use in a private dwelling.

Business Customer:
An organisation or person that contracts with an Electricity Supplier
to purchase electricity for use in a non-residential (ie commercial or
industrial) enterprise.

Electrical plant owned or rented by one customer, including the mains,
local protection (fuses etc), wiring and internal distribution equip-
ment. This is often loosely referred to as the “customer’s premises”.

An interruption of supply to a customer’s installation.

An unplanned or unscheduled interruption of supply resulting from a
fault in the power system where the customer is not given any advance
notice.

Direct current.

AC

ADMD

Black Start

Bulk Supply Point

Cable or Line

CIGRE

Circuit

Customer

Customer’s Installation

Customer Interruption

Cut

DC

APPENDIX 2
Definitions

The following terms are used in this report:
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See “Load”.

The part of an electricity supply network used for distributing or
conveying electrical energy from a Bulk Supply Point to the custom-
ers.

See “Zone Substation”.

A State-Owned Enterprise (SOE) responsible for bulk generation of
electricity in New Zealand.

Any person who supplies line function services to another person or
persons.

A term frequently used to describe the combination of electricity
retailer and electricity distributor that provides electrical energy to a
customer.

Any person who supplies electricity to another person or persons for
any purpose other than for re-supply by the person or persons. Note
that for a few very large customers, ECNZ is the Electricity Retailer
or Supplier.

See “Power and Energy Units”.

An unplanned situation in which a network, line, cable or transformer
has to be taken out of service immediately or as soon as possible.
“Outage” is sometimes used to mean “Interruption of Supply”.

Those organisations or parts of organisations which carry out the
generation of electrical energy.

High voltage. Under the terms of the Electricity Regulations 1993,
“high voltage” is any voltage exceeding 1000 volts AC or 1500 volts
DC. (Note that following the enactment of these Regulations, the term
“high voltage” was broadened to include voltages previously referred
to as “EHV” or “extra high voltage”).

High Voltage Direct Current

A connection (lines, cables and equipment, including transformers,
etc) that may be used to convey electrical energy in either direction
between networks, between power stations, or between power stations
and networks.

The term “interconnected networks” indicates networks that are
linked together by one or more interconnections. A similar definition

Demand

Distribution System

District Substation

Electricity Corporation
of New Zealand (ECNZ)

Electricity Distributor

Electricity Supplier

Electricity Retailer

Energy Units

Forced Outage

Generators

HV

HVDC

Interconnection
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applies to “interconnecting lines”.

A break in the continuity of electricity supply to a point of delivery.

Interruptions may be categorised as short (less than one minute) or
long (one minute or longer). They may be planned or unplanned.

The Information Technology Group. A term used in this project to
describe a group of customers who make extensive use of computers
and communications systems.

See “Cable or Line”.

The provision and maintenance of works for the conveyance of
electricity and the operation of such works, including the control of
voltage and assumption of responsibility for losses of electricity.

The value at a given moment of the electrical power (expressed in kW
or kVA) supplied or absorbed at any point of a system as determined
by an instantaneous measurement or by the integration of power
during a given period of time.

The term “Load” can refer to a customer, an appliance, a group of
customers or appliances or a network.

The graphical representation of loading samples arranged in decreas-
ing order of magnitude over a defined period of time.

Long Run Marginal Cost — commonly used to mean the cost per
kilowatt-hour of increasing the existing total generation output.

Low voltage. Under the terms of the Electricity Regulations 1993,
“low voltage” is any voltage exceeding 32 volts AC or 115 volts DC,
but not exceeding 1000 volts AC or 1500 volts DC.

An electric line that is between a customer’s main switchboard and a
distribution line and is for the use of that particular customer.

The highest value of electrical power demand during a given period.
Often referred to as “peak demand”.

The Major Energy Users Group, which is a group of customers who
use electricity in large quantities, typically more than 50 million units
per year.

A method of modelling the random behaviour of a system by repeat-

Interruption of Supply

ITG

Line or Cable

Line Function Services

Load or Demand

Load Duration Curve

LRMC

LV

Main

Maximum Demand

MEUG

Monte Carlo
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edly sampling from a distribution and performing simulations.
A grouping of substations, lines, cables and other electrical equipment
connected for the purpose of conveying electrical energy from power
stations to customers.

The location at which a customer or group of customers takes
electricity supply from a distribution network.

A situation where an item of electrical equipment is removed from
service. It is commonly used to mean an interruption of supply to
customers for longer than one minute, but for the purposes of this
report is deemed not to be generally equivalent to an interruption to
supply. An outage may or may not cause an interruption of supply,
depending on whether or not there is an alternative means of providing
supply.

See “Maximum Demand”. Sometimes referred to as “Peak” or “Peak
Load”.

Ratios used to describe the reliability performance of an electricity
supply system. Examples are:

(i) SAIDI — System Average Interruption Duration Index. Aver-
age total duration of interruptions of supply that a customer
experiences in the period under consideration.

         
=

sum of (no.  of interrupted customers x interruption duration)
total no.  of connected customers

in minutes/customer/year

(ii) SAIFI — System Average Interruption Frequency Index. Aver-
age number of interruptions of supply that a customer experi-
ences in the period under consideration.

=
sum of (no. of interrupted customers)
total number of connected customers

in interruptions/customer/year

(iii) CAIDI — Customer Average Interruption Duration Index.
Average duration of an interruption of supply per customer who
experienced an interruption in the period under consideration.

=
sum of (no. of interrupted customers x interruption duration)

sum of (no. of interrupted customers)

Network

Network Connection
Point

Outage

Peak Demand

Performance Indices
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Note that CAIDI =  
SAIDI
SAIFI

in minutes/interruption

(iv) AID — Average Interruption Duration. Average duration of
each interruption of supply in the period under consideration.

=
sum of interruption durations

no. of interruptions

in minutes/interruption

(v) ASAI — Average Service Availability Index. Proportion of
time that the system was available to supply customers in the
period under consideration.

= total number of customer hours of service available
total number of customer hours demanded

=  
minutes in period -  SAIDI

minutes in period

(Equivalent to Service Reliability Index)

(vi) AOFL — Average Outage Frequency per unit Length. Average
outage frequency per 100 circuit-kilometres in the period under
consideration.

=
100 x number of outages

mean of opening and closing lengths of circuits 
in service in km

(vii) ALIDI — Average Load Interruption Duration Index (system
minutes interrupted). Average time the equivalent of the total
system was interrupted in the period under consideration.

=
total number of kVA (or kW) minutes interrupted

total system kVA (or kW)

The ratio of average load on the plant over a period of time to the
aggregate rating of all the generating equipment installed at the plant.

A point in the network to which the electrical energy is delivered and/
or is placed at the disposal of the customer.

Plant Factor

Point of Delivery
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The point at which electrical energy is delivered in bulk to the network
of an electricity distributor, or, in respect of supply to a customer’s
premises, the point at which a main crosses a premises’ boundary.
Note that “premises” includes land and buildings. Refer to Bulk
Supply Point.

Electrical power:  kilowatts (kW) (rate of use)

Electrical energy:  kilowatt-hours (kWh) or Units (energy used)

Energy equivalents :
1 kW = 1 kilojoule per second
1 kWh = 3,600 kilojoules.

Common multiples:
103 W = 1 kW (kilowatt)
106 W = 1 MW (megawatt)
109 W = 1 GW (gigawatt)

The activities necessary to re-establish the electrical power supply to
the point of delivery.

Safety Evaluation of Existing Dams — a programme of evaluation of
dam safety carried out by ECNZ.

A planned or scheduled interruption of supply where the customer is
given advance notice of the expected time and duration. Switching of
loads for energy or load management purposes is excluded.

Generation plant which is synchronized and connected to the trans-
mission system, but not carrying load. It is available to supply load at
very short notice, and is usually used to ensure that unexpected losses
of generation do not result in interruptions of supply to customers.

Short Run Marginal Cost — the expected cost of supplying one more
kWh of energy from the existing system.

A part of a network, concentrated in a given place, used for the
selective connection and disconnection of the electrical circuits within
a network. In addition, there may be the ability to transfer electrical
energy between networks operating at different voltage levels.

A transmission system used to transfer electrical energy from a bulk
supply point to an electricity distributor’s zone or district substation.
It can also include a customer’s specific transmission line on the main
transmission system prior to a bulk supply point.

Point of Supply

Power and Energy Units

Restoration (of Supply)

SEED

Shutdown

Spinning Reserve

SRMC

Substation

Subtransmission System
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Supply Disturbance

System Minutes

Transformer

Transmission System

Trans Power NZ Ltd

UPS (Uninterruptible
Power Supply)

Zone Substation

An event on the power supply where the customer is consequently
inconvenienced, or suffers loss, or is otherwise deprived of the ability
to continue with normal activities.

A term used to describe the severity of an interruption of supply. It is
the amount of electrical energy not supplied because of the interrup-
tion, expressed as a multiple of the amount of energy used in the total
New Zealand supply system in one minute of maximum loading.
Currently, one system minute is 5,000 megawatt-minutes.

An electromagnetic device which reduces or increases alternating
voltage or current. In power systems, it is most commonly used to
change voltage to levels appropriate to the purpose for which a
particular portion of the system is used.

The part of the network used to transfer electrical energy, generally in
large amounts, from power stations to areas of distribution and
consumption. It is sometimes referred to as the National Transmission
Grid, National Grid or Grid.

The organisation in New Zealand responsible for the bulk transmis-
sion of electricity from the generators to bulk supply points via the
transmission system.

A device which maintains power supply to an item of equipment
during the temporary failure of the normal main electricity supply.
Most commonly used for computer equipment.

An Electricity Distributor’s area substation where the incoming
subtransmission voltage is transformed to the HV distribution voltage.
Generally, it controls a number of HV distribution feeders. Also
known as a “District Substation”.




